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1 SRS -120

2 SRV-2000
SEQ-315 x 2
SRA-2400
SRA-4800

3 MKS -80 x 2
MKS -30 x 2
MKS -10
MKS -7

4 RDD-10 x 2
RPH-10 x 2
RGE-10 x 2
RCL-10 x 2
RBF-10 x 2
RAD-10 x 5
SRV-2000 x 6
SDE-1000

5 SDE-3000 x 2
SDE-2500
SEQ-315
SEQ-331
SRA-2400
SRA-4800

the total MIDI concept

IL2Roland
Roland (UK) Ltd

Great West Trading Estate, 983 Great West Road
Brentford, Middx. TW8 9DN

Telephone: 01-568 4578

6 BX-800

7 RM-12/4

8 TR-727

9 DR -30

10 TR-707

11 PD -20

12 PD -10

13 PAD -8

14 MB -121

15 MKB-1000

16 KS -1000

17 G-707

18 GR-700

19 AXIS



This is a Mirage.
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This is not.

The Mirage Digital Sampling Keyboard.
Rush to your nearest oasisic before it's gone!
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Number 9

jOrg DW8000
VOlysynth

Korg'sllaphip pal, gets a touch -sensitive
keyboard, a built-in DDL, and 0 lot more

besides. Simon Trask concludes it's what the
DW6000 should limu, been all

LIF41 2B
Software

The 1B version Iru.c good. but Simon Trask
luts nionlh with Os Ancressor, and

reckons it deserves its reputotion as the mod
prIi c,,rono I sequencing package designed

round o home computer.
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;k Shreeve
Annabel Scott talks to one of the synth world's

younger composers about a new album of
raunchier, dynamic music, the result of his

first sessions in ive E lectro's equipment -laden
studio, Batte'.

akes
Tiro Goodyer takes time out to lend a critical

ear to a batch of current album and single
releases, along with some readers' demos.

0.11nd Running
First of an occasional series on the twilight

zone between recordingfirst demos a nd
collecting that first gold disc. Birmingham's

Night cat chers talk to Tim Goodyer about tight
budgets and big -name producers.

Odeczalik
The man who brought computers in Frankie

an programmed his was' to chart infamy with
The Art of Noise, fits in an interview btfore

going out to play some very English sport.
Paul Tingen fills in the scorecard.

Vesta Kozo
ampler

goodie fi».yolli Oiretflinving 19"
effects inch, this one offers pitch -controllable
sampling and a fullinnetion 1)1)1. into the

bargain. Dave Simpson grabs a microphone
and decides- it's worth malting room for.

!Wise Studios
Synth players in search of Heaven need look

)1°1i -flier than It'est London, where a
recording studio pills the emphasis firmly im

hi -tech musical equipment, but doesn't charge
people the Earth to nsesil. Simon Trash pays

Paradise 0 visit

con '85
Vancouz,er, Canada was the location tor Iwo

music events last August. Rim Brie/el
reports on the fin! of them, Digicon '85. and

finds he hos plenty to talk about.

MIDI
onitor

The Accund, and final part of fay Chop man's
,Monitor program for E&,11,11's own BBC -

.1111)1 i phis month's instalment
gives the program listing and explains how

eit^
yn-D-Kit

Do you turn pale at the thought olfmkingout
fora Simmons SDS 9? Do yon go green with

envy when triends.show off brand-new
(Wallah, Percussion kits? Paul White's design

Ji.s build -you r -a us o'er elect ronic drum kit
could bri lig a bit of colour to your cheeks.

klist
Polysxid hs, voice expanders and remote

keyboard cmd 'altos are the subject of this
month's no -holds -barred price guide. Don't

buy another instrument untilyou've read this.
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Software
Stumbling

:4,2aK.s /
, ,?.ss

he software revolution con-
tinues unabated. Or at least,
there's more of it available now
than there's ever been, as this
issue's quota of reviews shows.

Three programs, two of them entirely new
packages from across the Atlantic, the other
an updated version of an established British
affair, come under the scrutiny of E&MM's
reviewing team in November.

In the pages that follow, Simon Trask
examines how the UMI 2B has been
improved over its predecessor, the 1B; Ian
Waugh revels in Passport's best scorewriting
program yet; and Trish McGrath celebrates
the arrival of an American Commodore -
based package that offers some truly novel
facilities - then finds herself regretting that
the system, from the Syntech Corporation,
isn't yet available this side of the pond.

To an extent, the proliferation of MIDI
software packages - most of which are
intended to take the place of a dedicated
sequencer - is reflected in an increase in the
number of computer systems used by
today's musicians. The UMI system (the
British package mentioned above) now
numbers Tears for Fears, The Cars and
Vince Clarke among its professional users.
And the company that markets UMI, The
London Rock Shop, has now sold over a
hundred systems.

But when you bear in mind just how
much more comprehensive so many com-
puter programs are by comparison with their
dedicated counterparts, their impact thus
far has been fairly limited. Demand for

dedicated machines is still buoyant, despite
some huge price discrepancies, and the fact
that almost all 'software -in -a -box' machines
are less friendly to use than their competitors
from the home computer world.

Part of the reason for this lies in the sheer
logistic awkwardness of a computer -based
package. If you're in a gigging band, or just
someone who carries their gear about a lot,
having to transport synths,
puter, disk drive and monitor everywhere is
a major hassle. You could get most of it onto
a seat in the cab of the Transit, but the
chances of it staying there over the first
three bumps in the road are slim.

Then there's the fact that home com-
puters, not being designed for life in the
sedate surroundings of a recording studio,
let alone the hurly-burly of a concert tour,
have a well -deserved reputation for breaking
down at awkward moments. That's also true
of dedicated instruments that use similar
technology (and these days, that's most of
them). But somehow, it always seems easier
to get a Yamaha sequencer fixed than it is to
find someone to go troubleshooting inside a
Commodore 64.

But if I had to give the single biggest
reason for software's current failure to
make big inroads into the sequencer market,
I'd point the finger at the retail end of the
chain.

Let's face it. If you work in a High Street
retail shop and space and time are at a
premium, the last thing you need is someone
waltzing into the shop and asking for a
demonstration of some sequencing software.

It's complex and time-consuming to set up,
difficult to explain properly, and at best,
only going to end up with a sale that's worth
the shop perhaps £25 or £30 in pure profit.

That's a shame because, as I've said,
software packages offer an awful lot in the
way of useful facilities, whether you're a
musician without enough hands to play
what you want to play, or a composer
without any playing ability in the first place.

I get the feeling that if software is to
become as widely used as it deserves to be,
the people who market it are going to have to
build in even more facilities, make it even
more straightforward to use, and give it a
more professional (ie. higher) price -tag.

UMI's success proves that musicians will
part with significant sums for their soft-
ware, so long as the system they get in return
does the job. And why not, when dedicated
machines of similar power still cost four
times as much, and when a small business
(which is what a pro band is, after all) can
part with ten times as much for a business
software package?

In his appraisal of the UMI 2B, Simon
Trask points to the fact that it's probably the
last of the great eight -bit music software
systems. It stretches its host computer (the
erstwhile BBC B) to its limits, and much the
same is true of similarly comprehensive
packages based round similar micros like the
Commodore 64 and the Apple.

Try to build in any more complexity, and
you're looking at 16 -bit micros like the
Apple Macintosh - something a number of
US software houses have already done with
some success. When the new generation of
affordable 16 -bit computers - spearheaded
by the Atari ST and Commodore's Amiga -
become generally available, music software
will get more convenient, more user-
friendly, and more sophisticated than ever.

But don't be surprised if the new -
generation software comes a little bit pricier
than the current stuff. Because for it to be
marketable, it'll need backup from an
enthusiastic dealer network that knows its
cut is going to be worthwhile. And because,
despite the democracy -spreading price
reductions of contemporary music hard-
ware, a lot of musicians still equate pounds
with performance. 
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OYAMAHA RX21
Digital rhythm programmer with P.C.M. voice generator
(256k bit wave ROM x 2) and 9 voices.
AVAILABLE NOW!

°YAMAHA DX2I
The incredible DX21 digital programmable algorithm
synthesizer with 128 pre-programmed voices built in. 32 RAM
voice memory and 32 RAM performance memory.
At the unbeatable price of BEST PRICE
TRY ONE TODAY!

CASIO MAGIC
CZ101 C345
CZ 1000 inc. free headphones L495
CT6000 L645
CK500 (Keyboard, Radio,
Tape -to -tape facility) 0299

Plus all other models in stock
CASIO CZS000 Polysynth BEST PRICE
CASIO SZ- I C229

AX80 Fantastic synth 8 voice
Touch sensitive + Midi
5612 Digital Sampling Unit.
Midi Controlled 6 voice 12 bit
Rack Mount L749
Many sampled sounds from ... [49 for 20
Disc Drive (199

L799

ORLSBRO
TI -E NEW

TAURUS
CAB'S IN STOCK NOW

ensonica
The fantastic sound sampling
Ensoniq Mirage on demonstration
at all our oases.
A must for everybody in the
recording or live music business
- at an incredible price of

£1695.00 inc. vat.

TASCAM

°YAMAHA DX5
Digital programmable algorithm synthesizer - 64 performance
memory, 64 internal voice memory. 64 external voice
memory and 64 external performance memory.
An altogether incredible machine

Q595 inc. va

KEYBOARDS 0YAMAHAHOME

MK 100 L229 PSR40 [299
PG 100 L139 PSR5O [399
PS 200 [69 PSR60 [499
PS 400 L139 PSR70 4599

MORE
Poly 800 [459
DW 6000 £659
DW 8000 £999
DDM 110 Special Price [189
SQDI 4539

°YAMAHA
PFIO
PFI5
DX7
RX I 5
RXII
QX7
TX7
PS6100

[499
P.O.A.
[1279

£469
P.O.A.

[459
[649
[949

COMPUTER

KX88 [1199
KX5 remote P.O.A.
QXI L2165
TX816 f3635
TX8I2 C1645
DI500 LPOA
GC2020 2 channel stereo LPOA
R1000 Digital Reverb [535

FANTASTIC
PACKAGE
OFFER!!!

NOW ONLY :

£299 inc
VAT

Package includes CXSM MSX Music
Computer, YKOI Keyboard and YRM
101 or YRM 102 Software.

Also available (as shown) with YKIO
Keyboard £349.00.

MIRAGE

Porta One mini studio still only £399
while stocks last
Mains Adaptor L25

tImunvor  ism 1.

Full range of theme incredible
guitars and basses in many
colours - in stock at all branches
at very attractive prices.

PART EXCHANGE WELCOME
INSTANT CREDIT
(Subject to status. written quotations on request)

aK-1
OPENING TIMES:
Mon -Fri 9.30am-6.00pm
Saturday 9.30am-5.30pm

Fos-tex
Full range including 816s and the new
A80, A20 & 450 mixers. Always in stock
at sensible prices.

X15's now only L249

SIMMONS FANTASTICNEW KITS

(All with new floating playing surface)
SDS200 2 Pads, Stand and
Controller [359
SDS400 4 Tom Pads, Stand and
Controller 4549
SDS800 4 Drum Kit, Stands and
Controller [629
SDS9 5 Drum Kit, Stands,
Controller with memory and program
plus Digital delay [1199
SDS7 (Hard pads)
SPECIAL PRICE 41699

11(Roland
JX8P [1199
PG800 LI75
JUNO 106 [799
TR707 (definitely in stock) [485
TR606 [169
MSQ 100 [399
MSQ700 [699
JSQ60 [99
SRV2000 [1199
SDE2500 L549

Mother Keyboards
Very special prices
Now Available
MKB 300 76 keys midi £599
MKB 1000 midi £799
Plus all modules at great savings

THE TASCAM 388
"STUDIO 8"
Compact 8 track unit
running on 7" reel /4" tape.
Features include real time
counter. SMPTE compatibility.
Locate functions. DRX on/off
and much more. if you're
looking for a complete 8 track
system come and see the
"Studio 8" [2750
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"Let me be your master"
I am a 6 voice, programmable, touch sensitive synthesizer
designed to be a powerful synthesizer and a MIDI Contoller
Keyboard. If you choose me as your Master Keyboard:
I promise to transmit and recive all MIDI information
accurately. I promise to let you program a Split point
anywhere you want, giving you two separate three voice
synths. I promise to let you transpose voices above the
Split anywhere you want. I promise to come with 75 solid
presets and a tape of 75 more. I promise to give you
another 24 patches of Doubled or Split combinations.
I promise to respond and transmit your touch and velocity.
I promise to let you use my velocity to control my Pulse
Width, LFO's Rate, my VCF and VCA differently for each
voice. I promise to let you program my Modulation Wheel
Amount for each voice. I promise to let you transmit or
receive a Release Pedal, Pitch Bending, Program Change
and all Modulation functions. I can even let you choose
Omni On, Omni Off, or receive and transmit on any of the
16 MIDI Channels, and as a special feature, I can also
transmit on two separate MIDI Channels simultaneously.

BUY BY PHONE

RING 0611236094
You can even reverse the charges.

7 day money back guarantee.

I promise to offer you some unique sounds, both digital
and analogue. I promise to offer you a tight, slightly
weighted keyboard feel. I promise to let you set up three
sets of 30 voices each in any order you want, so you can step
through them, that's called 'Chaining'. I promise to let you
program me completely, including Noise for effects,
variations and Detunings. lam called the CHASE BIT 99
Programmable Synthesizer. I can give you more features
than most other keyboards can. I work well with MIDI
keyboards, and especially well with expanders that receive
touch sensitivity such as my "SLAVE" the CHASE BIT 01
Synthesizer Module. My younger brother was voted
Professional Keyboard of
1985 - I am even better.
I am a completely
programmable MIDI
Master Keyboard.
I NEED TO FEEL
YOUR TOUCH AND
I WILL RESPOND.

CHASE ct
Q;]

SYNTHESIZER
£699

CHAS
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"Let me be your slave"
am a 6 voice, programmable, touch sensitive synthesizer,

designed to be controlled by any keyboard with MIDI, a
:omputer, a guitar with MIDI, a MIDI sequencer and most
)f tomorrow's MIDI products. If you choose me as your
>lave: I promise to be compatible with the orders I receive
rom MIDI. I promise to let you add a Split point to your
;eyboard, even if it has none, and let you transpose the
ound to the right of the Split. I promise to come with 75
olid presets and a cassette of 75 more. I promise to give
tou an additional 24 patches of Split or Doubled sound
;ombinations. I promise to respond to your touch and your
,elocity. I promise to let you program your touch to control
ny pulse width, my LFO's rates, my VCF and VCA

differently for each voice. I promise to let you choose
whether or not to receive Program Changes, Release Pedal
Pitch Bending and Modulation functions. I promise to offer
some unique sounds, sometimes digital, sometimes analogue,
with a variety that will compliment what you already own.
I am called the CHASE BIT 07 Synthesizer Module. I can add
more features to your keyboard than any other keyboard
could add. I work well with all MIDI keyboards, but I respond
best to those transmitting velocity like the DX7*, CHASE BIT 99,
and many others. I can even let you choose OMNI ON,
ONMI OFF, or receive on any of the 16 MIDI Channels.
I want to be your slave, your ultimate Synthesizer Module.
WE NEED EACH OTHER

CHASE BIT TECHNOLOGY
t frored

DX7 H a registered trademark of YAMAHA.

LONDON 01-387 7626/7449
22 Chalton Street Off Euston Road, London NW1

MANCHESTER 061-236 6794/5
58 Oldham Street, Off Piccadilly, Manchester M4 1LE

BIRMINGHAM '8' 021-236 8146
10 Priory Queensway, Birmingham, 64 6BS.

 Opening Hours Mon -Sat inc. 10.00am-5.30pm

CHASE ct

SYNTH MODULE
£499

LIFETIME GUARANTEE
PARTS & LABOURPick up a leaflet giving full details of theChase Guarantee

& Pay as you Play plan.



Lion's Share
If, like composer Michael Boddicker in this month's report on Digicon '85, you're
having problems with cumulative MIDI delays, a small UK company could well ft,,,
have the answer. Leo'tronics are the company in question, and their product is 4"0'.
the MIDI Six patch box. For a mere £35, the MIDI Six allows control over up to
six slave instruments without incurring the delay inherent in the use of a MIDI
Thru socket. More from Leo'tronics, 5 Leonardin Close, High Crompton, Oldham OL2 7NH.

'2 (0706) 845389. 

A Change of Tone
And for those of you either bored or no longer inspired by the bog
standard, 12 -semitone, black and white keyboard octave, Soundscape
Productions wish to announce the availability of their range of 40
intonation programs for the Prophet 5 polysynth. The range covers
everything from major keys to seven ancient Greek scales, and comes in
both disk and cassette formats. Assuming you already have an example
of Sequential's classic programmable poly, cost is a mere $25. More
from Soundscape Productions, Postal Box 8891, Stanford CA 94305,
USA. 

Vka
.414!

Delayed Sampler
Four months ago, in E&MM August, we mentioned the Rebis RA226
digital sampler as part of our roundup of musically meaningful things
on show at this year's APRS exhibition in London. Well, Rebis now
tell us that they've decided to delay production in order to
incorporate certain hardware and software improvements to the
unit, most of which have come about thanks to enormous public
response to the 226's unveiling. The sampler's price has also yet to
be finalised, but production should have begun by the time you read
this. More from Sound Technology, Unit 6, Letchworth Business Park,
Letchworth, Herts. EZ (042) 675675. 

Art Into Art
A conference entitled Art Into Music
Into Art is due to take place at the
Sainsbury/Green Park Station Conference
Centre in Bath on November 1-3. The
purpose of the conference will be to

examine the relationship between music
and those visual art forms practised by
artists working on the boundaries between
the two. To raise the general tone of the
event, various reputable individuals have
agreed to participate, and these include
Brian Eno, Emmett Williams, Howard
Home, Simon Frith and John Caskens.
Unfortunately, admittance to the pro-
ceedings costs £28 (£20 for students), but
it should be worth it. More from the
conference organisers on lit (0249)
712571. II

8

More Commodore
Looking for some new FM sounds? Bored
of editing the hard way on your DX7?
Tired of having to download your TX
sounds to your DX7 in order to save
them to disk? Well, Syntech, the
Californian company responsible for the
Studio I sequencing software reviewed
elsewhere this issue, could have the
answer for you. Their DX/TX Master
program provides you with 900 new
sounds suitable for both the DX7 and
TX7, and is designed to perform all
editing and dumping tasks with the aid of
your neglected Commodore 64. Syntech
have also produced the DX -TX EZ
Voice, an editing program for the DX7
and TX7 designed for the IBM PC, which
utilises colour graphics and four screens,
and is therefore slightly more sophisti-
cated than the Commodore version.
More from Syntech, 23958 Craftsman
Road, Calabasas, CA 91302. Z' USA (818)
704 8S09. 

EPAS? It sounded like a spelling mistake to us, but it actually stands for
Electronic Percussion Amplification Systems, the latest venture from
amp people Trace Elliot. Already established as a force to be
reckoned with in bass amplification, they have turned their collective

xltlix

attention towards the problems of amplifying electronic drums and
percussion - and come up with two systems. The first is a modest 400 -
watt stereo setup, while the second offers the choice of 800W in mono
(biamping) mode, or 800W full -range stereo. The secret of the systems
seems to be a wide dynamic range combined with A-bomb proof
cabinets. We hope to be reporting on these soon. More from
Soundwave, Unit 7, 49 Braintree Road, Witham, Essex CM8 2BZ
(0376) 517237. 

Hands On Turnkey
In the past it's been restricted only to a weekend, but
Turnkey's 'Hands On Show' has been granted an extended
lifespan of a whole month this year. The month in question
is November, and the show will include daily demon-
strations and a number of seminars, as well as ample
opportunity to leave your greasy fingerprints on lots of
expensive recording and auxiliary equipment. Tickets are
required only for the seminars, and you can get hold of
them (along with further information on the Hands On
month as a whole) just by dropping in to the Turnkey Shop,
Percy Street, Tottenham Court Road, London W I IS 01-202 4366. 

a.

w.

Join the Club
Just to show that Newsdesk
has an eternally compassion-
ate side to it, we've decided
to relieve E&MM's Production
Editor, and the problems she
has trying to deal with queries
about how to get in touch
with the DX Owners' Club.
So for anyone about to pick
up the phone, here's the
address yet again: DX Owners'
Club, PO Box 6, Ripon, North Yorks,
HG4 2QT. 
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THE BLACK & WHITE SELECTION FROM SYCO

FI
mulator H is a music system designed to
incorporate the requirements of today's
professionals in a compact, ergonomic package.

To describe it simply as a sampling keyboard belies the
power of its facilities and the scope of it's application...

17 seconds of audio may be sampled, assigned
to the keyboard in a variety of ways and processed by
the Ell's full compliment of VCA's, filters, envelope
generators and sophisticated modulation circuits.

8 track MIDI recorder features full auto -
correct facilities and allows the recording, editing and
arranging of complete compositions.

8 discrete outputs, a feature often overlooked
when considering the usefulness of multitrack
sequencers, make it possible to mix, equalise and effect
each of the eight tracks individually and mix straight to
two track.

EH - MORE THAN A
SAMPLING KEYBOARD

SMPTE synchronisation, in any of the 3
standards, makes the Ell part of the multitrack or video
recorder. The sequencer follows the tape machine as it
fast forwards or rewinds, taking only a few seconds to
calculate it's position.

Hard disk, to be made available shortly, allows
the equivalent of many disks to be stored and recalled
at the touch of a button. The speed of disk functions is
greatly increased, offering considerable advantages for
live and studio users.

Sound Designer, a programme for the EIV
Apple Macintosh, offers very detailed examination of
the sounds and parameters in the Ell. Fast Fourier
analysis, Waveform editing and mixing, and some
unique sound generation algorithms are all possible.

The Sound Library for the Ell now extends to
over 120 professionally sampled sounds, and the
manufacturers are increasing this number on a
continuing basis.

The EII is more than a sampling keyboard. It is a
creative musical environment, designed specifically
with professionals in mind, incorporating features
required by professional users.

Syco.We are
Syco, 20 Conduit Place, London W2.
Telephone 01-724 2451 Telex 22278 Syco G.
Fax No. 01-262 6081
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The activities of the Oxford Syn-
thesiser Company have just b
expanded to encompass the wo
of computer software. The peo
who brought you the OSCar mono=
synth and should (R&D permitting)
soon be offering the Advanc
Sound Generator polysynth,
just been announced as offici
distributors for a range of
software from West German co
pany Steinberg Research. Intended to
cater for both the professional and
educational markets, Steinberg's
software is all disk -based and is
written mainly for the Commodore
64, though the 16 -track Polyphonic
Sequencer, Scorewriter and TX7/
DX7 Editor are also available for
Apple II and Ile computers. In
addition to these packages, the
range includes a Sound Editor for
the Korg DW6000, a Piano Partner
educational package dealing with
chord and scale relationships, a
similar Guitar Partner that makes
specific concessions to the finger-
board, and hardware packages
covering a MIDI Interface, a Syn-
chroniser for sequencers, drum
machines and tape sync pulses and,
finally, a 'Deluxe Package' which
combines the last two with ad-
ditional MIDI facilities. Prices range
from L35 for the Synchroniser and
educational packages, to L135 for
the Deluxe MIDI Interface. More
from OSC, 5 Gladstone Court, Gladstone
Road, Headington, Oxford 0X3 BLN. IT
(08675) 5277. 

DOD Delay
A full seven -second delay time and external trigger facilities are just
two of the features of the DOD RDS3600 digital delay, a new
machine that's also found its way into Dave Simpson's review of the
Vesta Kozo sampler in this month's E&MM. The 3600 performs all
the usual DDL party tricks like chorus and flanging, and is claimed to
be suited to both live and studio applications. More from Rhino
Music Spares, Burnham Road, Dartford, Kent. 271 0322 77321 

Auntie's Playroom Extension
Due to a production cock -up, the equipment listing mentioned in the text was
omitted from last month's article on the BBC Radiophonic Workshop titled
'Auntie's Playroom'. Those responsible are now doing (in)voluntary work
repairing EDP Gnats, but not wishing to disappoint any readers, we've gone to
great lengths to present the listing this month. Read on...

RADIOPHONIC WORKSHOP EQUIPMENT SCHEDULE. PAGE 18.

MACE MODEL

EMS

YAMAHA

ROLAND

ARP

OBERHEIM
SEQ. CUTS.
CASIOTONE
ELECTRONIC
DREAM PLANT

WAVEMKR/K.GALE
RWS/WAVEMKR

RWS
RMI
ELKA

SYNTHESISERS

VCS/3

SYNTH' SUITCASE
SY-2

SERIAL NO. YEAR

253
179
4226
1051
1508

CS01 23580
CS -I5 4088
CS -40M 1584
CS -80 1740
DX -7 7559

7400
7387
72202
72217

DX -1 1006
7%816 1072
SEQUENCER OX1 1217
SYSTEM 100M(191) 820667

830732
750182

JUPITER 4(COMPUPHONIC) 831074
SEQUENCER CSO-100 892179
ODYSSEY 28791

28210623
OBX 804204
PROPHET 5 0692

- 201 181461

WASP DE LUXE
REC.MODULE DR1
MODULAR SYNTH

MISC.SYNTH UNIT
ELECTRIC PIANO 368
SYNTHEX

OXFORD SYNTH.CO. OSCAR

RADIOPHONIC WORKSHOP EQUIPMENT SCHEDULE.

SYNTHESISERS(CONT.)

1001*
RW19*
RW12/1*
RW12/2*
RW12/38
RWI2/4*
RW12/5*
RW16*
BBC3
1079
1151
SN0073

MAKE MODEL

EMU
FAIRLIGHT

PPG

SISME

1984

1985

1984
1985

1984

PAGE 19.

SERIAL NO. YEAR

EMULATOR 2 202 1984/5
CMI COMPRISING: -
CENTRAL PROCESSOR SNA058172
VDU SN8058173
6 OCTAVE KEYBOARD SNC068173
ALPHA -NUM. KEYBOARD SND07E1175
"WAVE" COMPRISING: -

*WAVE 2.3 SYNTH.
WAVETERM WT
PROCESSOR KEYBOARD
GODWIN STRING CONCERT

*Replaces PPG 2.2 N0.01163

0088

001438
001648

1984

1984

Neuronium Com  etition
YOU could be the lucky winner of one of five exclusive
Neuronium T-shirts, or five hand -painted Neuronium
badges signed on the reverse by their creator, Thomas C
Gilsanz, the man responsible for the cosmic paintings on
the band's LP sleeves. There is a catch, of course, Before
you stand a chance of winning any of these prizes, you have
to provide the correct answers to three simple questions.
These are as follows:

I Nome the year of Neuronium's formation.
2 Who is the third, non-musical member of Neuronium?
3 What was the title of Michel Huygen's 1984 solo album?

Answers on a postcard, please, to 'Neuronium Compe-
tition', E&MM, Alexander House, I Milton Road, Cambridge
CB4 WY, by the closing date of Thursday, November 28. 
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Quark Ltd., 16-24 Brewery Road, London N7 9NH. Telephone: 01-609 8282

111-2Roland GET IT RIGHT!!
NEW SRV - 2000 MIDI DIGITAL REVERB.
Roland break the digital reverb price
barrier! RRP £1450 MIDI - controllable -
the world's first! At last a realy versitile,
professional 99 second reverb at a price to
suit most 8 and 16 track studio owners. This
will surely enhance your studio sound more
than anything else - at a price that is
affordable.
SBX - 80 SYNC BOX SMPTE/MIDI
The SBX - 80 generates and reads SMPTE,
syncing it to any other time base for locked
control of MIDI sequencers and SMPTE
compatible tape and video recorders.
Essential for the audio-visual music studio.
RRP £950
TR - 707 & NEW TR - 727 DIGITAL DRUM
& PERCUSSION UNITS
Fully MIDI compatible, cartridge RAM
storage, individual outputs, LCD graphic
display, powerful PCM
sounds unbeatable value!

TR - 707 RRP £525

BOSS EFFECTS PEDALS & RACK -MOUNTING UNITS
Boss is now the world's largest manufacturer of effects
pedals. They have the widest range and are certainly the
most reliable - at The London Rock Shops we have the
complete range on permament demo. These are the latest
additions to the range: DSD-2 Digital Sampler pedal £245
DD -2 Digital delay pedal £195
CE -30019" rack Chorus unit £230
de -200 Digital delay w/trig. £350

Please call in
person for our
very special summer
prices.

SDE SERIES DIGITAL DELAYS
SDE - 1000 : 1.125 secs. (17kHz to 375ms)
4 memories £465
New SDE - 2500 MIDI : Multi memory for
multi MIDI! £600
SDE -3000: 4.5secs. (17kHz to 1.5secs) 8

0950 with full digital display and
foot control for s -o -s

JX 8P POLYPHONIC MIDI SYNTH
Velocity & pressure sensitive, 2 x DCO per
note, 2 x envelopes, analog/digital sounds,
64 + 32 internal memories with 32 RAM
pack option, patch chain function,
illuminated alpha -numeric display, full
MIDI spec RRP £1325 Optional PG -
800 easy programmer with sliders RRP
£180

MOTHER KEYBOARD MODULAR MIDI SYSTEM
MKB - 1000 £1665 7 octave weighted keys plus heav
duty KS  1000 smnd £150
MKB - 300 £9906 octave touch sensitive" Mother
Keyboard" MIDI controller
EP - 50 £625 6 octave MIDI electronic piano controller
MKS - 800 £1800" Super Jupiter" polysynth module
RAM pack storage dynamic control
MPG -80 £395 Optional programmer for Super Jupiter
MIDI polysynth rack module
MKS -10 £950" Planet P" 19" rack -mounting touch -
sensitive MIDI elec. piano
MKS -30 £875" Planet S " 19" rack -mounting touch -
sensitive MIDI polysynth

NEW BOSS MICRO RACK RECORDING SYSTEM
ROD -10 Digital delay £200 RAD-10 rack adaptor holds
two Boss Micro Rack
RCL-10 Compressor/Limiter £125 units in a conventional
19" 1 unit high rack.
RGE-10 Graphic Equaliser £125
RBF-10 Ranger £125 These units are ideal fora modular
home studio
RPH-10 Phaser £125 set up and can be joined together
for stereo
MI -10 MIDI to CV Fface £275 applications.
MI -30 MIDI channel filter £225
MI -40 MIDI Input selector £75
MI -50 output channel selector £95

Please note. all pficesquoted are RRP. It is London Rock Shop policy to sell at the most competitive prices in the U K Supply and demand controls the ultimate price to you as best
price but come and see us  we have the best displays and inlormahon centres in the U. K.

fling units are almost always undet supplied. Please don't nng and ask for our

The London Rock Shop
LONDON: 26 Chalk Farm Road, London NW1 Tel: 01-267 7851/5381/1771
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FENDER Standard Strat, locking .........
FENDER '57 Vintage Bass. inc case
FENDER '62 Vintage Precision Bass. inc case

FENDER Squier Popular Stat £199
FENDER Squier Stral. Humbucker. Trem £189
FENDER Squier '57 Vintage Precision Bass . £149
FENDER Sourer 52 Vintage Precision Bass 649

0 YAMAHA
YAMAHA SG3000s, Black C599
YAMAHA 5013001, Ivory. Tremeks £349
YAMAHA SG1000S. Black C289

YAMAHA SE300. White ..... . ........ .... £149
YAMAHA SE200, Black C129

YAMAHA 883000. Bass, Black £445

YAMAHA BB1600, Dark Cherry or Black. E265

YAMAHA BB1000. Black ..... .......... ......... .C265

YAMAHA BB400. Cherry or Black £175
YAMAHA B8300 Jet Black or Red £145

ARA RS Wildcat, White or Black E189

ARIA RS Knight Warrior, Black ... ... E279

ARIA Cardinal CS Deluxe, Black E199

ARIA SB11 Fretless, Sunburst ...................................£229

ARIA RSB Standard, Tobacco..... ..... ..................... £135

ARIA SA Elite. Opal blue £325

IBANEZ AM -205 &Acoustic Tobacco
IBANEZ AM -50 S/Acoushc. Tobacco. .
IBANEZ AS -80 Semi Acoustic. Cherry.

1IdR9

IBANEZ MC -824 Passive. Walnut__ . ....... £299

IBANEZ RS -950. Blue. .... ...... .. £245
IBANEZ RB-850. Black ....... £245

IBANEZ RB-820. SON., .......... ....... ........... E199

IBANEZ RB-630, Aar C145

Large selection always available Les Pauls, S.G's and
335 style guitars.
TST-40 50 8 70 models, Jazz & P. Basses horn.........£159

WESTONE Spectrum Guitars from £119
WESTONE Spectrum Basses from. ... £135

RICKENBACKER Guitars & basses now in stock. Phone
for amazing prices

MAIN AGENT FOR S.E. ESSEX
Phone for Amazing Introductory Otters.

AFFORDABLE AGAIN

5(551011
SESSIONETTE 75 1 x12 ..........................._...C225
SESSIONETTE 75 20 10 combo E255

SESSIONETTE 100 1.15 bass combo £309

SESSIONETTE 100 4 x10 bass combo £319

CARLSBRO Hornet 45 keyboard combo £168
CARLSBRO Hornet 45 kaad combo. £149
CARLSBRO Hornet 45 bass combo. £130
CARLSBRO Cobra 90 keyboard combo 1t249

CARLSBRO Cobra 90 lead combo E199

CARLSBRO Cobra 90 bass combo. £189
CARLSBRO Cobra 90 PA top reverb ..... ... £169

CARLSBRO Marlin 300 PA top...........................£329
CARLSBRO Stingray 150 pro lead combo ......... ....... C.465
CARLSBRO Stingray 150 bass combo...................._£312
CARLSBRO Cobra 90 keyboard..........................£159
CARLSBRO Cobra 90 bass top............ .................... £119
CARLSBRO Stingray 150 keyboard top C237

CARLSBRO Stingray 150 lead top 0217
CARLSBRO Stingray 150 bass top......... £179

KUDOS 251 Watt PA Cab,MonlIors each ...................£75
KUDOS 251 100 wat PA cabs/Monitors pair £139
KUDOS 351 200 watt PA speakers pair ..... E249
KUDOS 655 320 watt PA speakers pair .. C.425

KUDOS 666 600 watt PA speakers pair. ............ £525
KUDOS MX6400 PA raises amp inc digital echo £545

WEM Songbird 150w PA cabs
WEM Songbird 200 watt PA cabs..
WEM Songbird 300 watt PA cabs..
WEM Songbird 600w PA cabs.......
WEM 2013w monitor wedge

Main Agents for SE Essex
Huge Selection in Stock

Phone for New Low Prices

NEW MARSHALL INTEGRATED
BASS SYSTEMS

MARSHALL 3510 100 bass heart
MARSHALL 3520 200 bass head
MARSHALL 3540 400 bass head
MARSHALL 5522 200 bass COMb0..
MARSHALL 1550 250 1.15 Cab
MARSHALL 15104,10 cab........
MARSHALL 1533 300 1 x15-42.10.......

Phone
Phone
Phone
Phone
Phone
Phone
Phone

HI-TEC

KORG DWB000 new model Phone

KORG DW6000 synthesizer . ..... ..... New Low Price
KORG Poly 800 PolYsYnth . New Low Price
KORG Poly 6, synthesizer E499

KORG MPK 130 MIDI bass pedals ............................0299
KORG 80, symphonic piano £499

KORG RX-100 remote MIDI keyboard .......................£329
KORG IX -800 MIDI exp module_ .............. £299

KORG KMS-30 MIDI syncronizer box C125

KORG SOD -1 polyphonic digital MIDI recorder, stores
30,000 notes per quick disk Phone
KORGGR -1 new gated reverb £2619

KORG SDD-2000 4 second sampling Phone
KORG SOO 1000, 2 second sampling .......................£299

KORG DOM-110 digital drums
KORG DOM 220 digital latin percussion
KORG P55-50 digital super section

1I30SS EFFECTS

0199
£159
£345

BOSS BF -2 hanger C79

BOSS CE -3 chorus. C75

BOSS CS -2 compressor £59
BOSS DF 2 distortion/feedback £35
BOSS 00-2 digital delay £135
BOSS DSD-2 digital delay 8, sampling £159
BOSS DS -1 distortion £49
BOSS GE -7 7 band graphic £72
BOSS HC -2 hard clap £45
BOSS PC -2 percussion synth ....... ..... . £45

BOSS PH -1 phaser. E55

BOSS P11 -1R phaser with resonance ..........................£75
BOSS PH -2 super phaser ............................................£79
BOSS SD -1 sups, overdrrve £54

BOSS VB-2 vibrato £49
BOSS NF -1 noise gate
BOSS OD -1 overdrive £49
BOSS HM -2 heavy metal £49

BOSS TU-12 chromic tuner £45
BOSS BCB-6 effects pedal case £59
BOSS PSM-5 effects power supply .........................._ £62
BOSS PSA-220 or ASA-200 A/C adept.' El 4
BOSS DR -110 Doctor Rhythm ......... £12.5

ARIA DDX-10 digital delay pedal . £139
ARIA FL -5 hanger ..... ........... ..... £55

ARIA CH -3 stereo chorus pedal. . £52
ARIA MP -5 metal pedal
ARIA DT -5 distortion pedal. .E31

ARA ACT -3 locking hem._

Roland
MAIN DEALER FOR SE ESSEX

JX8P TOUCH
SENSITIVE POLYSYNTH

ROLAND JX-8P synthesier New Low Price
ROLAND PG -800 programmer New Low Price
ROLAND Juno 106 synthesiser New Low Price
ROLAND HS -60 synth plus New Low Price
ROLAND EP50 MIDI piano ........... .... New Low Price
ROLAND HP20 pianos . New Low Price

I III *040404

minimaimmimmi
issinliiiifillop

ROLAND TR707 digital drums . New Low Price
ROLAND TR727 digital latin percus. New Low Price
ROLAND MS0700 digital recorder ..... ... New Low Price
ROLAND MS0100 digital recorder.......... New Low Price

ROLAND BARGAIN BOX
ROLAND MKB300 mother keyboard 1:599

ROLAND MSK10 piano expander £499
ROLAND MSK30 poly synth C545
ROLAND AXIS remote MIDI keyboard 0275
ROLAND HP300 piano with stand ........... C669

ROLAND SH101 synthesiser E219
ROLAND MC202 micro comp synth £149
ROLAND CR8000 programmable r/unit C339

ROLAND SPV355 pitch voltage synth........_ £399
ROLAND SBF325 stereo flangvx £269

Fabulous new Roland Digital Drums
Now on Demonstration

DDR-30 5 drum outfit £1299
DDR 30 5 drum outfit, inc. stands £1399
DDR-30 6 drum outfit £1399
DDR-30 6 drum outfit, inc. stands £1499
ROLAND PAD -8 octapad MIDI system can be used with
any programmable MIDI rhythm unit ..... . ........... .£399

41111111111
ROLAND SDE-1000. 4 memories Phone

ROLAND SDE-2500, 64 memories . Phone

ROLAND SAV2000. digital reverts Phone
BOSS DE200 digital echo Phone
BOSS DSD digital sampling pedal £159

BOSS DD2 digital pedal £135

ROLAND JC-77 combo Phone
ROLAND JC120 combo Phone
ROLAND Cube amplification Phone

300-302 London Road, Hadleigh, Essex. Tel: Southend (0702) 55364



0 YAMAHA
GRADE 1 HI -TECH DEALER

YAMAHA DX -5 synthesizer New Low Pric
YAMAHA DX -7 synthesiser New Low POO

YAMAHA DX -21 synthesiser
YAMAHA CP-70B electric grand
YAMAHA CP-35 stage piano
YAMAHA CP-30 stage piano
YAMAHA PF 15 piano
YAMAHA PF-10 piano
YAMAHA 01-88 mother keyboani ...............

New Love Prim
£2491

EVN
£491

£871

£491

£1181

YAMAHA TX -7 MIDI expander £589
YAMAHA OX -7 multitrack seq £439

YAMAHA TX7/0X7 package_ ..... ..... ........... . E999

SCOOP

ALL THIS FOR £299!
Yamaha CX5ME Music computer

Yamaha YKO1 mini keyboard
Yamaha YRM102 software
Also available with YK10
full size keyboard £339

Limited Offer- Limited Stock

YAMAHA RX21 digital 9 voices 0249
YAMAHA RXI I digital. 29 voices ..... .
YAMAHA RX15 digital. 15 voices....... £425

YAMAHA New Model MT440 41r cassette.. ........ 5
YAMAHA New Model 11M6062 Bch mixer E235
YAMAHA New Model RB35B rack/p-bay £139
YAMAHA New Model MT system, as above £125
YAMAHA MS10, 20w amp/speakers monitors £99
YAMAHA GC2020 St compressor £829.......
YAMAHA R1000 digital reverb, rack mounted £399

NEW MAIN DEALER FOR SE ESSEX

uEnnat.
inc
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SEQUENTIAL PROPHET 2000
DIGITAL SAMPLING KEYBOARD

ARRIVING SOON
SEQUENTIAL Multitraks 0799
SEQUENTIAL Sixtraks 1:595

SEQUENTIAL Max £595
SEQUENTIAL Drurntraks £699
SEQUENTIAL Tom . ....... .......... E499

New voicing for Tom .E75

AKAI
AKAI AX -80 8 voice POIlls7.11 .C799

=EMI
AKAI 5612 rackmounted digital sampler with disk drive
complete ....... ... £995

ensonia
I

II

THE SOUND SENSATION OF 85!!

ON DEMONSTRATION NOW

P-11-4111
SIEL DK80 C599

SIEL Expander 80 module sequencer 0345
SIEL CMK 49 keyboard
SIEL MIDI interlace unit C79

commodlore
SIEL Software for Commodore, Disk on Cassette

CASIO CZ5000 synth New Low Price
CASIO C21000 synth New Low Price

CASIO CT6000 full size keyboard MIDI ... New Low Price

CASIO SZ I 4 track sequencer 1800 notes .........._....£249

r` A Rr%....JP I...fr.% vi
TASCAM 38 8 track reel-to-reel E1850
TASCAM 22-4 4 track reel to reel £799
TASCAM 244, Portastudio 4 track can C699
TASCAM 246 Podastudio, New Model.. .............. ......£995
TASCAM 225 Syncset, Multi Track Cassette__ .... ..£199

TASCAM Porta One. 4 track cassette__ ............ ..£399

Fostex
FOSTEX ABO, 8tr reel-to-reel Phone
FOSTER 250 multitracker £525
FOSTER X-15 4 -track, inc power supply £299

Caw
CUTEC MR402 Mkll 4 -track cassette £415
CUTEC MX1200, 12 into 2 stereo mixer £325
CUTEC GS2200, Stereo Graphic, Spectrum

CUTEC AE400, Reverb with Analog pre -delay ..........£129
CUTEC CD425 Digital Delay with Sub Delay £325
CUTEC GE -201010 -band Stereo Graphic E98

CUTEC TFE-1531 15 -band Stereo -31 band mono....E249
CUTEC SL -200 Stereo Compressor/Linuter. £279

BOSS MICRO RACK SERIES
ROD 10 digital delay £155
RCL 10 compressor limiter .£110
RBF 10 hanger £110

RGE 10 graphic EO .£110
BOSS BX800 8 channel mixer inc headphones 0248
RFLSS BX600 8 channel mixer Inc headphones .......£1315
BOSS BX400 4 channel mixer Inc headphones CBS

ARIA R-504 4 -track cassette 1299
ARIA SQ-520 Stereo Graphic/Spectrum Analyser £189
ARIA AO -522 Stereo Graphic £149
ARIA AR 525 Stereo Reverb
ARIA DE(1000, Digital Delay, LED Time Readout E265

IfittaltaZ
IBANEZ HD1000 dig harmonizer 8 echo........ ............ E325
IBANEZ DM -2000 digital echo, LED r/out E285
IBANEZ DM -110.3.6 second dig delay £275

C5tA FIRE
VESTA FIRE MR1, rads mounted 4tr cases £599
VESTA FIRE VF -420 dig delay with sampling £285
VESTA FIRE RV -3 new model stereo reverb £199
VESTA FIRE RV2 stereo reverb £229
VESTA FIRE SF -010 dual flanger/chorus £175
VESTA FIRE SL020 dual compressor limiter £259
VESTA FIRE TC 810 2 channel aural exciter £185

SECK
SECK Model 6-2 mixer £375

C539
SECK Model 18-8-2 mixer £1496
SECK Model 12-2 mixer......

snow n im nom
SIMMONS SDS-9 5 -drum outfit . £1199
SIMMONS SDS-8 5-drurn outfit . E699
SIMMONS SDS-800. 4 -drum outfit £625
SIMMONS SDS 400, 4 torn outfit E545
SIMMONS SDS-200 2 tom outfit £355
ROLAND DOR-30 digital drums with MIDI interface
5 -drum outfit £1299
ROLAND PAD -8 Octapad MIDI system can be used with
any programmable MIDI rhythm unit £399

f t

MULTI-KLONE 5 drum outfit carrying case available in
black, red or white £399

MULTI-KLONE control nodule, can be used on its own
using the Tap Buttons or with other makes of drum
pads £195
KLONE DUAL PERCUSSION SYNTH Twin pads 199
DYNACORD 5 pad kit complete £950
DYNACORD 8 pad kit complete £1199
PEARL DRX-1 5 -drum kit with stands £799
TAMA Techstar 5 -drum outfit no stands £699
TAMA Techstar 5 drum outfit inc stands £799
ULTIMATE PERCUSSION UP -5 kit inc stands 0445
ULTIMATE PERCUSSION one-up drum synth £119

ATTENTION - ALL DRUMMERS
See our Full Page Advert in the New Rhythm Drum
Magazine- OUT NOW. Sister Magazine to E8MM

I ORDER FORM
I FREE DELIVERY ALL ITEMS

IPlease semd me

(UK Mainland)

£

I NAMF

ADDRESS

I ACCESS VISA No. or Phone (0702) 553847

11111111111111111
'Cheque enclosed p HP Form Required  Tick

iiiie4471441 tell 14~0444% 414,4,Z.444%



Write to E&MM, Alexander House, 1 Milton
Road, Cambridge CB4 1 UY.

Unfair 1
Dear E&MM,

As your magazine has always offered moral
support to UK Electronica in the past, we were
both surprised and disappointed at the
negative and harmful way in which this year's
event was reviewed in E&MM October.

Whilst we agree that the music presented
during the daytime concerts could have been
more varied, we cannot agree that this was one
of the reasons for the poor attendance, as very
few people could have known what style of
music to expect in advance. Your other reason
for the low turnout was the lack of a 'big, big
name at the top'. We would point out that we
have never had a 'big, big name' headlining
UK Electronica. What we try to do is present
acts that the public have had little chance of
seeing before. For Robert Schroder ( 1983)

and Neuronium (1984), it was their debut
UK concert; for Ashra, their first for eight
years.

We would also like to point out that the
Sheffield University Students' Union did not
14

withdraw their support. They were prevented
from supporting us by the University auth-
orities, on the basis that the event would take
place out of term -time.

We could not postpone the event. Facilities
had already been paid for, verbal agreements!
contracts with the artists had been agreed, and
we had received many letters from the public
saying that they had arranged holidays and
accommodation so that they could attend. We
just could not let these people down.

We agree with your comment that the first
two Electronicas were well worth supporting -
so was this year's. We know we must change
certain aspects of UK Electronica. This is why
we did a survey this year, the returns from
which have included many constructive criti-
cisms for which we thank the event's supporters.

In your 'Comment' page in the same issue,
you say that this year's event marked 'the
failure and possible demise of Britain's only
EM festival'. The only things that will prevent
us from staging the event in the future will be
lack of money to hire the venue, PAs, lighting
and so on needed to stage it, or lack of support
from the artists who every year have performed
the daytime concerts in the full knowledge that,
should we not make a profit, they would not
receive expenses, let alone a fee.

There has never been any doubt about the
continuation of the event, and despite your
possibly damaging article, our efforts to
promote electronic music, both live and
recorded, will continue.

Jeanette Emsley
Dennis Emsley

Production Directors, UK Electronica

Unfair 2
Dear E&MM,

I feel compelled to reply to your treatment of
this year's UK Electronica.

As a stallholder at the event, I must admit to
being dismayed at the turnout in the stall area.
However, on going down to the daytime
concert hall, I was relieved to see some 350
people enjoying some of the finest electronic
artists in the country. I would suggest the
relatively fast turnaround of acts by comparim
with the last two events, along with the

generally high standard of the music, conspired
to keep the audience in the hall instead of
encouragiog them to circulate around the
stalls and demoactrations as in previous years.

Added to this was a fairly conservative
audience that thoroughly enjoyed a conserva-
tively chosen set of acts.

As for the low turnout, the threat of a rail
strike did loom very large that weekend, and I
suspect many people didn't want to risk being
.stranded in Sheffield.

As one of last year's performers, I can tell
you that Electronica '85 was far better
Organised than its predecessors and I applaud
the organisers for their efforts. They are a
lifeboat in a sea of apathy, and I, for one, look
forward to UK Electronica '86.

Joseph Ahmed
Essex

Fair 1
Dear EfeMM,

As a firsl-lime visitor to UK Electronic(' this
year, I feel I have to share my disappointment
with someone.

To set the record straight, lite organisation
of the day's events was pleasingly projes.sional
and seemed to go with remarkably Jew hitches,
especially when the number of performing
artists is token into account. 'lite stands too
were worth a look. What can I possibly say
about the l ?MM .eland? So that's what you
look like...

What's the cause of my dissatisfaction? The
(1106, of music, I'm afraid. I respect the
origins of the fair and also realise that there
are a number of die-hard fans who would be
horrified al the suggestion, but isn't it about
lime that UK Electronic(' came up 10 dale?

Basically; though not unequivocably, your
?rpm' was an accurate one. Inn Boddy's set
certainly was the daytime highlight, though
Mike Brooks pulled his weight too. Land of
YBV-No comment!

The' evening set started promisingly in a
superb concert hall with a splendid set from
Steve faille complete with an encore. BIN
all I can soy about Ashra's return after eight
years is: why bother? Surety the lack of
demand fur their performances should have
told them something. Given these athsts, /
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ROCK CITE'
10 MOSLEY ST., NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE NE1 1DE. 0632-324175

YAMAHA HIGHER THAN HIGH TEC
YAMAHA DX21
New Digital
Polysynth

£699

YAMAHA PF10
76 Note 10 Preset
Piano

£499!!

YAMAHA CX5 MUSIC

COMPUTER PACKAGE
Complete with
Keyboard and
One ROM
Amazing Price

£249
1111111016iliMINI.1111.0

YAMAHA MT44D
New multitrack cassette
recorder. Available as

either part or full package
which includes

mixer/patchbay/rack etc

From £389

100 NEW SOUNDS FREE OF
CHARGE WHEN YOU ORDER

YAMAHA RX21
New Digital Drums

£249

YAMAHA DX5
Monster Digital
Polysynth

ALL ROCK CITY DX MACHINES CARRY CUSTOMISED VOICINGS

Yamaha PF15 88 note weighted action piano BEST DEAL
Yamaha TX216 rack expander (DX7) BEST DEAL
Yamaha TX1 single expander module BEST DEAL
Yamaha QX7 digital multi sequencer recorder BEST DEAL
Yamaha KX88 mother keyboard (88 note) BEST DEAL
Yamaha TX816 expander (FM tone generator system)

BEST DEAL
TX7 midi DX7 FM expander BEST DEAL
Yamaha D1500 digital delay 16 mem/midi £299
Yamaha R1000 digital reverb unbeatable £399
Yamaha KX1 remote keyboard £449
Yamaha KX5 remote keyboard £199
Yamaha S250X super compact 250W 2 x 8" + Horn +
HF £380
Yamaha S1OX super compact speaker £69
Yamaha M406 stereo six mixer £799
Yamaha MQ1202 stereo twelve mixer with LED £995
Yamaha MQ802 stereo eight mixer with LED £734
Yamaha YPR8 FM piano, touch sensitive £399
Yamaha YPR6 FM piano, amazing value £299
Yamaha MK100 Portable Keyboard £249
Yamaha CP7 Electric piano, built in speakers £299
Yamaha REV7 Digital Reverb, UNBEATABLE PRICE
Yamaha S4115 HII full range keyboard/PA cabs in stock 41
Yamaha Q2031 31 BANO graphic eq stereo LOW PRICE
Yamaha GC2020 2 channel comp/limiter LOW PRICE
Yamaha S01031 31 band mono graphic eq LOW PRICE
Yamaha SG 3000 guitar, top of the range guitar at the
amazing price of £499 yes £499
Yamaha SG450 guitar, white. Great guitar £245
Yamaha SG1000 guitar, most colours £299
Yamaha SJ 550HR guitar sunburst (teletype) £299
Yamaha SG 1300T guitar only SG model with trem £399
Yamaha SE 200 guitar, strat type £99
Yamaha SE 300 guitar, strat type WTI £119

YAMAHA SYSTEM DRUMS . . . IN STOCK
Yamaha recording custom series BEST DEAL
Yamaha Tour custom series BEST DEAL
Yamaha Stage custom series BEST DEAL

50% OFF YAMAHA 2000 SERIES - DONT MISS OUT

YAMAHA DX7
Digital Polysynth

'AB
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BEST DEAL
Rock City Package. Includes sustin

portmento pedal and 32 new sounds,
free of charge when you buy.

YAMAHA RX11
Digital
Drums
Amazing
Price

£599

YAMAHA RX15
Digital Drums Amazing Price

BEST DEAL

IMPORTANT
NEWS

For all DX7 owners
New Skyslip ROM cartridge for the
DX7 designed to function in an
entirely different way from existing
DX ROMS by Yamaha and
Itsibashi. Having a Zero Insertion
Force (ZIF) socket into which you
plug an eprom containing 64 new
sounds. Eproms available that will
allow you to build up banks of
sound to use with the existing
cartridge, being possible to
customize your own eproms, and if
you owned a BBC computer and
eprom blower, you could be
provided with the program to do
this yourself. Cartridge £49.99
Eprom £16.66

AVAILABLE SOON
64 memory RAM pack, fully
comptable to all Yamaha models.
i.e. RX11, DX7, DX5 etc. £59.80.
Also available shortly for Roland
TR707/TR727

PHONE

ROCK CITY
FOR VERY BEST

YAMAHA PRICES
0632-324175

TOCK ALL YAMAHA PRODUCTS



know who Id have all'arded the head inc .spot
to.

But why were we limited to such a narrow
Melt 01 111118%e? 11111.5%1' 11(1.5 11014,

1117.01111' .5111-11 nu all-endwar ing term that there
shmthl lisa r been no problem including a far
wide, On irly ol II/loll al styles mid, it/ dohig

so, provh lag a far more in terestmg mu
educational day's ente)tainment. Perhaps the
organisers don't hohl Antf Want Away to pull in
bigger names or 11101T 1111,11.81' hrlenls -1 4111
'WOW. But if a jestilml like this is to .ssurive. it
can't be on an ma -dated and loss -making
basis.

Death of a festival? I've rho u,ish to we an
end to Elecumth a -God knows. these ale
few enough elects annual anyway -- bat you
won't see me these next year 01111'55 1.111 see
won't feel a% if %IA 197 I again.

Martin Ellis
Birmingham

Unfair 3
Dear E&MM,

Your review of UK Electronica '85 missed
the boat entirely.

The festival is based around music and the
feeling it creates - not on the number
attending or whether or not the stands were
busy. I suggest you really listen to some of the
music you are all too busy to put down. Your
criticisms seem to be based on statistics and
minor problems, and are groundless in the
context of the event. If the music comes over,
then a festival like UK Electronica is a success.

All credit to the organisers for a great
festival.

Richard Fearnehough
York

Unfair 4
Dear E&MM,

Your treatment of this year's UK Electnmica
was altogether too negative. An event of these
proportions is always going to be risky - both
financially and artistically. Of all this
country's electronic music fans, only INKEKS
have really had a go.

UK Electronica is a chance for fans and
musicians to get together, and fOr new
16

musicians to play their music to an audience
alongside more established performers. If your
roving reporter had taken a less cynical view,
he might have enjoyed the daytime part at
least.

Admittedly, even I'd have needed concrete
shoes to endure Ashra's epic of cassette mixing,
not to mention the silly vocal gurglings that
preceded them. No thanks!

But don't give up on live electronic musk.
Despite its flaws, I thoroughly enjoyed my day
in Sheffield - Ian Boddy's concert alone was
worth the journey - and I'm sure it'll be even
better next year.

A few constructive words from E&MM
could make all the difference.

Paul Nagle
Lancashire

Not Music?
Dear E&MM,

your correspondents in the great digital
versus analogue controversy hal,e got the
wrong end of the stick. Thu' timbre of a sound is
of no importance whatsoever when compared
to the amount of peifOrmance control that can
be imposed upon ii, HOW many synths can you
name that feature a awful, working dynamic
range of 90dB, and 00 which vibrato sate and
depth, porlamento rate, and envelope par-
ameters are continuously and simul-
taneously variable without touching a single
slider, pushbutton or fOolpedal? The answer is
none at all.

But this amount of control is taken for
granted by every decent acoustic wind or string
instrument player, all of whom take something
like 1000 hours of hard practice just to reach
an acceptable standard. And let's face it, a
violin note played with neither dynamics nor
vibrato sounds extremely mundane - it's the
player's control over these factors that makes it
sound thrilling.

So let's stop criticising the synth for the
quality of its sound. It's obvious that if it can't
be played with as much control as dud
available on acoustic instruments, it really
doesn't deserve the title 'musical instrument'.

Brian Thomas
West Midlands

Off Course
Dear E&MM,

In response to Nick Houghton's letter in last
month's E&MM, and his school's attempt to
set up an electronic keyboard laboratory, let me
tell you of our college's accomplishments and
disappointments in this field.

First the good news: a two-year full-time
Musical Instrument Electronics course
(leading to a diploma in musical instrument
technology) was launched in September. The
course was well laid out and seemed to cover
everything, with ten different sections covering
such subjects as Electronics, Related Com-
puting, Music Theory and Keyboard Tuition.

But what with it being a full-time course
and me working full-time, it wasn't possible
for me to take it up. So I decided to do a part-
time course instead.

The course was called 'Making Music With
Computers'. Its aims were concerned with the
co -existence of computers and music, and was
to involve hands-on experience and accommo-
date a wide range of musical tastes. Well, I

went along and enroled on the first night,
went to where the course was to be held, and
was told that it had been cancelled due to lack
of interest.

Can you believe it? Surely there are more
people out there who'd like to do this sort of
thing without having to take it up full-time.
Have any other readers encountered this sort
of thing? I'd be interested to know the state of
education on such matters.

R Danks
Nottingham

Problem Solved
Dear Auntie E&MM,

Thank you for your reply to my French
problem. I'm sure it would be very helpful to
me if only I knew what it meant, but I never
had much luck with my German, either.

I see from the 'commune eek, eh' pages that
I'm not the only one benefit! ing f.rom the help
of your helpfid and knowledgeable staff - the
salesmen with their samples, the bikers with
their Yama/ws. I'm glad my problem is
confined to French letters.

Perplexed
England

Classical Criticism
Dear E&MM,

Although you're a magazine examining the
ever-expanding world of tin' synthesiser, I feel
I must write to you not to acclaim the wonders
of this instrument, burl to crilicise

Call me a reactionary or whatever, but after
years of listening to electronic music, I have
become yen, dissatisfied.

As the music world becomes more confused,
with elaborate sounds being generated for the
wonderment of all, I have retreated into a
world of musk which requires iso elecuonic
wizardly whatsoever. And believe you me, it's
sheer bliss.

Music that uses natural instruments and
techniques is beautiful, and can be as
elaborate as any of the synthesised music I have
ever heard, or am ever likely to hear. The
music of composers such as Beethoven awl
Handel is timeless, and so structurally
wondeiful it makes you :mill to cry.

When Roddy Frame of Aztec Camera picks
up a guilar and sings, his Weal shines
through more spectacularly than a 'musician'
whose 'talent' needs the assistance of a
computer. It seems Ilea synthesisers are being
used simply as a crutch to support untalented
musicians, and the result of this. is that their
music will PleVel become as timeless as that of.
say, Handel

I used to be an avid Jan of synthesised
music. The work people like Ryuichi
Sakamoto used to fill me with awe, and I must
admit that purely instrumental Backs
captivate sue - they allow me to think freely
without the words and thoughts of a lyricist
interrupting me. But their power is not as
great as that of a classical piece of work.

It seems Jo me that while the world of music
technology is roaring ahead,lau'i of synthesised
music will in time return to simple, effective
and equally captivating music, whether it be
classical compositions, or simple songs that
require no electrical power - just human

11'11111e'SS and musical talent.
Jennifer (15)
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EXPAND YOUR 244

OR BUY A 246

Anyone who has ever owned or used a Tascam 244 Portastudio will know
how versatile and easy to use it is.

But we realised that some people want a couple more input channels.
Perhaps an easier track assign system. Maybe a couple of effect sends
on each channel. How about a two -speed deck with a real-time counter
and search -to -cue? Couldn't you switch the dbx off one track only,
and why not have an optional remote control as well as the electronic
punch -in?

We also realised that we couldn't offer a DIY expansion kit for such
major additions, so we brought out a new Portastudio alongside the 244.
It's called the 246, and it will only set you back a couple of hundred

pounds more than a 244. Not a big price to
pay for any recording system with such a
specification, let alone a Tascam.

TEAC Professional Division
For information about the full range of Tascam
Portastudios and the name of your nearest dealer,
please write to: TASCAM, Harman Audio UK Ltd,
Mill Street, Slough, Berks SL2 SDD.



THE APPLIANCE OF

SCIENCE
Vancouver, Canada played host to two major

celebrations of new music technology in
August of this year. Next month we'll report on

the International Computer Music
Conference, the academics' showcase. This

month it's the turn of the end -users'
extravaganza, Digicon '85. Ron Briefel

f you're interested in the fusion of
art and technology, Vancouver is the place
to be. The biggest city in British Columbia,
Canada's westernmost state, has modern
theatres, art galleries ,laboratories.and
lecture halls by the dozen, a TV and radio
network with an admirable attitude towards
hi -tech music, and a magnificent new
building called the Expo Centre,
architectural centrepiece of an artistic and
scientific community that's as forward -
looking as any other on the face of the globe.

The Centre will be at the heart of the
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action when Vancouver plays host to the
World Exposition (the largest of its kind for
well over a decade) in 1986. But in August
of this year, it played host to a remarkable
festival by the name of Digicon '85.

This enthusiastic celebration of things hi -
tech coincided with the staging of the
International Computer Music Conference,
in the same city. Which meant that for just
over a week, Vancouver was full of people
from all over the world, who'd all come to
the same place out of a common interest in
the use of digital technology in music and
the visual arts. While Digicon's itinerary
put the emphasis firmly on end users, ICMC
had a more academic, more theoretical bias
that meant much of its programme was

,

aimed at designers and engineers - though
there were still plenty of avant garde
composers in evidence at the later event.

Various pre -conference announcements
for Digicon promised the participation of
such luminaries as John Chowning, Patrick
Moraz, Bill Bruford, Allan Holdsworth,
Todd Rundgren, and Wendy Carlos.
Needless to say, none of these folk could
actually make it to the event as such, but
unless you were a fully paid -up member of
the Autograph Hunters' Club, their absence
didn't detract from Digicon's attractiveness.

One of those announcements also made
great play of a planned transcontinental
recording session called Overture 2000.
The performance was to employ a MIDI,
PCM and video link by satellite between Los
Angeles and Vancouver, with a rhythm
section in LA laying down MIDI backing
tracks for a group of Vancouver -based
musicians to play over just half -a -second
later. But owing to some technical problems
(the exact nature of which I'll go into later),
the Overture was never actually performed.
And that did annoy some people...

The bulk of the conference programme
was dedicated to the visual arts, with a vast
range of talks and presentations by artists in
the computer graphics and video fields. The
music fans among us had to make do with
Bob Moog and Roger Linn as 'star'
presenters.

s developments in the
computer graphics arena occur with
increasing speed as a result of pressure from



commercial forces, so those working on the
hi -tech side of the visual arts are polarising
into two groups: those that accept the
process of commercialisation, and those that
do not.

The 'real' artists feel that their colleagues
in the commercial orbit are too concerned
with technique and form for their own sake,
and used Digicon as a platform from which
to launch their attack. The commercial side
responded admirably, but the whole debate
( which isn't a million miles removed from
the one in the academic music world, where
composers who accept commercial
instruments do battle with those that do
not) soon became rather facile. After all, it's
now fairly clear that without the
commercial world's continuous demand for
new visual imagery, most of the latest image -
making technology would never have come
into existence at all.

For proof of that, you need look no
further than the graphics capabilities of
home computers, which are becoming more
sophisticated as each week goes by. One
`real' artist who's taken advantage of some
of these techniques while retaining
academic credibility is David Em, whose
graphics images are what grace the page now
in front of you.

Em's talk was one of Digicon's highlights,
not least because, even though his work
currently depends on some of the most
sophisticated hardware and software
currently available, the sort of technology
he's using will soon be accessible to the mass
market, thanks to the new generation of 16 -
bit home micros.

Em has succeeded in becoming official
Artist in Residence at the California

Institute of Technology, where he has
access to software written for NASA jet
propulsion research projects, amongst other
things. Apparently, the Institute's scientists
and engineers find it useful to have an
artist's feedback on their graphics system's
capabilities. They also find Em's
imaginative images stimulating and
intriguing, as indeed did all those who
witnessed his work at Digicon.

Similarly striking were the graphics
images produced by one Aloy Roy Smith,
project leader of George 'Star Wars' Lucas'
computer graphics team. The team have
access to just about the most powerful
computer graphics systems currently in
existence, and as an example of their work,
Smith presented an image of a billiard table
top, complete with several balls in motion. I
for one was certain I was looking at a
photograph, but the image turned out to be
entirely computer -generated, right down to
the finest details like the reflections of the
surroundings in the balls, and the motional
blur of those that were moving. Very
impressive indeed.

And so to Overture 2000, or
rather the lack of it. The prime technical
reason for its non-appearance (and hence
the non-appearance of the big names I
mentioned at the start) was the late
availability of the multiplex/demultiplex
system needed to handle eight separate
asynchronous MIDI signals. Had things
gone according to plan, the multiplexer

would have sliced the MIDI input into a
1.544MHz datastream, which would then
have been transmitted via satellite to a
demultiplexer at the other end of the DIN
cable in the sky' for separation back into
separate MIDI signals and routing to
individual instruments.

As things turned out, none of the invited
artists wanted to take the risk of
participating without exhaustive tests and
trial runs, but we were at least treated to a
scaled -down demonstration of the process
by the man responsible for its technical
development, Ralph Dyck. Within the
confines of the conference room, the
satellite was replaced by nothing more
elaborate than a piece of wire, but the
conversion from the standard asynchronous
MIDI transmission rate of 31.25kBaud to
the synchronous 1.544MHz datastream did
take place, so we know it works.

With luck, the system will have been
perfected by the time we get to Digicon '87,
and Allan Holdsworth really willplay a jam
session with Todd Rundgren via a satellite
link -up...

Of the remaining presentations at this
year's extravaganza, two stand out as being
exceptional.

The first was a performance by computer
wizard Ed Tannenbaum and
dancer/choreographer Karen Koyanagi.
Their display involved Tannenbaum's
computer hardware and software actually
producing modified images of Koyanagi's
movement, and projecting them onto a
screen to one side of the stage. Stimulating,
inventive, and still with great scope for
future experimentation.

The second significant event was the
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showing of an Omnimax-format computer
graphics film titled The Magic Egg. Now,
Omnimax is a system of projecting a film
onto a hemispherical dome not entirely
unlike a planetarium, the difference being
that the audience sits right up inside the
dome. If you want to experience what I can
only describe as a sensational 'surround -
vision' effect, it's the only place to be.

The visuals for The Magic Egg were a
tantalising mixture of terrifyingly realistic
'dangerous flying' effects (swooping over
mountains and cities, even crashing on the
odd occasion) and some weird and
wonderful abstract imagery (huge
sunbursts, giant Slinkies turning into
butterflies, and other strange spatial
transformations). Subtle it was not, but
there was no escaping its power, or
forgetting any detail of it afterwards.

or
I Ural

surround -sound system took
care of the music, a specially -composed set
of pieces by US synth magician Michael
Boddicker. The morning after the
performance, Boddicker brought everything
back down to earth again with a detailed talk
on the techniques he used in composing and
recording the music.

He has a well-equipped keyboard studio
that numbers a PPG, a DX7, an Emulator, a
Jupiter 6, and several sequencers (including
a Linn 9000) among its weaponry of
hardware.

Being involved in writing film '

soundtracks has made Boddicker acutely
aware of the importance of timing, and this
in turn has forced him to deal with MIDI
timing difficulties in a forceful, no-nonsenst
fashion. He's succeeded in overcoming the

on tape.
This works fine so long as he can find out

the MIDI implementation delays for each
instrument. If he can't, Boddicker resorts to
measuring delays with a pair of callipers on a
multitrack tape containing a
MIDI -implemented, multi -keyboard attack,
arranged so that it's perfectly in sync
according to the manufacturers' official
specifications...

What Boddicker really needs is some sort
of programmable MIDI delay compensator,
a subject that brings us nicely on to the next
musical speaker of note, Roger Linn.

The inventor of the industry standard
LinnDrum spends most of his time these
days trying to convince people of the worth
of his company's Linn 9000 MIDI drum
machine/recorder. His talk concentrated on
the machine's history, its technical

development, its capabilities, and why
everybody should have one.

Linn has an easier time selling the 9000
across the pond than he does in the UK,
where its dollar -inflated price tag makes it a
wildly uncompetitive device desperately in
search of some software updates to bring it
into line with machines from other
manufacturers. As things turned out, Linn
used Digicon as the launch pad for some of
that new software, which will provide for
user -sampling and full step -time writing
facilities.

In answer to Michael Boddicker's
prayers, Roger Linn went on to confirm that
he's working on a 32 -track sequencer that
will have the ability to shift individual
tracks backwards or forwards in time,
programmable in milliseconds. As well as
being musically useful as an editing system
in its own right, such a facility would largely
overcome the problems of MIDI processing
delays experienced by Boddicker and so
many other musicians.

such as manipulating MIDI data to obtain
'reverse pitching', so that going up in pitch
on one keyboard results in corresponding
descending pitches on another connected
via Linn's all -embracing computer system.
And how about a pitch -to -patch converter
program...?

N ext came Bob Moog,
grandaddy of them all. Like Linn's, his talk
centred around the piece of technology he's
currently spending most of his time working
with: in this case the Kurzweil 250. Moog
describes the Kurzweil as 'the most complex
digital instrument that's ever been
manufactured for consumers', which
probably isn't too far from the truth.

Drawing comparisons between hi -tech
instrument design in the mid -80s and the
same job 20 years ago, Moog contrasted the
vast team of hardware and software
engineers which Ray Kurzweil assembled
around him to design the 250 with his own
situation, two decades earlier, assembling
the first Moog analogue synthesiser,
without any help from outside, on his
kitchen table. We all know Moog is a
thorough worker, but you can't get much
more detailed than the approach adopted by
Kurzweil's engineers, who spend weeks
minutely shaping the spectral content of
each of their samples, only to subject them
to merciless scrutiny by accomplished
musicians whose reputation has been made
on the acoustic instrument being sampled.

Less well-known than Linn or Moog is
the name of Roger Nicols - though if you do
ever look at the back of LP covers as well as
the front, it could ring a bell. Nicols is a one-
time nuclear engineer who has since become
a three -time Grammy award winner as
producer of albums by the likes of Steely
Dan, Donald Fagen, John Denver and Stevie
Wonder.

He's also a champion of digital recording
16110  .11111 Al.M.L.1 11.1.110 II tilka II Ua9 ..111 VIVO .II MIllf.LIMIUM 1 _

musicians come up against during
sequencing, by the simple expediency of
never using more than one MIDI channel in
the first place.

More cunning is the method he's devised
of getting round the problem of different
MIDI instruments taking different lengths
of time to process incoming MIDI data from
sequencers and the like. According to
Boddicker, a DX7 takes around 7.8
milliseconds, an Emulator around 12, and a
PPG a massive 24 milliseconds. Naturally,
these delays can drastically weaken the
impact of what should be a synchronised
attack. But Boddicker has devised a method
of delaying the click -track of each
instrument before their output is laid down
20

ball -gazing to the more distant future, in
which he sees the development of such
marvels as an intelligent MIDI data
processing computer system. The system
would include what Linn terms 'full MIDI
database librarian capabilities', which
means it would he capable of supporting
patch dumps for specified MIDI keyboard
setups, configuration programming, MIDI
delay analysis and automatic delay
compensation.

In the discussions that followed Linn's
talk, it became clear that the possibilities for
MIDI code destructuring and
reprogramming are as endless as the variety
of people using the interface. Assorted
members of the audience ventured ideas

before M1D1, he spent months working on
ways of getting digitally -recorded
instruments perfectly in sync, with each
other. He managed to devise a means of
transferring the codes derived from his
recordings directly into a computer, from
which he made minute time and frequency
adjustment through specially -written
software. He then returned the shifted
and/or processed sounds to digital tape and
played them back in the studio. After doing
this for a while, he discovered that shifts of
as little as 40 milliseconds could have a
marked effect on the overall sound of the
interaction between two instruments. The
synchronised, repeating piano and bass
attacks on Donald Fagen's 'Ruby' were [>.
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So connect with
Passport MIDI soft-
ware and gain access

to the most powerful
MIDI recording studios

0
.

4m/tillable. Access to
either four or eight
channels with drum,
tape and MIDI syn-
chronization. Access
to advanced editing
with auto correct,
punch in, punch out,
fast toward, rewind

and more. Access to a
mplete recording, edit
and printing system.

AYIID1/4 plus & MIDI/8
,

Performance software
from the people who set
the standard. Passport has
been bringing people, com-
puters and music together
for over four years. When
companies like Yamaha Inter-
national, Korg/Unicord, Seiko
and Hal Leonard choose the
Passport industry standard
MIDI Interface, you know
we're well connected.
MIDI/4 plus and MIDI/8, two
more fine programs from the
Passport Library of Music
Software. Available for
Apple Ile and Commodore
64 computers.

Passport products are
available at fine music
stores everywhere.
For the one nearest you
call (415) 726-0280.

Passport
625 Miramontes
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019

Apple Ile la a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc
Commodore 64 is a trademark of Commodore Business Machines PiSSPassport. MIDI/4 plus and MIDI/8 are trademarks of Passport Designs. Inc
U.K. Distributors: Rittor Music Europe Ltd., 24 Broomgrove Gardens, Edgeware. Mddx. 01-952-5302. Telex 24224 MONREE G. Ref. 3821
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The amazing musical fidelity of Yamaha's DX range of FM
Digital synthesizers needs no introduction -there can hardly be
a recording studio or professional keyboard player in the country
without a DX7. Now Yamaha have produced the TX7 FM Digital
MIDI Expander, designed specifically to enhance and enlarge the
already awesome capabilities of the DX7.

If you are a DX7 owner, the TX7 should undoubtedly be your
next step. For less than half the price of a second DX7 it more
than doubles your existing creative potential -in real musical
terms. Via MIDI the TX1 combines with your DX not only to
extend its existing facilties but to introduce you to a whole new
dimension of FM programming.

Composite Programming. The first level of FM is the kind of
detailed sounds we are used to hearing from the DX7 and DX9.
The second level opens the door to a whole new set of FM
programming techniques which involve the complex inter -
reaction of different harmonic patterns between DX and TX.

Original sounds are synthesized by breaking them down
into their component parts. A note from an acoustic guitar, for
instance, consists of various elements -the fundamental
frequency, its harmonics, the percussive sound of the nail
plucking the string, the string striking off the fingerboard, the
damping of the string at the end of the note etc. The
combination of DX7 and TX7 vastly increases the wealth of
detail your sounds can capture. This can be described thus.

This is the ideal performance system if you want to use a Yamaha KX1
or KX5 type performance keyboard exclusively. The TX7 proyides a
top-quality FM tone generator, without the need for another complete
keyboard.

DU TONE GENERATOR
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Think of each operator as a digit in a six -digit combination
lock, then increase the number of digits to 12 to represent the
addition of nu. You have not merely doubled the number of
combinations but have increased it factorially. Sort of like a
DX72

The TX7, like the DX7, has a 32 -voice internal memory filled
with an exciting new set of factory voices. It also has a tape
storage facility making it possible to create inexpensively a large
library of sounds on normal cassette tapes. In addition to storing
all the standard voice parameters, you can also store all the
performance control settings such as voice attenuation and
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note limit (a sophisticated keyboard split).
Pitch bend, modulation wheel, after -pressure and breath

control parameters can all be stored as an integral part of each
preset. On top of this the TV has on -board a second set of 32
memories to allow such performance parameters to be stored
with respect to the DX7's presets.

All this means avoiding the horrifying discovery in the
middle of a solo that the pitch bend range is not what it should
be! It's all there in memory for you. And for total performance
control even the volume balance of the TX7 can be assigned to
the data entry slider of your DX7

To further aid your performance or recording sessions
Yamaha also offer the QX7, an inexpensive MIDI sequencer which
can be used like a multitrack tape machine to build up synth and
drum machine arrangements, line by line. It will faithfully
reproduce your performance or allow you remarkably simple
step -time programming which will still remember all your
dynamics. The QX7 has a wide range of editing facilities and can
even correct your timing for you. It can control as many as 16
different MIDI instruments or can simply be used as a MIDI drum
sequencer with full velocity sensitivity.

Without the assistance of such sequencers, many
professional musicians would be incapable of producing the
polished performances that we all take for granted. In fact you'll
be surprised how easy it is to make your tracks sound tight and
professional with a little help from the QX7.

The DU and QX7 have both been designed specifically to
work as a unique system with the DX7 although they will also
work with any other MIDI instruments. But, then again, there's
nothing like the real thing.

GYAMAHA
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

 MOUNT AVENUE, BLETCHLEY, MILTON KEYNES, BUCKS, MK11JE
(09061640202 24hr Ansaphone (0908) 649222



Designed to have everything ...except competition.

At Peavey Electronics we're
dedicated to our commitment to
design and manufacture high
performance products at realistic
prices. We've underlined that
philosophy with our Celebrity Series
line of microphones.

The Celebrity Series feature large
diameter diaphragm/voice coil
structures for increased sensitivity
with the ability to handle high sound
pressure levels. These higher output
levels allow for significantly less
mixer gain and are a tremendous aid
in maintaining good signal-to-noise
ratios.

Perhaps the most important
characteristic of any performing
microphone is reliability. The design
of our cartridge/shock mount system
increases ruggedness as well as
isolation capability to insure long-
term performance under severe field
conditions.

Our microphone screen utilizes
extremely heavy gauge wire that has
been junction locked". Once the
screen is formed, we do not stop there.
The heavy wire screen is "fired" in an
oven after forming, thus causing the
plated wire to "fuse" at all

interconnecting points. The result is
an unbelievably durable "brazed"
wire windscreen that will hold
together under the most severe abuse.
After the ball windscreen is formed,
brazed and coated, a precision
urethane foam pop filter is fitted to
minimize the undesirable proximity
effects. This special acoustically
transparent foam protects the entire
sound system by breaking up
explosive high SPL pressure waves
created by close vocals or close miking

percussion instruments. For those
applications requiring even more
acoustic screen from wind noise, etc.,
Peavey offers special external colored
wind noise filters that slip over the
screen and internal pop filter.

While outwardly, the appearance
of the Celebrity Series is somewhat
conventional, the aspect of "feel" has
been given heavy emphasis since our
experience has shown that performers
prefer a unit that not only sounds
right and looks right, but must also
have a comfortable balance, weight,
and overall tactile characteristics.

Special "humbucking" coils
(models CD -30'" & 110-40") have
been designed into the microphone
element that effectively counter-
balance any hum that might be picked
up from external sources. Performers
who play clubs where hum from light
dimmer switches or other sources are
a problem can appreciate this unique
feature.

We invite comparison of our
Celebrity Series with other cardioid
microphones. You'll see why we feel
that in terms of performance,
features, and price, there is no
competition.

For a complete catalogue featuring the er,tire range of Peavey sound reinforcement equipment send to:
Peavey Electronics (UK) Ltd., Unit 8, New Road, Ridlewood,

Uckfield, East Sussex TN22 5SX



> achieved by this method.
By way of a diversion, Nicols has carried

out investigations into the way musicians
introduce delays of their own when playing
`in time' with music. Thus, few people know
more than Nicols about the way musicians
respond to things like the tempo of the
music they're playing to, the position in the
bar at which they begin playing, where that
bar is situated in the phrase, and the feel of
the piece as a whole.

So Nicols has considerable skill and
expertise at manipulating temporal musical
events - but it does take him an awful long
time to produce albums. Personally, I
suspect the advent of new technology will do
little to speed his work. More likely, it'll
delay the process by introducing yet more
avenues for Nicols' tireless research...

Still, the producer had some relatively
uninvolved things to say about MIDI. His
main field of interest here is the
development of a low-cost MIDI mixing
desk. This would enable tasks such as
fading, panning and EQ to be included in the
MIDI datastream, and could therefore lead
the way towards affordable studio
automation. Don't laugh. It could be nearer
than you think.

olitics reared its ugly head again
as Digicon went into its later stages, but this
time, the visitors were entreated to settle
their theological differences and settle down
to the business of getting the best out of new
technology. The man doing the talking was
one Bill Buxton, a sort of hi -tech Gandhi
who spends his time preaching the vices of
confrontation and the virtues of positive
dialogue.

Thus, Buxton's Digicon sermon called
for more artists in the lab, more scientists in
the concert halls, more academics in the
marketplace, more studio musicians and
engineers in live performance, and so on
until the world is a wonderful place to live in
and everybody is blissfully happy.

All very praiseworthy, of course, and
Buxton is more than just an idealist with
nothing better to do than advocate peace,
love and understanding. He also happens to
be closely involved with a couple of recent
hi -tech music developments, one of which is
a general-purpose signal processing system
accessed through a device called the Touch
Tablet.

Basically, the Tablet is a highly touch -
sensitive surface that works by sensing the
capacitance of the player's fingers as they
come into contact with it. It can process
both pressure and area information very
accurately, and sends the resulting data
down an RS232 interface. MIDI data
transfer is also available to and from the
system.

The Touch Tablet's surface can be
configured in a variety of different ways
through software, and can be programmed
to emulate or execute user -defined devices
and operations. When you've decided what
you want the Tablet to do and got hold of the
necessary software, you place templates on
the surface of the device to show each
program and the area of the tablet that
relates to it.

To give you some idea of what can be
E&MM NOVEMBER 1985

done, one software package and template
provides five -voice FM synthesis
capabilities, with specific areas of the Tablet
performing control over volume, patch
selection and timbre for each voice. To alter
one of those parameters, all you do is brush
your fingers across the relevant area on the
Tablet; the harder you press, the quicker
the change in parameter value takes place.

Drum software and a computer graphics
`paintbox' package have also been developed
for the Touch Tablet, while an extremely
elaborate digital interconnection console for
MIDI instruments has also been considered
by Buxton. He envisages template areas
representing actual musical instruments and
outboard effects, so that the user could
make or break connections between
machines simply by a brush of the hand, or
increase the output level of instruments by
the same method.

Buxton has also been a great supporter of
the IVL Pitchrider (itself a Canadian
design), a pitch -to -MIDI control
instrument that's been briefly described in
these pages before and which was being
demonstrated by its manufacturers at
Digicon.

Buxton has been using the Pitchrider
2000 to access MIDI from his saxophone,
and claims to find the results unbelievable -
even though the model has yet to arrive in
the UK pending some software -rewriting by

IVL's design team. When it does come, the
2000 will be able to recognise the pitch of
any note from a microphone source and
convert it into a corresponding MIDI data
value. It will also be able to output MIDI
data, and provide some simple controls to
allow you to set and adjust MIDI parameters
such as MIDI channel number, pitchbend
range, volume dynamics, operating mode,
and so on. You'll also be able to adjust the
machine's response time and instruct the
Pitchrider to transpose its output.

It shouldn't cost too much, either, but it's
only a part of what IVL are capable of
achieving. The Pitchrider 7000, a more
complex machine based on similar
principles, is a fully polyphonic guitar -to -
MIDI interface that should enable you to
play any MIDI synth or drum machine from
a guitar. The system employs a pickup
connected close to the bridge of the guitar,
and can track lead lines very quickly,
reproduce chords faithfully, and even follow
string -bending. You can assign each string a
different MIDI channel so that each can be
used to manipulate a different sound source,
and in the same way that the 2000 has
already forced several brass and wind
players (Buxton included) and even singers
to rethink their playing technique, so the
Pitchrider 7000 should do the same for
guitarists, a breed of musicians that is
notoriously set in its ways. 



BLACK BOX.
SECRETS

Three rack -mounting boxes that don't have an
audio output between them, let alone any sound -

generating circuitry. Is this the future of MIDI
hardware? Akai obviously think so. Simon Trask

of content with bringing the
world the first rack -mounting
black box that sampled poly-
phonically and let you connect it
to a keyboard via MIDI, Akai

have now excelled themselves in producing
three more black boxes-all rack -mounting,
and all related directly to MIDI tasks.

The three in question are the ME I 5F MIDI
Dynamics Controller, the ME20A MIDI
Sequence Arpeggiator and the ME I OD MIDI
Digital Delay. Yet although their production
versions are housed in the 19" rack -mounting
format, photographs of early prototypes
show this wasn't always the case (no pun
intended).

One point to bear in mind right from the
start - it might save some confusion - is that
none of them has an audio output, let alone
any sound -generating circuitry. They are MIDI
processors, nothing more, nothing less. To
this end, they process the digital MIDI data
sent from your synth's MIDI Out port, and
send the processed data out on their MIDI
Outs. It's up to you whether you connect this
signal to your transmitting synth or to another
MIDI instrument altogether, or to an entire
MIDI system, for that matter.

Before I go any further, a word of warning
about the manuals. They aren't very clear.
Which is surprising because they look as if they
should be - plenty of diagrams full of clearly
labelled features. But that's not the same as
putting all the information together in a way
which is truly informative. That, sadly, is
something they are not very good at at all.

Of the three machines, it's the ME I OD
MIDI Digital Delay which presents its options
most clearly. Consequently it's a piece of
madeira cake to operate, so, being a bit of a
coward, I'll tackle this one first.

To understand what a MIDI Digital Delay is
all about, it's important to realise that the
delay takes place in the transmission of MIDI
data. All a MIDI Delay does is wait for a
specified time before sending the data it's

26

received via MIDI In over MIDI Out. Rather
ironic, at a time when so many people are
bending over backwards trying to minimise
MIDI delays in the normal scheme of things.

The delay time is continuously adjustable
from zero delay to a maximum of
and can give some nice effects. But there's no
regeneration of the delayed signal, so the
most you ever get is a single repeat of each
note. Putting it against even a non -dedicated
DDL like that onboard Korg's DW8000
polysynth (reviewed elsewhere this issue)
makes it clear just how limited the Akai is in
this respect. Then again, seeing as a MIDI -
based digital delay requires synth voices to
play its 'echoes', it's unlikely to achieve the
sophistication of a standard DDL-your
average synth would soon run out of breath
anyway.

But the ME I OD does have some other
facilities built into it which help to make it a
more versatile unit. Specifically, you can
choose between octave down, octave up or
normal outputs for the delayed signal. Among
other things, if you set the delay time to zero,
you have an octave divider effect which can be
very effective. If you select Thru as well, the
source signal is passed on unprocessed,
potentially giving you octaves on your
destination synth(s). With the right sounds,
the combination of delay and octave -shifting
(or even just the octave -shifting) can make a
synthetic string quartet sound like an orchestra.
Well, almost...

The Delay isn't able to pass on anything
other than MIDI note on/off information for
the delayed notes. Thus any aftertouch,
pitchbend or modulation data your original
notes had will not be reproduced on the
delayed notes. So if you're thinking of using
the delay at any point, it's best to make sure
your sound isn't too dependent on
performance tricks like those just mentioned.

Almost incidentally, the ME I OD can also
function as a MIDI on/off switch. Just switch
out the Delay and Thru buttons at the same

time, and the job is done. Fortunately,
switching these buttons on and off doesn't
result in the dreaded MIDI drone, even
though the unit doesn't actually prevent
on/off from functioning while notes are still
active over MIDI. What appears to happen is
that the Akai sends the requisite note -off
commands itself, which is very sensible of it.
That said, I did get notes hanging on once or
twice -so tread carefully.

Also thoughtfully included is a Program
Change button. As you might well guess, this
switches in and out the (re)transmission of
MIDI patch change data, so one moment you
can be changing patches on your slave
instrument(s), the next you can have a patch
static while you change only the master
instrument.

One of a MIDI delay's strongest plus -points
is that you can decide which synths you want
to pass the delayed data to. You can simply
pass it back to your master synth if you want
to (but remember: the notes are doubled, or
even tripled if you have Thru and Delay
selected, so you have to allow for this in your
playing). You can send the data out to another
synth and then back to your master (or back
to the master and then on to the slave), while
if you have a MIDI output selector or
'patchbay' unit (perhaps Akai's own Dynamics
Controller -see later), the possibilities
increase dramatically. So, a useful addition to
any synth player's arsenal of equipment-
though the delay processing could definitely
have been a bit more inventive.

The essential function of the ME I 5F MIDI
Dynamics Controller is to provide a set of
master 'faders' for four adjacent MIDI channels
at a time. In fact, the pre- 19" version had a set
of four sliders on its top panel; there are now
four rotary knobs on the front panel. But the
Dynamics Controller isn't entirely analogous
to the common or garden fader - largely
because the unit works by adjusting incoming
MIDI velocity data. So it won't be much use if
your receiving synth isn't velocity -sensitive.
And neither can you alter the volume of a note
while it's sounding. Why? Well, as the
Dynamics Controller works by controlling
the attack velocity value of a note, there's
nothing it can do once the note has started
playing on the receiving synth(s).

What the Controller does is define a
maximum attack velocity value that it can pass p
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1> on, leaving you to play loudly or softly within
the limits it has set. Thus, although centre click
position on the four controls seems to be
equivalent to MIDI's 'no velocity', you can still
adjust your playing dynamics on the soft side.
Turning the knobs counter -clockwise veers
things towards the pianissimo, clockwise
towards the fortissimo- though curiously,
there's no more adjustment beyond three o'
clock on any of them.

But the ME15F can act on more than just
volume. Where a synth can be set to respond
to attack velocity with changes in timbre,
adjustments made on the Dynamics Controller
will obviously define the range of timbre you
can effect on the slave synth. Which is good
news, as although the unit manipulates MIDI
data, the effect produced is ultimately defined
by how the receiving synth interprets that
data.

The Dynamics Controller can affect a
maximum of four adjacent MIDI channels
(controlled by the aforementioned knobs) at
any one time. Flicking a switch on the rear
panel gives you access to MIDI channels 1-4 or
5-8. There are four MIDI Outs on the back
panel, each one assigned to outputting one of
the four relevant channels. If your
requirements stretch to simultaneous access
to eight channels, you'll have to buy two units.

Each Out passes on data for all 16 MIDI
channels, and the dynamically adjusted data for
any of channels I -8 where applicable, so
there's no immediate correlation between
front panel controls and MIDI Outs. There is a
correlation when you select the Channel
Separate facility, which converts incoming
channel information for the currently selected
group of four MIDI channels, to channel I for
output on the four MIDI Outs. However, each
Out only outputs data that has been received
on its assigned channel, so data received on
channel 4 is output on channel I only on the
MIDI Out labelled '4/8'. Akai's reasoning
behind this fairly arcane facility is that it
enables synths that can't select a MIDI receive
channel to respond selectively to any of the
first eight MIDI channels (1-4 or 5-8).

Alongside the four MIDI Outs on the rear
panel is a MIDI socket labelled 'Ext'. This is
essentially a Thru socket, passing on data for
all 16 channels unaltered-though if you select
the Channel Separate facility, it doesn't pass
on any data for the currently selected group of
four adjustable channels.

The Dynamics Controller can also provide
real-time mixdown facilities between two
MIDI sequencers, or from one track of a
sequencer to another, or allow you control
over dynamics on a sequence playback. Again,
you have to bear in mind the limitation of
processing channels 1-8 only.

So, a useful and flexible unit, spoilt only by
the way it restricts you to four simultaneous
channels, and by its lamentably uninformative
manual, the worst of the three.

The ME20A MIDI Sequence Arpeggiator is
exactly what you expect it to be: a cross
between a sequencer and an arpeggiator.
Input is in step time from your connected
keyboard for both sequences and arpeggios-
though as with many step -time sequencers,

you can effectively play in real time if you're
only using a single note duration and no rests.
The unit has a maximum stated capacity of 957
monophonic sounds, but it's more than a
monophonic affair (in fact, each step can
theoretically be up to I 28 notes polyphonic!).

Rests are input by pressing a dedicated Step
button on the front panel, and tied notes by
pressing the button whilst holding down the
relevant notes. Akai have provided a
footswitch input that performs a dual
function: as a Step button equivalent in record
mode, and as a start/stop controller in
playback mode. And if you're wondering how
you can input more notes than one or even
two hands can handle at a time, the Sequence
Arpeggiator doesn't move on to the next step
until all note-ons have been balanced by note -
offs. Thus you can hold down a chord with one
hand and play all the notes you want with the
other. Fiendishly clever stuff.

There are three types of input: arpeggio
sequence patterns, motion chords and
sequences. The arpeggio sequence patterns
are performable only in conjunction with the
other two, while sequences and motion
chords can't co -exist; if you record one, the
other is instantly erased.

Let's take motion chords first. You input a
series of chords, which are then played back in
one of three ways: Up, Down or Sequence.
The first two arpeggiate the chords up or
down respectively, while the third
arpeggiates the chords upwards in the rhythm
of any arpeggio sequence you've entered - if
you haven't entered any, the chords are
played straight. If the rhythm of the arpeggio is
longer than the number of notes in the chord,
the relevant number of notes is played an
octave higher. If the rhythm is shorter than
the number of notes, it truncates the chords.

You can easily delete an arpeggio sequence
by reselecting its record mode. And just as
easily, you can switch from one of the three
options to another while the pattern is
playing, without interrupting the flow.
However, with no sort of feedback as to
where you are in a sequence, and minimal
editing facilities, I can't see this getting used
for anything more than short patterns. So it's a
shame that Akai haven't cut down on the
number of notes available per sequence and
made provision for a number of dynamically -
allocated sequence memories. As all data
input is memorised through power -down
courtesy of good old battery backup, the
provision of a number of sequences would
have greatly enhanced the Sequence
Arpeggiator's usefulness. A missed
opportunity, then.

Just as an arpeggio sequence is 'imposed' on
a series of motion chords, so it's automatically
imposed on any sequence that you record. If
you have a chord on a particular sequence
step, the chord is arpeggiated in the manner
described for motion chords. And where a
sequence step consists of a single pitch, a rising
pitch sequence translates into rising octaves in
the arpeggio sequence rhythm, while a falling
pitch sequence translates into falling octaves.
Most strange, and not, I'd have thought,
especially useful. Each step in the sequence is

expanded to the duration of the arpeggio
sequence (this goes for rests as well).

There are three real-time controls over
playback of note data, each assigned to a
dedicated front panel control. These are
speed of sequence, gate time and dynamics.
Gate time can be varied from staccato to
legato, while dynamics operates like the
controls on the Dynamics Controller.
Neither of the latter are step -programmable
features, though.

The Sequence Arpeggiator ignores all MIDI
data apart from note on/off. So apart from the
more obvious things like pitchbend and
aftertouch. it won't record patch changes and,
more seriously for a sequencer, can't be
synced with a drum machine or another
sequencer. Which really seems daft to me,
because most people will want to at least sync
it to a drum machine, and it could so easily have
been used as an adjunct to another, more
powerful sequencer.

All three Akai boxes have been inventively
and (on the whole) elegantly designed. All
three involve themselves only in the
processing of digital data, so they shouldn't
introduce any signal degradation of their own.
And all three perform useful functions, both
individually and in combination. What's nice is
that you can buy them individually and for not
much money, in true modular fashion. 

DATAFILE
ME 10D MIDI
Digital Delay

Performance Single delay up to one
second
Controls Delay octave up/down/normal;
alterable dynamic level of delay; program
change enable/disable; delay and thru
on/ off
Interfacing MIDI In, Out and Thru

ME 1 5F MIDI
Dynamics Controller

Performance Individual dynamics adjust-
ment for MIDI channels 1-4 or 5-8;
conversion of incoming channels 1-4 or 5-
8 to outgoing channel 1
Controls Dynamics on/off; Channel
separate on/off; Channel dynamics controls
x 4
Interfacing MIDI Out x 4; MIDI 'Ext'

ME20A MIDI Sequence
Arpeggiator

Performance Chord/arpeggio and se-
quence recording in step time; memory
retention during power -down; memory
capacity 957 monophonic sounds, 128
chords, 128 chord patterns
Controls Arpeggio Speed, Gate Time and
Dynamics controls (not memorised); Pat-
tern Seq, Up and Down switches; Pattern!
Chord Record switches; Step, Play and
Stop switches
Interfacing Footswitch socket for play
start/stop and rest input; MIDI In, Out
and Thru

Dimensions 1U -high, 19" rack -mounting
Price RRP £119 for each unit, including
VAT
More from Akai UK, Electronic Music
Division, Haslemere Heathrow Estate,
Silver Jubilee Way, Parkway, Hounslow,
Middx TW4 6NF. TA 01-897 6388
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PROFESSIONAL KEYBOARDS

It is our policy to be as competitive
as possible on all our prices and in most
circumstances we can better, or match
any genuine advertised price.

Rola JX-8P
Fast
becoming
one of our

bes sellers. SH101, Juno 106, JX-3P,
PG 200 also in stock & on demo.

SEQUENCERS
Casio SZ1 £245
Roland
MSQ100 £425

CS01, KX5, DX9 & DX7 also in stock

CASIO CZ5000
CZ101
czi 000

ELECTRONIC PIANOS
Roland HP20 £249
Roland HP100 In Stock
Roland HP350 £995
Roland HP450 £1190
Roland EM101 MIDI expander
module for Roland pianos .... £295
Yamaha YPR6 £299
Yamaha YPR8 £399
Yamaha PF15 £895
Yamaha Clavinova CVP5 In Stock
Yamaha Clavinova CVP7 In Stock
Technics PV10 POA
Bentley EP6 £699

DRUM MACHINES

TRhe

new Roland
TR727 & Yamaha

X21 In Stock Now

Viscount R64 (preset) . £275
Boss DR110 £125
Technics SY-DP50 £575
Roland TR707 In Stock

WEM High

Speakers
Superb new keyboard &
P.A. sound systems. Phone
for details and brochure.

KEYBOARDS
The full range of Yamaha, Casio & Technics mini
and orchestral keyboards including the new
Yamaha PSR50, 60 & 70 and Technics K300 and
K350 make special offers smaller.

SPECIAL OFFERS
Yamaha PS35 £329 inc. stand, adaptor and
carrying case
Yamaha PS55 £399 inc. stand, adaptor and
carrying case
Casio CTE110 £295 inc. stand and 3 ROM packs
Casio CT6000 £595 inc. stand and sustain pedal

EFFECTS
NEW BOSS MICRO RACK SERIES

RPH10- Phaser RBF10 - Ranger ROD -
RCL10 - Comp/Limiter RG10 - EQ.
New Boss DSD-2 digital sampler/delay

19" RACK
Boss CE300 super chorus In Stock
Yamaha R1000 digital reverb
Yamaha E1010 analogue delay £265

New Roland SDE2500 MIDI digital delay

3/5 KINGS RD SHALFORD Nr. GUILDFORD we r"'les'"den'c'ent
SURREY GU4 8JU Tel Guildford (0483) 570088

MAILcAces ORsaDBEeRreSiZlo IrCti
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Frankfurt
15th -19th February1986

JORETH
MIDI Synthesiser Control

with the COMMODORE 64

The JORETH Music Composer System
8 track, 6000 note, step/real time
MIDI controller with SCORE WRITER,
MIDI & non -MIDI sync and expanding
range of software additions.

+ the NEW TONE EDITOR for CASIO CZ synths.
Sound editing with full envelope graphics,
in-built sequencer and disc filing.

For more Information contact: -
London & South East

Rose -Morris Music Store 01 836 0991
North West

BAR Enterprises 092 52 7753
Midlands, South West & Wales
Joreth Music 0386 831615

or write to

JORETH MUSIC
PO BOX 20
EVESHAM, WR11 5EG

II

World Music Market Live'86
Over 700 exhibitors from
30 countries - unique overall view
of the market -
professional atmosphere -
musical events - classical and pop
music - the event for the worldwide
music market.

Fair and travel information, admission tickets:
Collins Er Endres, 18 Golden Square, London W1R 3AG
Tel.:'01-73 40 543, Telex: LOP G 26 22 36

Modern exhibition halls - target group
orientated product presentation -
services provided in all major
languages - easily accessible location
from all directions -
the best place for trade buyers to order -
meeting place for professionals.

Messe
MI Frankfurt
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Instant Sampling
If you have a CV monosynth, the Vesta Kozo DIG420 will give you

monophonic sound sampling and a digital delay line into the bargain. But
are there too many compromises on what is only a 030 machine?

Dave Simpson
Iremember the day well. It was sometime

in 1968, and it was the day my father
bought one of the first pocket calculators
in the UK. It was a big day for us, because
it had taken a lot of organising. First he

had to remortgage the house. Then we had to
hire a lorry to bring it home. Finally we
installed it in the spare room, but managed to
leave just enough space to squeeze past it to
open the curtains.

It's been a bit like that with sound samplers.
Scarcely had I paid the final instalment on the
Fairlight, when along came the Emulator.
After a brief trade-in, I pocketed the change
and smiled bemusedly as half a dozen samplers
subsequently broke the £2000 barrier. Then I
laughed (I'd have cried otherwise) when
Powertran, Akai and others broke the
thousand quid mark. Now, in the autumn of
1985, it's fallen upon me to herald the arrival
of the sampler they actually pay you to take
away.

Well, that's not strictly true, but the Vesta
Kozo DIG420 is certainly the only sampler I
know of that falls within just about every
musician's budget, and has an output that can
be changed in pitch by means of an external
keyboard, and has a one -second digital delay
line built into it as well. Want to hear more?
Then read on, dear reader, and all (or most)
will be revealed.

I won't go into great detail about how a
sampler does what it does (though don't be
surprised if a word or two of explanation
creeps in somewhere along the line). What I'll
do instead is take a look at this particular
example of the species, and give a brief
rundown on what it can do.

30

I've always been impressed by the finish on
Vesta Kozo units- high quality, multicolour
screen -printing is standard throughout the
range - but have always had qualms about the
name itself: change a couple of vowels in the
last word, and several unpleasant associations
spring to mind.

Enough of that, though. Basically, the
DIG420 is a one -second, monophonic sound
sampler that lets you trigger the sound stored
in its memory in one of four ways: a front
panel trigger button, a rear pane footswitch
socket, or gate and CV sockets. The sampled
sound can be edited from one end (the
beginning), and different sounds can be
sampled separately and connected together in
the memory.

But D1G420 can also act as a one -second
delay line, with all the functions you'd
normally expect to find on such a unit.

The sampled and delayed sounds can be
changed in pitch by means of front panel
controls, and both sampler and delay line have
a frequency response of 20Hz-7.5kHz.

Let's start with what appears on the face of
it to be a limited bandwidth. Over the past
couple of years, we've all come to expect fully
professional bandwidths from even budget
equipment, and I must admit that 7.5kHz is far
from being a professional spec. That said, it's
one thing looking at figures on paper, but
quite another to judge a unit's frequency
response by listening to it. In that respect, the
Vesta handled every instrument I pushed
through it well. Even vocals emerged clear and
distinct from the machine's processing. Now, .

there's no way you could claim the sampled or
echoed sound was indistinguishable from the

original - some of the high transients and
harmonics were conspicuous by their absence,
even more so when I attempted sampling
anything like cymbals, for instance. But used
with reasonably undemanding signals, during a
mixdown, with just a touch of reverb, you'd
have trouble spotting the difference.

When it comes to front panel controls,
most of the DIG420's have dual functions-
which isn't surprising given the machine's dual
audio identity. I'll examine the sampler
functions first as they're probably the ones of
most interest to E&MM readers, and give a
brief rundown of the delay facilities
afterwards.

At the extreme left of the front panel is the
standard LED column that tells you whether
the setting of the Input Gain control
immediately to its right is in danger of
overloading the unit. If you adjust the input
signal level so that the single red LED at the
head of the column flashes occasionally, you
know you've reached maximum signal-to-
noise ratio.

A curious feature of the Input Gain control
is that when you play back a sampled sound, it
magically becomes an Output Level -control.
Stranger still is the fact that in this second
mode, it functions in the opposite manner to
every other rotary pot in the known universe
-turn the control anti -clockwise and you turn
the level up. I found this rather disconcerting
initially when, thinking that the Vesta's output
level was too high, I automatically turned the
control to what I thought was full off.
Reglazing all the cracked windows wasn't too
bad, but replacing all the speakers in my
monitors was trickier-and rather more >
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Sample an LA
sound in Deptford and

play it at Dingwalls.

Sampling is a process that allows you
to store and memorise a wide range of
sounds from musical instruments to a
variety of natural sounds. You can then
play them musically via any MIDI
synthesiser.

And AKAI's 5612 is a first - leading the
way in MIDI digital sampling.

It's a tremendous step for musicians,
producing a high quality clear sound that
is perfect in the studio or on the stage.

At under £1,000 (far less than any
available alternative) it's an effective way
of getting into sampling. By connecting it
to your MIDI keyboard, sampled sounds

can be produced with six -voice capability
over a five octave range.

The smart, sleek two unit high, 19 -
inch rack mounted 5612 is extremely easy
to use. To capture a sound you simply
press the 'NEW button!

And you can sample, overdub, loop,
select MIDI channel and load and save
sounds onto the quick loading memory
disc drive.

With AKAI's library of sound
combined with your own sampling, your
synthesiser will be able to produce up-to-
the-minute sounds.

It's far cheaper than flying to LA.

The 5612 sampler will
add any sound to your synth. AKAI

Akai (UK) Limited - Electronic Music Division, Haslemere Heathrow Estate,SilverJubileeWay,Parkway.Hounslow.Middlesex TW4 6NQ. Tel: 01-8976388 Telex: 892555 AKAIUK G.
STOCKISTS: Aberdeen Bruce Miller 0224-592211 Addlestone ABC Music 0932-40139 Cambridge Cambridge Rock 0223-316091 Cardiff Musicland 0222- 621715
Chelmsford Future Music 0245-352490 Eastbourne Peter Bonner 0323-639335 Edinburgh Gordon Simpson 031-225-6305 Fleet Kingfisher Music 02514-21210 Glasgow
McCormacks Music 041-332-6644 Kingston ABC Music 01-546-9877 Liverpool Frank Hessey 051-236-1418 London Ell Freedmans 01-539-0288. SW6 Future Music
01-731-5993. NW1 London Rock Shop 01-267-7851. W2 Syco Systems 01-724-2451. W5 Chromatix 01-567-3623. WC2 Rod Argents 01-379-6690. SW16 Gigsounds
01-769-5681 Manchester Al Music Centre 061-236-0340 Newcastle Rock City 0632-324175 Northwich Dougies Music 0606-782522 Mansfield Carlsbro 0623-651633
Portsmouth Future Music 0705-820595 Romford Monkey Business 0708-75448 Slough ABC Music 0753-822754 Southampton Future Music 0703-26798 Swindon John
Holmes 0793-34095 Warrington Dawsons Music 0925-32591



> expensive. Not a very clever arrangement,
then, though doubtless there's some
overwhelming technical reason for it.

To the right of the Gain control is one
marked Mix which adjusts the balance
between dry and sampled signal. This control
sees most of its use when the unit is
functioning as a DDL, and sets the balance
between dry and delayed signal. In sampling
mode, it's likely you'd set this control to
'sample' most of the time, which would give
you the signal you actually want to hear.

Next in line is the Overdub control, which
allows a new signal to be overdubbed onto a
signal already in the DIG420's memory. In
practice, you can make several overdubs
without affecting the sound quality too
drastically. The ratio of sampled signal to
overdub is user -controllable, and this results
in a facility that's as flexible as it is musically
useful. Working alone, you could build up a
three-part vocal harmony, and then control
the pitch using the Multi control (more of that
in a moment).

To the right of these three controls is a
fairly crucial button-the one that determines
whether the Vesta is going to work as a delay
line or a sound sampler.

Skipping the screen -printed memory map
(which shows how editing can be done), we
find two controls under the combined heading
of Memory -one labelled Range and the other
labelled Multi. Basically, the 420's memory is
divided into eight segments, a division that
serves two purposes.

First, it allows the sampled sound to be
edited from the front. In practice, what this
means is that if you sample a word into the
Vesta and the start of the word doesn't
coincide exactly with the start of the memory
(resulting in a slight delay whenever the
memory is triggered), you can turn the Range
control one notch at a time to reduce the
memory space until the start of both the word
and the memory coincide. Move the control a
little further, and syllables can be isolated and
triggered at will. Adjusting the Range control
doesn't permanently affect the memory
unless the unit is actually in the process of
recording a sample, though. When you return
it to its original position, the full amount of
memory space is restored instantly.

The second function of the Range control
comes into play when you use it in conjunction
with the Record button. In this context, it
allows up to eight different items, each up to
1/8 second long, to be put into the memory
one at a time, allowing phrases, arpeggios or
anything else to be constructed - providing, of
course, that the finished sample doesn't have a
total length of more than one second.

During the test period, I built up synth

phrases which ordinarily I wouldn't have been
able to play, and triggered them during a track
at the right time (and in the correct pitch)

using a keyboard. Very useful.
The Multi control seems to do two

different things. I say 'seems' because the
literature that accompanies the DIG420 (I
won't pay it the compliment of calling it a
handbook) is fairly basic, to say the least.
Anyway, during recording the control fine-
tunes the memory time, so as well as
increments of an eighth of a second, any
interval in between becomes possible as well.
It does the same kind of thing on playback,
except that if the speed of playback is
changed, the pitch of the sampled signal
obviously changes too- in practice, then, the
Multi control acts as a pitch adjuster
whenever you're in the process of replaying
sound samples.

The Record button, strange though it may
seem, is what you press when you want to
record a signal into the Vesta's memory. Once
you've pressed it, a red light immediately
above the switch indicates the duration of
recording, and the amount of signal allowed
into the memory is dependent on the input
gain and overdub knobs.

Last of all, we come to a switch and two
buttons. The switch has two markings (Trig
and Gate) and enables the memory to be cued
either by triggering it via the playback switch,
or by an increase in the gate signal (accessed
via the back panel).

The playback button does just that: pressing
it causes the contents of the machine's
memory to spill out all over your lounge floor.
The bypass button, meanwhile, allows you
access to the rear panel triggering facilities.

In fact, two types of trigger input are
possible from the rear panel. First, any trigger
or gate outputs from a synth or drum machine
can be used via the Gate In socket. Second, the
pitch of the sampled sound can be changed by
connecting a keyboard CV output (with a 0-
3V range) to the CV input socket. Pitch
variation can be by as much as three octaves.

Frankly, this final feature came as a
complete surprise to me on a unit of this price;
it was only when I plugged a keyboard in that I
realised the DIG420 could do it at all. In
practice, though, this method of
pitch -changing a signal has its limitations. Your
first problem is that the higher the playback
pitch, the shorter the duration of the note or
signal will be. The second hitch is that as the
pitch is raised, 'munchkinsation' begins to
make its presence felt, making excessive pitch
changes sound like Sandra Dickinson
impersonations.

Given these inherent limitations,
experimentation is the order of the day. Try
percussive sounds, like the old standby of a
glass bottle breaking. (The only problem with
this one is that it can get a bit messy if you
don't sample it first time.)

You're not going to get polyphonic
playback of samples on a machine costing less
than £500, but you can get around this to
some extent by sampling a full chord, or by
overdubbing one in.

The digital delay side of the DIG420 is a
fairly straightforward affair, with no
complicated modulation facilities. Depressing
the Delay/Sample button switches the unit
into DDL mode, after which it functions
pretty much as a normal digital delay, with a
front panel Hold function, control over delay
length, and pitch -shifting of the delayed signal
via the Multi control. The delay can also be
cued via the trigger inputs, and it's worth
noting that whenever you send the machine

into Delay mode, the Vesta automatically
creates a loop, with the loop time equalling
the memory time which, in turn, can be
lengthened or shortened via the Range
control.

You can adjust the echo amount relative to
the original signal using the Mix and Overdub
controls-which then become effectively a
Feedback (or Regen) control, a
transformation that lets you feed the delayed
signal back on itself.

With a retail price of some three hundred
and thirty green ones, the DIG420 is the only
commercially -marketed sampler with an
output pitch that can be controlled from a
keyboard, save Logitech's CSDD I , which is
only available direct from the manufacturer.
It's also a reasonably flexible digital delay line,
and both sampler and delay sections are
triggerable in a variety of ways.

There have been compromises, of course.
Most important of these are the limited
(compared with other DDLs and samplers)
bandwidth and the fairly short sampling time
of just over a second. Given that Vesta Fire
have also just brought out a DDL with a
I 6kHz bandwidth retailing at under £200, I
don't think it would've put the company too
much out of pocket to have given the same
sort of spec to the DIG420. A longer sampling
time such as that on the new DOD RDS3600
would also have been nice, even if it had come
at the expense of bandwidth. Still, in the
context of current sampler prices, these
points shouldn't really be construed as
criticisms. They're more like suggestions as to
what Vesta could improve when they bring
out the MkIl version...

The DIG420 represents yet another step on
the road to making sampling an affordable
musical technique - especially seeing as CV
synths like the Roland SH 101 are kicking
around in the homes of almost every modern

Value 'Even in my
own 16 -track studio,
the sampler has found

a niche for itself ..I
liked it so much I
nearly bought the

company.'

keyboard player in the UK. And even in my
own 16 -track professional studio, the sampler
has found a niche for itself. In fact, I liked it so
much I nearly bought the company-though if
I did, the first thing I'd do would be to change
that God -awful name. 

DATAFILE
Vesta Kozo DIG420

Sampling Delay

Specification Frequency response 20Hz-
7 .5kHz, I sec sampling/delay time
Controls Sampling: Input Gain/Output
Level, Mix, Overdub, Memory Range,
Multi, Record, Trig, Gate, Play, Bypass.
Delay: Input Gain, Mix, Feedback, Multi,
Hold, Bypass
Price £330 including VAT
More from MTR, Ford House, 58 Cross
Road, Bushey, Herts. (0923) 34050
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PRICES
EXCLUDE

VAT

EXPORT
PRICES

ARE LESS
VAT

.'T 15%

104/6/9B Main Street,Binglay,WeetYorkshire,B1016 2JH.
Telephone: Bradford (0274)568843/564389/561044.

O YAMAHA HI TECH

AUTHORISED
0 DYAEMAAHLAERRx21

HP% )(21YAW\ ---_

- ,

ALL IN STOCK
NEW DX21 BEST PRICE
NEW RX21 IN STOCK
DX5 BEST PRICE
DX7 BEST PRICE
KX88 MIDI Master K/B £1250
FX15 Digital Drums BEST PRICE
RX11 Digital Drums BEST PRICE
TX7 DX Expander BEST PRICE
QX7 Sequencer BEST PRICE
TX816 Modular DX System In Stock PHONE
QX1 Sequencer In Stock PHONE
PF15 Piano £880
PF10 Piano £499
KX5 Remote £199

=-.- ___=-1
--=-----= I

_-=.
...-----. )1V51

SPECIAL PACKAGE PRICES
CX5M MUSIC COMPUTER
YK100 LARGE KEYBOARD E349YRM102 VOICING ROM

TRACE ELLIOT
NEW EPAS 500 STEREO

Electronic Drum Amplification - Superb

SIMMONS

SDS9 kit...
SDS200....
SDS400....
SDS800....

NE ... RING FOR
PRICES

AND
COLOURS

SDS8 Kit £565
SDS7 Kit CHOICE £1795
SDS5 Kit w/cases .... OF £795
SDS1 PHONE
SDS6 COLOURS .PHONE
SUITACASE Pads £95
CLAPTRAP £59

ALSO IN STOCK
DYNACORD Kit £799
DYNACORD DIGITAL Hits £85
MPC Kit £550
TAMA TECHSTAR £699
CACTUS Kits £450

MON
TUE
WED
THUR
FRI
SAT

OPENING TIMES
11.00 am -9.00 pm

CLOSED
10.30 am -5.30 pm
11.00 am -9.00 pm
10.30 am -5.30 pm
10.00 am -5.30 pm

..4ouEriciat.
inc

NEW PROPHET 2000 12 BIT SAMPLING
KEYBOARD 5 OCT VOL/SENS. WEIGHTED
KEYBOARD 12 PRESETS-PHONE NOW

42K SAMPLING RATE

MULTITRAK £750
MAX_ £499
SIXTRAK £545
PRO600 £995
DRUMTRAKS £699
TOM £499
CARTRIDGES FOR TOM £99
MODEL 64 Interface £129

Ir-osor-vical

DIGITAL SAMPLING
KEYBOARD

AT THIS PRICE
IT SOUNDS

£1695 TOO GOOD TO
BE TRUE

KORG
NEW DW8000 PHONE
NEW SQD-1 Sequencer PHONE
DW6000 PHONE
MIDI Pedals £299
POLY 800 SPECIAL PRICE
RK100B Remote £365
DDM-110 Drums £185
DDM-220 £175
PSS50 Super Section £325
EX800 - Poly 800 Expander £275
KMS MIDI Sync £139

CASIO
SZ1 SEQUENCER BEST PRICE
SZ1 SEQUENCER BEST PRICE
CZ101 BEST PRICE
CZ1000 BEST PRICE
CT6000 £495

FULL RANGE IN STOCK

KEYBOARD AMPLIFICATION
PEAVEY KB100 Combo £229
PEAVEY KB300 Combo £345
PEAVEY KB400 Top £459
CARLSBRO K/B 150 Top £239
CARLSBRO K/B 150 Combo £385
CARLSBRO Cobra 90 Combo £253
CARLSBRO Hornet 45 Combo £169
McGREGOR 200 Combo £420
McGREGOR 200 Top £175
McGREGOR RAIDER 100 Combo £285
VOX 100w K/B Combo £239
H/H K100 Combo £285
H/H K80 Combo £199

Aft

INSTANT
CREDIT

NO
DEPOSIT

HP

0 'Roland
MAIN DEALER

JUNO 106 BEST PRICE
JX8P BEST PRICE
MKB 1000 Mother £865
MKB 300 Mother £595
MKS 10 Planet P £565
MKS 30 Planet S £499
MKS 80 Super Jupiter
MPG 80 Programmer
KS1000 Stand £85
KS5 Stand £65
JSQ 60 Dig K/B Rec £99
SBX 80 Sync Box
M110 MIDI Interface
MD8 MIDI-DCB
MM4 MIDI Thro Box
SH101 Synth £175
AXIS Remote Keyboard
HP 20 Piano
HP 60 Piano
HP 70 Piano
HP 300 Piano £695
TR 808 Drums £299
TR 707 Drums £475
TR 727 Drums £475
DR 110 Drums £115
OCTAPAD - MIDI Pads
PR800 Dig Piano Recorder £199

CHROMA POLARIS
IN STOCK £1195

XPANDER £2495
OB-8 £1995
DSX £995

JMS MIDI SYNC £210
POLY MIDI SEQUENCER £335
BOKSE UNIVERSAL SYNC PHONE

THE BIT ONE £750

DK80 Special Price £499
EX80 Expander £345
MIDI Expander £399
OPERA 6 £499
MK900 £359
PIANO Quatro £735
CRUISE £399
PX PIANO £399

ALL PRICES INCLUDE
VAT & FREE

SECURICOR DELIVERY
(UK MAINLAND ONLY)



Paradise
FOUND

One of a new breed of recording studios that specialises in
things hi -tech, Paradise lives up to its name by providing a

healthy selection of keyboard instruments old and new. We
gauge its success and talk to its resident engineer.
Words Simon Trask Photographs Matthew V osburgh

QUESTION: Whatdo you do if
you've got a Fairlight sitting in your
living room and your name isn't Peter
Gabriel or Kate Bush?Well, you could
return it to the shop from whence it
came and plead temporary madness. Or
you could hire it out for sessions at a
time at an extortionate daily rate. Or
you could start up a recording studio
based around it.

A certain man by the name of Gerald
Gouriet went for the third option, and
that, essentially, is how Paradise
Studios came into being just over a year
ago. Paradise is one of a new breed of
studios that places little emphasis on
acoustic recording, and consequently
centres its activities in the control room.
There you'll commonly find row upon
row of synthesisers and other hi -tech

gear lining its walls, ready to be called
into concerted action. And because this
equipment is such a central feature of
the Paradise modus operandi, use of all
the instruments including the Fairlight
is included in the basic studio rate.

If you've been drifting in search of
paradise fora long time, I'll spoil
everything by telling you it's located at
the lower end of Chiswick High Road in
West London. And Abbey Road it is not.
The studio is so small you'd have
trouble swinging a cat, let alone a
synthesiser, yet somehow it manages to
give the appearance of being
reasonably spacious. But then, the
people who run a studio like Paradise
don't have to worry too much about
space-they're probably never going tc.
record a ten -piece brass section, let

alone an orchestra.
Having visited Paradise at the

beginning of the year and been
impressed by what it had to offer, I
conveyed an interest to the Editor to
discover more. He wasn't too sure at
the time, but made the mistake of
going on holiday shortly afterwards. I
took swift advantage of this, and one
sunny morning in September found me
wending my way westwards, trusty
Walkman in hand, to speak to first
engineer Martyn Phillips, who joined in
October of last year and is therefore
something of a Paradise veteran.

WHEN PARADISE opened its
doors to mere mortals for the first time,
it had the aforementioned Fairlight, a
DX7, a JX3P and a Drumulator to its



name, together with a Soundtrack 24 -
track tape machine and a custom-built
RAM 42 -into -24 mixer. In addition to
Phillips, the staff currently consists of
Greta Gouriet (Gerald's sister), who
handles the administration, a roster of
freelance engineers that includes
Danny Hyde and Phil Da Costa, and
tape op Adrian Fry. Between them,
they keep Paradise open 24 hours a day,
which is bad news for burglars.

The Soundcraft machine was
replaced in January by an Otari MTR90
24 -track, while April of this year saw
the studio undergoing a refit at the
hands of Turnkey Two. This gave them
a modestly -proportioned acoustic area,
a new desk in the shape of an Amek
Angela 32 -into -24 (which is due for
computerisation in '86), and a PPG
Wave 2.3 and Waveterm A to
complement the Fairlight.

The photographs should give you
some idea of the range of keyboards
that greets you on entering Paradise.
Some bands come to the studio to do
nothing but keyboard overdubs, while
others will do all their recording work
at Paradise and go to one of the bigger
SSL studios, such as Sarm West or Good
Earth, to do the mix ('SSL is still flavour
of the month'-Phillips).

Bands who've used Paradise include
Fashion, Psychic TV, the Cocteau Twins
and Carmel, but the studio takes on
work from a variety of other sources,
too. In the past, Paradise has been a
temporary resting place for The Spiral
Dance Company (music composed by
Barrington Pheloung, a well-known
composer in the modern dance arena),
a Channel 4 wildlife documentary,
background music for Rediffusion TV,
music for a new Paul Daniels kids show,
and the latest Pemod cinema
advertisement. Free the spirit, as they
say...

And the variety of clients the studio
attracts is reflected in a similar variety
of requirements Paradise has to cater
for in order to keep customers happy
and sustain its reputation. Some come
in and play around with the sounds
available until they find something that
triggers them off, others have a very
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clear idea of what they want to do and
the sounds they want to do it with.
Dance music producers are particularly
prone to coming in with a record and
saying 'I want that sound'.

As for the most popular thing in

Paradise, honours are currently shared
between the Fairlight and (wait for it)
the Minimoog.

Phillips: 'People want the Minimoog
for its bass sounds or for playing lead
lines. I must confess I've found nothing
to outdo the Minimoog in terms of bass
lines. Everybody says that, but it's true.
We also often find ourselves sampling a
note intoThe Fairlight or the PPG, and
using the basic timbre of the Minimoog
polyphonically.'

THE FAIRLIGHT is still the most -
used item in Paradise's arsenal of
equipment, though. Predictably, it's
Page R that's used the most, by virtue of
the fact that it's quick and easy to use.
Phillips finds it's possible to get results
from Page R much more quickly than
with any other system he's worked
with, and in an environment where
time means money, that's obviously a
great attraction.

In contrast, he can only ever recall the
Fa irlight's MCL being used once-most
people just aren't familiar enough with
its workings to make its use practical in
a studio environment.

Customers also appreciate the CMI f>
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p for the ease with which they can create
effective samples on it. Phillips again:
'If someone thinks of a sound, it's very
easy to come in here, sample something
which approximates it, and then
manipulate the sample till it sounds
correct. The beauty of sampling on the
Fairlight, as opposed to any of the
other machines, is what you can do
with the sample once you've sampled
it. You don't need such a good sample
as you do with, say, the PPG or the
Synclavier. We've got some good
samples which were taken off cassette
and then worked on heavily.'

Paradise now has a library of Fairlight
samples that consists of some 60-70
disks, and these cover a broad spectrum
of sounds. In fact, Paradise has most of
the popular drum machines either
sampled into the Fairlight or recorded
on Sony PCM- from which sounds can
be sampled at a moment's notice into
the Fairlight or PPG, or put into the
AMS DMX or Bel BD80, to be triggered
off a click on Page R. If anything, recent
sessions have seen the AMS and the Bel
used instead of a Fairlight sarii pie,
simply because they have a better
bandwidth and 16 -bit resolution.

The eagle-eyed among you will have
spotted a real piano (a Yamaha
upright, in fact) cohabiting with a
Simmons SDS7 kit in the acoustic
recording area. Acoustic miking is by no
means foreign to what is extensively a
solid state Paradise, and the piano gets
used quite a lot.

'There's still no substitute for the
piano', says Phillips, with more integrity
than originality. 'The Kurzweil comes
very close, and I know some people
prefer it, but the beauty of the piano is
that you can mike it up in different
ways to get different sounds, which you
just can't do with the Kurzweil, of
course.'

The Simmons brain is used more
often than the kit, usually triggered off
Page R as most of the studio's clients
don't use live drummers. If drummers
are brought in, they're most likely to
use an acoustic kit together with a
couple of Simmons toms.

Paradise bought their PPG system
after witnessing the 2.3 and Waveterm
B in action at the Frankfurt Music Fair
last February. It was the 'B' that swung
the pendulum in the PPG's direction, so
upgrade to that version is imminent.
The PRK Processor Keyboard, latest
component in the PPG system, is also on
the Paradise shopping list.

Phillips has found that effective
sampling is harder to achieve with the
Waveterm than with the Fairlight, but
values the German system for the
quality of its samples, which he says
have a very sharp, clear character. For
this reason, the PPG is often used for
sampling percussive sounds, while the
system's synth section has filled a gap
on the purely electronic side of things.

Phillips: 'What it really boils down to
is that the PPG has its own unique
sound quality. The acid test is to sample
something into the Fairlight and PPG,
and they sound radically different.
After a while it becomes very apparent
36

that what is needed is not another
Fairlight sound, but a PPG sound. This
also applies to the other instruments.
It's generally clear whether what is
required is a DX7 sound, or a Prophet or
other analogue sound.

'I find it quite useful to juggle
between completely analogue sounds
and digitised analogue sounds. Each of
them has a certain way of placing
sounds in a mix, in the same way that
using different instruments or using
reverb can place sounds in a certain
way.'
THE MINIMOOG has
qualities already referred to, but what
of the other synthesisers? Well, the
Paradise Prophet 5 gets used for
chordal parts and 'odd noises'. Phillips:
'It's very quick to rustle up a sound on,
so if someone thinks up an abstract
synthesiser noise, the Prophet is usually
the first thing I turn to'.

The Juno 106, meanwhile, tends to
find use for its lush string -type sounds,
while its Roland stablemate, the JX3P,
haca more edgy sound and is capable
of producing more complex voices. 'I
don't find it as rich as the Juno, so I
don't tend to use its chorus, says the
engineer.

Phillips has been programming
sounds on the DX7 since the early days
of the instrument, and appreciates its
versatility. But many clients simply
don't possess the patience to wait
around for five minutes while the
engineer comes up with a suitable
sound. And Phillips has noticed that
whereas at onetime nobody had
anything apart from the factory presets,
quite a lot of clients nowadays come in
with their own RAM packs, containing
voices of their own and sounds culled
from various other sources. In Paradise,
the resident DX7 has Syco's MX1
memory expansion board (which has
128 sounds onboard), five RAM
cartridges, the TX7 sounds, and the two
original ROMs.

Yet according to Phillips, all is not
well with FM synthesis in a studio
situation... 'The DX7 seems to be losing
popularity. I think I've learnt some of its
limitations in terms of sonic capabilities.
It's a fine -sounding instrument on its
own, but it has a very annoying habit of
disappearing in the middle of a mix
once things are overdubbed on top of
it, so you have to use it with care.

'On the other hand, you can often
get similar sounds on the PPG which

JECRUJIIIPMPflir 11_11%1T
RECORDING EQUIPMENT
DTAPI MTR 90 MK II

AMEK AN :ALA CONSOLE

:..YrUDER. A81 0 1/4" 2 TRACK

TECHNICS CASSETTE

SONY PCM 701/BETAMAX 2TRACK

MONITOR SYSTEM
CUSTOM BI-AMPED 3 -WAY
TURNKEY TWO/EASTMILL

EL ECTRO SENTRY 100A

AURATONES

HAFLER AMP

FOSTEX AMP

Q.S.C. POWER AMPAKG,.,SENNHEISEP, FOSTEX
HEADPHONES

INSTRUMENTS
FAIRLIGHT EMI MKII
PPG WAVE 2.3

PPG WAVETERH

PROPHET V (MIDI)

YAMAHA DX7

YAMAHA TX7 EXPANDER

ROLAND JX3P

ROLAND MSO 700

SIMMONS SDS7
DRUHULATOR

YAMAHA ACOUSTIC PIANO

Ill Ill MOOG

KORG HS20

(LARGE LIBRARY OF SOUNDS)

OUTBOARD EQUIPMENT
Ams DMX
SRC (with SMPTE code generator)
YAMAHA REV 1 REVERB

YAMAHA R 1000 REVERB

BEL DIGITAL DELAY BIM (8 SECS)
SDE 3000 DIGITAL DELAY
2 X KLARK TEKNIKS DN27A GRAPHIC EQ.
DBX 165 COMP/LIMITER

DRAWNER COMP/LIMITERS
4 X DPAWMER GATES

PSIONICS GATES

DYNAF EX NOISE REDUCTION

QUARK 999 MIDI LINK
JMS/CGX MIDI TO CV CONVERTER

MICROPHONES
NE LIMA NN

AKG

SENNHEISEP

BEYER

MISCELLANEOUS
CARLSBRO AMP

KORG CHROMATIC TUNER + PEDAL

DOD ENVELOPE FILTER

SEVERAL EFFECTS PEDALS
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retain their presence. The Fairlight also
cuts through well. But even so, if you
use PPG on everything, things tend to
become clouded and you can't
distinguish what's going on.'

As an engineer who's spent a large
part of his working life surrounded by
keyboards, Phillips' views on the role of
musical instruments in the
contemporary studio are worth
hearing, too.

'I regard the keyboards almost as an
extension of the mixing desk. They are
other elements to the sound that
you've got control over. In most studios
you just get contro/ of all the outboard
gear off the mixing desk. With
keyboards, you've got filters and
everything else thrown in as well.'

And the extent to which Phillips
regards the keyboards as an integral
part of the sound -structuring process is
evidenced by his description of a stock
multi -instrument string sound, which
uses everything. 'I use the DX fora little
bit of bow at the front, a PPG string
sample for the continuing bow, a bit of
pulse -width Prophet to give a nice top
end, and both Rolands chorused up to
give added richness- with perhaps a bit
of Fairlight to add some more to the
front end. You can get some very nice
string sounds that way!'

SO THAT'S what happens when
you're surrounded by rackfulls of
keyboards all day, every day. Mind you,
there's a more serious aspect to working
alongside so much modern technology.
More than most in-house engineers,
Phillips is at the beck and call of people
who think they know what they want.
And if he can't deliver the goods, or
provide the customer with a more
suitable alternative, he's in trouble.

'You could spend a whole morning
going through the Fairlight library,
discovering whether any sounds are
particularly useful to you. So if someone
says "I'd like a bass drum sound", you
can say "well, I can offer you 30 samples
on the Fairlight, 10 on the PPG, and
sounds from the Drumulator, RX11,
Linn and Linn II, Linn 9000 and TR707
(on PCM), and the Simmons Brain...but I
think what you probably want is this".

A few people who come in do know
about the Fairlight, but they are in the
minority. Certainly, having the Fairlight
here means that the engineers who
work here usually have a better
knowledge than the Fairlight operators
who come in, who perhaps haven't had
so long with the machine. The
professional Fairlight programmers are
often slower than the service we can
provide, because we're working with it
all the time.' Now there's confidence
for you.

Yet although the Fairlight is the
most -used of Paradise's machines,
Phillips sees it as part of his job to
encourage clients to make use of other
instruments as well.

'Occasionally someone comes in who
would never consider using a DX7, or
never consider using a Juno. But in
general, it's easy to show people that
everything has its own place, everything
has its use. There are very few
E&MM NOVEMBER 1985

instruments that are inherently bad.
Even the Korg MS20 gets used every
now and again, because it has the right
sound fora certain piece.

'One of the beauties of a setup like
ours is that you appreciate everything
for its strengths and use it for its
strengths, without having to put up
with its weak points as well.'

More generally, Phillips feels that a
lot of music technology is under -used,
the equipment at Paradise being no
exception - though in the studio's case,
it's time that must shoulder most of the
blame. 'The only times we really try to
stretch the machines are when we're
doing in-house work, when obviously
we're not paying for the time. Then we
can spend time valuably experimenting
with the more time-consuming aspects
of a machine- like the Fairlight's
tuning page, for instance. You then get
quicker, and end up being able to offer
these services as a realistic part of the
session.'

As for the recording medium itself,
Phillips foresees analogue tape sticking
around forsome while yet. It's his
experience that analogue recording
can help a great deal when it comes to
'containing' synthesised sounds, which
have a tendency to sound 'dissipated'
when used together. On the other
hand, digital recording seems to work
best for natural sounds.

If all this sounds a bit much, Phillips
admits that 'engineers are generally
much more pernickety than clients
when it comes to getting a sound
absolutely right- and the engineer is
the last one who's happy with a sound'.

But then that's part of their job, I
guess.

IN A PLACE like Paradise, it's
inevitable that that interface will play
some sort of role in the proceedings. In
fact, Phillips sees MIDI's greatest asset
as being that it encourages the use of
all the studio instruments because of its
ability to create composite sounds
through layering. Almost all the
instruments at Paradise are MIDI'd up
to one another, with the Quark 999
MIDILink 'patchbay' at the heart of
things. Even the Minimoog is MIDI'd via
the IMS CGX MIDI -to -CV interface, and
at the time of writing, the Fairlight was
just about to undergo a MIDI
retrofitting operation. Only the Korg
M520 is not directly sequenceable,
though it's still triggerable.

The MIDILink allows all the outputs
from a single input to run in parallel,
and therefore avoids the worst
problems inherent in chaining via MIDI
Thrus. It had been Phillips' experience
that chaining more than four synths
resulted in bits frequently getting lost
en route, resulting in Note Off problems.
'There's also the omnipresent MIDI
delay, which you learn to work around
by having the most percussive sound, or
the voice that has the sharpest attack,
on your master instrument.'

Paradise's setup of Fairlight, PPG and
MSQ700 sequencers allows most of the
music that's recorded thereto be put
onto sequencers before going onto
tape, even if, in practice, some clients

get 'a bit panicky' if nothing is on tape
by the latter part of the session.

'Most people are used to thinking in
terms of developing one line at a time,
putting it down on tape, and then
turning to the next problem.' Not
surprisingly, then, multi -part sequences
are far from being the order of the day
at Paradise. Instead, the usual approach
is to have several instruments playing a
single part over one MIDI channel.

Still, Phillips finds himself continually
disappointed by new sequencers, so
much so that he's yet to find one that
allows him to do what he wants to all
the time. His ideal would be a
polyphonic Page R with all the MIDI
control of a QX1, but that looks no
nearer coming into being than it did a
year ago or more.

Mention of a polyphonic Page R
brings us to that looming pinnacle of
excellence, the Series Ill Fairlight. Unlike
a lot of people, Phillips doesn't leap at
every opportunity to condemn the
current Fairlight for its limited
bandwidth and eight -bit sampling. If
anything, he finds the shortcomings
can be something of a boon when
working with other instruments, as the
colourations they induce can help to
place a sound in its own environment.
At the same time, he's wary of some of
the present model's age -induced
idiosyncracies, such as the requirement
to pre -assign numbers of voices to
different samples across the keyboard
(something that's in direct contrast to
the PPG, which dynamically reallocates
voices to match your playing), which he
hopes won't find their way onto the
new machine.

Still, like everyone else and their dog
who owns a Fairlight, the management
at Paradise plan to upgrade to the
Series Ill as soon as possible - which,
with luck, could mean early next year.
The new Page R (retitled CAPS, for
Composer/Arranger/Performer/
Sequencer), which offers 16 polyphonic
tracks utilising the Fairlight's own voices
and a further 64 tracks that can be sent
to either slave CMI voice units or via
four MIDI Out ports, should prove an
irresistible addition to Paradise.

CONTRARY to what Kid Creole
would have you believe, there doesn't
seem to be much wrong with Paradise
at all. There's not a cloud or a harp -
strumming angel in sight, but the
atmosphere is cosy, the equipment list
enviably long, the staff knowledgeable
and helpful, and the rates low enough
for you to be able to afford a couple of
bars of Bounty mid -session.

DATAFILE
Paradise Studio Rates

(excluding VAT)

Standard rate £40 per hour
10 -hour session £375
5 x 10 hours (consecutive) £350
Full lockout £600 (minimum five days)
At night £25 per hour
More from Paradise, fl 01-747 1687
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THE FANTASTIC
CASIO C2 5000 IN STOCK

ALL
FOR

ONLY

£895.00

 Fully
programmable

digital synthesiser with
full midi capability

 5 octave 16 note polyphonic
full-sized keyboard
 Built-in 8 channel sequencer
 On board 64 voice memory
expandable with RAM cartridge on
tape clump
Casio CZ101 Midi synth
Casio CZ1000 Midi synth
Casio CT6000 Midi synth
Casio MT400V Keyboard

only £345.00
New Low Price!!

low price
Only £199.00

NEW Casio SZ1 Sequencer only E245

ALL CASIOS IN STOCK AT LOW PRICES

YAMAHA CX5 PACKAGE DEAL

FANTASTIC CX5
COMPUTER OFFER
CX5 Computer
YKO1 keyboard,
YRM102 software
rrp £570.00
ABC PRICE 0299

ALL NEW SOFTWARE
IN STOCK CALL TO
ARRANGE AN APPOINTMENT FOR A
DEMONSTRATION.

I °' ReMOte

r

er1513nj
rrp 2399

keyboard

rantasta ABC Price e199.00

,Carthgs

EtpandePs&

Home Recoiding & Sir9na/
Processors
*New Yamaha Rev 7 New £1199
Yamaha R1000 digital reverb £449.00
Yamaha GP1031 31 Band Kt £179.99
Yamaha 002031 2 x 31 Band EO £339.00
Yamaha 0X2020 compressor/limiter stereo £199.00
Yamaha MT44D 4 channel cassette £339.00
Yamaha RM602 6 channel mixer £225.00
PB35B New Rack/patch bay £129.99
SDE 1000 digital delay £399.99
NEW Roland SDE 2500 Digital delay & Midi New
Roland SDE3000 digital delay £699.00
New Roland SRV2000 digital reverb midi £1199.00
NEW!!
Boss RDD10 Delay Micro -rack in stock
Boss RCL10 Compressor/limiter Micro -rack In stock
Boss RGE10 Equaliser Micro -rack in stock

In stockBoss RBF19 Flanger micro -rack
Boss DD2 Delay
Boss DSD2 - Sampler
Tascam Portaone
Tascam 244 Portastudio
NEW0 Tascam 246 6 into 4 Portastudio
NEW!! Tascam 388 8 track Rec System
Fostex X15 4 track
Fostex 250 4 track

In stock
£175.00
£399.00
E699.00
£895.00

£2450
E245.00
£650.00

ALL FOSTEX AND ACCESSIT ACCESSORIES IN STOCK

great Selection 4 num
Machthes atZoio Pars
New Roland TR727 Great Latin Sounds
Roland TR707
Roland TR606
Roland TB303 Bassline
Korg DDM110
Korg DDM110

Yamaha RX21 NEW
Yamaha RX15
Yamaha RX11
Sequential TOM
Boss DR110 Dr Rhythm

New Roland Electronic Drums in stock.
Yamaha OX1
Yamaha OX7
Roland MS0 700
Roland MS0 100
Roland ISO 60
Korg SQ1 New

£415.00
f 465.00

low price
£129.00

low price
low price
low price

£449.00
C699.00
E699.00
£129.00

f 1950.00
£449.00

low price
C399.00
£129.00
£499.00

The Mirage
only £1695.00

ROLAND JX8P

rrp £1400

ABC
Price
£1050.00
6 voice programmable poly synth
WE MATCH OR BEAT ANY GENUINE
ADVERTISED PRICE
-YOU CANT BUY BETTER!
Roland SH101
Roland Juno 106
Roland EPSO midi piano
Roland HS60 NEW
Yamaha PF10 electronic
Yamaha PF15 electronic
Yamaha DX7
Yamaha DX21 New
Korg Poly 800
Korg DW6000
Korg DW8000 New
Siel DK800
Oscar Synth & Midi
Sequential Max to clear
Sequential multi-trak
Ensoniq Mirage

only £199.00
E699.00
£575.00
£845.00

piano £499.00
piano £935.00

£1299.99
only £899.00

NEW LOW PRICE
New ridiculously low price

f999.00
C599.00
£499.00
£399.99

£1099.00
- Call to arrange a Demo

up to 30% off Korg, Roland, Casio, Yamana, Sequentia!
Boss, Tokai, Aria, Westone, Peavey, Carlsbro, Tascam etc
- send for one of our Free info packs with derails or

our prices and 7 -day money back guarantee.

NEW OXFORD BRANCH

NOW OPEN
44 St. Clements, Oxford
Tel: 0865 725221

324-326 Farnham Rd. Slough
for the modern musician Tel: 0753 822754

AKAI
Micro Studio System

IN STOCK AT
NEW LOW PRICES!

AKAI IN STOCK AT NEW

LOW PRICES!

5612 MIDI CONTROLLED 6 voice 12 BIT

RACK MOUNTED SAMPLER rrp (099 00

ABC Price L749.00

MD280 RACK MOUNTED OUICK DISC

STORAGE

rrp (279 00 ABC Price 0199.00
AXED B voice poly synth touch sensarve
kIrdr op 099900 ABC Price £799.00
ME1OD Mia Digital Delay only 0119"

AMPLIFIERS

Carisbro Hornet 45 lead £159.00

Carlsbro Hornet 45 bass [149.00
Carlsbro Hornet 45 keyboard E 1 79.00

Carisbro Cobra 9C bass £211.00
Carisbro Cobra 9C lead 0230.00
Carisbro Cobra 9C keyboard £269.00
Carisbro 150 keyboard combo £399.00
Carlsbro Madan 150 PA £255.00
Carlsbro Cobra 90 PA 0181.00

Peavey Audition 20 085.00
Peavey Backstage Plus 0129.00
Peavey Studio Prd 40 0175.00

Peavey Bandit 65 f225.00
°.ez,ev Specral 130 [299.00

Feavey TK065 £225.00
Peavey TNT130 f299.00
Peavey KB100 f229.00
°eavev KB300 f375.00
Roland JC50 f299.00
Roland JC77 0425.00
;Gland JC120 0575.00
Roland Sprit

Soecal offer only £129.00

GREAT RANGE OF GUITARS FROM

ARIA -VVESTONE - IBANEZ - FENDER

YAMAHA - SOUIER - Plus many USED
BA PGA INS

14-16 High St. Addlestone
Tel: 0932 40139/54877

56 Surbiton Rd. Kingston
Tel: 01-546 9877
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t's back to polysynths, voice expanders,
and controlling keyboards for this
month's edition of CHECKLIST, the
buyer's guide to beat all buyer's
guides.

If you're new to the listing, it's worth our
pointing out that this is the only regularly -
published, regularly -updated price guide in
the modern musical instrument scene, a
fact that's made it essential reading for
musicians the length and breadth of the
UK, and beyond.

But CHECKLIST is more than just a price
guide in the conventional sense. Because as
well as listing available products and their
typical selling prices, we also include some
brief specification details, and the com-
ments - for, against, and summing-up - of
E&MM's reviewing team where possible.
That way, you get some idea not only of
what machines are available, but also of
their relative specifications and how they
compare in performance terms.

The peak times for new product launches
(or should that be lunches?) are traditionally
the depth of winter and the height of
summer- which means there haven't been

many changes to the polysynth market
since CHECKLIST last featured it three
autumnal months ago.

The significant alterations are the in-
clusion of some brief details on a couple of
as yet unavailable polys (the Akai AX60
and Oberheim's Matrix 6), the reinstate-
ment of the Juno 106 (those responsible for
its omission last time have been deported
to Albania), and the latest results of the hi -
tech field's continuing downward price
spiral. Among these are yet another drop
(to £799) in the price of the Akai AX80, and
the introduction of two synths (the Chase
Bit 99 and the Korg DW8000) which
actually have RRPs below those of their
predecessors, despite having significantly
better facilities.

So, armed with a copy of this month's
CHECKLIST, you should be able to approach
the High Street music shop with more than
an inkling as to what to expect in terms of
instrument selection, pricing, specification
and performance. Which probably gives
you a head start on most of the musicians
on your block...

POLYSYNTH
0 y4

AKAI
AX60 - fTBA Six -voice, two -oscillator per voice
analogue polysynth; 16 preset/programmable
voices, five -octave keyboard, built-in MIDI
delay, stereo chorus, arpeggiator. Due for
release early 1986, To be reviewed.
AX80 - £799 Eight -voice, two -oscillator per
voice analogue polysynth; 32 preset and 64
programmable onboard voice memories, five-

jill11111111111111111111111

octave velocity -sensitive keyboard. p Three
LFOs, chord memory, good keyboard, excellent
bar graph system makes digital parameter access
more user-friendly; Ildoesn 't really possess any
sonic character of its own; 0 recent price
reduction makes Akai's first synth more attractive
than it previously was. Yer pays yer money....
E&MM NOVEMBER 1985

CASIO
CZ101 - £345 Four/eight-voice, two/one DCO
per voice, Phase Distortion polysynth; 16 preset
and 16 programmable voice memories, four -
octave miniature keyboard. 0 Excellent range of
both 'analogue' and 'digital' synth sounds, five -
octave MIDI -compatible octave range, voice
layering, comparatively easy to program, built-
in ring modulator, 16 -voice RAM cartridge
storage, eight -stage transient envelopes, fine
MIDI implementation; :small, short keyboard,
awkward bend wheel; B revolutionary Phase
Distortion principle offers value for money
without sonic compromise - if you can stand the
mini -keyboard.

CZ1000 - £495 Spec as for CZ101, but with full-
size, four -octave keyboard. 0 The professional's
Casio: nothing around to beat it for versatility,
ease of programming and MIDI features at this
price level.
CZ5000 - £975 Eight/16-voice, two/one oscil-
lator per voice Phase Distortion polysynth; 32
preset and 32 programmable voice memories,
five -octave keyboard, built-in eight -track step -
and real-time sequencer. 0 Twice the 101/

1000's synth facilities means correspondingly
greater sound potential, excellent multitrack
sequencer is far more than just last-minute
afterthought, useful multitimbral MIDI im-
plementation; 0 undynamic keyboard, no sep-
arate outputs for multitimbral voices;Mthe last
word in Phase Distortion synthesis, and it works
a treat - so don't let the name put you off.

CHASE
Bit 99 - £699 Six -voice, two -oscillator per voice
analogue polysynth; 63 programmable voice
memories, five -octave velocity -sensitive key-
board. 0 Superb range of analogue sounds,
both acoustic and electronic, plenty of keyboard
performance options; la no sequencing or
arpeggiation features; all in all, probably the
best budget analogue poly, now has better MIDI
implementation and programming facilities than
Bit One predecessor, and at a lower price, too.

CHROMA
POLARIS - £1699 Six -voice, two -oscillator per
voice analogue polysynth; 132 programmable
voice memories, five -octave velocity -sensitive
keyboard. 0 Good, rich analogue sound, neat
onboard sequencer, extensive interfacing facili-
ties include wide range of MIDI options; 0
complicated to use, overpriced, some design
priorities now outdated; ea synth with a lot of
potential for those with enough patience to
exploit it, but the competition is already too
tough, and getting tougher all the time.

ELKA
Synthex - £999 Eight -voice, two -oscillator per
voice analogue polysynth; 40 preset and 40
programmable voice memories, five -octave
keyboard. 0 Considerable (but largely ignored)
sonic versatility, split and layering facilities using
two MIDI channels, onboard four -track sequen-
cer, digital ring mod; 0 some may find sound
dated, possible servicing difficulties now that
synth is out of production in Italy; 0 good
facilities for its (recently reduced) asking price: if
this is your sound, go for it.

KORG

Poly 800 - £549 Six -voice, two -oscillator per
voice analogue polysynth; 64 programmable
voice memories, four -octave keyboard. 0
Competitive price, three six -stage envelopes,
onboard sequencer and chorus unit, portability;

only one filter for all six voices, short
eyboard,:the world's best-selling polysynth,

in spite of its limitations: but there's competition
looming.
DW6000 - £999 Six -voice, two -oscillator per
voice, digital waveform generation polysynth;
64 programmable onboard memories, five -
octave keyboard. 0 First synth to combine
clarity of digital voicing with easy access of
analogue synth configuration, six -stage VCA &
VCF envelopes, built-in chorus; II keyboard has
no velocity or aftertouch sensitivity, poor feel of
performance control joystick; the polysynth
world's biggest technological compromise - but
it works, and you can pick it up very cheaply
now.
DW8000 - £1075 Similar in spec to DW6000,
but with pressure- and velocity -sensitive key-
board, built-in DDL. 0 Factory presets are more f>
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impressive than 6000's, DDL is more than just a
gimmick, dynamic keyboard makes a big dif-
ference;lifeel of keyboard and joystick could be
better, digital access system little improved by
new panel layout;Mcorrects all the DW6000's
faults, yet costs less than its predecessor did
when it was launched - therefore a real
contender.

OBERHEIM
Matrix 6 - £TBA Six -voice, two -oscillator per
voice analogue polysynth; 100 single and 50
multipatch voice memories, velocity- and
pressure -sensitive five -octave keyboard. Due
for release early 1986. To be reviewed.
Matrix 12 - £4599 Spec similar to that of two
Xpanders controlled by XK keyboard - see
relevant sections for details.

OCTAVE PLATEAU
Voyetra 8 - £3999 Eight -voice, two -oscillator
per voice analogue polysynth; 100 programm-
able voice memories, velocity- and pressure -
sensitive five -octave keyboard. U Excellent
sonic potential in the American analogue tra-
dition, built-in polyphonic sequencer and
arpeggiator, comprehensive split and layering
facilities; I hideously involved system of par-
ameter access makes editing a real chore, dollar -
inflated price -tag; 11 competent, professional
synth system - at a price.

ROLAND
Juno 106 - £799 Six -voice, one -oscillator per
voice analogue polysynth; 128 programmable
voice memories, five -octave keyboard. 11 Ease
of use, built-in chorus; al beginning to sound a

grammer for sound editing to become really
straightforward; la lacks character, but ultimately
a rewarding and versatile analogue poly that
proves Roland aren't going to be left behind
without a fight.
Jupiter 6 - £1299 Six -voice, two -oscillator per
voice analogue polysynth; 48 programmable
voice memories or 32 patch presets (for split
programs), five -octave keyboard. U Inherently
flexible and versatile programming system,
excellent sonic potential, split -keyboard facilities,
sophisticated - and syncable - arpeggiator;
no velocity- or pressure -sensitivity, might just
have too many facilities for its own good; II
excellent analogue synth that continues Jupiter
tradition admirably, but complex control layout
has meant shortage of takers, hence newly
attractive price level.

little dated, lacks arpeggiator;11 a classic among
budget polysynths, but withiimited potential
now that competition has hotted up. Also
available: Synth Plus 60 (f899), circuitry of Juno
106 in a domestically -acceptable format (built-
in amp and speakers), unlikely to venture far
outside the average living room.
JX8P - £1250 Six -voice, two -oscillator per voice
analogue polysynth; 64 preset and 32 pro-
grammable onboard voice memories, five -octave
pressure- and velocity -sensitive keyboard. 111
Another example of Roland squeezing new
sounds out of old design techniques (the 8P
competes with the best of the analogues),
voltage controlled mixer section, RAM cartridge
voice storage, good MIDI implementation; 111
only eight memories hold aftertouch and per-
formance data, requires optional PG800 pro -
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There's nothing worse than rushing round to your local newsagent, hard-earned E 1.20 in hand, only to find that a load of other musicians have
beaten you to the store's allocation of E&MMs. You scour the bookshelves for hours, you ask the girl behind the counter if there are any at the
back of the shop, you even try the Swedish magazine importer round the corner - all to no avail.

The reason for this is simple. Only one musicians' magazine has been looking at music technology thoroughly, accurately and objectively for
over four years. Only one musicians' magazine has the reputation for carrying the most authoritative appraisals of new music hardware and
software. And only one musicians' magazine has consistently inquiring, informative interviews with the people that are applying new technology
to today's music. That magazine is the one you're holding in your hands now, but as anyone who's lived through the above story will know,
getting it there isn't always that simple.

But fear not. You can save yourself this monthly agony by subscribing to E&MM direct. That way, you stand a good chance of getting each
month's issue in your hands before it even reaches the bookshelves, let alone disappears from them again. So say goodbye to the newsagent
Grand Prix: clip the coupon now.

iss ow No INN IN Eli OM In MI Ell= Ell El MI NI MN Ile I= MI Ell MI MO MN NM NEI NM MI MN IN MI MI II

Please send me the next 12 issues of E&MM, beginning with the issue.
I enclose a cheque/postal order/bankers' draft* for L15.50/E16.20/L23.50/07.50*, made payable to Music Maker Publications.

My name is

My address is

Postcode

Send to Mail Order Department, Ea11,11.11exander House, I Alilton Road, Ca ?abridge CB4 1 T.
UK & Eire f 15.50; Europe & Overseas (surface mail) 06.20; Europe (airmail) E23.50; Overseas (airmail) £37.50. Payment f i-orm overseas
subscribers (including Eire) should be covered In a bankers' draft in hounds stealing.

*Please deloe a.s applicable
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SEQUENTIAL
MAX - £495 Six -voice, one -oscillator per voice,
multi-timbral analogue polysynth; 80 preset
voice memories, four -octave keyboard. 0 As
SixTrak; 11 also as SixTrak, but not readily user -
programmable without CBM64 and software; el
tries to be computer peripheral and voice
expander in one, succeeds in being neither.
SixTrak - £595 Six -voice, one -oscillator per
voice multi-timbral analogue polysynth; 100
programmable sound memories, four -octave
keyboard. U Unique (in this price range) multi-
timbrality extends to built-in six -channel
sequencer, 'stack' mode and MIDI implemen-
tation; ;awkward parameter adjustment, short
keyboard, synth doesn't actually sound too
impressive; la in the process of being displaced
by newer MAX and MultiTrak, therefore very
cheap.
Split Eight - £TBA Eight -voice, one -oscillator
per voice analogue polysynth; 64 pre-pro-
grammed sounds and user -programmable voice
memories, five -octave keyboard, split/layer and
unison performance modes. To be reviewed.
MultiTrak - £1199 Six -voice, one -oscillator per
voice analogue polysynth; 100 programmable
voice memories, five -octave, velocity -sensitive
keyboard. 0 Adds 'professional' facilities to
SixTrak spec; la doesn't add anything better in
the sound department;lanew low price, and the
only choice if you value sequencing and MIDI
facilities above sheer sonic potential.
T8 - £4700 Eight -voice, two -oscillator per voice
analogue polysynth; 128 programmable voice
memories, six -and -a -half octave keyboard sen-
sitive to pressure and velocity. U Excellent
analogue sound capability, weighted -key action
and individual aftertouch for each key, fine split
and layering facilities, built-in sequencer;
heavy on the hand and even heavier on the
wallet; II professional instrument at a pro-
fessional price.

DK80 - £699 Six -voice, two -oscillator per voice
analogue polysynth; 10 programmable and 40
preset voice memories, velocity -sensitive five -
octave keyboard. More facilities for the
money than just about anything; 11 40 fixed
memories, basic sound could be better;lareally
astonishing value for money, though first
impressions might not be all that favourable.
Performance -oriented DK70 coming soon.
DK600 - £999 Six -voice, two -oscillator per
voice analogue polysynth; 100 programmable
voice memories, five -octave velocity -sensitive
keyboard. 0 Fine sound quality (especially brass
and percussion presets), programmable dy-
namics, plenty of good software available; 11 the
odd operational idiosyncracy;:competent but

underrated analogue poly, neatly styled and well
constructed.

WERSI
MK1 - £TBA 16 -voice polyphonic Fourier
Synthesis polysynth; five -octave velocity- and
pressure -sensitive keyboard. To be reviewed.

YAMAHA
DX21 - £699 Eight -voice, fully programmable
FM digital polysynth; 128 factory preset sounds,
32 programmable voice memories, 32 perform-
ance memories, five -octave keyboard. 0 Broad
selection of factory sounds that rival DX7 's for
quality, useful voice -specific performance

The new affordable SRV-2000 Digital Reverb
from lic_F-r)LRoland

Another major breakthrough in digital technology
from Roland: the Midi reverb! This professional,
studio -quality effect is the perfect companion to
today's Midi -controlled keyboards for creative
sound processing.

The 32 Midi programmable memories can store all
reverb time, pre -delay, room size, high -frequency
damping, gate time and output level controls whilst
providing instant access to pre-programmed
sounds for keyboard patches or Midi sequencing of
effects (a form of digital effects patch mixing).
Precise programming of data such as
the two -band parametric equaliser

and low frequency shelving can be set for each
memory location while confirming the values on
the digital displays. This enables accurate tailoring
of the SRV-2000 to your exact requirements.

For 19" rack -mounted use, remote switching
sockets are provided for bypass, programme shift,
eternity on/off and add-on.

Stereo outputs and 6 digital numeric readouts
further enhance the SRV-2000's facilities.

Features:
0.1-9.9 & 10-99 secs reverb time
0-100 ms. Pre -delay

32 Midi memories
2 band parametric equaliser

Low shelving equaliser
High Frequency damping

Variable room size

10-400 ms. Gate time
Programmable output level

6 digital numeric displays

Midi In & Thru
16 -bit linear A/D/A

Please call in soon
for a working demonstration
of the SRV-2000 in our fully

operational 16 track demo studio (1st floor).

Full technical specifications may be obtained from: 26 Chalk Farm Road, London NW1 8AG
Tel: 01-267 7851/5381/1771
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memories, inclusion of split and dual modes,
probably easier to program than first -generation
DXs, almost laughably cheap; 111 undynamic
keyboard, no cartridge storage facilities, could
still do with a better display; 0 Yamaha's answer
to the march of the budget polysynth, and a
mightily impressive one at that, shows company
haven't been resting on DX7 laurels.
DX7 - £1250 16 -voice, fully programmable FM
digital polysynth; 32 voice memories, five -
octave velocity- and pressure -sensitive key-
board. U Immense sonic and programming
versatility still unmatched by any competing
instrument, vast range of custom -designed
hardware and software now available to
accompany it from a variety of sources;Ma real
pig to program, hence many preset sounds
becoming cliched, still niggling doubts about
ability to recreate fat, traditional analogue synth
sounds; an industry standard like no synth
before it, and justifiably so - if only it was as easy
to edit as it is to listen to...
DX5 - f2999 FM digital polysynth, spec similar
to two DX7s with additional performance
memories; 76 -note touch- and velocity -
sensitive keyboard. U Excellent sound and
facilities; 0 beaten on price by Yamaha's own
DX7/TX7 combination; la now you've a choice

between convenience and cost, though sizeable
back orders for the DX5 indicate some people
are wealthier than is good for them.
DX1 - £8999 16 -voice polyphonic, FM digital
polysynth; 64 programmable voice memories,
six -octave velocity- and pressure -sensitive key-
board. U Easier editing than cheaper DXs thanks
to comprehensive control and display layout,
marvellous weighted -action keyboard has
individual aftertouch for each key; MI bulky,
weighty and outrageously expensive; 111

thoroughly desirable - the ultimate dedicated
FM poly, but logic says it's outclassed by cheaper
hardware from the same stable.

Unit 119. 62 TRITTON ROAD.
LONDON SE21. 01-761-6568

n0140

KEYBOARD
COMBOS

EXPANDER

AKAI
VX90 - ETBA Similar facilities to AX90 poly, but
in 19" rack -mounting format. To be reviewed.

CHASE
Bit 01 - £699 Similar in spec to Bit One poly, in
rack -mounted casing and with improved MIDI
implementation. Puts excellent analogue
sounds in a modular format well -suited to the
needs of digital-polysynth owners, factory
presets are sonically matched to corresponding
Bit One voices, rack -mounting convenience; ea
little pricey next to Bit One, still the odd MIDI
hiccup; like Bit 99, stands out as being the
most cost-effective analogue unit in its price
bracket - more MIDI modules promised by
Italian factory for release in near future.

KORG
EX800 - £449 Identical in spec to Poly 800: 64
programmable voice memories, built-in
sequencer.

OBERHEIM

Xpander- £3945 Six -voice polyphonic analogue/
FM digital hybrid synthesiser; 31 LFOs, 30 EGs,

SONG BIRD 300
SELF POWERED KEYBOARD/P.A. REPRODUCER

A self powered version of the already acclaimed normal
SONG BIRD 300. 12" Driver of 300 watts R.M.S. handling
capacity (and the high power is NOT achieved at the
expense of bass range performance) Treble horn with
acoustic lens.
Rear mounted amplifier with 150 watt power section,
Reverb and pre amp with 6 inputs on 3 channels, each
channel with Volume, Bass, Treble Reverb on -off. Four
band equaliser. Master volume. Master Reverbline out.
This rugged little powered reproducer will drive another
un-powered box if required. Price £387.

SONG BIRD 200
A full range, self powered reproducer with
10' Driver of 200 watts RMS capacity plus
treble horn with acoustic lens.
Un-powered SONG BIRD reproducers are
time tried and tested and are market leaders
in their own right. The powered Song Birds
match up to these existing standards.
Brilliant and powerful reproduction for
keyboard and P.A. even though of small size
and light weight. Surprising levels of bass
performance are noted.
Powered by 100 watts Mos Fet amp. with 4
inputs on two channels, each channel with
Volume, Treble and Bass controls. Four Band
Equaliser. Will drive another passive box if
required. Price £297.

FOLD BACK WEDGE
"You'll never know how you lived without
foldback until you get fold back" as the
saying goes.
This WEM foldback reproducer, however,
is a wedge with a difference. Of small
size and light weight, it is armed with
the impressive "IMPACT" 10' Driver
with a free air resonance of 35 Hz and
a R.M.S. handling capacity of 300
watts! 6" x 2" Horn provides treble,
and clarity, and because of the
unusually flat response, high
volume levels can be achieved
without feed -back problems - even
when working under the most difficult
stage conditions. Price £155.
Send for catalogue of other WEM products.

HIGH
POWERED
COMPACT
SYSTEMS

SONG BIRD 300
(Un-powered)

Pair £322

SONG BIRD 200
(Un-powered)

Pair £275.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE

Name

Address
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12 oscillators, 90 VCAs, 100 programmable
voice memories, recognises MIDI pressure and
velocity information. 0 Vast range of sounds
both analogue and digital, easier to program
than most digital access designs, matchless
programming versatility; 111 only the cost; 111
brilliantly conceived and superbly built - if you
can afford it, don't hesitate.

ROLAND
MKS7 - fTBA Rack -mounting MIDI voice
module incorporating separate melody, chord,
bass and rhythm units. To be reviewed.
MKS30 - £875 Same overall spec as JX3P poly,
but 64 programmable voice memories, and fully
responsive to velocity and pressure information.
12 It doesn't sound bad; I requires optional
PG200 programmer for conventional 'pot'
control; 111 module costs more than a JX3P!
MKS10 - £990 Sixteen -voice polyphonic piano -
family voice module, fully velocity- and pressure -
responsive, 16 preset voice memories. 18 Neatly
styled, built-in chorus/flanger helps strengthen
sound output; 0 eight voices only accessible
through mother keyboard, expensive for what it
is; ;only really of value if you've got a keyboard
- and a playing technique - that'll do it justice.
MKS80 - £1800 Similar spec to now -discon-
tinued Jupiter 8: eight -voice polyphony, two
oscillators per voice, 64 voice memories and 64
patch preset memories onboard, fully responsive
to velocity and after -touch information. ig
Wonderful range of analogue -type sounds,
optional RAM packs can hold 128 voices or
patch presets; I again, requires optional pro-
grammer (this time the MPG80) for editing not
to be a chore; an excellent package that's
notable good value next to the other Roland
modules, but price still puts it firmly in the
professional league.

Expander 80 - £399 Similar in spec to DK80
poly, but only monotimbral. El Incredibly cheap,
so lots of features for your money, cartridge

11111111111 1_5'8 -
01 genii I i-ro,

storage facility unexpected on a machine of this
price level; 0 presets are identical to DK80's,
hence more than a few sonic disappointments;
111 currently the cheapest way into analogue
MIDI synthesis, and a godsend to the impover-
ished - it's not brilliant, though.

YAMAHA
TX7 - £649 Identical in spec to DX7, with
addition of performance memories for each
voice. QA logical upgrade for all DX7 owners;
but not so much fun if your controlling synth is
analogue; II Yamaha's most economical route
to FM duplication.
TX216 - £1899 Two DX7s (or one DX5) in rack -
mounted format, with facility for adding TF1
modules (one DX7's worth) at £449 each. For
comments see TX816.
TX816 - £4299 Essentially eight DX7 voicing
modules in one rack, each with its own MIDI
connection. Who could say no to eight DX7s?

MIDI implementation could be better;Mthe
ultimate FM music synthesiser - no self-
respecting studio should be without one.

CONTROLLER

AKAI
MX76 - fTBA Six -and -a -half octave, velocity -

and pressure -sensitive, weighted -action splitt-
able keyboard; 96 voice selectors. To be
reviewed.

KORG
RK100 - £475 Three -and -a -half octave portable
keyboard with volume, pitchbend, modulation
controllers, 64 voice selectors. MI Price, spec
includes thoughtful touches like lockable MIDI
connectors; 1111 octave range sacrificed in the
cause of portability, no dynamics; Mall things
considered, the best -value 'poser's keyboard'
currently available.

OBERHEIM
XK Remote Keyboard - fT13i. New pressure -and
velocity -sensitive five -octave keyboard for con-
nection to up to six MIDI synth modules,
incorporates three-way split/layer facilities and
other performance features. To be reviewed. P

me

EfELE he' °Vop
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY!!

If you're thinking about putting a package together for live or
studio work, our expertise and practical experience could save
you hundreds of pounds. That's because we only stock
equipment that we think represents good value.

We have agencies for all the leading makes:
YAMAHA, ROLAND, CASIO, KORG, CARLSBRO etc.

so what we don't stock is probably not worth having.

Whether it's synthesizers, keyboards, electronic pianos, drum
machines, sequencers or 4 track studios, come and compare the
world's top instruments in our brand new showroom opposite
Shepherd's Bush tube station. We won't blind you with science
and you could end up paying a lot less than you thought.

135/136 SHEPHERDS BUSH CENTRE

ROCKLEY ROAD

SHEPHERDS BUSH GREEN

LONDON W12
TEL: (01) 749 2326

04.
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WON'T THAT MAKE A NICE CHANGE?

LONDON'S NEWEST
PROFESSIONAL KEYBOARD

SHOWROOM
OPEN MON-SAT 10.30-6.00
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ROLAND
1> Axis 1- £999 Three -and -a -half octave portable

keyboard with volume, pitchbend, modulation
controllers, velocity- and pressure -sensitivity,
120 voice selectors. To be reviewed.
MKB200 - £TBA New 61 -note version of
MKB300. To be reviewed.
MKB300 - f999 76 -note mother keyboard,
velocity -sensitive, split and layering facilities,
128 voice selectors, volume, pitchbend, modu-
lation controls. 111 Sturdy construction, looks; 111
not sensitive to pressure, price; overshadowed,
in most respects, by MKB1000.
MKB1000 - £1499 Velocity- and pressure -
sensitive 88 -note keyboard, overall volume,

pitchbend, modulation controllers, 128 voice
selectors, MIDI split and layering facilities. 11
Excellent action from weighted wooden keys,
superlative construction; 0 no individual level
controls, lack of remote programming facilities,
price;Manother professional people's product,
though even they might find its acquisition hard
to justify.

YAMAHA
KX5 - £199 Identical in spec to KX1, but

miniature keys. To be reviewed.
KX1 - f799 Three -and -a -half octave, velocity -
and pressure -sensitive keyboard, volume, pitch -
bend, modulation controllers, 32 voice selectors.
To be reviewed.
KX88 - £1399 88 -note velocity- and pressure -
sensitive weighted keyboard, 17 user -assignable
performance controllers, split and layering facili-

ties. a Vast range of performance options,
onboard programming facilities coupled with
user -assignable parameter control- area, key-
board adds new dimension to many DX voices;
0 keyboard has slightly spongey feel absent on
DX1; :more of what a master keyboard should
be, but is a piano -type keyboard the best
medium for applying aftertouch?

WEAR IT WELL
At last, E&MM's distinctive new logo is available on top-quality
sweatshirts and T-shirts, direct from us at the editorial address.
Don't mistake this for inferior promotional clothing; these shirts are
beautifully made and superbly printed. There's a choice of colours
and you can even decide whether you want the E&MM lettering
printed large in the middle of your shirt, or smaller in the top right-
hand corner.

Sweatshirts are just £7.45, while T-shirts are a measly £3.45, both
prices including VAT and postage & packing. So send your order in
now to the Mail Order Department at the address at the front of the
magazine, making cheques/POs payable to Music Maker Publica-
tions and allowing 28 days for delivery. Alternatively, dial the
editorial phone number (it's Cambridge 313722) and order by
Access or Visa. Please note that payments from overseas (including
Eire) should be made by Bankers Draft in Pounds Sterling.

Name

Address

Postcode

Please send me: Sweatshirts T-shirts

S(30-34)

M(34-36)

L(36-40)
XL(40-44)

Large logo 0 Small logo

Black El Navy blue El Royal blue E
AccessNisa* No:

* Delete as appropriate.
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BonnElps
12A
0323

GROVE
639335

ROAD,
(6 lines

EASTBOURNE,
Telex) CLOSED

EAST SUSSEX
WED PMIIRoland KORG'

Main Dealer Hi-Tec

___0.i?A--\/-A-u-A

Dealer Key Centre
DRUM MACHINES KEYBOARDS IN STOCK

We carry a comprehensive range of Drum
machines and Rhythm units including

Yamaha RX15, RX11 and RX21 Roland
TR707 and TR727, Boss DR110, Drum -

traks, Korg DDM110, DDM220 and TOM

£699

a.

£46 -5

CX5-ME MUSIC COMPUTER
CX5 + YK10 (Large K/board) t Voicing

Programme RRP £655 VERY SPECIAL OFFER

£349 LIMITED OFFER
YAMAHA HI -TECH DEALER FOR E. SUSSEX
YAMAHA DX5 New Model £2500
YAMAHA DX7 Not due for replacement 1987 ... £P.O.A.

£699
YAMAHA TX -7 MIDI DX7 FM Expander

YAMAHA KX-88 Comprehensive M/Keyboard £P.O.A.
DYAMAHA X21

£P.O.A.
YAMAHA QX1 Digital Multi -track sequencer £P.O.A.
YAMAHA KX-5 Remote MIDI keyboard £199
YAMAHA TX -816 Rack Mounted FM
Expander £P.O.A.
YAMAHA TX -1 Single Expander Modules £P.O.A.
YAMAHA RX21 Drum Unit £250
YAMAHA R1000 Digital Reverb Units £P.O.A.
YAMAHA D1500 16 Memory MIDI Delay

YAMAHA DX21 IN STOCK
- ,

,... ., ... ...... .... .... 
Sound Source FM Tone Generator: 4 operators x 2
(A,B), 8 Alogorithms. Simultaneous Note Output

Polyphonic: 8 notes (SINGLE), 4 notes (DUAL), 4 + 4
notes (SPLIT) Monophonic: 1 note (SINGLE, DUAL),
1+ 1 note (SPLIT). Internal Memory 128 ROM voice

memory. 32 RAM voice memory. 32 RAM performance
memory.

£699
Ut Dis

, YniAMAHA QX7 Sequencer
continued

£499
ROLAND MAIN AGENTS FOR E. SUSSEX
ROLAND DC -8P Synthesizer £P.O.A.
ROLAND Super Jupiter £P.O.A.
ROLAND PG -80 Programmer £P.O.A.
ROLAND Juno 106, Synthesizers £P.O.A.
ROLAND M1CB 1000 Mother Keyboard £P.O.A.
ROLAND MKS -10 Piano Expander £P.O.A.
ROLAND MSK-30 Poly Synth £P.O.A.
ROLAND AXIS Remote Midi Keyboard £P.O.A.
ROLAND MSQ 700 Digital Recorder £P.O.A.
ROLAND MSQ 100 Digital Recorder £P.O.A.
ROLAND TR707 Digital Drums £P.O.A.
ROLAND SDE2500 MIDI delay IN STOCK
ROLAND SRV2000 MIDI reverb IN STOCK
ROLAND SH 101 Synth+ Hand grip £149

ROLAND Digital Drums In Stock
.A.ROLAND DRII0, R/Units

In
BOSS Pedals In Stock
ROLAND EP50 Piano Mother Keyboard £599
KORG KEY CENTRE FOR E. SUSSEX
KORG DW6000, New Model £699

CASIO CZ10: AND CZ1000
. --... --_-_. - Casio's world

beating CZ1O1 now
available with full

size keys
CZ101 £345 * CZ1000 £495
WITH FREE RAM PACK.

CZ5000 NOW IN STOCK £895

SZ1 DIGITAL
SEQUENCERU

Real or step time MIDI,
RAM cartridge 4 track 1800

notes
£235

ii
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KORG DW8000 Synth IN STOCK
KORG Poly 800 Synthesizer £399
KORG EX800, MIDI Expander Modules £299
KORG SDD-1000, Digital Delay with Sampling IN STOCK
KORG DDM-110 Digital Drum Rhythm Units £P.O.A.
KORG DDM-220, Digital Latin Rhythm Units £135KORG

SDD-2000 MIDI digital delay with
sampling IN STOCK
KORG KMS-30 MIDI Syncronizer Box IN STOCK

AKAI'S FANTASTIC S612
SAMPLER IN STOCK!
* Up to 8 seconds sample time * 6 note veocity
sensing thru MIDI * Quick disk storage system
* Pre recorded sound library optional.

KORG SQD-1 Sequencer £599
CASIO MAIN DEALER Bonner

RAP Price
#

£995
COMPLETE

CZ101 £395 £345
CZ1000 £545 £495
CZ5000
szl £295 £245

£955 £895

MT100 £155 £129
MT210 £225 £179
MT400V £255 £199
CT 102 £155 £129
CT310S £255 £199
crcov £345 £295
CT430 £325 £275
CT6I0G £395 £345
CT605 £345 £295
CT6000 £695 £595
SECONDHAND
FENDER Stage 73 M1(2 vgc £495
YAMAHA SK30 4 synths in one £395
ROLAND JX3P £495
SIMMON S SDS7 Custom Finish £1495

S.C.I PROPHET 2000
........ ... - . . .

In=i1==14

MULTITRAKS £799
VERY FEW LEFT

ROLAND SRV2000
Stereo Digital Reverb

77:77t-, ' - as

INCREDIBLE UNBELIEVABLE PRICE
MIDI Controllable - Totally Programmable - 99s Delay! Roland's
new SRV2000 Digital Reverb offers an unbeatable new market

leader in digital reverberation! With the worlds first MIDI
controllable unit. Look at these features and compare the

competitors price! 24 memories! Parametric EQ control for room
size PRG delay. Gate/Damping. Rev time MIDI + 6 integrated

display, stereo output of up to 99 seconds! Many other features!
IN STOCK

 £200 to £1,000 No Deposit, Interest free instant credit 0% APR Subject to status - on most equipment.
 FREE UK DELIVERY - IMMEDIATE DESPATCH
 MAIL ORDER - ACCESS BARCLAYCARD VISA AMEX DINERS sales can be conducted over the
'phone. Bank drafts, Building Society cheques and postal orders will take 5 working days to clear
before goods can be sent.
 FULL 12 months parts and labour warranty
 All prices include VAT (overseas buyers exempt)

ADDITIONAL discounts for DX Owners Club members, please quote your
membership number on all correspondence. Being a club member will
automatically entitle you to many benefits.
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SYNTECH
STUDIO I
As a nation of musicians, Britain seems to be well -

endowed with MIDI sequencing software based
round the Commodore 64. But is the ultimate

package an American design that's yet to see the
light of day across the pond?

Trish McGrath
It's not often E&MM reviews software yet
to be distributed this side of the Atlantic.
After all, if you can't get at the product
without travelling 5000 miles to see it,
there isn't much point devoting three

pages of a magazine to an article singing its
praises. But it won't be long before Syntech's
Studio I package becomes freely available in
the UK. In fact, it wouldn't surprise me if
dealers end up fighting for it. Because it's
really very, very good.

Although probably far from being a
household name in the States, Syntech have
been supplying MIDI cards to independent
companies such as Mimetics, Decillionix and
Music Data, as well as software to Hybrid
Arts, for some time now. So, extending their
operations to include a range of their own
hardware and software packages makes not a
little commercial and technological sense.

The company's disk -based software is
available for three micros at present, the
Commodore 64, Apple Ile/ + and IBM PC
(with packages titled Studio1,11,111
respectively), and although Syntech
manufacture their own interfaces for all three
machines, compatibility with Passport and
Sequential MIDI cards is assured. The Syntech
interface for the CBM64 used during review is
a compact little number, featuring MIDI In,
Out, and Clock DIN sockets, and with mini -
jack connections for Tape Sync In and Out.

Hardware requirements span the usual
computer, disk drive, monitor, interface, and

MIDI synth (the more the merrier), and the
program's loading time is a respectable 80
seconds. Studio I can record a stream of MIDI
data in both real and step time, and has
extensive editing facilities that include punch
in and out, non-destructive bouncing (sounds
fun - Ed.), autocorrection, transposition,
shifting, and a host of disk options that allow
your compositions to be floppily preserved
for future reference.

Recording takes place in sequences (of
which there are 16, labelled A -P), with each
sequence comprising eight tracks ( I -8). And
as memory is dynamically assigned, you're free
to use the complete 99 units of memory in
one track, should you so wish.

From there, Sequences can be ordered into
up to four Songs, with 24 steps or sequences
in each. So much for whetting the appetite -
let's turn to the rest of the menu...

Well, the Main Menu is where the action is,

Facilities The Shift
Track feature allows
you to move a track

forwards and
backwards in

time... and can create
some stunning delay

effects.'

TME STUDI 0 - I

F R 0 M M U SIC DIGITAL

SOF17/1E,

:=*T. 1983

SELECT MIDI INTERFACE CARTRIOSE

PRESS "I"
PRESS "2"
PRESS "3"

FOR SYNTECH
FOR PASSPORT DEiI601

FOR SEQUENTIAL
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so to speak. As you'll see from the
accompanying photo (if our photographer
was sober and managed to focus properly, and
you haven't already put a dripping coffee cup
on it), this menu is quite a busy one. Not
surprising, considering you encounter this
screen during record, playback, and editing of
sequences.

The centre displays the line of available
Sequences (A -P) and Tracks ( I -8) and the
current sequence and track is always
highlighted. Along the bottom of the screen is
the list of 16 options available, these being
selected by the Commodore's four function
keys. Syntech have managed this feat by
arranging the options in four levels accessed
by depressing a combination of keys, ie.
normal, shift, control, and shift +control.
Clever stuff, and once you get the hang of it, it
works a treat.

The first and most obvious options include
moving forwards and backwards through
Sequences and Tracks - and it was nice to find
that the screen didn't redraw itself when a
new sequence was selected. The Meter (or
time signature) defaults to 4/4, but can be set
for each sequence to anything between I and
24 beats to a measure, with a beat value of
either a quarter, an eighth or a sixteenth note.

Tempo, meanwhile, relates to the internal
clock speed, and is variable for each sequence
from 44 to 240 quarter notes per minute,
incremented in steps of four. If you're used to
working at tempi not possible with this
resolution, you may find an answer within the
Set Clock options, of which there are four.
The first is Internal Drum, where the
computer controls the tempo while
simultaneously emitting a Sync pulse code of
24, 48, or 96ppqn (including start/stop signals)
over the Clock output socket; ideal for yer
average Roland, Korg and Oberheim
machines. However, the choice of pulse rate is
made when loading up, and I can't imagine a
way round changing the number without
reloading -a nuisance if you like swapping
between one drum machine and the next
while composing. Internal Click is used when
laying down a click -track to tape (determined
by the internal clock speed), and External
Click allows you to use the click -track later as
the master clock for recording, or for
playback when committing tracks to tape.
MIDI Click is selected when a MIDI drum
machine or sequencer is to drive the program,
but since this entails occupying the MIDI In
socket, you're tied to using the facility for
playback only. If you need to drive a MIDI
drum machine, look no further than the
toggling MIDI Drum. This is selectable in any
clock mode, and causes the MIDI clock to be
output along with key note data whenever a
sequence is playing back; simply connect your
drum machine or sequencer to the MIDI Thru
on your synth, or to one of the MIDI Outs if
you're using a MIDI Thru box.

Anyway, once I'd set the meter and tempo,
E&MM NOVEMBER 1985
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it was time to record some music (that's
debatable - Ed.). Selecting Track I , Sequence
A, and pressing the oblique sign and space bar
sets the metronome rolling, and the centre
line of Rec, Play, Reverse, and Forwards
simulates the transport controls of a tape
recorder. The top -right of the screen is
occupied by the counter box, which indicates
which part of the sequence is playing at any
given moment, along with the length of the
recorded sequence.

From top to bottom, the five counters
comprise the main Counter, Cue/In/Out
(which come into play when setting an
autopunch) and End, all of which are divided
usefully into Measure, Beat, and Pulse
components. Moving backwards and forwards
through a recorded sequence can be achieved
in either whole beats or individual pulses (the
number of pulses is determined by the ppqn
number selected beforehand).

Recording can commence by playing the
keyboard or, if you want silence at the
beginning of your magnum opus, by pressing f7
and waiting the requisite time. The space bar
stops record mode, and another jab at it
activates playback, stopping and continuing it
at your will. The sequence is always looped
continously, but pressing f I persuades it to
play back just once, while Return 'pauses'
playback and continues it from the next whole
beat when pressed again.

Track I should now be in reverse field on
the monitor screen to show that it's been
recorded. Any recorded track can be Muted
simply by pressing the corresponding track
number on the 64's keyboard, which has the
effect of displaying the appropriate track in
white on black. What's more, the End counter
displays the length of the first track to the
nearest whole beat, and more importantly,
this length is adopted as the actual sequence
length. A bit inflexible, this, but you can select
a new end care of the Set End feature, and
even chop the end off a sequence in the event
that a new end turns out to be shorter than
the original.

Overdubbing is carried out by moving to
E&MM NOVEMBER 1985

Track 2, selecting Countdown for a one -bar
lead-in, and going into record mode again. If
you think you can do better at any time, you
can reselect any track and record over it. You
don't have to begin recording from the start,
either: just move to the required beat and
enter record mode, remembering that
anything previously recorded on the track
you're working on will be erased.

One thing that begins to impress as you get
to know Studio I, is that you can't erase
anything from memory, or carry out a number
of editing functions, without replying 'Yes' or
'No' to a prompt. Syntech's policy appears to
be one of 'better to be safe than sorry', which
is both wise and wonderful to those of us who
consistently press first and think later.

And if real-time entry isn't your particular
forte, you're free to switch to step -time input
at any time. Pressing 'S' activates Step Mode,
which then presents you with a window menu
from which you select the size of step you
wish to use. There are the usual 4/8/16/32
steps per measure options, along with their
triplet counterparts. You can replay tracks
manually step by step by advancing the clock
by the step value selected, or at increments of
whole beats or even individual pulses.

Step -time recording is carried out by
holding down a note or chord, and pressing
Return to advance to the next step. If you
want a rest or two, just press Return on its
own; or more than once if you want the note
tied. Couldn't be much easier, and you can
reselect a different step value for every track,
or even mix and match within a track, if you
need to.

So what if you record a track that's damn -
near -perfect except for one small blunder?
Fear not. Studio I allows for the punching -in of
notes into a track in a couple of ways, either
live or automatically.

Live punching consists of playing the track
in either real or step mode and pressing `P'
both to punch in and later punch out, unless
you reach the end of the sequence first.
Designed to be 'quick and easy to use', this
facility proved to be just that, and in step

mode, often succeeded in homing -in on the
exact pulse harbouring an errant note or
chord. (I say 'often' because unless the track
has been quantised, you may find a note on a
pulse that isn't an exact division of a beat.) It
also proved useful for inserting a program
change in a track.

Autopunch, meanwhile, requires the
setting of the Cue, In and Out counters. But it
gives you the advantage of being able to play
along to the track in real time, and letting the
program switch to Record at the preset beat
- which means you don't waste any time
getting your hands into position over the
keyboard. You can even rehearse the drop -in
to your heart's content before actually
recording it; pressing the `C sign advances
playback to the Cue position.

To be honest, setting the counters proved a
bit tedious at times, but there's no doubt this
method of autopunching works, and works
well.

When you're building up tracks in a
sequence, even during playback, the Mute
feature allows for tracks to be muted
individually, all tracks to be muted at the same
time, or for one track to 'solo' with all the
others muted.

Once you've got the bones of a sequence
down, a number of possibilities are presented
to you by the Edit Menu.

Most of these options, again arranged in
four levels, affect just one track at a time. The
first of these, Volume, is not a means of
magically controlling the volume pot on your
synth. It actually refers to the velocity -
sensitivity of the sound, and will only work if
your synth is of the velocity -sensitive breed.

In these days of multitimbral synths and
complex MIDI synth systems, no
self-respecting MIDI sequencer would be
without a means of setting a channel number.
The Syntech system automatically records a
track on the channel number it was received
on, and then lets you shift it up or down
afterwards. Studio I also allows you to send
out an Omni Off/Poly On message over all
connected channels (ideal for synths that
default to Omni On, like the JX3P). Another
command allows for all pitch and mod wheels
to be zeroed at one fell swoop, which also has
the effect of releasing any sustain pedals.

The Edit Menu also allows for the bouncing -
down of tracks, a task that encompasses both
'copying' (for backup before quantising) and
'merging'. Both operations are very
straightforward, and the non-destructive
nature of the bounce means that any Volume
or Channel settings are preserved as part of

In Use 'You can't
erase anything from
memory, or carry out
a number of editing
functions, without

replying to a prompt -
better safe than sorry.'

the destination track- though if you've
merged two or more tracks together, you
won't be free to make any changes to one of
the tracks later on.

The ubiquitous Autocorrect makes an
entrance here too, and quantises the track
according to a chosen step value (courtesy of a
window boasting identical values to those
offered in step mode). Bearing in mind that
autocorrecting cannot be undone, it's not a r).
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> bad idea to either save to disk beforehand, or
bounce the part to a vacant track before
quantising.

Transposing a track by a set number of
intervals is also a piece of cake, thanks to a
handy feature called Xpose Track. All you do
is press a note whose interval relative to
middle C is the amount by which you want the
track to be transposed. In other words, select
G above middle C to transpose up a perfect
fifth. And if the cap doesn't fit, you're free to
transpose again or revert to the original pitch.

You can end up with some interesting
effects by careful use of the Shift Track
feature, which basically allows you to move a
track forwards and backwards in time by
individual pulses, bearing in mind the
limitations imposed by the start and end of the
track. For instance, by copying the lead line to
a vacant track, shifting it backwards a number
of pulses, lowering the volume slightly, and
possibly even allocating the shifted track a
different sound, you end up with some quite
stunning delay effects on your hands.

And provided you've enough spare tracks
and memory, you can repeat this procedure
to your heart's content, merging the results
when you're good and ready.

Given Syntech's mastery of specifics,
though, I was surprised to find that if I went to
shift a previously shifted track, it didn't remind
me how much it was already shifted. As it was,
I found it useful for reference purposes to use
the Name Track feature to indicate the
number of pulses the track had been shifted, at
least until I was ready to merge.

Name Track, as you may have guessed, is
really intended for denoting the instrument
each track is assigned to, and you can use up to
three characters for a name (not enough for
Fairlight, but PPG would seem to fit nicely).
The remaining editing options allow provision
for erasing tracks, naming the actual sequence,
and appending one sequence onto the end of
another (though the second sequence
automatically adopts the tempo and meter of
the first, so beware).

I was a bit surprised to find no means of
looping a track within a sequence - though by
appending a sequence to itself, you can
manage to double the recorded tracks and can
continue to carry out this procedure till you
run out of memory, if you're determined
enough. But that's the crunch: appending uses

up memory, and memory is one thing Studio I
doesn't have in abundance, especially if you
tend to use aftertouch, pitchbend or
modulation to any degree. Blocks of
aftertouched chords can actually eat into
memory in front of your very eyes - which is
why an Aftertouch Filter is provided as an
option. In fact, there were times when I ran
out of memory while still recording my first
sequence. Luckily, syncing to tape is possible,
and this also allows the one -synth owner to
compose using different sounds, so this
shortcoming can be overcome.

If you run out of memory due to the over-
use of performance effects, you can resort to
the Track Mods Menu. This allows for the
individual removal of program -change,
aftertouch, pitchbend or modulation data
from a track, thus releasing more memory for
use.

Copying a sequence to another can be
carried out indirectly by saving, say, Seq A to
disk and loading it back to Seq B, courtesy of
the Disk Menu (Sequences). And apart from
loading and saving sequences using their given
names, you can also display the disk directory,
format disks, and delete sequence files from
this menu. As usual, the software prompts you
fully along the way, just to confirm your
intentions.

Of course, being able to compose various
sequences would be a fat lot of good without
some means of stringing them along in a given
order. In answer to this obvious need, the
Song screen allows you to construct up to
four Songs (called a Song Set) by chaining up
to 24 sections (or sequences) together.
Which, in effect, allows you to compile four
different versions of a song using the same 16
sequences. Options are again presented in
four levels along the bottom of the screen, and
building up a song really couldn't be more
straightforward. If you've assigned different
tempos to sequences, these are automatically
acted upon - though the program doesn't
aspire to more elaborate accelerandos or
ritardandos. Playback is activated by the space
bar, and can commence from the beginning of
any section.

If you've given a sequence a name, you'll
find it's displayed as you enter arrangements,
along with any information from the Track,
Volume and Channel lines as displayed by the
Sequence screen. You can go back and Insert
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or Delete a section to a song, transpose a
section just like you would a track (so key -
changes are no problem), Name Song, Name
Song Set, E rase Song, or advance to Next
Song.

When it comes to saving everything to disk,
the Disk Menu (Songs) has all the answers.
This allows for Song Sets to be saved and
loaded (complete with the 16 sequences from
which they're compiled), and accesses the
directory, deletes song sets, and formats new
disks.

A few commands not yet covered relate to
erasing all sequences and songs from memory,
along with a feature called Play Thru. This lets
you record from a master keyboard whilst
hearing the sound from an expander or
another synth. Quite a neat feature, this, since
if you intend to use a particular sound from an
expander for, say, a lead line, it's essential that
your performance is tailored exactly to its
sound contour.

Incidentally, testing was carried out with a
Yamaha DX7, Roland JX8P, Korg DW8000,
and Chase Bit 99, and with no incompatibility
problems right across the board; apart, of
course, from the Bit's quirk of denoting
Program Change Transmit On with 00, and
Receive On with a 01. So much for Italian
design...

Like all good sequencing packages, Studio I
takes a while to get thoroughly familiar with-
the excellent user's manual is essential
reading. It's easily one of the most
comprehensive and easy -to -use sequencing
programs I've yet encountered for the
CBM64. The Joreth Music composer System
is arguably more facility -laden, but not quite as
user-friendly. My only reservation relates to
the speed with which the available memory
depletes as soon as you introduce
performance controls to your recording, but
to a greater or lesser extent, that's true of all
MIDI programs.

It's refreshing to find a package that serves
to stimulate, not frustrate, the musician's
creative flow. And whilst Studio I may not be
the everyman's sequencing package for the
CBM64, it's a darn sight better than most of
the current competition.

Here's hoping UK distribution won't be
too far away. 

DA TAFILE
Syntech Studio I

Sequencer
Hardware requirements Commodore 64,
MIDI card (Syntech or Passport), TV, disk
drive
Specification 16 Sequences, 8 tracks, 4
songs of 24 steps
Main features Real- and step -time input,
autocorrect, transposition, bouncing, live
and auto punch-in/outs, track muting,
track shifting, sequence appending, disk
saving and loading of data, disk formatting,
variable meter and tempo, MIDI channel
assignment, filtering of aftertouch, pitch -
bend, modulation, program changes, sync
to/from tape, sync to/from external MIDI
clock.
Prices Studio I (CBM64), Studio II (Apple
11+1e) $225.95; MIDI card $129.95, c/w
tape sync $199.95; Tape Master package
(Studio 1111 and MIDI card c/w tape sync)
$399.95.
More from Syntech Corporation, 23958
Craftsman Road, Calabasas, California
91302, USA. e USA (818) 704-8509
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With the release of
a first album for Jive
Records and a host
of other projects in
the pipeline, Mark
Shreeve has come a
long way since his
first appearance in
E&MM's pages two
years ago. But the
increased publicity
has brought its
problems.

Annabel Srroll
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his magazine is proud of Mark
Shreeve. Why? Because hack in February
1983, in E&MM's old Home Electro-Musician
slot, Shreeve penned his first piece of major
media publicity. He declared it his desire 'to
own a mammoth studio equipped with
massive wallpaper -job synthesisers, 24 -track
tape machines, goodness knows how -many -
track mixing desks, and all kinds of digital
doobries with a lovely entangled mess of wires
and leads sprouting from every nook and
cranny.'

Times change, though. You'd hardly
regard Shreeve as a home -based musician any
more, even though his London flat now
contains a synthesiser setup sufficiently
comprehensive to make many musicians
green with envy.

But he's an experienced studio hand now,
and his new long-playing release on the Jive
Electro label, 'Legion', uses everything from
Fairlight and PPG to sophisticated effects
units from AMS, Quantec and Lexicon.
There's even a goodness knows hay -many -
track mixing desk, courtesy of Solid State
Logic. He's recorded a commercial pop single
that's still in search of a singer, is being
pushed for film soundtrack work in the big
league, and has persuaded Tangerine Dream's
Chris Franke to guest on his album.

Yet Shreeve still has his day job, remains in
many ways uncertain about the way forward,
and reckons the next purchase for the home
studio is going to be nothing more prestigious
than a Roland Drumat ix drum machine.

So how has Mark Shreeve risen through
the ranks from home recordist to mega -synth
manipulator? How does a man who started
musical life on a Revox A77 cope with 48 -
track recording? And how much easier is it to
progress when you've got a young, apparently
dynamic company like Jive behind you?

To find the answers to those questions, you
need to look at a little history.

Shreeve's interest in music started as a
young lad in Wales, when he found himself at
the mercy of heavy rock bands such as Judas
Priest and Black Sabbath. But more than
these, he was dazzled by the keyboard
pyrotechnics of Keith Emerson. After
moving to the bright lights of London, he
managed to save up enough money for a
synthesiser- a Yamaha CS30. Then, like so
many other synth players before and since,
Shreeve began taking an interest in the
exploits of hands that used little but
synthesisers, notably Tangerine Dream. It
was their work, perhaps more than any other,
that got him thinking he could take the
plunge and start making some serious
electronic music of his own.

Early experiments with CS30 and
aforementioned low -speed Revox led to the
adoption of a sound -on -sound recording
method, often with the whole of Shreeve's
musical output being bounced from left to
right with a short time delay. He sent some
tapes of this early material to Martin Reed of
Mirage, who liked them so much he released
several cassettes, including Embryo, Phantom
and Firemusic. There was to be a fourth tape,
Thoughts of War, but Reed sent this to a
newly -established Norwegian record label,
Uniton, who specialised in the off-the-wall,
the unexpected and the individual. They
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liked it enough to press it up as an album.
Enter the first, black -and -white packaged,
genuine 100% Mark Shreeve vinyl
excursion.

In anticipation of some advance money
from Uniton, Shreeve took a giant leap and
invested in an eight -track Tascam, a 16-8-2
Dynamix desk, a Juno 60, a Pro One and a
couple of hand -built effects units. With the
loan of a TR808 drum machine, he
completed a second LP titled Assassin.
Musically, it threw up the first evidence of a
heavier Shreeve sound, with deeply reverbed
drums and screaming synth lead lines. And it
was this music that Shreeve performed at the
first UK Electronica festival at Milton Keynes
in September '83. It must have come as
something of a shock to fans who'd only
heard Thoughts of War.

But a split with Uniton put a spanner in
the works before Assassin could get properly
released-so Klaus Schulze's IC label stepped
in and took over the rights to the album.
They pressed a few test copies and prepared a
contract for Shreeve, but there was another
twist'in the tale to come.

Word has it we have Lotus Records to
blame for suggesting Shreeve to the newly -
formed Jive Electro label, a subsidiary of the
Jive label (A Flock of Seagulls, Tight Fit and
so on) who consulted them for possible
signings. 'At the time', admits Shreeve, 'I
hadn't even heard of J ive. But when I went
down to see their studios (Battery in North
London), I was absolutely knocked out. They
had everything!'

Before long the composer had signed to
Jive, who re-released Assassin with a new
sleeve but very little publicity. They were
more interested in pushing an album made in
their own studios, so Shreeve started work on
new material using a Yamaha DX7, Roland
Jupiter 6, SCI Drumtraks and Roland
MSQ700 sequencer bought with Jive's
advance. In the meantime, the label had
given him some company -Neuronium from
Spain and, in a shock I rorror move from
Virgin, Shreeve's old heroes Tangerine
Dream.

Then it was down to almost a solid year of
work (though sometimes only a couple of
days at a time), on the album which was to
become known to the world as Legion. Very
often, material that's taken such a long
gestation period in which to evolve becomes
tired and tiring. Did Shreeve find that to be
the case with any of the pieces on Legion?

'The earliest of them, 'Flagg', must be a
couple of years old now as a tune. It remained
more or less the same from UK Electronica
'83 until I got it into Jive's studio, and then
working with two otherpeople (Jive's
engineer and a Fairlight programmer) and
their recording equipment changed it
considerably. But all the tunes changed to
some extent. We were dropping things like
the droning chords, the typical "cosmic"
beginnings.'

So now the album is out, what's the
critical reaction been like?

'John Gill of Time Out got me confused
with Mike Shrieve who used to be in Santana p.
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D. and Stomu Yamashta's `Go' - which seems
odd since I don't look anything like the guy!
And some people have been critical of the
12 -inch version of the title track, which also
seems odd because it's intended as a dance
mix, so obviously it's mainly percussion and
very little melody.

`But sales have been good. It sold over a
thousand in the first couple of weeks before
any advertising was done, and apparently the
12 -inch is selling well in the clubs: -
particularly gay clubs, I've been told!'

So what was involved in preparing the gay
mix of 'Legion'?

`There was a hell of a lot of percussion on
the track-about 27 different sounds from
various drum machines in all, including
things like reversed cowbells- and because of
that and the tempo, we automatically
thought of doing a dance mix. It was just a bit
of fun really, but by the time we'd finished
we'd had to make about 30 edits. One section
comes from another track, 'Storm Column'.
We remixed that from the multitrack, played
it into an AMS delay triggered from a
LinnDrum nine seconds at a time, and
altered the tempo on playback until it
matched. Because it's mainly percussion
sounds the pitch didn't matter too much,
although by coincidence, one track was in A
flat and the other in B flat, and once we'd
matched the tempos they were more or less in
the same key as well.

`They had a Linn
9000 at Jive's
studios. It kept

locking up but now
they've got all the
latest software and

it's fine.'
'We didn't have to change much on the

album except for a couple of titles for the US
market. I had one track called 'Captain
Death' which apparently wouldn't have gone
down too well. That was interesting because
Steve Jolliffe had to change his Death of a
Japanese Butterfly album title to justJapanese
Butterfly for the American market. Then
there was a track which I had called `Zyklon
Factor' which we changed to `Sybex Factor',
and another called 'Hell Child' ended up as
`Icon'. But it doesn't matter because they're
all just working titles, and I'm prepared to
change them if we come up with anything
better. We even took a title off one track and
used it for another at one point.'

`Icon' is the piece that features Chris
Franke of Tangerine Dream. How did the
collaboration go?

'It was marvellous. He was very
professional: he came in straight off the plane
one morning and spent a whole day on it. I'd
already recorded the backing, and he added
the melody, some help on the chords, and
some Tangerine Dream sound effects I'd
always wanted to use! He brought those over
on quarter -inch tape and we sampled them
into an AMS and played them back at the
right pitch. Most people will probably assume
that Chris did all the sequencer work and I
did the melodies, but in fact it was the other
way around.'

And the next move, now that the album
and 12 -inch are finally out?

`Sit back and get rich! In fact, I don't
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expect to get rich on album sales, but the
publishing deal which covers airplay, film use
and so on is separate, so I might make
something out of that. Jive are dealing with
an unknown quantity with this sort of music,
but they've spent a lot of time on it and they
seem committed to the Electro label. They're
trying to involve me in film soundtracks, and
I've recorded a pop single for which they've
auditioned scores of female vocalists. But
that would come out under the singer's name
rather than mine.

`Then I'm doing some work for their club
act, The Willesden Dodgers, and I've turned
in some very sparse, dance -oriented demos
for that.'

Of all those projects, it's the possibility of
doing film work that would take Shreeve into
the least familiar territory. Would he strive
for complete artistic control, or work to the
strict guidelines laid out by those involved in
creating the film's visual images?

`I've never worked to visuals, and there are
lots of technical aspects I don't know
anything about. But then I didn't know how
to work a Fairlight before going to Jive. Come
to think of it, I still don't. But I wouldn't
mind working to order for films- it would be
quite a challenge.'

Bck home, Shreeve retains his
studio setup, using it to record demos for
exposure to the staff at Jive. After that, it's
into the studio proper.

'I can do things on Page R of the Fairlight
that I can't do at home, like getting chords to
fall in between notes in a sequence, so
inevitably pieces will change after the demo
stage. But I'm looking for more modern
sounds now, better drum sounds on new chips
for the Drumtraks, and often I don't actually
record that on tape but run it into the mix
live from a tape click.

`I've got a lot of guitar -type sounds on the
DX7 which I play through a fuzz box, and I'd
like to use more guitar and real drums in
future.

'For live work I'd ideally like to have a
Simmons drummer and a real guitarist, but
since we worked out that we'd need seven
Fairlights to play 'Legion' alone, I think we'd
have to cheat and use a Betamax digital
backing tape. In any case, even if you played
live you'd need a tape to synchronise the
sequencers together and give the drummer a
click to play along with.

'I can't afford a PPG or anything like it at
the moment, and it seems pointless spending
£800 on a MIDI digital delay if you can have a
polyphonic sampler for around £1800. But
the trouble with having something like a
Fairlight at home is that people like Kate
Bush seem to end up composing tracks purely
based on a particular sound. I wouldn't turn
down a Fairlight if it was offered to me, but I
don't like that approach. I think that if you
can make something sound good on relatively
cheap equipment, say using a DX7 piano
sound rather than a sample, then you're onto
a winner once you get it into the studio.

'I'd like to get a TR606 or a TR808 for the
Willesden Dodgers stuff, because it's easier
having both step -time and real-time
programming and I like the 808 snare. But
apart from that the only piece of equipment

I've really been taken with is the Emulator II,
which they now have permanently at Jive.
They had a very early Linn 9000 as well,
which I'd like. It kept locking up but now
they've got all the latest software and it's fine.

'Pete Harris, who was my Fairlight
programmer, now uses the Linn 9000 almost
to the exclusion of Page R, even though the
Fairlight has a MIDI card which allows it to
control up to eight patterns on anything from
one to eight synths. That's good for bass
sequence lines, and they're also updating
their PPG Wave 2.2 to the full Wave 2.3 spec
with the Waveterm B.

'I didn't use the PPG sequencer on the
album, though. The PPG is my favourite
single keyboard, but we didn't use as many of
its sounds as I expected. It didn't seem to cut
through too well - I think I need more time
with it.'

Shreeve's main musical problem is one
that'll he familiar to anyone who's ever tried
to inject the emotion of one style into the
instrumentation of another. By trying to add
something of the energy of rock music to the
cold precision of the hi -tech, he runs the risk
of alienating his die-hard electronic fans
without managing to acquire a new following
from any other arena.

It's a problem he's acutely aware of, though
he wouldn't dream of altering his musical
direction in the interests of gaining
commercial acceptance...

'A lot of people have asked me why the
sound is so aggressive now, and it's partly
because I think it should be able to appeal to
rock fans. There's no way they'd normally get
to hear this kind of music, and I'd like to do
something like supporting Girlschool in a
concert to see how the fans react. We have
the guitarists from Girlschool and Mama's
Boys on the album, and like I say, I certainly
want to use more rock instruments in the
future.

'I really think of my music as rock music,
though. Being linked to Tangerine Dream's
label has some disadvantages in that sense,

'I imagine quite a lot
of hardcore

electronic music
fans might be

disappointed by
Legion because it's

too aggressive.'
because people have a very old-fashioned
view of the electronic music acts they've
heard of. People aren't prepared to listen to
it, and I imagine quite a lot of hardcore
electronic music fans will be disappointed by
Legion because they'll think it's too
aggressive. But a lot of people still think the
best thing I've ever done is the second side of
`Thoughts of War', so what can you do?'

What indeed? Mark Shreeve is a musician
with more than the odd predicament facing
him in the foreseeable future, but since he's
faced quite a number in the past and
overcome them with flying colours, they're
unlikely to start bothering him now.

In 1983, he was a nobody with no money,
little equipment, but bags of enthusiasm. In
1985, he has the backing of an energetic
record company, a little money, all the
equipment he needs-and more enthusiasm
than ever. He deserves to succeed. 
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VOX,THE ORIGINAL BRITISH SOUND
HE story of Vox is as old and as
famous as rock itself. From the
late 50's when Tom Jennings

introduced the world famous AC30,
Vox has been an essential
part of the modern
musician's vocabulary.
From the heady days of Shea
Stadium to Wembley in 1985,
Vox amplifiers and their
unique sound have enthralled
the world.

THE AC30 AND THE VOX
VENUE: THE WORLD'S

FAVOURITE SOUNDS

No other amplifier can boast such
a pedigree -a seemingly endless list
of users which reads like the rock and
roll hall of fame.

Whereas Vox are chalking up
another first-the first amplifier to
celebrate its 25th anniversary-Vox
have never been a company to rest on
its laurels.

Since its inception the word Vox
has been synonymous with innovation,
so while international stars like Brian
May and Tom Petty continue to play the
AC30, stars of the 80's like Paul Weller
and Johnny Marr have been quick to
recognise in the Vox Venue series
sounds and features to put today's
musicians on the map and keep
them there.

The Vox Venue Solid State series
has since its launch in 1984 been the
fastest growing amplifier in sales
terms. Its success is firmly based in a
sense in history for it was Vox's original
policy to provide for the current
musician a product that would enhance
his performance and give him today's
sound at a price he could afford.

From the mains battery busker
through 30, 50, and 100 Watt lead
and bass combos to a remarkable 100
Watt keyboard amplifier and 120 and
200 Watt PA systems, the Venue series
is already thri II ing audiences in every

\V -

major market in the
world, from the USA to

Australia, from Europe to Japan.

THE NEW CONCERT
SERIES, KEEPING UP

TRADITIONS

For the valve player however Vox is
still innovating and the result of its
latest extensive research and product
development is the Concert series.
The Concert 501 made its debut this
year. No longer is the AC30 out there
on its own.

First in the Concert series comes
the 501, 50 Watt combo fulfilling the
need fora compact yet powerful all

THE POWERFUL NEW VOX CONCERT SERIES

JOHNNY
MARK OF THE SMITHS

valve combo, with state of the art
facilities and Vox sound. Switchable,
twin channel permitting preset clean
and overload sounds at any individual
volume level with independent
channel equalisation is accompanied
by many extra features to give the
player the best opportunity of
realising in perfomance his true
potential-reverb, send and return
effects, remote switching for reverb
and channel, LED indicators, variable
level direct injection and many more.

GUITARS. EVERY NOTE AS
GOOD AS THE AMPS

Another major innovation on the
Voxfront, is the outstanding new
White Shadow 'M' Series lead and
bass guitars. Available in '86, these
guitars feature rosewood fingerboard,
maple neck and basswood bodies.
The Lead range is available both with
and without locking tremelo, the bass
with or without frets. And all produce
that clean crisp sound Vox has always
been famous for.

So whether it is valves or solid
state, lead or bass guitar, Vox is where
it always has been -out front leading
the way throughout the world.



FROM HARPS TO GUITARS

LEE OSKAR HARMONICAS

EE Oskar is a name that's been at
the very top of the harmonica
playing tree for over twenty years

now.
He's played with War, made untold

guest appearances on albums and
thrilled millions of people live.

Now, together with Tombo MI Co Ltd,
Lee's given his name to a range of
10 -hole harps that rate amongst the
best in the world. Designed to have no
air -leakage, with self tightened bolts,

THE ORIGINAL LEE OSKAR HARP

every Lee Oskar harmonica's tuned to
maintain exactly the right pitch, no
matter what the key.

Available in Major Diatonic,
Harmonic Minor and the unique
Natural (Blues) Minor, these
outstanding instruments come in
slide detachable cases so you can
carry as many different keys as
you like.

GUYATONE EFFECTS

Tokyo Sound, the company that
make Guyatone effects pedals, have

THE WELL PRICED GUYATONE EFFECTS PEDALS I

been in the business for over 50
years, and in that time, they've earned
themselves the reputation of pioneers
in the effects field.

They're always updating their

pedals and extending their range to
meet the everchanging needs of
today's guitarists.

There are now 20 pedals in the
range, including the new Noise Gate,
each one offering exceptional value.
Especially when you consider some,
like Chorus Flanger and Distortion &
Chorus give you two effects for the
price of one.

Others have unique features like a
battery indicator light that not only
shows when the unit's on, but also
indicates when the battery's nearly
dead by changing from red to green.

All Guyatone effects are naturally
built to last and have extra durable
microswitches. They also have a
luminous seal for easy identification
on stage and an AC adaptor jack
(Guyatone AC102 power supply sold
separately).

The new Guyatone Gate Loop
pedal has one distinct advantage over
others of its ilk: it can be connected to
other effects pedals and can therefore
control the level of signal and noise
across the whole circuit. Controls
include: Threshold, Release and Level.

VADER CYMBALS

German built, Vader Cymbals is a
new name to the market that's already
causing a big stir with today's
drummers.

THE ASPIRING DRUMMER'S CYMBAL

Why? Well, Vader originally set out
to produce hard-wearing but easily -
affordable cymbals with the complete
beginner and semi -pro in mind.

The range includes INVADER, a
brass alloy cymbal with a rich warm
ride and voluminous crash, NUVADER,
a nickel and silver cymbal with
excellent projection and quick
response, RAINBOW, a cymbal with
powerful crash and ride effects which
comes in either black or red and
finally, SOUNDVADER. The top end of
the Vader range, this high grade
bronze alloy cymbal has been
designed for the semi -pro and has
clear, precise characteristics.

THE MODERN GUITARIST'S GUITAR

VANTAGE GUITARS

Aggressively shaped and available
in black, red or white, the Vantage
range of Guitars and Bass's have
proved incredibly popular in the year
or so they've been around.

Ideally suited to the aspiring
electric guitarist, the Vantage range
marries affordability with sound
quality and reliability.

They have a clear, sharp sound
with a distinct edge and as the
action's light, they're easy to play.

Built to take the hardest of knocks,
the Vantage range starts at L150 and
is available through Rose -Morris
in the UK.



EVER since Day One, Queen have
built much of their phenomenal
success around guitarist Brian

May's very individual sound.
How did that come about?

Over to Brian.
"I got my first guitar when I was

eight- a three quarter acoustic that
I built a pick-up for myself.

Once I'd got to grips with chords
and so on, my dad and I set about
building an electric guitar.

It eventually cost us the princely sum
of eight quid and took us two years
to make.

We used all sorts of junk in the
body to keep costs down - bits of
fireplace, an out -size knitting needle,
a saddle bag supporter, that sort of
thing. But when it came to getting the

ACK T
BRIAN MAY ON \MX
sound I was after,

that was another
matter.

The only way I can
describe how we went about it, is

'scientifically' By that I mean we
approached everything very logically,
very meticulously to ensure we got
exactly the warmth and clarity of
sound that the guitars since become

famous for.

BRIAN MAY OF QUEEN

When we were
developing my Signature
guitar just recently, we
thought long and hard
before choosing a company
to produce pick-ups that
could match my original's
and we eventually picked
Di Marzio.

They've always been
regarded as the best, but on
this project they surpassed
themselves. They worked
really hard to get the sound
I wanted.

Amps, like guitars and
pick-ups have their own
personalities and sounds.
I was very lucky when I was
looking: a friend let me have
a go on his Vox AC30 and
that was it -1 was hooked for
life. As far as I'm concerned,
there is no other amp that
can match the AC30. It has a
lovely, clear, warm sound
that's ideal for recording
work and on stage.

What would you use if
you had a one-off guitar like
mine?"

THE VOX AC30. THE CLASSIC AMP
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JULIAN COLBECK ON KORG

DURING the
past 20
years, Julian

Colbeck has played
keyboards for such
bands as Charlie, and
just recently John Miles

He's been Musical
Director of several theatre
shows, and has written features for
Sounds, One Two Testing, Kerrang,
Music World, Sound Engineer and
International Musician.

Over the past ten years, he's covered
almost every keyboard produced,
and in August '85 Virgin published his
first book: "Keyfax"- a complete guide
to electronic keyboards.
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With their DWGS Digital Waveform
Generator System it seems that Korg
solved a problem that I've had sculling
around my brain fora couple of years
now; namely that while mid 80's ears
are most certainly attuned to digital
sounds, mid 80's brains remain firmly
rooted in analog procedures.

Since a certain well-known mid -
priced digital synth burst on the scene
in 1983, bristling with clean-cut, edgy,
harmonically brilliant sounds, classic,
warm analog synths began to take on the
demeanour of yesterday's men.

Almost overnight, 'classic' became
'old fashioned'; 'warm' became
'muddy'; 'analog' - 'overtly electronic.'
Though aurally the new breed of
digital synths proved spectacularly
successful, in terms of programmability
they have, almost without exception,
proved miserable flops.

"Who needs to be able to program
when we can just swipe sounds from
anyone's instrument, or even record!"
comes the cry from the even newer
breed of keyboard samplers. Well
that's true up to a point, but even the
latest batch of our thieving friends are
still not cheap, and, as most owners

will testify, loading disks, finding
looping points, and generally
managing samples are all time-
consuming and fiddly affairs.

KORG SOLVE THE
PROBLEM

Korg's answer for their latest range
of synths has been to combine certain
elements from all three protagonists
in the Great Synthesizer Sound
Source contest.

The DWGS is a complex digital
synthesis technique whereby samples
of acoustic or electric instruments
have been reconstructed by additive
synthesis, and the results then being
stored on a pair of 256k bit ROM chips.

The thinking and technology behind
the DWGS may well be high powered
and equally as confusing to understand
as FM, but Korg neatly side-step the
issue of possible brain damage by pre-
senting the DWGS on their instruments,
in the most simple way imaginable.

Instead of the normal analog
routine of equipping a synth with a
pair of oscillators and a choice of
sawtooth, square, and triangle
waveforms, Korg have equipped their
new instruments with a selection of
these digitally encoded reconstruc-
tions of 'real' sounds.

WHEN DID DWGS FIRST
COME ON THE SCENE?

The DWGS first appeared on Korg's
DW6000, on which there are eight
such digitally stored waveforms. Each
note can select and harness two
different oscillators, so even without
using the filters or envelope
generators you have 64 waveform
combinations at your fingertips.

But having made your choice of wave-
form(s), you are then free to use the wide
range of familiar and easily -defined
controls such as low pass filter, 6 -stage
envelope generator, etc., etc.,
in order to complete programming.

INTRODUCING THE
DW 8000

Launched at the 1985 British Music
Fair, the DW8000 is Korg's latest
DWGS offering, which not only boasts
16 digital waveforms for a staggering
256 possible combinations, but a
built-in digital delay (along with the
customary editing parameters) whose
effects can be programmed into each
individual sound.

This is a first, and in many ways
even outstrips a dedicated MIDI
digital delay, since all 64 programs on
the DW8000 can be stored with their
own specific delay settings. There's
no need then to worry about the
possible limitations of memories or
MIDI channels. What Korg's Digital
Waveform Generator System does, is
provide you with an exceptionally high
quality level of basic sound.

These sounds are rich and
complex because they are based on
actual samples of `complete'

And what this means in practice, is
that far from starting off with a rather
lifeless square wave, from which you
then subtract sundry elements in
order to finalise your sound, your
starting off point is already a complex,
harmonically rich structure.

instruments. And when you consider
that this system is merely your
starting off point, it's no wonder that
the DW8000 -with the added
attraction of a touch sensitive
keyboard and built-in DDL is an
attractive proposition indeed.



T the heart of a home recording
system is a multitrack tape
recorder. At the heart of a

developing Midi system is a Midi
Sequencer. We look at what is
available and how the development
o 'Midi complements home
recording requirements.
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Fig 1. TYPICAL SET UP LINKING MULTITRACK
RECORDER AND MIDI SEQUENCER

The new Korg SQD-1 Midi
Recorder has rapidly established
itself as the state of the art unit for
anyone with a Midi instrument.

It is more that just a Midi
Sequencer and is far more versatile
than a multitrack tape recorder.
Because the SQD-1 stores
information digitally, any Midi
information can be overdubbed any
number of times without any
reduction in sound quality.

THE NEW KORG SQD1 MIDI RECORDER

BUILDING YOUR OWN STL

For example, a complex chord
progression can be built up one note
at a time (step time recording) and
when finished, performance controls
(pitch bends, program changes, etc.)
can be overdubbed.

Real time recording is also
possible with different resolutions so
a great deal of flexibility is available
for different timings to be explored.
15,000 notes can be stored in the
internal memory whilst the built in
disk drive enables 30,000 notes per
double sided disk to be stored and
retrieved very quickly.

Ten songs can be stored on each
disk making the SQD-1 ideal for live
use on stage as well as at home and in
the studio.

The SQD-1 can run more than one
Midi instrument, in fact, up to 16
different units can play 16 different
polyphonic parts at the same time. So
as you build up a system with extra
Midi instruments, the SQD-1
becomes more and more useful.

Korg have two budget priced Midi
units which can be used to expand any
Midi system. The Korg MR -16 Midi
Rhythm Unit contains 19 percussion
sounds including everything in a
standard drum kit.

Each sound is played via Midi and
the MR -16 has separate outputs and
separate volume and pan controls.

The MR -16 frees the musician
from limitations of patterns and song

WHO NEEDS AT
HEN many young musicians
start out, they tend to believe
that, if they can't tune their

instruments without a tuner, they're
poor musicians.

Wrong. Atuner is simply a quicker,
more convenient way of tuning
anything from one string to a whole
band.

(That's why so many top pros rely
on electronic models.)

A chromatic tuner, such as the new
Korg DT -1 can be used to check
individual note tuning in the middle of
a song live on stage-just hold down a

note that's in the right key for the song
and the tuner will instantly tell you
what note is being played and just
how in tune it is.

The Korg AT -12 is the ultimate in

KORG'S QUICK AND SIMPLE TO USE TL

chromatic tuners, tuning over 7
octaves and producing 4 octaves of
tones. Both the AT -12 and DT -1 tuners
require no note setting as this is
automatic. Both tuners have slow



!DI° WE SHOW YOU HOW
_I memories and enables far more

flexible rhythm patterns to be created
when used with a Midi Sequencer
such as the SQD-1.

The Korg EX800 is a programmable
synth module that works as a sound
source for any Midi keyboard or
sequencer. It is based upon the highly
successful Poly 800 Synthesizer and
is essentially a Poly 800 without its
keyboard.

It can be played
from all Midi
keyboards including
Midi pianos, organs and computers as
well as synthesizers and sequencers
such as the SQD-1.

For those who already own a drum
machine, the SQD-1 Midi Recorder
can be timed from an external drum
machine and can provide a click track
for syncing to a multitrack tape
recorder. This is an important link
because it can sync all Midi
instruments (controlled from the SQD-
1) to all non -Midi instruments such as
vocals and guitars which are recorded
on the multitrack machine (See Fig 1).

The latest development in
multitrack recording equipment
comes from Clarion. The new XD -
6500 is a 4 track, high-speed
recording cassette deck with built in
mixing facilities. The XD6500 has dBX

type II noise reduction, punch -in and
punch -out, accessory send and
returns for each track and the option
of rack mounting. Link this to the Korg
SQD-1 and you have a formidable
base from which to build a home
recording system.

One effect, more than any other,
makes an amateur recording sound
professional and that is reverb. Most
good quality reverb units are very

'11':

expensive but Korg have just
launched a good value Gated Reverb,
the Korg GR-1. This is a stereo reverb,
but the addition of a Gate section
allows all the latest special effects to
be produced.

The only other essential effect to
have in a home recording studio is
some form of delay unit. These units
can be used for echo effects as well
as chorus and flanging. Korg have two
delay units, the SDD1000 and
SDD2000, both of which enable
sampling.

Using the SDD1000
a sound of up to 2.048
seconds can be
sampled and then played back
repeatedly. The pitch of the sample can
be varied.

The SDD2000 has 64 program
memories and Midi. This means that
up to 64 different effects can be
memorised and program changes can
be carried out via Midi. Up to 4.368
seconds of sound can be sampled
and then played back in pitch using
any Midi keyboard. So with an
SDD2000 you can transform a Poly
800, for example, into a sampling
keyboard and each program sound on
the Poly 800 can have a different
delay effect.

To help anyone with sampling units
such as the SDD1000 and SDD2000,
Korg have produced a sampling sound
cassette, the STP-2000 which
features 165 unique effects and
sounds from pianos and saxophones
to whole orchestras, fireworks and
elephants.

Korg produce a wide range of
accessories to help the musician
setting up a system. Everything from
powered monitors to connecting
cables, from headphones to twin
channel volume pedals. For example,
the TMO3 Table Monitor is ultra
compact, with a built-in battery
powered amplifier. Korg's connecting
cables have numbered collars on the
plugs to end confusion when
connecting large numbers of leads.
Korg also produce Midi cables up tc
12 metres in length.

Many musicians have already
discovered the Korg KMS-30 Midi
Synchronizer is the solution to timir
problems and for linking Midi, sync
and tape. Others use the KMT-60 Midi
Thru unit which has one Midi input and
six Midi outputs.

11.;
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Whatever your music and whatever
your set up, Korg and Clarion have a
great deal to contribute.

'LINER ANYWAY?
INERS. CHORD PROCESSORS AND EFFECTS

4

or fast meter response and this is
particularly useful for classical
musicians for pitch training.

The GT6OX guitar tuner is a budget
priced compact guitar and bass tuner.

Korg have recently launched three

Chord Processors which can quickly
display visually all popular chords

and how to play them. Select
major minor and 7th chords and

also see what diminished
suspended fourth, seventh flat
$five, sixth, major seventh,
added ninth, ninth, eleventh

and thirteenth chords look like.
There is a keyboard version,

a guitar version, and one with
a musical score display.

The Korg Professional Modular
Effects system features a mains
powered pedal board and a number of

interchangeable modules all of which
are studio quality effects. Because no
batteries are involved, circuits are far
superior to those used in conventional
pedal effects plus the Korg PME
system is more compact and
convenient. There are currently 16
modules to choose from.

Korg experience in high quality
effects has led to the introduction of a
range of individual pedal effects.
Each effect is housed in a heavy dut
shielded enclosure and offers the
musician high quality and reliability
as well as value for money.
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THE WORLD'S GREATEST MUSICIANS
PLAY THE WORLD'S FINEST GUITARS.

BACK in the days when
money couldn't buy love
and dedicated followers

of fashion were even more
dedicated than they are today,
two men, thousands of miles
apart had the same idea.

To build the best acoustic
and electric acoustic guitars
the world had ever seen.
They both succeeded.

However, Mass Hirade and
Charlie Kaman, founders of
Takamine and Ovation respec-
tively, set about achieving
their aims in different ways.

Hirade, way up in the
Takamine mountains inJapan

Glenn Frey -Takamine RyCooder-Takamine

used traditional woods and
woodworking skills to build his
guitars. Each is individually
hand -built by craftsmen using
woods that have to be left to
condition over some eight
years. The revolutionary
palathetic pick-ups found on
Takamine instruments com-
plete the picture on these the

We hope you've found Playback, the new
Rose -Morris magazine, both entertaining
and informative. Now, we'd like some
feedback from you. Tell us what you liked,
and what you didn't, tell us what you'd like
to see and hear in the future, so we can
make sure Playback becomes the sort of
magazine you, the musician, really wants
to read.

And, if you'd like more information on
any of the Rose -Morris products men-
tioned in this issue, please return the
completed coupon.

fastest growing range
of guitars available
today. 140,/set 0.4,0

Drift
Irk

Nowadays, Ovation guitars
are the most widely used

guitars in studios, both record-
ing and TV, all over the world.
Their true, clean sound can
easily be reproduced on stage

too, which makes them ideal
jfor any guitarist anywhere.
Few would challenge the

success of both Takamine and
Ovation since their concep-
tion. In fact, literally every
musician of any note plays
either one or the other. Joan
Armatrading, Al Di Meola,
Johnny Marr, Jimmy Page,
Ry Cooder, Kevin Peek-the list
goes on and on and on.

Kevin Peek -Takamine Larry Coryell - Ovation

Kaman on the other hand,
set about revolutionising the
shape of guitars by applying
science: he used theories of
vibration and acoustics devel-
oped in the helicopter industry
to design the now familiar
roundback Ovation guitar-the
first being the Balladeer 6
and 12 string models.

Tick relevant boxes:

Korg Synthesizers and accessories
Vox Ampl ifiers and guitars
Ovation Guitars
Takamine Guitars
DiMarzio pick-ups
Clarion Home Recording systems
Lee Oskar Harmonicas
Guyatone Effects
Vader Cymbals
Vantage Guitars
Jupiter Brass & Woodwind

Nancy Wilson-Ovation Joan Armatrading- Ovation

If you'd like to join them,
now's your chance. Simply nip
down to your local music store
where you'll find entry forms
for the great Ovation competi-
tion. Simply buy a set of
Adamas, Ovation, Kaman or
Omega strings and you could
be on your way to owning one
of the world's greatest guitars.

Name

Address

Postcode

Return to: Rose -Morris & Co Ltd, 32/34 Gordon House Road, London NW5. Tel: 01-267 5151
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For those keyboard players that still indulge in that unnatural perversion
known as playing live, there have been precious few compact, affordable

keyboard combos to choose from. Until Custom Sound released the
Keyboard Cub 60, that is. Paul White

so there I was, at about five minutes
before midnight on an especially
gloomy summer's night, preparing
to sneak out of the office early.
Then, out of the blue, I was

intercepted by a man claiming to be the
Editor of E&MM. After a few minutes' small
talk passing the time of night, and discussing
the pros and cons of reviewing amplification
equipment in the office after the rest of the
staff had gone home, he conned me into
reviewing this combo. So here I am, slaving
over a hot word processor whilst he lives the
life of Riley in the pubs and clubs of
downtown Cambridge.

But back to the job in hand. Custom Sound
have been making a wide range of group amp
gear for some while now, but until fairly
recently, they hadn't attempted a foray into
the compact, portable amp market that's
previously been dominated by the Japanese.
Fairly recently was when the UK company
introduced a range of small, cuddly little amps
called Cubs. Externally, they look rather
reminiscent of Roland's Cube amplifiers, as
their dimensions are fairly similar and they
even have a similar name.

Yet although the Keyboard member of the
Cub family measures only a petite
18" x 18" x 12.5", it weighs more (23kg)
than you'd think from a cursory glance,
mostly because it seems to be made out of
the special grade of chipboard H M
Government normally reserves for
constructing fallout shelters. Lurking within
this structure is a Fane 12" speaker and a
small horn tweeter, fed from a 60 -watt
bipolar amplifier which, in turn, is fed from a
dual -channel preamp.

With the exception of inputs, all
connections are made via sockets on the
Cub's rear panel. These include an effects
loop, DI Out, Slave Out, Headphones and a
Footswitch socket for the amp's built-in
reverb. Mains enters by means of the now
familiar IEC connector and the Power switch
has a neon built into it so that you can tell the
power station up the road is (a) working as it
should do and (b) supplying a small part of its
output to your keyboard combo.

What sets the Cub's appearance apart
from that of its Oriental competition is the
material covering its cabinet. Not for
Custom Sound the bland predictability of
black leatherette or perforated PVC. Instead,
they've gone for a woven textile which looks
distinctive and is said to be resistant to snags
and tears.

No amplifier would be complete without
controls, and the Cub has quite a few of
them. There are two sound channels which in
E&MM NOVEMBER 1985

point of fact turn out to be identical - so, at
the end of the day, we might as well just, as it
were, talk about one of them and leave the
other to your imagination. Each channel has a
Gain control, Treble and Bass controls and a
couple of switches titled Rev and Eff. The
former switch brings in a very respectable
spring reverb unit, the sound quality of which
comes as a real freshener after the
endeavours of some of the circuits that
occupy similar positions in competing amps.
It's not a Quantec, but it does its job well
enough.

The Eff switch does a similar job, except
that it brings into play any effect you may
care to plug into the external effects loop,
such as a trusty DDL, chorus unit, or WEM
Copicat.

The master section incorporates only the
master Volume control and the Reverb
Depth control, a red LED informing you
when the reverb is active.

Performance The
sound remains clean

up to surprisingly
high levels, due

largely to the choice
of speakers.'

One good thing about testing an amplifier
late at night is that you can wind it up to high
levels without offending customers at the
furniture showroom downstairs, or
aggravating the researchers at the software
company up the corridor. With all those
tucked safely in their beds, you're free to
decide whether amplification equipment
really can amplify things properly without
introducing nasty side -effects of its own.

And all in all, the performance of the
Custom Sound belies its modest cost. The
sound remains clean up to surprisingly high
levels, due largely, I suspect, to the choice of
speakers. The reverb is warm yet fairly
bright, and doesn't add greatly to the
pleasantly low background noise. As for the
two -band EQ, it's never going to be world -

shatteringly exciting, but again, does its job
with no fuss.

The solid cabinet construction and that
covering material combine to give a sound
free from nasty resonances or undue
colouration, even at the low end. This size of
cabinet is never going to win prizes for its
bass response, but the Cub still gives a
punchy, fat sound at the bottom end... And
we all know how the Editor likes a fat
bottom.

For practice work or for small club gigs,
the Keyboard Cub is hard to beat. Its sound
quality is not at all bad, especially when you
consider that some shops will be discounting
it to under £200. The reverb works well, and
the circuitry as a whole runs quietly -
important if you want to do any recording or
if you just don't like the sound of frying chips
accompanying your music.

I reckon this British product should leave
the Japanese wondering just how we can do
it for the price. Which makes a change, as it's
the reverse that's usually true. The Cub
sounds good, it looks good, and it's furry
enough to keep you warm in winter. 
More from Custom Sound, Audio House, Robin
Lane, Pudsey, Leeds LS28 9HY (0532)
561949
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With the DRP 16M DYNACORD
now presents for

stage and studio application,
a stereo

digital reverb

system which provides up to 16 different and

extremely natural-sounding
programs with excellent

spatial effects. AnY program may be recalled by

pushbutton,
with the PFS 14

footswitch or by an

Since the onset of natural reverberation
is never

-_ external MIDI source.

simultaneous
to the arrival of the original signal,

--------- preliminary
delays (dead times) are taken into

consideration
in the various reverb programs.

Due to

----
this, the DRP 16M

provides a very natural

reverberation
sound unlike any conventional

reverb

device. To convince
yourself of this fact, simply visit

your nearest DYNACORD
dealer!

DRP16M NOW WITH MIDI

TYNACORD

For further information contact: Washburn UK Ltd, 130 High St., Abbotsley, Cambs. PE19 4UE. Tel: 07677-648



BeeBMIDI Monitor
The second and concluding feature on our MIDI data display

program for the BBC Micro. This month: the listing, a
description of how it works, and some pictures to give some

idea of what it can do. ay Chapman

so you missed last month's
E&MM because the
newsagents had sold out
which, in turn, was because
you went there too late, and

now you're wondering just what all this
BeeBMIDI Monitor business is about.

Well, the only way you're going to
know exactly what it's about is to buy
last month's episode from E&MM's
Back Issues department. But just in case
you haven't had time to do that yet (I
know a lot of you are very busy people),
I'll just say that Monitor is a new
software package that intercepts MIDI
data from suitably -equipped musical
instruments, and displays it on the
nearest connected TV or monitor-
hence the name.

The version of the program described
here (see the listing) is the
straightforward one that records a
copy of the bytes flowing down the
MIDI link that's being observed, and
then displays a colour -coded sequence
of MIDI messages. These messages
represent sets of status and data bytes
which group together to form such
things as, for example, a Key On event

or an Active Sensing message.
The program listed is slightly

optimised for my own synth setup,
though, so feel free to make some
alterations of your own in the same
vein. The optimisation is concerned
with two points. First, neither of the
synths I'm observing use MIDI running
status, so my version of the Monitor
program is slightly simplified because it
doesn't have to keep track of what the
last status byte means in terms of the
number of data bytes required (1 or 2)
to form a message. Second, where
particular MIDI controller numbers
have a specific meaning on the
particular synthesisers being observed,
I can make the Monitor program
display more specific in terms of
naming these controllers, eg. D X 7
DATA SLIDER in preference to the
impersonal CONTROLLER 6.

Before the main program can run,
there's some setting -up to be done. In
particular, the assembler level code
must be translated and connected to
the NMI interrupt. Don't forget to
connect the NMI link (and not the IRQ
link) on the BeeBMIDI board, because if

figure el
jnp

*%

nnicode

== "VAT- ...1grea

eir.ft7

',21301)

iesor
nnicode

(li u.i

byte)

nnicode
(low

byte)

APAV.7

U 1.3

ATA:or
nnicode

(high
byte)

nnicode
(high
byte )

line number: 22:313 "no 2290

you don't, you're not going to see an
awful lot of action.

If you have an early BeeBMIDI board,
you'll need to cut the track on the
circuit board leading to the IRQ pin on
the 1MHz bus connector, and connect
the track to the NMI pin on the 1MHz
bus connector. This was all described
and discussed by yours truly in the
BeeBMIDI 4 article in E&MM November
'84.

PROCsetupstarts at line 2090. Line
2100 sets up a string of the hexadecimal
digits which are used in a general
method of displaying hexadecimal
numbers (in line 2020). The BBC Micro
can, in fact, display values in
hexadecimal (by use of the - prefix in
the PRINT statement), but some other
micros can't, so I thought you might be
interested to see how easily it can be
done... Line 2110 sets up the characters
that need to be printed to change the
colour of text on the BBC Micro's Mode
7 screen. R$ is red, G$ green, and so on.

In line 2130, the size of the buffer
into which the MIDI bytes will be saved
is defined as 10,240 bytes, which should
allow enough space for most events to
be recorded. Locations &70 and &71
(the '&' prefix means hexadecimal),
named asbuf poi nter%, are used to
hold the address of the next free
position in the buffer. The DIM
statement in line 2140 defines an area
of 1000 bytes to hold the translated
assembler code, followed by the actual
space for the buffer whose address is
assigned to the variable b u f f e r %.
The variables s t a rt_rec% and
stop_rec% hold the addresses of
two single byte locations which are
used as flags-I'll describe what they're
used for later. Lines 2050 and 2060 set
up variables holding the addresses of
the BeeBMIDI 6850 ACIA's registers.

The rest of the procedure organises
the translation of the assembly code.
Let's look at each of the routines in
turn. Subroutine se tup (lines 2220 to
2320) is called once to connect the
interrupt routine called n m i code to
the NMI (non-maskable interrupt), and
to reset the 6850 ACIA. The resetjust
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43 EC
440 30

: 9 3C 100

AFTER TOUCH : 00 SIP
MODULATION WHEEL : 00 01 46
AFTER TOUCH : 00
MODULATION WHEEL : 00 01 4F
AFTER TOUCH : 00 SO
PITCH WHEEL : EO 04 42
MODULATIONWEEL :1110 50
PITCH WHEEL - EO 43
AFTER TOUCH : DO 4C

: DO 43
KEY O

00FF

90 40 00
AFTER TOUCH

: 00
KEY OFF 90 43 00

: 90 3C 00
AFTER TOUCH

: DO 10

D mentioned is necessary to ensure that
BeeBMIDI has no possibility of causing
NMIs before you're ready to deal with
them. The BBC Micro's NMI is used only
by very high -priority devices such as
disk and Econet interfaces, both of
which should not be active when the
Monitorsoftware is running. If NMIs
are allowed to occur (because
BeeBMIDI has been left switched on
and not reset and is interrupting, say)
when you're trying to use the disks, all
sorts of strange things can happen,
such as the directory seeming to be
empty. You have been warned. Ideally,
as soon as you've finished running
Monitor you should disconnect
BeeBMIDI and reset your Beeb with a
controLbreak.

Whenever an NMI occurs, the code
starting at &D00 is entered and, of
course, you have to ensure that your
code is run to see if the NMI was from
BeeBMIDI. Unlike the maskable IRQ
interrupt, there's no vector location for
you to intercept, so you have to do
some dirty work to grab the NMI. What
you do is replace the first three bytes of
whatever routine already exists at
&DOO with a j mp nmi code (which is
three bytes long). So, whenever an NMI
occurs, the code at &D00 is run which
immediately jumps to your code
located at the label nm i code (line
2430).

On my system, there are only two
possibilities for what might already
exist at &D00: (a) the single byte rti,
or (b)pha tya pha. Case (a) is when
the disk system is not yet active (OK, to
be more accurate, it means that nobody
is currently claiming NMI), and is just a
safety default. In other words, no NMIs
should occur, but if they do, just ignore
them and return cleanly from NMI. In
case (b), we have the first three bytes of
the NMI routine for handling interrupts
from the disk drives. You can see that
the Accumulator and the Y register are
saved on the stack, so that the disk
routine can use them without
corrupting the mainline program
(which is usually the BASIC interpreter
'running' your BASIC program).

When an NMI occurs, the first job
your routine will have to do is check
whether the NMI is for you or for
64

DX? < 1140# -1 #UI 1-

FE
OX? DATA SLIDER : DO OS

001
100 44

aT vE SENSING FE
FE
FE

PROGRAM CHANGE : CO
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UP 14 4MP
100 el

MO OP MO OWL : FT
SEhri INC

104

Obi

3D

00 01
40 00 00

040
104 00lit

00
SO

04
10

011
SO

somebody else, ie. the disk interface on
my system. Yes, I know I said the disks
shouldn't be active when Monitor is
running, but if the NMI intercept code
does handle this check correctly, I won't
need to worry about de -intercepting it
when I exit Monitor.

If the NMI is for the disks, you must
ensure that the three instructions you
have replaced at &D00 are executed;
you then continue with the original
code at &D03. In case (a) above, there
isn't any further code at &D03. Will the
system go bang, fall over, die, or worse
at this point? The answer is No, since
you'll have loaded the Monitor
program from disk, so the code at &D03
will have been set up to deal with that.
Additionally, if the disks aren't in use
(or you're still living in constant pain -
sorry, I mean using tapes), there won't
be any disk NMIs, so you'd always run
your code and not dive off to &D03.

Figure 4 (the first three were printed
last month, dummy) shows the changes
performed by subroutine setup to the
locations starting at &D00, assuming
that the disk interface NMI code was
already in place. First, no matter what
was in &D00, you replace it with an
rti. This is really just me being over-
cautious, but at least if an NMI comes in
before you have the full j m p
nmi codeset up, the machine won't
have a fit. The two address bytes for the
j m p being formed are set, low byte
then high byte, into locations &DOI and
&D02 in lines 2240/2250 and 2260/2270
respectively. Finally, the j m p opcode is
set into &D00 in lines 2220/2230.

It shouldn't come as too much of a
surprise that the saving of the
Accumulator and Y register suits our
purposes admirably, since you need
some registers to work with anyway.
So, the first thing you do in NMICODE is
execute (lines 2430 to 2450) the p h a
tya ph a sequence of instructions
effectively 'transferred' from locations
&D00 to &D02. You then check the 6850
AC/A's status register for the arrival of a
byte at MIDI In and jmp to &DO3 if no
byte has arrived (lines 2460 to 2490).

So, atthe label nmi codel, you
know that the NMI was for you, and
that a byte has arrived. You get the
byte from the ACIA's Receive register

MIDI .43mT' oR
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RECORDING

Pros. the SPACE. OAR to STOP roommilloo.

into the accumulator (line 2500) and
immediately put a copy straight into
the ACIA's Transmit register (line 2510),
so that the original MIDI connection
apparently works without
interference, as discussed earlier.

This is where we come to the use of
thestart_rec% flag. Even with a
large buffer, it's a good idea not to start
recording until you're ready, in order to
save space and (especially) to avoid the
first 300 lines of the display, which are
all Active Sensing. When you are ready
to store the MIDI bytes, you press the
space bar, which sets the
start_rec% flag (see lines 1120 to
1180). You test thestart_rec% flag
in line 2520 to see if you should bother
storing the byte just received. If you
should, you head for the label r e c o r d
rather than exiting via n m i r e t. If you
do exit (lines 2550 to 2580), you should
remember to restore the Y register and
Accumulator- in the correct order-
from the stack.

If you are recording the byte, you
should employ a form of indirect
addressing (line 2610) that uses
buf poi me r% (locations &70 and
&71)to point to the next free location
inbuffer%. The complexities of
addressing on the 6502 mean you have
to zero the Y register, which is normally
used as an index register in this context
because you're going to increment the
two -byte pointer bu f poi nter%
directly. You must be able to handle
more than the 256 -byte space that the
Y register can index, sincebuffer% is
larger than 256 bytes. Personally, I
reckon that effectively ignoring the Y
register makes life a lot easier in this
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case. If all this sounds complex (oh no,
not a bit of it- Ed.), just take my word
for it that lines 2600 and 2610 cause the
byte just received to be stored in the
buffer% location pointed to by
bufpointer%.

Lines 2620 to 2640 increment the
two -byte pointer, carefully accounting
for any carry between the low byte
(bufpoi nter%, location &70)and
the high byte (bufpointer%+1,
location &71). Note that a carry occurs
when the low byte is incremented from
its largest value (255) to zero. This is just
like 9 + 1= 10 in decimal: when the
units column becomes a '0' there's a
carry, and exactly the same principle is
what's at work here. You just happen
to be working modulo 256, rather than
modulo 10!

Having incremented
but poi nter%, you check whether
the byte now pointed to (into which
the next MIDI byte will be placed) is, in
fact, the first byte beyond buff e -r%
(lines 2650 to 2700). If it is, you'd best
not record any more bytes, as you've
run out of space and might start
overwriting something important. The
s t o p_r e c% flag is set (line 2720)to
tell the BASIC program (which is
patiently waiting to be told by the user
to stop recording), that buffer space is
exhausted. This will result in the
message BU FFER FULL being
displayed (line 1260). The
start_rec% flag is turned off so
that recording is immediately
prevented.

So whilst recording is taking place,
the main BASIC program is held in the
Repeat Until loop in line 1230, waiting
for you to press the space bar for the
second time - which will then stop
recording un/essbuffer% becomes
full first.

The only other assembly routine is
setupbuf (lines 2340 to 2410), which
makesbuf poi nter% point to the
very start of b u f f er% and resets both
thestart_rec%andstop_rec%
flags. This routine is called at the start
of each attempt at recording from line
1100.

And now (cue sounding of fanfare,
drumming of drums, firing of 31 -gun
salute) we come to the main program.

After setting the BBC Micro's screen
into Mode 7 to give coloured text,
PROCsetupis called, and the link
into the NMI is then made by calling
the machine code subroutine setup.
The program then loops forever (lines
1020 to 2060), recording and
displaying.

A title screen appears, the buffer
pointer and flags are set up byacall
setupbuf, and you, the
long-suffering end user, are asked to
start and stop recording by pressing the
space bar once in each case. Note that
only when recording starts is the ACIA
completely configured by setting &95
into the control register (line 1170).
This is to avoid anyspurious ACIA
interrupts before you are ready for
them. As soon as recording stops, the
ACIA is reset for the same reason by
setting &03 into the control register
(line 1250).

Line 1300 looks vicious, but all it's
really doing is working out how many
bytes you've actually recorded by
subtracting the start address of
buffer% from the final address
pointed to bybufpointer%. If there
are some bytes to display (checked in
line 1320), you set up variables in line
1340 to say that you haven't yet had
any MIDI status bytes. Later in the
display part of the program, you can
avoid reprinting the name of a status
(eg. Key On) when you keep the same
status over many messages.

So, having carefully stowed away a
load of MIDI bytes inbuffer%, you
display them, in colour -coded
messages, on your monitor screen. The
FOR loop from lines 1380 to 2030 deals
with each stored byte in turn. After the
next byte has been peeked from
buffer% into the variable by te% in
line 1390, you can choose to ignore it if
it's an active sensing byte (line 1400).

This is purely for convenience to avoid
streams of active sensing messages on
the screen corresponding to moments
when you aren't playing your
synthesiser during recording.

Line 1420 checks whether byte%
contains a MIDI status byte byseeing if
its sign bit is on which would make the
value of the byte greater than or equal
to 128.

I'll quickly deal with the MIDI data
bytes first, but note that if you have a
MIDI status byte, the variable
offset % is set to zero (line 1560) so
that the relative position of following
data bytes can be calculated to keep
printing tidy. The net result of the code
dealing with data bytes (lines 1440 to
1520) is that either the byte is printed in
white immediately following the last
displayed byte if it forms part of the
same message, or on the next line if it's
the start of the data part of the next
message. Have a look at the screen

1000MODE 7: PROCsetup: CALLsetup
1010
1020REPEAT:CLS
1030PRINT Y$"
1040PRINT Y$"===
1050PRINT Y$"==="B$"
1060PRINT Y$"===
1070PRINT Y$"==="B$" (C) 1985 J D G CHAPMAN
1080PRINT Y$"
1090
1100CALL setupbuf
1110
1120REM START RECORDING
1130
1140PRINT TAB(0,13)YS"Press the"B$"SPACE BAR"Y$"to"G$"START"Y$"recording."
1150REPEAT UNTIL INKEY$(10)=" "

1160?start_rec%=&FF:REM tell the interrupt routine to start recording
1170?control_reg%=&95:REM set up 6850 ACIA (baud rate, interrupts, etc.)
1180PRINT TAB(0,13)G$" RECORDING
1190
1200REM STOP RECORDING
1210
1220PRINT 'YS"Press the"BS"SPACE BAR"YS"to"R$"STOP"Y$"recording."
1230REPEAT UNTIL ?stop_rec% OR INKEYS(10)=" "

1240?start_rec%=0:REM tell interrupt routine to stop recording
1250?control_reg%=&03:REM Make sure 6850 is not left strangling NMI!
1260IF ?stop_rec% THEN PRINT 'R$" BUFFER FULL"
1270
1280REM WORK DUT HOW MANY BYTES WERE RECORDED
1290
13001ength% = ?(bufpointer%+1) * &100 + ?bufpointer% - buffer%
1310PRINT 'Vs" "length%" bytes recorded.":D$=INKEY$(100)
1320IF length%=0 THEN 2060
1330
13401ast_status%=0:last_par%=TRUE:SS="":REM i.e. haven't had a status yet
1350
1360REM DISPLAY LOOP
1370
1380FOR I%=0 TO length% - 1

1390byte%=buffer%?I%
1400REM remove REMark to ignore ACTIVE SENSING:IF byte%=&FE THEN 2030
1410
1420IF byte% >= 128 THEN 1540:REM sign bit on - go deal with MIDI status byte
1430
1440REM MIDI DATA BYTE - offset% forces newline after each set of data bytes
1450
1460PRINT W$;
1470offset%=offset7.+1:REM note that we have another data byte
1480IF last_status% DIV 16 = &F THEN 2020
1490IF ((last_status% DIV 32 = 6) AND (offset% > 1)) OR ((offset% > 2) AND ((o
ffset% - 1) MOD 2 = 0)) THEN 1520
1500IF (offset% > 2) AND ((offset% - 1) MOD 2 = 0) THEN 1520
1510GOTO 2020
1520PRINT:PRINT TAB(24);WS;
1530
1540REM MIDI STATUS BYTE
1550
1560offset%=0:REM status => 0; 1st data => 1; 2nd data => 2
1570
1580REM check for same status (and sub -status where necessary) as last status
1590REM to avoid redisplaying description on repeats
1600
1610nibble%=byte% DIV 16:REM get left hand 4 bits
1620IF last_status%=byte% AND ((nibble%<>&9) AND (nibble%<>&B) OR ((nibble%=&9

) AND ((buffer%?(I%+2) > 0) = last_par%)) OR ((nibble%=&B) AND (buffer%?(I%+1)
last=par%)) ) THEN PRINT SIWGOTO 2000
16301ast_status%=byte%:IF nibble% = &9 THEN last_par% = buffer%?(I%+2) > 0
1640IF nibble% = &B THEN last_par% = buffer%?(I%+1)
1650PRINT
1660
1670REM deal with the KEY OFF status byte and the fact that
16BOREM KEY ON with velocity=0 is also KEY OFF
1690
1700IF nibble% = &8 THEN S$=R$:PR1NT S$"KEY OFF";:GOTO 2000
1710IF nibble% <> &9 THEN 1750
1720IF buffer%?(I%+2) = 0 THEN S$=R$:PRINT S$"KEY OFF";:GOTO 2000

MIDI MONITOR "Y$"==="
===.
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TASCAM
PORTA ONE

The power of multitrack
at a price you can afford.

0£40 INC FREE
r-"3 POWER SUPPLY

Also great package deals on
FOSTEX X15!I

LOOKING FOR THE
BEST IN P.A.?

Checkout our vast
selection including TOA,

BOSE, JBL, MARTIN,
KUDOS, TANNOY &
ELECTRO VOICE.

Package quotes available
for complete systems

with power amps, mics,
stands etc. TOA 38SD high

performance full range
P.A. Cabinets

SIMMONS ELECTRONIC
PERCUSSION

SIMMONS + MIDI!!
The new SDS9 kit
opens doors to a whole
new percussion
experience.
£1,199 COMPLETE!
Also in, the New

* SPECIAL IN STORE DEMOS, SDS9
TO MIDI DRUM MACHINES *

FOSTEX 8 or 16 TRACK
PACKAGES
The latest models
including the M80 &
M20 open reel
machines plus the
amazing B16. Choose
from our selection of
mixers including RAM, Soundtracs,
Studiomaster, Soundcraft SECK.
Phone for your package quote!!

II1.111,1-1,
ki .1,,

TECHNOLOGY BRINGS FORTH
NEW WONDERS!!

Coming soon, the Fairlight
CVI video computer - if you
make videos this product
will lift you above the
competition - call George on
690-8621 for details!

The new Emulator SP12
digital percussion unit, user
sampling, tuning + volume
programmable.
Call for details!

TRACE ELLIOT MEANS
BASS!!

If you're not yet convinced that
Trace Elliot build the ultimate

bass amplification then you
probably haven't heard it yet!!

Bring your bass in and
experience the ultimate for

yourself - or if you're already
convinced, bring in your part

exchange and we'll do the deal!!

COMING SOON . . . TRACE ELLIOT
ELECTRONIC DRUM STACKS!!

SOUND SAMPLING .. . GET IT NOW

THE ENSONIQ MIRAGE
Advanced sample guide

Library Discs
Sequencer Expansion
RING TO ARRANGE

YOUR DEMO!!

AKAI S612 SAMPLER
+ AX80 MIDI SYNTH

PACKAGE £1,999!!

DIGITAL SOUND PROCESSORS
Reverberation is one of the most important

sound effects a studio uses . . now the time
has come to upgrade!

MIMEO.
ROLAND SRV2000
Featuring non linear
operations, built in

gating + three types of
reverb-room, hall and
plate, plus much more.

COMPARE THESE TWO MEGA MACHINES AT
OUR SHOWROOMS AND LET YOUR EARS DECIDE.

YAMAHA REV 7
On board parametric

EQ, initial delay,
diffusion, MIDI etc. etc.

Representing both the
state of the art in hand

built bass guitars and the
latest technological

advances in
construction, we feel that

discerning players will
find it hard to resist either

of these wonderful
instruments -come and

find out for yourself.

86-88 MITCHAM LANE, STREATHAM, SVV16. 01-769 6496/5681
22 RUSHEY GREEN, CATFORD, SE6 01-690 8621/2



173055=RS:PRINT SS"KEY ON";:90TO 2000
1740
1750IF nibble% <> &B THEN 1850:REM i.e. skip controller stuff
1760
1770REM deal with known controllers first e.g. DX7

buffer%?(I%+1) = &06 THEN S5=C5:PRINT SS"DX7 DATA SLIDER"I:GOTO 2000
buffer%?(I%+1) = &01 THEN SS=C$:PRINT S5"MODULATION WHEEL"I:GOTO 2000
buffer%?(I%+1) = &02 THEN 55=CS:PRINT S5"DX7 BREATH CNTRL";:GOTO 2000
buffer%?(I%+1) = &60 THEN SS=CS:PRINT 5$"DX7 YES/+1/014/->"I:DOTO 2000
buffer%?(I%+1) = &61 THEN S5=C5:PRINT 95"DX7 <-/N0/-1/OFF"I:GOTO 2000
nibble% = &B THEN S5=C5:PRINT SS"CONTROLLER";:GOTO 2000

1780IF
1790IF
1800IF
1810IF
1820IF
1830IF
1840
1850IF
1860IF
1870IF
1880
1890IF
1900IF
1910IF
1920IF
1930IF
1940IF
1950IF
1960IF
1970
198095=1'5:PRINT
1990
2000PRINT TAB(19)":"95;
2010
2020PRINT MID5( digits*, byte% DIV 16 + 1, 1 >;MIDS( digits*, byte% MOD 16 +
1, I )I" "I

2030NEXT I%
2040
2050PRINT "YS"

310
2060UNTIL FALSE
2070END
2080
2090DEF PROCsetup
2100digits$ = "0123456789ABCDEF"
2110R5=CHR5(129):GS=CHRS(130):Y5=CHR5(131)035=CHR5(132):M$=CHR5(133):C5=CHR5(
133):144=CHR$(135)
2120
2130bufsize% = 10*1024:bufpointer% = &70
2140DIM machine_code% 1000, buffer% bufsize%, start_rec% 0, stop_rec% 0
2150control_reg% = &FCFC:status_reg7. = &FCFC
2160transmit_reg% = &FCFD:receive_reg% = &FCFD
2170
2180FOR opt% = 0 TO 3 STEP 3
2190P% = machine code%
2200[OPT 0 \ replace the 0 by opt% to see the assembly
2210
2220.setup lda *8,40 \ overwrite 1st byte of NMI code with an RTI
2230 sta &000 \ to avoid problems if an NMI comes in ...
2240 lda *nmicode MOD &100 \ low order byte of address of our code
2250 sta &DOI
2260 lda *nmicode DIV &100 \ high order byte of address of our code
2270 sta &D02
2280 Ida *&4C \ 'jmp' opcode into &000 (replacing our RTI)
2290 sta &D00 \ 1st NMI instruction now is 'jmp nmicode'
2300 lda *&03 \ reset
2310 sta control_reg% \ the 6850 ACIA
2320 rts
2330
2340.setupbuf lda *buffer% MOD &I00 \ set low byte of buffer address
2350 sta bufpointer%
2360 lda *bufferY. DIV &100 \ and high byte
2370 sta bufpointer%+1
2380 lda *0 \ unset the 'started' and 'stopped'
2390 sta start_rec% \ recording flags

nibble% = &C THEN S5=MS:PRINT S5"PROGRAM CHANGE";:GOTO 2000
nibble% = &D THEN S4=Y5:PRINT SS"AFTER TOUCH"I:GOTO 2000
nibble% = &E THEN S4=G5:PRINT SS"PITCH WHEEL";:GOTO 2000

byte%
byte%
byte%
byte%
byte%
byte%
byte%
byte%

&FO
&F7
&FB
&FA
&FB
&FC
&FE
&FF

THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN

SS=WS:PRINT
S5=W5:PRINT
95=94:PRINT
95=95:PRINT
95=95:PRINT
SS=RS:PRINT
S5=BS:PRINT
SS=RS:PRINT

S5"SYSTEM EXCLUSIVE"I:GOTO 2000
SS" END OF SVS EXCL";:GOTO 2000
SVTLOCK";:GOTO 2000
55"START";:GOTO 2000
95"CONTINUE";:GOTO 2000
SS"STOP"I:GOTO 2000
Si"ACTIVE SENSING"I:GOTO 2000
SS"SYSTEM RESET"I:GOTO 2000

S$;;REM default case for any code not dealt with above

DISPLAY AGAIN? ("R.S"V"Y$" = YES)":AS=GETS:IF Af="Y" THEN 1

2400 sta stop_rec%
2410 rts
2420
2430.nmicode
2440
2450
2460
2470
2480
2490
2500.nmicodel
2510
2520
2530
2540
2550.nmiret
2560
2570
2580
2590
2600.record
2610
2620
2630
2640
2650. recordl
2660
2670
2680
2690
2700
2710
2720
2730
2740
2750
2760
2770]
2780NEXT opt%
2790ENDPROC

pha
tya
pha
Ida
and
bne
jmp
Ida
sta
bit
bmi

pla
tay
pla
rti

ldy
sta
inc
bne
inc
Ida
cmp
bne
Ida
cmp
bne
Ida
sta
Ida
sta
jmp

status_reg%
*1,01

nmicodel
&D03
receive_reg%
transmit_reg%
start_rec%
record

\ save mainstream's Accumulator
\ and V register
\ (these three opcodes overwritten at &DOO)
\ check that a byte arrived
\ i.e. look at RX REG FULL bit
\ yes - this NMI is ours
\ not us - do original NMI code
\ get the byte that arrived
\ copy to MIDI OUT - quick'
\ see if we have already started recording
\ yes - go record this byte

\ no - restore mainstream's Accumulator
\ restore mainstream's V register
\ and Accumulator
\ note return from interrupt

*0 \ clear Y register for indirect addressing
(bufpointer%),Y \ store received byte
bufpointer% \ increment low byte of pointer
recordl \ skip high byte increment if didn't wrap
bufpointer%+1 \ increment high byte of pointer
bufpointer%+1 \ get high byte to check for buffer end
it(buffer%+bufsize%) DIV &l00 \ is pointer off buffer end?
nmiret \ high byte still ok
bufpointer% \ high byte 'full' check low byte
*(buffer%+bufsize%) MOD &I00 \ to see if ok
nmiret
*&FF
stop_rec%
*0
start_rec%
nmiret

\ low byte still ok
\ end of buffer reached so set
\ the stop recording flag
\ unset start recording flag

\ and exit the interrupt code

ti>. photographs-a picture's worth a
thousand words.

In the case of a MIDI status byte, lines
1610 to 1650 check whether you have
the same status as the last message to
avoid repeatedly printing the same
status name-this makes the display
easier to read because repeated
message types, like four Key Ons one
after the other, appear as a distinct
block of messages on the screen.

Lines 1670 to 1730 deal with the
special case where a Key On actually
means a Key Off, ie. when a Key On
message has its second data byte (the
velocity byte) set to zero. You can tell
whether there has been a real Key Off,
rather than a special Key On meaning
off, because the status byte's value is
still displayed on the screen.

Lines 1770 to 2000 deal with most of
the MIDI status codes. If you're
interested in any that I've missed out,
you'll need to add some lines of your
own before line 1980, to set the
printing colour for the messages
associated with the current status byte
into the variable S$, and to print the
relevant title.

Taking line 1860 as an example, you
can see that a status byte whose left
nibble (a nibble is four bits, by the way)
is &D has the titleAFTERTOUCHand
will print in yellow (Y $). Notice that
where more detail is available, as in the
case of the controllers, more detail is
displayed. In lines 1770 to 1820, the first
data byte of the controller message
tells you exactly which controller you're
dealing with.

Finally, the value of the byte (status
or data)that you've dealt with this time
round the FOR loop is printed out as
two hexadecimal digits, in the correct
colour if status or white if data, by line
2020. Once the complete contents of
buffer% have been displayed, you
have the choice of viewing them again
or trying for another recording (line
2050).

The Monitor program is the sort of
software tool that anyone seriously
working with MIDI tends to have
around in a more or less sophisticated
(and finished!) form. In my own case,
it's tended to grow in a rather
unstructured manner as I required
different facilities to help debug
specific problems.

There's plenty of scope for you to add
code to optimise Monitor so that you
can observe the various machines in
your own MIDI system - in much the
same way that my version displays the
names of some of the DX7's MIDI
controllers. If your synth responds to
particular System Exclusive messages, it
shouldn't be too difficult to arrange for
the Monitor program to send the
request message from BeeBMIDI's MIDI
Out when told to start recording, and
observe the response arriving via MIDI
In.

Well, I must get on now, as I've got a
little job for the Monitor software. It's a
prototype combined Jew's harp, G-
string and euphonium MIDI retrofit 17 -
track recording package that the Editor
has asked me to give top priority to.
And it isn't quite working yet. 
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DON'T MISS OUT!
We are offering vast stocks of demonstration, s/h and new equipment at lower prices than ever before.
If you are interested in any of the items listed we strongly advise that you contact us now.

Roland JX8P, PG800, Juno 106, JX3P, PG200, SH101, MKB1000, MKB300,
MKS10, MKS30, MKS80, TR707, TR727, TR909, SDE1000, SDE2500,
SDE3000, SRV2000, DDR30, HP100/50, MSQ100, MSQ700.

Yamaha DX7, DX5, TX7, QX7, QX1, TX816, TX216, TF1, KX88, CX5M, RX11,
RX15, RX21, PF10, PF15, MT440, R1000, REV -7, D1500.

Korg DW6000, Poly 800, EX800, DDM110, DDM220, SDD1000, SDD2000,
MPK130, KMS30.

Recording Equipment Tascam-38-8, 80-8, M50, 388, 246, Porta One, 244, Fostex-X15, A8, 350,
Soundtracks 16-8-16, Allen and Heath 16-8-2, Sech 18-8-2.

Electronic Drums Simmons-SDS7, SDS8, SDS9, SDS Series 1000, SDS1, SDS64, SDSEPB,
Tama-Techstar 5 Drum, Techstar 2 Drum, Techstar Sequencer, Ultimate
Percussion-UP5, UPK2X.

Ensoniq Mirage Sampling Keyboard.
Casio Li CZ5000, CZ1000, CZ101, SZ1

Eddie Moors Music
- 679 Christchurch Road, Boscombe, Bournemouth. Tel: 0202.35135

302 509

`THE ISLAND L90919.116,1USIC SYSTEM'

AS REVIEWED IN OCTOBER ISSUE WILL BE AVAILABLE
FROM FIREBIRD SOFTWARE FROM END OF OCTOBER '85.

PRICED AT £39.95 FOR `TMS ADVANCED' AND
£14.95 (CASSE I I E) OR £17.95 (DISC) FOR THE

CONCISE `TMS', READERS OF E&MM CAN CALL THE
TMS HOTLINE NOW TO RESERVE THEIR COPY.

CALL TONY GIBSON ON:
01-379 6755 Ex. 214

FIREBIRD SOFTWARE, WELLINGTON HOUSE,
UPPER ST MARTIN'S LANE, LONDON WC2H 9DL. TEL: 01-379 6755/5626
Firebird and Firebird logo are trademarks of British Telecommunications plc.
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OUTTAKES
Another round of record and tape releases receives what we consider to

be constructive critical comment. The recipients might not agree...
Tim Goodyer

VI NYLTAKES
The wait was well worth it for the single. What of the even longer -awaited album? In case you
hadn't managed to guess, the subject of the speculation is Kate Bush's Hounds of Love album
(EMI). Obviously, 'Running up that Hill' is here in all its glory, but what of its company? Well, with

i the assistance ofsome well -respected names - Eberhard Weber and Morris Pert to drop but two -
r Side I is a conventional collection of competent Bush songs that culminates in the projected nex

single 'Cloudbusting'. Its initial punch is limited, but give it the benefit of a few listens and the next
45 really grows on you. It's also blessed -with a real string arrangement, courtesy of the elusive
Dave Lawson. Generally though, the first side's pieces ore competent without being outrageous.
Instrumentally, they could easily have been realised with the technology of a few years ago. The
second side is riskier, more adventurous, and a lot more fun. Under the conceptual title of The
Ninth Wave', it's a collection Of seven songs concerning someone in danger of drowning alone. It's
full of clever touches and memorable moments, like the busy sequencer work of `Waking the
Witch, the intriguing Jig of Life' (complete with fiddles, bouzouki, Uilleon pipes and the return of
the dijeridu), and a surprise appearance by the sonar from 'Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea'.
Inevitably, there are some dodgy bits. Richard Hickox's choral arrangement drifts slightly,
painfully flat as it progresses through 'Hello Earth' - though you'd need a reasonable ear to spot it.
Hounds of Love doesn't really sound as if it's the result of three years' hard work, and locks the
adventure of either 'Running up that Hill' or The Dreaming, Bush's previous long -player. But
you'd still have difficulty justifying not buying it, or not listening to it much, or not liking it a lot.

After five years together and a no
inconsiderable struggle, brother an
sister partnership Sophie and Peter John-
ston have succeeded in graduating from
DemoTakes to VinylTakes. Their for-
tunes thus far have involved them in
two failed record company deals, ses-
sions for John Peel on Radio 1, and
submitting the Tape of the Month to
E&MM way back in October 1982, when
their music was described as 'extremely
commercial and accomplished'. Now
immortalised by a debut single on their
own Smash the Majors label, our duo
have taken the opportunity to sample
everything they could imagine (inclu-
ding some of their own demos) on a
modified Roland SDE3000, and reorgan-
ise them into a remarkable semblance
of music. The result is a splendidly
produced, leisurely -paced ballad with a
lot to commend it both in terms o
composition and execution. Top marks
for perseverence - and good luck!
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Regardless of the favour it's
found in other quarters, Grace
Jones's 'Slave to the Rhythm'
(ZTT) is high on my current list of
disappointing singles. Coming from
the same source as such classic
albums as Warm Leatherette and
Nightclubbing, and bearing the
names of Trevor Horn and Steve
Lipson in the arrangement/produc-
tion credits, this song erupts from
the speakers with all the vehemence
of a non-dairy cream éclair. The
song itself is pleasantly memorable
enough, but sufficiently uninspiring
to be beyond the rescusitation of a
Horn production job. Not that the
production is any more than ade-
quate, anyway. It's slick and com-
petent without ever looking as

though it's going to spring a surprise
or catch the listener unawares - and

some of the synth patches are
very familiar. A beautifully

, wrapped gift that promises
much but never gets
anywhere near
delivering the goods.
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You could also call First Quest (Filmtrax) an individual

album - I certainly would. It's intended to be an audio
accompaniment to cult role-playing game Dungeons &
Dragons, though getting the music and the game to run
together entails contriving the latter slightly - the
sleevenotes explain all. This is actually a double album, and
is the result of 14 months' work by a collective of British
composers, among them ex -members of Expandis and
Tubeway Army founder member Denis Haines. The music
is as pompous, pretentious and dated as the imagery
associated with D&D. Which makes it tedious and
uninspiring listening in isolation, if you don't happen to be a
fan of the sword and sorcery school. Still, a lot of the
arrangements are heavily synthesised, so you can always
play 'Spot the DX7' or something similar when things start
to get heavy going. File under 'Miscellaneous'.

Without the resources of Messrs Horn and Lipson, Leitmotiv have
managed to make their third single release a much more palatable dish.
'Say Remain' (Cryptic) is a hard-hitting number that puts the emphasis
firmly on bass and drum interaction - making it what is termed in polite
circles as 'a bit of a stomper'. Instrumentally, the single sounds like New
Order mixed with a hint of Killing joke, but a few strategically placed
synth flourishes lift the delivery to a fresh, invigorating level. Married
with this is a Duran -style vocal placed well down in the mix, giving it an
urgency Duran themselves will never have. The whole thing works a
treat - much to the credit of all concerned.
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STEINBERG RESEARCH
Are Sole Distributors for the Steinberg Research
Range of Professional Music Software including:

 PRO -16 16 track polyphonic sequencer. ID TNS Scorewriter with printout  SES DX7 & TX modules sound
editor and sound library  COSMO Casio CZ range sound editor and sound library  WAVE Korg DW-6000
sound editor and sound library  MMI MIDI interface  SYNC Sync to tape and drum machine  INT Deluxe
interface, including MIDI and sync functions  PPC Piano Partner  CPU Guitar Partner

All packages are disc based and run on the Commodore 64, Pro -16, Tous and SFS and also
run on the Apple II and Ile

For demonstration of the Steinberg software and OSCar synthesiser contact your
nearest authorised dealer now

Rod Argents Keyboards, London WC2
Chromatix Ealing, London W5
Gigsounds Catford, London SE6
Holiday Music Leytonstone, London E11
Musical Exchanges Birmingham
Swans Music Manchester
Dougies Music Northwich

MAIN DEALERS
Flash St. Electromusic Bolton
Southern Music Brighton
Eddie Moors Music Bournemouth
Future Music Portsmouth
Future MUsic Southampton
Sound Control Glasgow
Sound Control Dunfermline

DSC"'

Sound Control Edinburgh
Sound Control Kirkaldy
Rock City Newcastle
White Electric Music Sunderland
Audio Engineers Dublin
Musicland Cardiff
Cambridge Rock Cambridge

Oxford Synthesiser Company Ltd., 5 Gladstone Court, Gladstone Road, Headington, Oxford OX3 8LN.
Tel. 0867 5277 Tlx. 83147 att: OSCAR

5-7 CHESTER ROAD, NORTHWICH, CHESHIRE
TELEPHONE 0606 782522

OPEN 10-A (CLOSED WEDS- BOTH BRANCHES. LATE NIGHT THURSDAYS

TITANIC SALE
The ship may be on its way up but our prices are
dropping on certain goods we've had around too long.
YAMAHA CE20 FM preset poly/mono touch synth
(2 only) once £99 now £345
KORG DDM220 Latin Perc £256 save £100 now £156
SEQUENTIAL MULTITRACKER many features with MIDI
once £1499 one ex. dem at £799
VOX V125 watt gtr. amp top, new at £150
TOKAI FLYING V only £250
ROLAND TR606 & TB303 each £139
The pair £250
DAION 6/12 TWIN -NECK ACOUSTIC a bit rare? only £299
(posers only one at a time, tal)
IBANEZ 6/12 TWIN NECK El c/w case reduced to £599
ANTORIA 6/4 TWIN NECK s/h, (bass/lead) at £150
SOUIER BULLET gtrs still a snip at £150
(All with trem and 3 p/us)
SEQUENTIAL T-8 ex -hire, immac, full flight cased
only £2750 ono

NOW HERE IN STOCK
ROLAND HS60, Juno 106, JX8P, PG800,SBX80,
MKS30, DB11
BOSS DD2, DSD2, RX100 (139), Micro -Rack Series
YAMAHA RX21, DX21, TX7, QX7, CX5 (f299 package!),
Clavinova
KORG Poly 800. DW6000, KMS30, KMT60, EX8000,
DW8000, SOD1
AKAI AX80. S612
ENSONIQ MIRAGE at £1695
CASIO CZ101. CZ1000, SZ-1, CZ5000 others
ARIA. WESTONE, VANTAGE, IBANEZ, GORDON SMITH.
HOHNER (H/less guitars)
SESSION, H/H, PEAVEY, CARLSBRO, V AMP, VOX, OHM
amplification

MAIL ORDER SPECIALS
GUITARS, KEYBOARDS, DRUMS ETC

Little fings you've always wanted but
can't get locally
X type Keyb stands (Flashstands) in
WHITE, RED, BLUE (state 2 col choice)
- only £22
Boom Mic Stands BLACK, RED, BLUE,
CHROME Italian made (state 2nd col
choice) £22
Volume Pedals suit gtrs, keyb, anything

connex (state 2nd col choice) £14
Sustain Switches suit DX7s, Juno 60 sec
(indicate keyb model) £7
Seymour Duncan Pick -Ups Yessirree we're
your boys POA
Hotlicks Tapes anyone! (less in multiples)
only £8.50

HARD CASES DX21, JX8P, DW6000 etc
only £39 delivered
covered in black vinyl, strong handle &
clasps, lead compartment, individually
made to fit, 'teddy bear' lined internally a
bargain!

SIGNAL PROCESSORS
IBANEZ GE1502 £169
IBANEZ GE3101 £150
IBANEZ DM1100 £299
IBANEZ DM2000 £299
ROLAND SDE2500 POA
KORG SDD1000 £345
KORG SDD2000 £699
DYNACORD MIDI
COMPUTER POA
YAMAHA GC2020 £199

F1,MH EITVEET
aEC,MOGCMA
(ABOVE JAMM STUDIOS)

END OF GT. MOOR ST.
BOLTON, LANCS.

TELEPHONE -

0204 397893

THINGS YOU DON'T
NORMALLY FIND IN

MUSO BISTROS!
MAPLIN do it your self mono synth £99

KORG EPS-1 piano/stgs now deleted £699

KORG CX3 organ the biz 2 «i £399

HAMMOND (CX3 soundalike but better) s/h £345
YAMAHA SK20 org/stgs/poly s/h £299

GEORGE BENSON a la IBANEZ only £699

GALAXI by Gordon Smith only white one (u £499

ROLAND 100M system complete s/h (,1 £329

YAMAHA CP70 el grand ex -hire only £1299
HOHNER DUO clav/pianet £229

FOSTEX
FOSTEX X15 £245
FOSTEX 8010 £25
FOSTEX MN15 £42
FOSTEX 250 (x-dem) £550
FOSTEX M80 POA
FOSTEX 3030 graphic £199
FOSTEX 3180 reverb £339
FOSTEX 3070 compressor ....E.249
ACCESSIT & SECK IN STOCK
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Oasis (MCA) is the latest in a very long line
of work by Crusader Joe Sample. It includes
bass player and fellow Crusader Wilton Felder
amongst its long list of contributors, but sadly,
the album is exactly what you'd expect given
any familiarity with Crusader progress. It's a
shame that a man of such indisputable talent is
unable to see the error of his ways in

producing yet another bland, predictable,
safe -as -houses American jazz album. The first
side saunters on, entirely oblivious of the
outside world and any demands it places on
the music that enters it. The first hint of any
invention appears at the intro to the last track,
'Asian Eyes', but this is quickly forgotten again
once the piece gets going. Side 2 has a little
more to offer in the form of the only vocal
track on the platter, an uptempo number
which stands out in the poor relief of what has
preceded it, and the closing cut, 'Mirage'
which ventures a little further from the safety
of the other songs, and consequently becomes
the best that a highly unremarkable album has
to offer.

ass>sssI

In contrast, the debut album from Belouis Some (Parlophone) is remarkable.
Remarkable if only for the calibre of the musicians a relatively unknown artist
(Belouis Some is just one man) has managed to involve: Bowie guitarists Carlos
Alomar and Earl Slick (with Alomar helping on song arrangements), Bernard
Edwards (confined for once to bass guitar), drummers Tony Thompson and
Andy Duncan, and the list is still far from complete. Belouis Some has already
had a degree of Stateside success with the single 'Imagination', though the only
thing it achieved here was controversy over its blatantly -Insulting -to -women
video. It's an instant, meaty dance concoction that waltzes into the memory
cells without you really noticing, and the same is true of 'Walk Away' and the
album's title track, 'Some People'. The Bowie influence makes its presence felt
in the man's vocal delivery and in some of the arrangements, but it doesn't
conceal the art with which many of the songs have been put together; Belouis
Some's musical style has taken five painstaking years to evolve. Bright, poppy,
but individual enough to be worthwhile, Some People is an impressive debut
that holds promise of great things to come. So long as they don't take another
five f7I be haPPY.

London -based Empire of Lights open this month's DemoTakes with the sort of
demo that's a pleasure to review. Four songs of unusually high standard that
revel in a healthy diversity of instrumentation and are finished with a real
singer's voice. Next to the songs themselves, which are distinctive enough in
their own right, the highlight of the show is undoubtedly that vocal, delivered
thoughtfully and effectively by singer Maggie. This woman has voice, and she
knows how to use it, too. There are other contributors to the successful formula.
Drumming chores fall to a Drumtraks, which proves itself well up to the task in
the hands of an intelligent programmer, while some tasty trumpet work makes
full use of some subtle double -tracking. The band's keyboard setup is modest -
Juno 106 with a little assistance from a JX3P on occasions - but it's their
application that counts, and in this case it's more than enough. Production is the
only area in which Empire of Lights let themselves down, despite the use of an
eight -track recorder. One to watch, though.

DemoTakes has been chosen by Paul Roberts to be the
recipients of his first demo, titled Tor Those Who Have Ears'.
Roberts' declared intentions lie in the direction of songwriting as
opposed to performance or recording of his own work and, to an
extent, this intention is reflected in the standard of the demo. The
arrangements are lacklustre and the lack of original sound programs
for the DX7 is lamentable. To Roberts' credit, the six songs here
represent a healthy diversity of styles, even if this inevitably means
that some are more impressive than others. At the disappointing end
of the scale are a couple of ballads that are really too sickly to
entertain for very long. There's also a similarity to Alan Parsons
lurking in there somewhere, but the winning track is an instrumental
in waltz time called 'Living on Top of the World'. It has a good pace,
some pleasant and some excellent sax soloing to help it on its way.
Give it a decent bass line, and this track would be a real gem.

as ii

junk 57 are a band with a little bit of history
behind them, coming as they do from San
Francisco and having supported the likes of the
Ramones and Iggy Pop. They arrived on these
shores earlier this year, hoping to secure club
dates in the interests of 'showing England
where the future lies'. How are they hoping to
do it? Well, with some strong rhythms,
inventive arrangements and the occasional hint
of the oriental in places. The distorted guitar is

72 EarariNta. '0

bak

And so to this month's 'real band'. The Perishers are a
Nottingham five -piece who use real drums (read it again if
you're not certain). To be fair, there is a Korg KPR77 in
there helping to keep drummer and sequencer in sync,
though it's not audibly evident. The drums certainly offer a
welcome alternative to the usual deluge of TR606s, and it's
a shame this positive theme isn't continued throughout
The Perishers' recordings. The greatest failings are the
vocals, which suffer from being hesitant and rather
characterless, and the synth camp, afflicted by a similar
disease. The vocal and melody lines are the first and most
scrutinised elements of a song, and this is especially true of
a demo. Sadly, scrutiny of The Perishers' efforts in these
areas isn't particularly rewarding. I'm not sure whether or
not the band are a gigging outfit. If they aren't, it's possible
the rigours of playing in front of an audience might help to
build their musical character, and thus bring about an
improvement in demo quality.

s.

especially effective, and a welcome change
from the now depressingly familiar chopped
funk rhythms. Equipment details ore scarce, as
is personnel information, but the recording is an
impressive one for a Portastudio affair, the
healthy trend of structured drum programming
is continued here. The only problem is the
cheap -sounding reverb - though even this
serves its purpose in the context of the overall
sound.

7.1 N.. 9..

Finally, a name that should be familiar to
anyone who read last month's UK Electronica
report. Mike Brooks finds his way into
DemoTakes by submitting the third of his four
cassette releases for review. Entitled 'Realms
of Darkness', the tape was recorded on a Cutec
MR402 four -track cassette machine and
sounds very clean for its trouble. Keyboards
stars of the show are a Juno 106, a JX3P and an "1?
SHI0I, accompanied by an MC202 and (wait
for it) a TR606. The sounds are rich, sequences
understated and, thankfully, drum patterns
sparse and effective. There's a nice balance
between the differing sound textures that exist, ff,
and the absence of any digital technology
doesn't restrict the pieces in the way many a
DX7 owner would have you believe. A worthy
sequel to a good live performance.
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The Hands on Show

Over the years, it

has grown to be the

major event in the

creative TecoIding
calender 

This year,
were

holding the event all

through November at

the Turnkey Shop,

The programme
repeats every week.

Put it in your Diary NOW!

I= I= I= I= L

Tune -Up Day
for all demos.

Bring your demo along to the
Rack Shop any Monday in
Hands On month, and 'tune it
up' using the most advanced
signal processors from the
likes of Aphex, Drawmer,
AMS, Lexicon, Rebis and
many others,
The first

NGS

Live Tracks
Sixteen tracks live before
your very eyes.

An experienced one man
band will demonstrate and
explain the skills and
techniques needed to move
up to sixteen track.

Using voice, synths, guitars
and the very latest in signal
processing, from track one to
track sixteen and mixdown.

The Hands on Show at the
Turnkey Shop means special
prices throughout November
plus the chance to learn more
about recording.

12 visitors each Monday in
November will get a free cas-
sette copy of their efforts.

A signal processing expert
will be on hand each Monday
to advise on all the very latest
techniques and products.

Dont miss this unique
'tune-up' opportunity.

046511alfWalk-in PPG
Carrying over last months There's no

great success with the latest need to book
PPG system demos. appointments

A qualified operator will Just walk-in
show off this new digital music on any
production system; Wave 2.3
synthesiser, Waveterm B

sampler and controller and
the EVU expansion voice unit.

Discover how close the
multitracking and sequencing
have become in the
past few years

1#16
Multi-

track Wars
Every Thursday an expert

from HSR magazine will come
along and lead you through
the range of choice of eight
and sixteen track recorders
and mixers. Come and hear
the reviews come to life!

HANDS-ON SEMINARS
Five intensive Seminars; in co-operation with
Gateway Studio Courses are scheduled for
Hands On month. They're being held at the
Bedford Corner Hotel, literally around the
corner from the Turnkey Shop. Pre -register at
the Shop, or call us on 01-202 4366.
Sat. Nov 2nd 1pm. New Pre production
techniques for recording synthesisers.
Sat. Nov 9th 1pm. Sixteen Track Horizons. An
afternoon with Dave Ward full of practical
advice and demos on 16tk technique.
Thu. Nov 14th 7pm. Stretching 8 Track. Using
time code, synchronisers and MIDI. Multitracks
can now control Sequencers.
Dave Ward on the Oxides, Mick Parker on the
Ivories. Discover the future of multitrack.
Thu. Nov 21st 7pm. 16 Track Masterclass.
See advanced production techniques and prob-
lems revisited. Based on B16 experience. Cov-
ers measurements, lining -up, creative effects,
planned overdubs, spin -ins, etc.
Tue. 26 Nov 7pm. Reverb & delay technique
The ultimate effects seminar about multiple
reverb fields and effects.
Be sure to call us or call in to reserve your ticket.
Full information on application.

Wenesday in
November
and try
this advanced
digital music
production
system for
yourself

Fostex
in -sync

Those truly amazing Fostex
people have come up with a
system that locks eight or six-
teen track recorders together
or to video machines.

Plus the astounding MIDI
autolocator that locks tape to
your sequencer.

aroSale
of Sales
We run sales and special

offers all year through. By the
time the Xmas buying season
rolls round we've gathered all
manner of odd mikes, leads,
speakers, effects etc.

To clear our shelves for
new items, we'll be disposing
of the year's sale leftovers
during November.
Products will be sold as
seen on Saturdays.

Most as new,
some at cost.

Dont miss it!

The Turnkey Shop, 14 Percy Street, LONDON W1P 9FD. Nearest Underground station, Tottenham Court Road.
Instant Finance of up to £1000 is available to personal callers who hold a valid Major Credit Card.

no -w in it's ritb.. year.

Dont miss the
FREE Seminars

Collect your tickets before
the seminar at the Turnkey
Shop - We ale open late on all
the Seminar days listed
below.

You are
welcome to visit the Turnkey
Shop any weekday, from 9:30
till 5:30, till 4:30 Saturdays.

Our expert sales staff are
musicians too, and will be
pleased to advise you on the
creative as well as technical
aspects of recording.

You will discover the widest
range of the latest in recording
produCts and all the help and
friendly advice you need Visit

Britain's foremost
fl showcase of

Pro -Audio
soon!



128 Pre-programmed
voices -32 performance
memories - MIDI -8 note

polyphonic

DX21 - IN STOCK NOW - E699
YAMAHA \

OX1 MEGA SEQUENCER
Incredibly sophisticated state of the art
data storage, the most powerful yet! 8
Polyphonic channels, built in disc drive
with one megabyte storage (80,000 notes!)
Extremely
sophisticated
editing.
Best Yet!

RX21
IN STOCK NOW!
9 Voices - 56

Programmable & 44

Preset Pattern
Memory - MIDI

Compatible -
Cassette Storage.

REV -7 IN STOCK NOW!
Yamaha break tie price performance

barrier

with the brand new
REV -7! 19"

reve

rack mount unit

with remote, simulates
any rb

characteristics! New
LSI chips give up to 15

early relections
and 99.9 milliseconds

of initial

delay. Parametric
EQ. MIDI, 30 x presents,

stereo, 60 user memories!!!

DX5 IN STOCK NOW!
Digital programmable

synthesizer. State of the

art performance
yet affordable! 76 Key

velocity sensitive
with aftertouch 16 Note

Polyphonic (dual) or 2 note Poly (single) 128

Memories, 6x2 operators 32 Algotythms!

Split channels!
MIDI 8 parameter digital ED!

10 BADDOW RD.
CHELMSFORD
ESSEX
0245 352490
0245 353878

85 ST. MARYS ST.
SOUTHAMPTON
HAMPSHIRE

0703 226798

104-6 ELM GROVE
SOIJTHSEA
PORTSMOUTH
HAMPSHIRE
0705 820595

YAMAHA

f249

CX5 MUSIC COMPUTER

 Now with new
software  RX Editor!! 

Real time
recorder!l Disc drive!)

 Printer!! Play card reader!!

 And much
much more!!

Disc Drive Printer Playcard

f274 f244 f53

f ANTASTIC NEW

LOIN PRICE ON CO

WAITED
OFFER

010 STOCKS
LAS1

YRM101 ROM - FM Music Composer
.............. £36

YRM102 ROM -FM Voicing Program
..............

E36

£36

YRM103 ROM - DX7 Voicing Program
...........

YRM104 ROM -
FM Music Macro .....................

£366

YRM105 ROM - DX9 Voicing Program
............. £3

YRM301 ROM - 4 -track MIDI
Recorder DC ....... £39

£39

YRM302 ROM - RX Editor DC ................. DC £39

YRM305 ROM -
DX21 Voicing Program

..

YRM501 ROM - FM Music Composer
II DC ..... £39

YRM502 ROM - FM Voicing Program
II DC ..... £39

M Music Macro
II DC ............ £39

YRM504 R
CMW31 ROM -

Keyboard Chord Mast*Der
....

Disc compatible

CMW32 ROM - Keyboard Chord
Progres. ...... £45

CMW33 ROM - Guitar Chord Master
............... £45

GAR -01
ROM - Graphic Artist (Mouse

Paint) . £49

FVD-01
Cass. - FM Voice Data I - 96 voices .... £19

FVD-02
Cass. - FM Voice

Data II - 96
£19

voices ... £19

RDB-01
Cass. - RX15

Rhythm Data I ...............

RDB-02
Cass. - RX15

Rhythm Data II .............. £19

RDB-03
Cass. - RX15

Rhythm Data III ............. £19

UPA-01
Playcard Program

Cartridge ..............
£53

CR-01
Playcard Reader ..................................

£26

UDC -01 Data Memory
Cartridge .....................

£65

CA-01
Cartridge Adaptor

...............................
£19

TX7 FM TONE GENERATOR
DX7 half price!! Almost! All the functions
of the worlds best selling synth in a
compact keyboard controlled through

MIDI! 6
Operators, 16
note
polyphonic,
32 memories,
LCD display!
Low Price!

TX816/TX812 FM TONE
GENERATOR SYSTEM
System of the future now! 8DX7s in a rack
creating unbeatable versatility. 32 voices
per module individual MIDI channel assign.
TX8 12 ideal starter with two modules and
rack expandable with additional TX
modules!

QX7 DIGITAL
SEQUENCE
RECORDER

Yamaha continues the
fabulous X7 range with an incredibly
cheap poly, MIDI sequencer! 2 track, 16
MIDI channel sequencing in real or step
time! MIDI in and out! Storage! Editing!
Like a multi track but with digital quality!

KX88 REMOTE MIDI KEYBOARD
Yamaha invent the ultimate in MIDI remote
keyboards! Light and portable yet full of
features! 88 notes wood keys, beautiful feel!
19 different control effects 192 parameter
change possibilities. THE ULTIMATE.

MT44D 4 TRACK

411 111.1siii

TELEPHONE FOR PRICES! A
Yamaha have completely redesigned
the popular MT44 system with sharp new
looks and many

hb t
new features, LED

Display, 6 input mixer, new patcay ec.

YAMAHA \
SPECIAL
OFFERS



FO
FOSTEX X15

NEW LOW PRICE! £245
MN15 Compressor/Mixer f39
Complete Accssit range in stock. 'T'

ex

FOSTEX B16 16 TRACK
 SYSTEM PACKAGE!!
B16 + SEC 18/8/2
Join the personal multitrack

revolution with Future
*Music 16 track package deals!! The world's most
successful 16 track recorder

on 1/2" tape. Call for up to
date current deals on the Seck package and 8
other B16 mixer packages!!

FUTURE MUSIC
SCOOP PURCHASE!

FOSTEX 350 MIXERS
NOW AT HALFPRICE!

A80 8 TRACK

Look at these incredible new features!!

 Redesigned cosmetics
with bargraph

meters
 SMPTE timecode track

 Dolby C
 Improved signal to noise ratio + 20DB

 Record on all 8 tracks live

 MIDI interface for controlling synths on

450 MULTITRACK
RECORDING MIXER

 Completely redesigned

cosmetics and routing system

 Bar graph integral meters

 Pre and post 3 band

parametric eq

 In line monitoring
 Input solo  2 aux sends  Phantom powering

4050 AUTOLOCATOR
For use with A80, A20 and B16 models!!!

Incredible features!! 
Autoloctor has digital

LED display and is totally programmable

(minutes, seconds,
bars, notes!!! Tempo

change in realtime SMOTE time code

4030 SYNCHRONISER

 MIDI 
Computer interface
synchroniser will lock

AVD10 to audio

or audio
to video! Optional
4035 controller!!
All new and unbeatable value!

44-6 PRESTON RD. 202 NEW KINGS RD. 173 KENTISH TOWN
BRIGHTON FULHAM ROAD
SUSSEX LONDON SW6 LONDON NW1

(opp. Putney Bridge Tube) 01-267 3786

HOME RECORDING
AND PERSONAL

MULTITRACK
 TANNOY  JBL 0 QUAD ACCESSIT DRAWMER 0

BEYER 0 AKG
0 BOSS 0 ROLAND

RECORDE RS
MONITORS

Fostex 315 ...

Fostex Model A80 ... £1574 Tannoy Staffords ....... £1 Boss FIX100
£

Fostex 3180 Stereo ... £340 Boss Micro Rack DIG Delayf245 Tannoy Oxfords ... f22455 Korg GR7 ......... .... f299
125

GRAPHIC EO

Yamaha MT440
f399 Accessit Noise Gate .......... £52 Roland SEQ331 31 band  £345Drawmer Noise Gate....... £335 Roland SEC:13152315 band

£599 Quad 303
£179

Dra°1wArinlierECSoS°rn RfijalrrrlEi:t3er

Foote Aft £1375 Yamaha S103
£6£199 NOISE GATES

Fostex Dual 10 band £199

POWER AMPS

MIXERS Roland SRA1200
f389 Fost. ex 3070 CompWM

... £249
£395 Yamaha 20103 band

...................

Roland SRA2400
E725 Yamaha CG2020

. ....... £229 BOss-11.41c;;Rack--
Graphic egFostex 3/850RAM

RM10
£699 Roland SRA4800 ........... £1450

AcceRosossit Compressor
/52

Aces 10:8 2
1399 DIGRAz Raum Sou Micro Rack Comp/Lim/

-

aria
AHB CMC 24 £2750 Yamaha Rev 7 .

IaPRING REVERSYamaha RM602
£249 Gt British SpringSeck 18:8:2

£1493 Accessit Stern

Yamaha C120312331 band

DIGTTAL DELAYS Audio Technica
£1199

Call
BeyerRoland SDE3000

.............. £795 AKG£7588
forRoland SDE1000

............. £395 Electroyoice
Prices

£1375
Roland SDE25000 M/DI

... £58.5
Yamaha D1500 MIDI ....... £550 TAPE SYNCBoss DE200 ..

£229
£275 Roland CHU802 Tape sync

£132 Ibanez HD 1000
. 025 Roland S8X80 Sync box . f895

Sync 24 MIDI, SMPTE

MUSIC

SCOOP PURCHASEURCHASEFOSTEX A2 STEREO MASTER
MACHINE - LIMITED OFFER

SUPPORTED

01485 1448 OppEQUES
01-736 4771

BARCLAYCARD

INSTANT
CREDIT

oit(4-s*

SUPER SALE!
ALL ITEMS EX DEMO OR SECONDHAND

K., MM 25Micro Monitor n S Simmons 1.),,5,6.S.Tuenae ,rvo9,..a,

EucTmc,...GunP.."85,... 51, (450 C °UrB°EossDMAR300° CTUcrusIPMPLyPn
(1b5 C Custom SounclCs.uh, reve.,,,,,,n30

demo
u'r.tinInTtnela2V% Ka" f695 A

GG'ib'no 'Tying
C493 C Fostex Digital Delay Ex Dern (130F S.mornS0,5 n [pryers

FPipj:voi C55 A Roland BE 201 Space Echo sh (195 C

Wan ?Musican (Active)
(399 C Roland SDE.2%30 Dgitai.Delay

1495 C Technics SK240

5
led Digisound Modules duo C:1899g A,

New Squire Vintage Tele New', (225 C
Yamaha ft 1000 Hever Cr3'9495 N'ES'WDSPS

''''''''' S°S 5 . '''''' New'NeweStwer Straw Newii C Roland K boar ,

(58 1 Casio CT5000

So 62 Precision Bass [189 P5 Yamaha Montana Acous C95 C Korg MPK130 C299

79S 50 :SD: EE W0 55 AMPS

(952

Fender Bullets
(149 A Casio AS 10 Speakers

"'"er D'a.2M "°9' A.'"C'nPr'r "".." f31S ' Vammaa" '4a C450 NEW S

Ibanez AS.500
(150C Ail-. Noise Gate New,. [29 0e a - (952

165 AR

Bass

Washburn Force II ,f1,79t SEQUENCERS
Arrtin';i SSepnell'a= .

C245 C

NEW S Badger Minuet

fender , Bass Can 1(164'9CC

Fender
f rider

,S9.midek...300...leadNew,.., C149 CSP

C2

00 h (199 C WashOum Sold Acous 225 Roland Ire

Badge' KeyWard

'F'emadrr 43'''.1'rlel NS:: (149 C i'gliaann de .i'l?C°,13TE'x Demo °
(125 A COMPUTER MUSIC

413

Lad° Custom Electric .11
0,,,,,,nn steal Strong Anus (275C per,ddc,,s002,17.,sh ,C172t de0..monn.or,

Roland ma-sco ..,
(149C BBC . Opus Drive . EMIT Software. Fender Sideock 30 Bass C125 CS

Yamaha FG340 Acous
C125 C

aa" A Fender Sideluck %Bass (19 CSP

Fender Malibu Acous
(135 C

Fender Sower '52 Preciwon Bass 9,, and mc,{8 E395 A Roland MC -48

Fender Harvard Rev II N.. (149 LS
C225 C

Simmons SOS6 Ex Demo C999 software El% Fender Studio Lead

Fender El Rio Acous U35 CP gniend Doe! Sequencer PRBOO
n6" Oberhegn DSX New. (599 5 Yamaha CX 5 ,Japanese verwonl '39'

5 ender Yale Rev
C225 C

Ohm Tramp Bass E95 C

a',4enetanburLISC. ua 7,9,9,5
f 149 F Roland OG DXV 100 Plotters Cr99 AA OH'wmaerrarnap Leado sh f8'C39

4., 12 canon
C75C

'11'4 trIe0, P73' %1 ass
(C221409 P KEYBOMDSar:ey...1,00zScloa.veb.

C75 C

1ecteerr:Cc

ORIONDRAA

%WIN DigirteICHINDrumEsSRRP f 1200
I Egn,,,,,,,

Hondo Formula II .
C109 S KO% M.cro Preset

Conf '251 fC 'CR'rra''I'denmem'ar1'74117"
(259 A Fender Bassman Compact
(225 C Session 1 x 12 New, . . wav,s,Weston, II .

(275 SC 'A'RP, OMNI ;Pngs etc

mah 200000804-1g C, and LP
EIBSC aFender USA Strat .

S Kw

Ana Pro II Zuma C1155 erm 00% ft:me, E Roland 111-606

tin Korg DOM 220 Percussion (175 A v Amp B3w Bass Combo (19 USED S

t1H.Cladson LP copy
E-79 H101, . _, (175 Synconi.

C75 A H HBass Machine 100 amE+ ab

Ara LP Copy . (1755 Moog rangy. sect .

Ibanez AM50 Semi . Lns s yr...1.111%100
0139.5, DK.rorgrnopulamtor,

E4,99.29CP0

s Y m ha RX 15 C399 Cadsbro Hornet 5 Sass
RoIand Spirit 30 Bass (99E0 GEMS

Quest Atak 2 .

C99 NEW 5 Yamaha P55

Westone Session II C249 NEWS
RCasi rodG26000506 199 - K: 1,,..,L7

(150 S . .
C110 USED SP

,org K..5....
0C125o2S NEW ca,,s,npreaeb t x 1 9RH

Weston Concord I . pa r b

Vantage Avenger
C39 NEWS Oberhem %pander

C20D3C
C399 NEW Ohm VP404PA cabs. (349S/SOILED S

Profile Strat Copy 199 NEW SP Wud.er Nano

Hon
".(149(

(mg Korg KPRI 7

CarIsbro AOKI wiloreverbFender Strat OSA (249 NEWS Technics DOM Plano.

Ibanez RS 135 (125 NEW SP Casio MTBOO
C99 NEWS Hammond lfr , CABC7992" Pi D'n'Ia'

WernSongl.d300w.Pispkr

C250

Caner

Vintage Sguier Telecaster

0399 NEWS
Roland RE20

(245S Simmons SOS 5 New,
(750C MTR 6.4.2 mixer . .

(199 NEW SP

(1995 Simmons SOS9 .
CS45 A Korg MM25 Monitors .. (75 EACH S

A"''" E11569% "och4r:17::Vn"

F = Fulham Shop C = Chelmford P =
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PAD -8 OCTOPAD
£399

A ROLAND FIRST!
TRIGGERS ANY MIDI DRUM

MACHINE, SYNTH OR SEQUENCER

Eight touch sensitive
pads, each independently

assigned to midmachinesi note number,
can control midi

drum or synths. Four pad presets in

memory plus curve,
velocity and gate controls! Six

external pads or triggers can also be used.

AT LASTI FANTASTIC DIGITAL

DRUMS FROM ROLAND! f1499
The system consists

of the DDR-30 Digital Drums

Module and two kinds of drum pads exclusively
for

the DDR-30 -the PD
-10 Bass Drum Pad and PD -20

Snare Drum/Tom Pad.
Enter the world of electronic

music yet keep your
drumming technique nu

-a realistic digital
sound source, flexible sound

modification, MIDI
compatibility and superb

playability.
Six drum voices - Bass,

Snare and four Toms.

Four different PCM
digital present sounds provided

for each voice. Preset
edit over 16 parameters. Up

to 8 kinds of modified
preset sounds per voice

memory store.

SOL kW
0)186 G

VES°ORES,E ,., shop'.
t 1.01'"°- details
Phone"

ar
-

-I" drogra

TR707
DIGITAL DRUM MACHINE

*TR727
DIGITAL PERCUSSION MACHINE

The TR727 is identical to
the TR707 except that it

has 15 digital recorded
latin sounds. 64 rhythm

patterns- midi in LCD display. Fantastic with PAD-

S! Bongos, Congas,
timbale etc.

*In stock at all branches

ROLAND DRUM MACHINE SPECIALS

DR11 £1251 CR8000 £3251
CR5000 £2491 PC2

£491 HC2 f49

10 BADDOW RD.
CHELMSFORD
ESSEX
0245 352490
0245 353878

85 ST. MARYS ST.
SOUTHAMPTON
HAMPSHIRE

0703 226798

104-6 ELM GROVE
SOUTHSEA
PORTSMOUTH
HAMPSHIRE
0705 820595

Roland
MKB1000/300 MIDI REMOTE KEYBOARDS

Now available at
incredible price reductions!

And special offers. ie.
MKB1000 with free sta

and MKS10 Piano
module (worth over £1000!nd)

Only f1199! Call for many other super deals!!

MKS80 SUPER JUPITER
POA

also available

MKS30 PLANET MKS10 PIANO

f450

JX8P TOUCH SENSMVE SYNTH

Preset programmable,
6 voice poly, 61 keys, 64

preset patches, 32
internal 32 external

programmable patches. Edit touch pad controls,

16 digit display, memory
cartridge, MIDI.

Optional PG800 Programmer.

JUNO 106 6 VOICE POLY

World's best selling
analog synth! MIDI - 128

memories! 61 keys. LFO, DCO, HPF, VCF, VCA,

ENV and Chorus. 16
MIDI channel select

buttons. Connects
with any MIDI equipped

synth or sequencer.
Optional Recorder/Rhythm

Composer/Midi Thru Box.
EM -101 SOUND PLUS

Compact, 8 -voice
polyphonic MIDI sound

module secially for use with MIDI-compa

,tx Piano
Plus electronic pianos. EM -101 offerstible16

.{(724 preset sounds -8
Ensemble and 8 Solo

sounds.

MKS -7 SUPER QUARTET

Consists of 2 -voice
polyphonic Melody section,

a 4 -voice
polyphonic Chord, a monophonic

Bass, and Rhythm.
MIDI velocity messages

increase or lower sound. Shder control adjusts

sensitivity. One hundred preset sounds

Melody section, 100 for
Chord, 20 for Bass.

11 PCM digital sounds for Rhythm.

Call for Future Music's unbeatable

prices on all RACK
oland Keyboards and MIDI -

R

IL__2Roland
ROLAND SRV2000 STEREO
DIGITAL REVERB f1199
NEW!

Incredible Sophistication
Unbelievable Price

MIDI Controllable - Totally Programmable - 99s

Delay! Rolands new SRV2000 Digital Reverb
offers an unbeatable new market leader in
digital reverberation! With the worlds first MIDI

controllable unit. Look at these features and

compare the competitors price! 24 memories!

Parametric EQ control for room size PRG delay.

Gate/Damping, rev time MIDI + 6 integrated
display, stereo output of up to 99 seconds!

Many other features! IN STOCK NOW!

SDE2500 MIDI -COMPATIBLE
DIGITAL DELAY

In recording studios and on

stages all over the world, Roland's

Roland's SDE series of digital delays have

attracted tremendous attention due to their high performance, superb features

and unsurpassed cost effectiveness. The newest
SDE2500 incorporates the same A/D/A converting system

as the renowned SDE3000 - the
Digital Compounding PCM System, and can store as many as 64 different kinds of

programmable memories which can in turn be recalled using MIDI program change information. The SDE2500 will

soon be indispensable in live performance
using MIDI instruments and will also satisfy the needs of demanding

musicians and engineers in all situations.

SDE3000 DIGITAL DELAY
Roland's Top -of -the -Line Digital Delay
Featuring a Digital Compounding PCM system

equivalent to a 16 -bit A/D/A converting system, the

SDE3000 offers exceptionally high performance. Its

dynamic range is more than 100 dB, its THD is less than

0.03%, its S/N ratio is over 88 dB, and its frequency

response range from 10Hz to 17kHz The SDE3000 is

capable of producing a delay up to 4,500 ms in length

and can store 8 kinds of settings of all controls on the

front panel.

MEM
SDE1000 DIGITAL DELAY
The Digital Delay for Performing Musicians
The extremely cost-effective SDE-1000 incorporates a

12 -bit A/D/A converter and produces a delay of up to

1,125 ms with extremely low noise and distortion. The

frequency response ranges from 10Hz to 17kHz.

The SDE1000 can also store 4 different settings of

all controls on the front panel.

CALL FOR INCREDIBLE PRICES
ON ROLAND'S SDE RANGE!! /'

Roland BARGAINS.

KEYBOARD
JX8P POA

JUN0106 POA

SH101 y MGS1 0199

JUN060
JX3P [599
MPS
HS60 £295

MKB1000 -- 1799

MKI31000  MK S10 £1199

MKB300 + MK530 CEO
P0

HP100 (575

AXISAXIS 1 POA

MIDI CK
MKS80RA Jupiter FDA
MKS30 POA

MKS111 POA1iew POA

SEQUENCERS
0399

MS0700 0199
MCAB

MC202
Se uencer

CMU800 C99

CMU802 £49

MC202 £175

TB303 £175
C199

DRUM MACHINES

TR727 £450

TR909 7399

CR5000 £249

BOSS RMK100 049

PAD 8. £399
DORM Kit POA

AMPS
JC120 lea Chorus £475

JC50 C299

JC77
Cube 608 0275
Supercube 40 Lead 1199
Superrube 60 Lead £239
Supercube 100 Lead £929

111$1,1[..

Cube 40 Chorus E193

Cube 60 Chorus 0259

PA & EFFECTS
RY2000Reverb POA

SOE2000 0399
SDE1000 . 0396

SDE3000 .. 0799
C250

PA250 Muter Amp [699
090120 Speakers 0499

SR5120 Speakers

£149
£299

SRS80 Speakers

CPM120 f499
GUITAR SYNTHS
GR05 7 GR300
GR300
G202 h GM
Gin
087713
077
0707 h GR700
GR700

0695
£295

£650
£1600

£900
£1599
71395

BOSS BARGAINS
WOO MON £79

13X600 Mixer . 0115

8%800 Mixer £199
£49

NF1 Noise Gate £39

DM3 C79

SUPERDEALS! ALL EX -DEMO OR
SECONDHAND
JEN . £1295

TR808 £250

CR8300 £225

JX8P 5 P0800 £999

JP6 . £999

MC202 £195
JUN0106 h Flightcase .£649
5DE2030 Sampler , Keyboard. £399
181 System 100 Keyboard .......... on
184 4 voice system 100 £150

MC4 £350

JSQ60 rr9
rarohl,,trlo dgr,iNor. SH 101.. ...:..E.r14

ROLAND
MICRORACK

MPU101 Midi to CU £239

MPU104 Input Select £65

MPU106 Output Saint £79

MPU401 Midi Interlace £170

BOSS BARGAINS
£90BF2 Ranger

CE3 Stereo Chorus £92

CS2 Compressor . £72

002 Digital Delay .... £155

DF2 Ostortioo Feedback ............ .. 065

0502 Digital Sampler . E159

HC2 Hand claps £49

PC2 Percussion Synth .... ..... ... £49

HM2 Heavy Metal ... . 055

002 Turbo Overdrive 053

01200 Delay £249

CE300 Chorus £215

ML3C1S5 MICRORACK

RCL 10 ComprUm

FIE1F10 Flanger

RPM10 Phaser

£145

£107

0107

f107



AK INOW AVAILABLE
COMPLETE SOUND SAMPLING
SYSTEM

Includes complete set of
10 pre-recorded discs

INCREDIBLE NEW
LOW PRICE!!!

£949!

S612 MIDI DIGITAL SAMPLER
& MD 280 QUICK DISCS

6 voice polyphonic/12 bit sampling/32
KHz/8 sec samplingNelocity sensitive/Pitch bend/2 sounds per disc (2.8") with 3 secs access/Overdub/Looping/Reverse.

Without doubt the Best Value, Versatile System Around! Incredible Sound Libraryin stock now!

AX80 MIDI - TOUCH SENSITIVE POLYSYNTH.
At new design and sounds at a crazy
price! A wealth of features. Beautiful
cosmetics, easy to use.

61 keys/8 voice poly/Fluorescent
display/32 preset sounds/64 user
programmes/velocity sensitive midi.

n
$,

INCREDIBLE NEW
LOW PRICE!!!

AKAI MG121 12 CHANNEL
INTEGRATED RECORDING SYSTEM
Only AKAI could have done it! Combines the
efficiency of a 12 channel mixer with an all
new compact 1/2" cassette recording medium.

No more messy open reels! Includesautolocate
and control system -
extremely high quality, well madef4 99

(CASIO.

INCREDIBLE NEW
LOW PRICE!!!

CZ5000
 On Board Sequencer
 Keyboard/61 Keys (5 octaves)
 Sound Source: PD (Phase Distortion) system
 Voices: 1611 DCO) or 812 DC0s)
 Modes: normal/tone mix/key split/sequencer
 Programmer: 32 preset voices (fixed), 32 memory

voices (exchangeable), write, compare/ recall

DIN8000 PROGRAMMABLE
DIGITAL WAVEFORM

SYNTHESIZER
Hit of the year! Korg get it right with

features and price! 8 voice poly/

Korg's original digital waveform
system/velocity sensing/built in

digital relay/Echo/Flanging/Chorus
MIDI/69 memories. Extremely

easy to edit/Dual digital six part

envelope generators!

DW6000 6 VOICE POLYSYNTH. NEW LOWPRICE

price! Features advanced digital sound r
quality with easy use processing and

generationti 111contro1169 memories/Complete
sound

through harmonics synth

encoder in 2x256 ROM chips.

Korgs 6 voice digital synth. now

available at unbeatable competitive

44-6 PRESTON RD.
BRIGHTON
SUSSEX

OPENING SOON

CZ101/a1 000
 Keyboard/49 Keys (4 octaves)
 Sound Source: PD (Phase Distortion) sound source system
 Voices: 8 (using 1 DCO) or 4 (using 2 DCOS)
 Tone Memories (Preset): bank of 16 (preset)
 Tone Memories (Programmable): bank of 16 (internal)

External Memories (RAM Cartridge): bank of 16
(cartridge (option))

SZ1 SEQUENCER
4 Channel Sequencer with on Board
Memory of 3600 Events (expandable)
 4 Channels
 Manual recording: 3600 notes

Editing: copy, insert, delete clear

max.) real time recording (1800 notes max.)  Extenal Memory: cartridge
(Ws option) or cassette

113i

I III 1,111 Hill
 Compare Area: 1 (compare/recall)
 Programmer Section: preset, internal, cartridge,

compare/recall, tone select 1-16.

 Tempo - = 40 - 256
 Metronome: ON/OFF

Repeat: ON/OFF

Clock: INT/EXT
MIDI: IN'OUT

SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS - COMING SOON!

PROPHET 2000 DIGITAL
SAMPLING KEYBOARD
Up to 16 splits/touch sensitive weighted

keyboard formats own disk8 second sampling
at 21 KHz -10 secs at 15 KHz/Extremely
sophisticated.

PROPHET

EVENOEN NG Ishops

Phone for details

MULTITRACK £695
Sequential, new advanced polysynth, now at
all-time low price. Touch sensitive, powerful
on -board sequencer, multi -timbal, midi.

TOM £499
The advanced digital drum machine - now at
this ridiculous price.

SQD-1 MIDI RECORDER & QUICK DISC
Korgs outright winner! At last an affordable storage system

with the speed and efficiency
of a built-in disk drive!! 2.8"

quick disc/With 30000 note
storage/Real or step time/

Advanced editing/MIDI/Fast ACCF1I/Advanced

editing/PunchouVCopy insert/Delete modes. £599

POLY 800
Korgs best selling
Synth. Now at silly

price of

202 NEW KINGS RD.
FULHAM
LONDON SW6
(opp. Putney Bridge Tube)

01-736 4771

SDS 800
The NEW SDS 800 Series is made up

of three different systems - the SDS

800,400 and 200. Any of which you

can use on its own, or as an

expandable part of an electronic

or acoustic kit.

THE SDS 800 DRUM KIT
 4 CHANNEL - BASE, SNARE, 2 TOM TOMS.

 FULLY PROGRAMMABLE RUN GENERATOR

FOR MULTI -TOM FILLS

 NEWLY DESIGNED
PADS FOR EXCELLENT

DYNAMICS AND
UNCOMPROMISED FEEL

FLEXIBLE SOUND PROGRAMMING.

 UNIQUE 'SECOND SKIN' CONTROL FOR

DOUBLE -HEADED TOM SOUNDS

 HEADPHONE JACK FOR

PRIVATE REHEARSAL

173 KENTISH TOWN
ROAD
LONDON NW1
01-267 3786
01-4851448

SUPPORTED

CHEQUES
INSTANT

CREDIT

£1199
SDS 9

More than a match for the acoustic kit

because it is designed to give you

everything the acoustic has to offer - and

much more besides - 20 user

programmable kits, new pads, 3 snare

sounds, rimshot, all digital sounds, midi.

EPROM BLOWING SERVICE

Have your own sounds
sampled and sto50S9,red under

studio conditions. Eproms
suitable for

SOS7 SDS1. 127120, 27641.

Future Music library sounds
available EP.O.A.

Supply your own favorite
sounds on cassette,

pcm or''/. MO and we will
'Blow' n onto Epsom.

SPECIAL OFFER - 10 Pack 16k Eproms E99.00.

THE SDS 400 TOM TOM SYSTEM

 4 TOM TOM CHANNELS
--i..

 FULL PROGRAMMABLE RUN WNW

 NEWLY DESIGNED PADS
4111114t404100GENERATOR

 FLEXIBLE SOUND PROGRAMMING
,

 UNIQUE 'SECOND
SKIN' CONTROL. 'i

 HEADPHONE JACK
!

THE SDS 200 TOM TOM SYSTEM
TOM CHANNELS

 NEWLY DESIGNED PADS

 FLEXIBLE SOUND
PROGRAMMING

 UNIQUE 'SECOND SKIN

CONTROL
 HEADPHONE JACK



UP AND RUNNING:
the nightcatchers

A We start an occasional series on acts that are halfway between making bedroom demos and achieving
mass success. A This month: a Birmingham five -piece with a novel approach to creating a big sound.

A Words and pictures / /it/ Goodli
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t may come as a surprise to you
to learn that Birmingham, known usually as
nothing more than the home of Duran Duran,
UB40, Bovril and large amounts of heavy
metal, still plays host to talented bands
struggling to gain recognition in the eyes of
the rest of civilisation. Yet this is the case, and
the Nightcatchers are just such a band: a
home-grown five -piece with their sights set
jointly, but realistically, on the charts and long-
term survival in the music business.

In a typically populated and decorated
rehearsal studio that's previously been
witness to many of the band's changing
fortunes, founder member, guitarist and
vocalist Roger Cornish and keyboard player
Andy Murtagh are eager to make their
collective voice audible to the sympathetic ear
of your favourite musician's magazine.

The band's history began about four years
ago, with the partnership of Cornish and
vocalist Nikki Leeger already established from
a previous venture. The pair quickly joined
forces with Murtagh as a result of he and
Cornish working in a local music shop which,
incidentally and unknowingly, assisted with
equipment loans in the early days.

This three -strong nucleus jointly decided
that dance was their forte, and began writing
songs to that end. They also believed there to
be a 'big sound' which they considered was
missing from the guitar -based music of the
day, and opted to work towards its inclusion
in their own sound. As a result of this, there
ensued a flirtation with an I I -strong outfit
that involved two keyboard players,
percussionists and a four -piece brass section,
amongst other things.

Once that line-up had died a natural death
thanks to impracticalities, the band took a
novel approach to filling the drumming
vacancy that had resulted. Cornish elaborates.

'We got a list of the only three Simmons
hirers in Birmingham, phoned them up and
told them we didn't want to hire their
services, but would they come down for an
audition. Only Pete (Briggs -Fish, present
drummer) agreed, but it was good, and we got
a Simmons kit and a good player out of it!'

At this time, the band were also keeping
the company of bass player Tony Franklin,
who later left to join Jimmy Page and Roy
Harper in The Firm, leaving an unfilled
position behind him.

'At that point we were experimenting a lot
with the electronic side of things,' Murtagh
explains. 'A lot of the things that previously
involved both bass synths and bass guitar
sounded a lot cleaner with just the synths.'

Meanwhile, the search for that elusive big
sound continued, with a greater emphasis on
synthesisers and a lesser one on personnel. It
was with this depleted line-up that the band
received the first interest the music industry
was prepared to offer. All did not go
according to plan, though. The first stumbling
block took the form of a brief and unhappy
signing to an independent label, something
over which the band themselves have very
mixed feelings.

'We signed our first deal with a small
independent label and recorded and mastered
some songs for them, but nothing was ever
released', Cornish recalls. 'That wasn't any
good because, without a product, who the
hell was going to know about us?

E&MM NOVEMBER 1985

'What we did get out of it was an Oxford
Road Show performance, which came about as
a result of someone putting us in touch with
Russ Lindsey, Peter Powell's assistant. Peter
got to hear our material and gave us a session
on his radio show where we did four songs,
and one of them we later performed live on
the ORS. That was the first real appearance
we'd made in the public eye, so it was very
useful.'

Powell's enthusiasm was well up to its
normal standards, and the experience proved
useful enough to lead to a publishing deal with
Chappell Music. Once the links with the

independent company had been severed, the
Nightcatchers were once again free to vie for
the attention of the major labels, and now
with the confidence of a major publisher
behind them.

It was at this point that Lady Luck stepped
in-as she does in all the best stories-and one
of the staff at Chappell's, Jeff Chegwin, moved
to the RCA A&R department, taking his
interest in the band with him.

Cornish picks up the story again: 'Jeff was
instrumental in that he obviously still liked the
stuff, gave our name a bit of a shout, and
convinced the right people there. And we
were duly signed to RCA about 12 months
ago.

'Basically we're signed for a couple of
singles and an album. But if the record
company take up all their options, it's about a
four-year deal with a corresponding number

of albums and singles.
'We'd already recorded the first single, 'I

Can't Believe', very crudely in a flat in
Birmingham. RCA were well into that, but as
record companies are wont to do, they said:
"Yeah, yeah, this song is really good but we'd
like to hear it done again". So you have to go
through this building -up process.

'We actually choose to fund most of our
demos ourselves. We don't go into a studio to
record in the way that most people would
approach a demo. It's very expensive and, as I
say, record companies have this habit of
wanting it done again. You can get a budget
out of them to do that, but I feel that if you do
most of your demos on a Portastudio and then
master them, you retain a lot more of the
freshness and spontaneity than you would if
you'd already gone into it too deeply and
exhausted some of the possibilities, or pushed
them too far. I think it's a better idea to go in
as fresh as you can to master. And rather than
get the record company to put up money
towards the studio, we'd prefer to have more
gear here, like an eight -track or something.'

ecord company advances
seem to take almost as many different forms as
their recipients. And for every act that gets
signed up, there's a different view as to the
best kind of deal to go for. What was the
Nightcatchers' approach?

'We went for a deal with low advances but
reasonable percentages on sales. Advances
are a weird thing because if you get a huge
amount of money like some bands -say

100,000 - then you've got to pay for all your
recording time out of that, but you're able to
wear more expensive clothes, eat a little
better and drink a bit more when you want.



> The problem is that you're only throwing it
away if you do that- you're not making it
work for you. We've chosen to do it our way
because we envisage ourselves staying in the
business for a reasonable amount of time.
We're not trying to get just one hit single and
then quit.'

One single Nightcatchers have had, the 'hit'
remains in the realms of fantasy for the
moment. But the experience has been far
from catastrophic, especially when the name
of the producer turns out to be none other
than Mark King, ace bass player with Level 42.
RCA decided to bring in a producer for the A.
side of the single, but allowed the band
themselves to produce its reverse. So hry did
the single fair in the battlefield of radio st
playlists?

'I think commercially it's flopped', admits
Cornish frankly. 'Peter Powell championed it
on Radio I and we got onto hVal radio
playlists and did a co 4e of iiRrviews with
them, but that tet>A C0 be their diplomacy, so'
that if you d y good they can claim to have
given you y first push.

'Tony B ouldn't play it because it
wasn't souly enoug that was Capital Radio
and another respected name in the area we
were trying to get into, that we'd lost. It's just
not enough. We could have got TV, butt
without Radio I the television won't to
you, even though they might like to.

'But it's helping build us up in the same way
as the ORS appearance, so I wouldn't c it a
total failure in recognition terms. Iwo
have liked the first single to get into th
10 anyway-you gain more respect by
working your way up.'

And so to the subjects of the recording and
the producer. How did a bunch of fresh -faced
nobodies approach the prospect of the studio,,
and a name like King's to work with? Over to
Murtagh.

'A short meeting was arranged with Mark
at RCA but we didn't talk much about t he
music side of things, it was just to see if we
thought we could work together or not. We
both decided we could so we went a

'We went away and spent quite a I
beforehand programming the drum
and sequencers, because we weren't
lot of time to actually master, so the i
to go in with as much of it prepared
possible. In retrospect, we probably spent a
bit too long preparing for it, but it was a
reasonable job and we did it very quickies

'The choice of producer seemed
appropriate', continues Cornish,
relies quite heavily on sequenced b
rhythms. We really wanted it to rock. I know
I'm knocking our own material, but the
problem was that there was so much there -
we could have taken bits out, but it wouldn't
have flowed. It would have been difficult to
break it down without harming the
arrangement of the song, and it would have
involved a lot more programming and a lot
more time in the studio.'

The success of magazines like the one
you're reading now proves that the subject of
equipment is rarely far from musicians'
thoughts. That's probably more true today
than it's ever been, and it's as true of the
Nightcatchers as it is to anybody. Currently,
the band use two Korg Polysixes, a MonoPoly
from the same stable, two Roland MC202
MicroComposers, and a DX7 they've had
access to for a short while. Surprisingly,
Murtagh shows no enthusiasm for letting
some of the older stuff go, though that doesn't
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preclude the acceptance of any new gear,
should it become available.

'The Polysix is probably one of the better
synths around. There are obviously
limitations, but within those limitations it has
some really good sounds. I've found the
majority of MIDI analogue synths aren't very
flexible, mostly because of the digital access. I
prefer to have access to all the parameters
without having to go into the memory. I'd like
to get the Polysixes MIDI'd. I don't know how
practical that is, but it'd give us a lot more
flexibility in the studio, and live, for that
matter. And the ability to link them to the DX
w Id be an asset for the tonal colouration it

ye.
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'The drum machine we're using now is a
TR909, but we've been using it to trigger the
bass drum from the SDSS. Occasionally we
use the Simmons toms too, but I've found th
toms on the 909 quite adequate for demos.
The Simmons bass drum isn't exactly the best
bass drum sound around. It really is a bit dated,
but again it's OK for demos. On the B-side of
the single we used a ddrum, which gave us a
great, punchy sound. I'd like to use that again.

'Before we had the 909 we were using a
TR808 to trigger the Simmons bass and snare
drums, but we were using two snare sounds
then, and taking three triggers from the 808
meant we couldn't use the accent.
Occasionally we used audio triggers to get
round this, but the 808 is so limited program -
wise, and it takes so long to program that it
became impractical. The 909 snare seems to
be pretty good and the hi -hat's a much better
sound anyway, so we don't use the Simmons
so much now. That'll come back into its own
when we do some more live work.'

In fact, the band have previously placed a lot
more emphasis on a live set, organised around
pre-programmed rhythm patterns and
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sequences interworked with a live drummer.
Under that regime, Nightcatchers material
was adapted for studio recording when
necessary. By today's standards that's not an
unusual approach, and nor are the problems
that invariably accompany it.

But the band's dissatisfaction with that way
of working is more musical than technical. As a
result, a lot of the band's songs are now being
reworked using an acoustic drum kit, even
though recording hassles still make it more
practical to use a combination of drum
machine and Simmons drums for demos.

Cornish: 'Although pressing a lot of buttons
seems easier and more controllable than

complete band, it isn't quite so
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oducer fo t single we'll be back in
e studio, probably early next year. I know
're going to come up with the goods
ause we all filif good about rehearsing like

this. It's taken us a long time, but in that time
e been learning the recording side and

the business side of it. That's the most
depressing part: it's all money!'

In the meantime, the Nightcatchers have
given themselves another confidence booster
by taking on saxophonist Linton Levy. His
permanent involvement follows frequent
sessions and a guest appearance on the single,
and his decision to join followed a long period
of deliberation after his name was mis-spelt on
the single sleeve. In the light of this potentially
dangerous topic, I ventured one final question
in Levy's direction.

Is the sax an endangered species in the
present climate of ever higher technology and
sophisticated sampling techniques?

The last words are his: 'No chance!' 
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Standinovation,
To support a set of

keyboards, you need a stand
that's light enough for
carrying and setting -up, and
strong enough to hold up the
heaviest keyboard. Because
of its aluminium tube
construction, the Eurotec
Tubo stand is as sturdy and
rigid as you want. With

instant folding, easy -grip
adjustment knobs and
rubber padded support bars
for width, depth and tilt, set
up and dissassembly is a
doddle! Versatile too - the
Tubo stand is suitable for
keyboards, sequencers and
computers. Give it a standing
ovation!

4
AO'

The Eurotec Tubo stand strong
rigid, but lightweight with individual
crossbar height adjustment.

3 tier stand £135 inc. VAT
4 tier stand £149 inc. VAT
Send for free brochure now to:

18 Barton Way, Croxley Green,Rickmansworth, Herts. WD33QA

Tel:0923771110SRA SOUND

IMPORTANT
NEWS

for all DX7 owners
New ROM cartridge for the DX7 designed to function in
an entirely different way from existing DX ROMS by
Yamaha and Itsibashi. Having a Zero Insertion Force
(ZIF) socket into which you plug an eprom containing
64 new sounds. Eproms available that will allow you to
build up banks of sound to use with the existing
cartridge, being possible to customize your own
eproms, and if you owned a BBC computer and eprom
blower, you could be provided with the program to do
this yourself.
Cartridge £49.99, Eprom £16.66

AVAILABLE SOON
64 memory RAM pack, fully compatible to all Yamaha
models, i.e. RX11, DX7, DX5 etc. Also available shortly
for Roland TR707/TR727

Check them out now at:
London Rock Shop 01 267 5381 ESS Barnet 01 440 3449
Rock City 0632-324175 Music Village 01 599 4228
White Electric 0783-78058 Cambridge Rock 0223-316091

All Carlsbro Sound Centres
Trade enquiries to Tom Cleugh & David Jobson at

M -7/ 11A-&-,46.7 A.
W.7.2.56 AMEM.1

N. r- L w- -
NMI II V PIO I I

10 Mosley Street
Newcastle -
Upon -Tyne
NEI IDE

0632-324175

101,10 10U111DHOUY"
g=11-1= lin Irl I Ir'l MIRAGE.
DIGITAL SAMPLING SENDFREE

KEYBOARD IN STOCK NOW £1695 DEMO CASSETTE

Roland Dealer
JX8P £POA TR606 £148
Juno 106 L'699 JC 120 C475
TR707 CPOA MKS 30 C599
mso 100 sih C319 SH 101 MGS 1 C2o9
MS0 700 s/h £639 MC 202 C159
JX 3P 0599 JSO 60 C99

MKS 80 01399

YAMAHAYAHA er

-1DeitcAI
FM POLYSYNTH HAS ARRIVED

£249
FIX21 IN STOCK

DX5 - DX7 -R1000 -RK15 - TX7 & 816 MODULES
IDX1-01500-RX11-PF10-PE15-0X7-
KX88 MOTHER KEYBOARD

ynt
KORGKCeere
DW8000 Polysynth £POA
SOD -1 Sequencer CP0A
SOD 200 Sampling Delay CP0A
DW 6000 Polysynth £POA
DDM 110 Dig Drums £POA
DDM 220 Dig Percussion CP0A
Poly 800 Polysynth £POA
ES 800 MIDI Expander £POA
KMS 30 MIDI Sync Box £POA

ZEouEriciaL Main
Ci3CUiT.5 inc Dealer

PROPHET 2000
IN STOCK

NEW DRUMTRAKS CHIPS
40 Different sounds including SNOW WIS
electronics and latins. Send SAE for list

TASCAM Main
DealerDeafer

FREE CASSETTES
10 COOS with either Porta One £399

Or 244 Portastudio 0695

234 Syncaset £POA
32, 34 and 38 Open reel £POA
Model 2A 6/4/2 Recording Mixer £POA

All Teac punch -ins, cleaners, accessories etc
MULTITRACK Well written, extensee C4.99

PRIMER intro to multitracking inc. P&P

UK's largest sales
service centre

Strats with locking Trem. Maple & Rosewood
Strats with locking Trem & Humbuckers
Strats Van Haien style, Single PU
Tele Vintage with binding Colours
Tele Twin Humbuckers, Coil Tap, Locking Trem
PJ Boss, Both Pickups
THE SELECTION OF AMPS IS ENORMOUS

FOST
X-15
MULTITRAC
SUPER DEAL

£245 Inc. P&P

CASIO MainDealer
0% Interest Free Credit
on CZ -101/1000/5000 synths
Call now with your personal details and collect one
of these remarkable digital synths with as little as
C40 per month to pay
um C345 1000£495 5000£955

ROLAND MC -202

iii PP HP iilli . iiiii
I 9 9 91 0 4___

. 11* i s*xi se *

I

SYNTHESIZER: Same spec. as
SH-101. Sub Osc. Pulse width
mod., etc., etc.
SEQUENCER: 2729 notes, 2
channels, step, tab and real time,
full edit. LCD display.
TAPE SYNC: Will put down and
run from a sync code on tape.
Separate sync will run, TR606,
707, 808, 909, KPR77, DDM 110,
F0(11 + RX15 RRP £399 £159

inc P&P

including FREE spool type data
cassette and sync heads

SUPER PACKAGE
AKAI S612 PLUS DISC DRIVE

Touch sensitive sampling

RRP £1899 - LIMITED
NEW Silt Strats from5.............1982 Seats from ................

Yamaha D-1500 DEL ..,.. .... .. E298 Boss CE -2 or 3Seger X15 inc case ..... ...... 1269 Boss DM 3 DelSeuential Multitrak.......... C1075
Boss DE -200 Delay.......... C259

Boss dRoland

SH101/MGS:t:::::::::::::::::i.209
Yamaha DX -5 CP0AlandGRoland

MP -400 0489
Rhodes Chroma......... CPOA SECONDHAND

Korg EX800 Exp............... . 0299 Gibson Flying 1/.

RAM 10 & 16 Ch Mixers

PLUS ROLAND MKB300
package

OFFER £1299
.......0265 Korp Poly Six .£439

.........£475 Roland SX3P/PG300 ..... ...... C599
£73 Gibson LP Del E459
En Rick 4001 Bass. C395

E499
G & L Fretless E425

C469
...C495 Boss Pedal Board .......... ..... ..... C425

GREAT PRICES
In FREE

Amp Kit w
drumstickorth

C40
s & Amdek £59

Tuning pMATTEL SYNSONICS DRUMS

ACCESS, VISA, AMEX, HP, PHONE ORDERS WELCOME
ALL PRICES IN THIS ADVERT INCLUDE P&P OK M64r11F4L(AND

CALLERS: 18A SOHO SQUARE, LONDON W1V 5FB 01-434 1365

To: Soho Soundhouse Mail Order Freepost 38 London WlE 6QZ

Name

Address .

Please send me Model No(s)
I enclose cheque/postal order/bankers draft/cash in reg.envelope or debit

my AccessNisa Account no

fort
24 HOUR SERVICE NO STAMPS REQUIRED EMM/1 1 /85
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here are two sides to every
coin', my father would say
with monotonous regularity
when I was a lad. It was true, of
course, but he obviously

hadn't calculated the odds of it falling on its
edge - or, if it was my coin, vanishing down a
hole in the road. He also never considered the
topological coin, which falls both sides down
(or up, if you want to be optimistic), and which
is probably the same thing as having your cake
and eating it.

OK, so the above is hardly the last bastion
of philosophical argument. But similar
discussions are rife among MIDI software
users at the moment. The only difference is
that here the arguments rage over whether
real-time note entry is better than step -time -
and vice versa. Now, we looked at Passport's
MIDI/4 Plus and MIDI/8 Plus real-time
software packages in E&MM July, so it seems
only right that we flip the coin over to look at
the same company's step -time package,
rather inelegantly titled The Music Shop for
MIDI. So without further ado, let's open up
the box and peer at the goodies.

It transpires that there are only two of
these goodies: a software disk and an
accompanying user manual. Of course, you
need Passport's MIDI interface, too, which
will put you the wrong side of E110. As we've
mentioned in these pages before, several
other manufacturers have adopted (or
copied) Passport's interface, so you may be

able to use one of these. Looming deadlines
precluded practical tests of any of them,
though, so try before you buy.

The program is designed around the
Commodore 64 home computer, which must
now be familiar ground to an awful lot of
people. It supports Commodore's VIC 1525
and MPS80 I printers, as well as most other
makes when used with one of those awfully
clever interfaces which emulate Commodore
graphics. There are actually two programs on
the disk, and you must load the correct one
for your printer. Once loaded, the program

W NDOW
shopping

The Music Shop for MIDI is Passport's latest step -

time composing software package. It works on
the Commodore 64, it costs less than you expect,

and it's pretty good. Ian Waugh

automatically plays through the demo files on
the disk. These range from a decent 18 12
Overture to the worst arrangement of
'Popeye' (the sailor man, toot, toot) I've ever
heard.

Loading takes a couple of minutes, and a
quick glance at the manual while the drive is
whirling reveals what appear to be
photocopied sheets, some a little faint, and
written entirely in upper case. However, all
42 pages are well -written and a couple of

[1ttM1 111111111311911111WMINI MIMI 411
Load Score
Save Scoreer Title
ornat Disktete File

Print Page
Print Score
Clear Score
Qui t

141a4A 41=11 (ICI;

Get Notes_

I ) 8__._,.

4 4 4 46 2 2 I 11111111
6 4 3 2 3 3

reference pages at the back summarise all the
commands. A professionally -produced manual
would have been nice; after all, apart from the
nebulous disk, this is all you see for your
money.

At the Start The
demo pieces range

from a decent 1812
Overture to the worst

arrangement of
"Popeye" I've ever

heard.'

Anyway, let's skip the demo and make
some music.

The program has one main screen, which

1.161111 AMP
Setup Screen
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contains the staves on which you enter the
music. Above the staves are three menu
boxes-Tools, Title and Edit-and two status
boxes. Menus and their options are selected
by moving an arrow around the screen with a
joystick (if you have one), the keyboard, or a
combination of both. The joystick is initially
the easier to use, but since many commands
can be selected with a single key press (this
bypasses the menus and selects options
directly), key -pressing becomes the quickest
and easiest option once a little familiarity has
set in. Until then, point the arrow at a menu
box, press the fire button and down pops the
menu. Further movement of the joystick
highlights each option, and pressing the fire
button selects it.

The Tools menu contains the following
options: Setup Screen, Get Notes, Setup
MIDI, Verify Timing, MIDI On/Off and
Single/Double Spacing. Setup Screen is what
you use to select the type of stave you want to
see displayed: Single Stave, Grand Stave (a
double stave such as you might use for piano
music) and Quartet (four staves). Music is
entered in a series of Pages -a Page being as
much as you can cram onto a single screen.
You can write up to 96 pages using a Quartet
Stave, 48 pages in Grand Stave mode, and 32
with a Single Stave. The initial key signature is
selected from Setup Screen, too, along with
the foreground and background colours. 'Just
imagine,' says the manual, ' "Greensleeves" in
green, or "The Yellow Rose of Texas" in
Yellow...' Alright, so it isn't exactly mind -
boggling, but it does help find the best
contrast to suit your eyes and TV/monitor. In
fact, I often find myself wishing all computer
programs had adjustable colour. Brilliant
white text on a black background smudges all
over my set.

A time signature is selected from Get
Notes. You won't find anything as exotic as 5/4
or 7/4, but seeing as bar lines are purely
arbitrary anyway, this probably won't worry
you if you're advanced enough to use exotic
time signatures. Get Notes also contains the
notes, rests and accidentals, double bar and
repeat bar lines, 8va, triplets and first and
second time bar indicators. Items are selected
by pointing the arrow and pressing the fire
button. It's not necessary to select this menu
for each new note, as these can be selected
from the computer keyboard using I for a
whole note (semibreve), 2 for a half note
(minim), and so on.

Notes and symbols can also be 'picked up'
from the screen by positioning the arrow (or
currently -held symbol) over them and
pressing the fire button. As soon as a symbol
has been selected, a 'shadow' version of it
appears above the arrow head. There are two
or three ways of doing most things, so you can
pick the method which suits you best. And
although it might sound unlikely, the choice
actually simplifies matters rather than
confusing them, and the excellent reference
page at the back is an instant answer to any
queries.

You can place notes on the stave with the
joystick, or you can just select the required
horizontal position and press the required
note or notes on a MIDI keyboard. The arrow
then moves automatically to the next
position.

This is where the Spacing option comes in.
Single spacing places each note as close to its
neighbours as possible, while double spacing
leaves a note's gap in between. You can enter
only one note at a time manually, but this
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figure increases to eight if you're inputting
from a synthesiser. Using a synth in single
spacing mode, accidentals print on top of a
previous note if the notes are close together,
like C and C#. And the spacing takes no
account of note values so, for example, four
quavers occupy the same space as four
semiquavers. This is important, because in
order for the software to synchronise the
piece correctly, notes that are to sound
together have to be aligned vertically. If you
want two lines of demisemiquavers (one
above the other) to play together, you must
keep an eye on the extra spaces between
notes caused by accidentals -or plonk
accidentals over the previous note, which
makes for a very messy score.

Rests are obtained from the Get Notes
menu or by pressing R. It would be nice if they
automatically centred on the stave, but they
don't. To erase a note or symbol, you place
the shadow symbol over the error and press
the fire button twice or the E key.

Spaces can be inserted and deleted easily,
but as soon as you insert a space, everything to
the right of the space is shifted right. If you
insert too many spaces, they push notes off

the end of the stave, never to return - each
stave is thus a little island unto itself. Notes
don't automatically fall off the top stave and
onto the bottom one, nor do they flow from
one page to the next. Each new page must be
purposely selected, as must movement from
one stave to the next.

You'll find your piece of compositional
genius builds up a screen or page at a time, and
the page number is displayed in the top right
status box. While you can insert spaces within
a stave, you can't insert extra pages. That
might sound like an important editing
omission, but in practice it should only prove a
nuisance if you're careless and accidentally
miss out a whole chunk of music. Even then,
chances are you'll find a means of editing your
way around the problem.

Bar lines, if you want them, have to be
inserted manually, and the accidentals rule
(affecting a note only for the duration of the
bar) is obeyed. The Verify Timing option
checks to see if each bar has the correct
number of beats in it. This can be a great help
in some situations, but during testing, it took a
dislike to some of my wilder musical
extravagances, and reported errors where
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none existed - on screen, at least; who knows
what was going on in the software?

The Edit Menu is used to handle large
blocks of music, as opposed to little note -by -
note melody sections. Its first option is
Capture, which puts you in control of a
rubber -band box that you use to surround
your target. With the box in position, you can
select Cut to remove what it contains from
your score, or Copy if you want to copy it
somewhere else. Clear erases the entire
section and leaves an empty abyss in its place,
while Cut moves up the remaining notes on
the stave. Finally, Paste lets you stick a
Captured section elsewhere in your score.

The Title menu offers the following: Load
Score, Save Score, Enter Title, Format Disc,
Delete File, Print Page, Print Score, Clear
Score and Quit. The Load option lists the
available files so you don't have to break out of

e program to catalogue a disk. The Format
option is an especially welcome facility, and
one that should be included in all utility
programs (journalist gets down off soapbox).

Print Page does what its name suggests it
might, but it only prints your music, not the
title you've given it. An MPS801 printer took
about two minutes to print a page, which is
OK. Print Score prints from the currently -
selected page to the last page it finds notes in.

The printout is basically nothing more
elaborate than a screen dump, but it produces
excellent results. The legibility of the music
still depends on you, though.

The Setup MIDI option allows you to set
MIDI channels and program which of the
connected instrument's sounds you want to
hear. The software controls only four Voices,
but each of these can be assigned a MIDI
channel from I to 16. Each Voice is allocated a
Preset number from 0 to 99, which selects the
voice to be played by whatever's connected
to that channel. A drum clock rate can be set
to 24 or 48ppqn, and an overall tempo control
runs from 40 to 200 beats per minute. These
settings are saved together as a group
number, and you can program up to eight such
groups. While you're messing about-or
finely tuning the system, whichever way you
want to look at it- you can put the music into
a continuous loop so you can hear how the
various voice settings affect it. The eight
groupings are programmed onto the music
score by pressing the CMDR key and the
group number-this prints the number inside
a small box.

The program assigns voices to channels
according to the Stave in use, so that on a
Grand Stave, for instance, notes on the top
stave with their stems up are assigned to
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Voice I , those with their stems down are
assigned to Voice 2. The lower stave is
assigned Voices 3 and 4. There's no provision
for storing pitchbend, modulation or velocity
data, which some will see as a more important
omission than others. Presumably, Passport's
software writers don't feel people interested
in a 'composing' package like this one are
going to be too worried about 'performance'
features such as those above. I'm not so sure
about that. After all, there's no reason why
users of step -time software shouldn't want
access to keyboard dynamics in much the same
way as they want access to keyboard pitch
information-or so I'd have thought.

Conclusions? Well, let's face it, real-time
programming isn't for everyone. It's
particularly useless for those less deft of finger
than nimble of brain (that probably lets me out
on both counts), and step -time programming
overcomes a lot of real -time's problems
without introducing too many of its own. It
allows you to program lines which are
physically impossible to play, and it makes sure
a..y arrangement is note -perfect in a way few
real-time systems, even those with
quantisation, can equal.

All in all, it proved quite easy to enter a
piece of music using Passport's route to step -
time happiness. I was averaging three to four
minutes per bar, one of which could contain
upwards of 30 notes. That is a long time by
comparison with real-time recording, but this
is the price you pay for the versatility step -
time writing gives you - and I was trying to
keep my scores as tidy as possible.

The program is easy to understand and
therefore easy to use, and if you're reasonably
familiar with traditional musical notation, it's a
fine introduction to how that notation can

At the End 'It
proved quite easy to

enter a piece of music
using The Music

Shop... I was
averaging three to
four minutes per

bar.'

play a part (no pun intended) in the world of
MIDI sequencing.

Still, a couple of things did start to niggle me
after I'd been using The Music Shop for a
while. The first revolved around the editing
facilities. I should confess that, having used a

good many music editors in the past, I tend to
look for my favourite features on each new
one - which is why I eventually found fault
with what Passport have and have not
provided on this package.

For instance, why not scroll the staves
across the screen the way Island Logic's Music
System does? I missed auto bar line insertion,
too, and occasionally hungered for correct
spacing of notes and positioning of rests to
appear automatically. Also missing are a
simple way of block -erasing a cluster of notes
and a facility for stopping the arrow moving on
automatically after each note entry.

MIDI -wise, channels and voicings are a
doddle to set up, but as I've said, quite a few
MIDI options are just not included, which is a
shame.

The ideal, of course, is the topological
software package that incorporates real- and
step -time note entry. Only trouble is, it's not
very often a coin lands both sides up, so there
aren't too many topological packages that do
more than show a hint of what real- and step -
time writing can achieve without really
offering the best of either. If you are keen to
have the best of both worlds, you can always
buy The Music Shop for your step -time
composing and another package for real-time
recording. Which is OK in theory, but likely to
cost a lot of money, and leave you with the
unfortunate impossibility of not being able to
transfer music from one package to another.

The blurb on the case claims The Music
Shop for MIDI '...is to a musician what a word
processor is to a writer'. If that's the case, its
way of doing things is more Alastair Maclean
than Franz Kafka- quick, neat and properly
sorted, but not quite as sophisticated as it
might be. 

Thanks to Steve Currie and Alan Maughan of
Currie and Maughan for use oftheir MPS80 1
printer.

DATAFILE
The Music Shop

for MIDI
Programming Step time
Computer Commodore 64
Interfacing Passport MIDI Interface
required - not supplied
Note Capacity 8 -note polyphonic spread
over 4 Voices
Price £80 including VAT
More from Rittor Music Europe,
24 Broomgrove Gardens, Edgware,
Middlesex 01-952 5303
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64K DDL & MCS
DIGITAL DELAY LINE & MICROCOMPUTER CONTROLLED

SAMPLER FOR SUPERB MUSICAL EFFECTS

Published in Practical Electronics

Full 64K memory. Up to 67KHz sampling rate. Audio bandwidth over 15KHz. Features special wowless
circuit controlling musical delay range from 4mS to 8 seconds. Maximum special effects delay 65
seconds. Companding ADC & DAC converters with equivalent of 15 bit sampling. Infinite loop sample
storage. Controlling sweep modulator. Internal and external digital and voltage control. Effects
generation for chorus, double tracking, reverse tracking, echo, flanging, phasing, reverb, vibrato,
looped repeat and pitch variation, microprocessor control, BBC, Apple, Commodore and similar micros,
or stand-alone. Selection of programs available. Mains powered. 19 inch rack unit SET 234RK -
SPECIAL PURCHASE OFFER (Limited duration) £245.00

MINI MCS
MICRO CONTROLLED SAMPLER FOR ECHO,
REVERB AND OTHER DDL MUSIC EFFECTS

Abridged version of the above sampler excluding on -board memory and liming. For direct control from a
micro such as BBC, Apple, Commodore and similar. Includes companding ADC & DAC computer
interface mix, feedback, filter, gain, level, PSU. Set 246-BK £95.00

DDL & MCS published texts can be bought separately at £1.50 plus large SAE. Other texts available
separately at 50p plus large SAE.

Boxes are steel & aluminium with black finish. All kits include PCBs, parts, instructions, boxes, wire,
solder.
For catalogue of over 70 kits send 9 x 4 SAE (for overseas catalogue send £1 or 5 !RC's).
Mail Order. Payment to Phonosonics, CWO. CHO. PO. Access, Visa. Insurance cover 50p per £50
(obligatory on credit card orders. Details correct at press. E&OE.

MORE PUBLISHED EFFECTS

MONO STEREO ECHO-REVERB (P.E. Sept. '84) 200ms echo (extendable), lengthy reverb,
multitracking. Kit as published. Set 218BK £57.66
ENHANCED PHASER (P.E. Oct '84) Enhanced phasing with modulated filter shifting. Kit as published.
Set 226BK £42.36
RING MODULATOR (P.E. NOV. '84) Fabulous effects generation. With multiwave form VCO, noise gate
& ALC. Kit as published. Set 231BK £45.58
MONO -STEREO CHORUS-FLANGER (P.E. Jan. '84) Superb dual mode music enhancement. Kit as
published. Set 2356K £59.99
CYBERVOX (E.E. Apr. '85) Amazing robot type voice unit, with ring modulator and reverb. Kits as
published. Set 228BK £44.76
STEREO NOISE GATE 8 VICA (P.E. May '85) Automatic noise reduction circuit for mono or stereo. Kit
as published. Set 227BK £26.61
SIGNAL GENERATOR 8 F -V (P.E. Jan. '85) Audio test equipment. Multiwaveform VCO & freq. to
voltage converter & sweep gen. Kit as pub. Set 233 £46.96
SIMPLE REVERB (E.E. Oct 85) Super little lengthy reverb, mono. SET 2326K £27.35
DISCO LIGHT CONTROLLER (P.E. Nov 85). 3 Chan sound to light, with chasers, auto level & computer
interface (BBC, C64, Pet, etc). SET 245FBK £62.50
MIXER -4 Chan Stereo (P.E. Nov 85). Separate input gain, level pan, filters, echo send, PFL. Voltage
controlled. SET 229SBK £89.95
MIXER -4 Chan Mono (P.E. Nov 85). Separate input gain, level, filter, twin output. Voltage controlled.
SET 229MBK £49.95
(P.E.: Practical Electronics. E.E.: Everyday Electronics)

OTHER SUPER SOUND KITS!
BLOW BOX: Voice operated VCF & VCA for fascinating effects
COMPANDER: Mono or stereo compression -expansion, switchable
ENVELOPE SHAPER: Note triggered ADSR with VCA
FREQUENCY DOUBLER: Guitar octave raiser & tone changer
FUZZ: Smooth distortion retains attack & decay character
GUITAR SUSTAIN: Extends note decay time, with noise gate
GUITAR TO SYNTH INTERFACE: With voltage & trigger outputs
HAND CLAPPER: Auto & manual vanable clap effects
MOCK STEREO: Splits mono signal into stereo simulation
MUSIC MODULO: 8 vanable tremolo & wah guitar effects
RHYTHM GENERATOR: Computer driven, BBC,Apple, 64 & similar
STORM EFFECTS: Auto & manual wind, rain & surf effects
TOM-TOM SYNTH: Sound triggered, multivanable drum effects
TREMOLO: Mono vanable depth & rate modulation
VOCODAVOX: Modular vocoder, 7 chans extendable
VODALEK: Simple robot type voice modulator
WAH-WAH: Auto, manual & note triggered, switchable

SET 214 BK £29.33
SET 238 BK £22.99

SET 98 BK £25.20
SET 98 BK £15.30
SET 209F BK £19.58
SET 222 BK £25.31
SET 173 BK £41.41
SET 197 BK £26.69
SET 213 BK £24.37
SET 196 BK £23.56
SET 185 BK £34.64
SET 154 BK £23.60
SET 190 BK £19.37
SET 136 BK £15.62
SET 152 BK £79.95
SET 155 BK £18.31
SET 140 BK £24.36

Add 15% VAT. Add P&P f1.50 each kit. (Overseas Rates in Catalogue).

BECKER-PHONOSONICS, DEPT MM5N, 8 FINUCANE DRIVE, ORPINGTON, KENT BR5 4ED.
TEL: ORPINGTON 37821 (STD 0689, LONDON 66).

ethe perfect beat:
£7.99
inc.VAT, P&P

NEW 60 MIN. RHYTHMIX
CASSETTE

TAPES
Each tape contains no less than 16

modern drum rhythms, ranging
from ballad to rock, from funk to

disco. Each track with its own
count -in, musically arranged eight bar

phrases and fills (for verses and choruses) and
track listing describing beat and duration.

Ideal for songwriting/composing, for practising or simply
backing/accompaniment. RHYTHMIX tapes are designed for

all active musicians - also a must for the studio.

RHYTHMIX tapes have been specifically produced for MUSIC MAKER PUBLICATIONS
and feature a leading professional session drummer. RHYTMIX tapes will be produced

as an ongoing series. Volume 1 available now - send cheque/postal order made
payable to:

MUSIC MAKER PUBLICATIONS LTD., ALEXANDER HOUSE,
1 MILTON ROAD, CAMBRIDGE CB4 I UY,

or use credit card Hotline (0223) 313722 ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD.
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E&MM maintains relations with its
sister magazine, 'Rhythm', long enough to bring you details of

a DIY electronic drum system called the Syn-D-Kit. The
designer has the details. Paul White

you've read the adverts,
you've seen the drums on
telly, and you've even played
them down at your local
High Street music shop. But

each time you look at your bank
statement, an electronic drum system
seems further away than ever -

This is not to say that the current
electronic kits don't give value for
money- most do. But quite simply, if
you ain't got enough dosh, you ain't
got enough dosh, right? Wrong.

Armed with a modicum of electronics
skill (or a friend with a modicum of
electronics skill), and a fair amount of
enthusiasm, it should be quite possible
for you to enter the world of electronic
drums - even if you're stricken with
chronic constriction of the wallet.

Designed here in the offices of the
multi -national Music Maker publishing
conglomerate, the Syn-D-Kit is an easy -
to -build analogue drum kit, capable of
producing all the contemporary
electronic drum sounds- which means
you too can play drums on the
soundtrack to a TV cop show of your
choice.

It has up to six fully -variable
channels, with mono/stereo mixed or
separate outputs, and the whole
system fits neatly into a 4U x 19"rack-
mountable case. It's designed in
modular form, which not only makes it
a doddle to build and test, but also
allows you to construct one channel at
a time, expanding it as and when
finances allow. Additionally, you can
also choose between buying
commercially -made drum pads (a five -
piece set of which we're running a
special offer on) or building your own.

In order to keep costs to a minimum
whilst retaining a high standard of
performance, certain fancy items such
as factory presets and programmability
have been left out. Apart from that,
Syn-D-Kit has everything you need to
get on the road to electronic drum
stardom. All you have to add is talent...

Construction is fairly straightforward
and incorporates only two different
types of circuit board- the 'voice'
board and the 'master' board. As its
name implies, the voice board
generates the basic sound with one
being necessary for each channel, and a
maximum of six channels may be
assembled in the 19"cabinet. The
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master board contains a master volume
control and its associated mixing
circuitry, and also the power supply
used to power the voice boards.

Wiring between boards is minimal,
consisting as it does of a few straight
wire 'bus bars'- though separate
wiring with co -ax cable is required for
the outputs, and there's also a little
wiring to and from the transformer. As

previously intimated, the Syn-D-Kit, is
quite straightforward to build, but a
certain amount of electronic
knowledge has to be assumed, and I
wouldn't recommend this as anyone's
first electronic constructional project.

Basically, you'll need to be able to
solder neatly, identify components,
and be able to read the resistor colour
code. After that it should be plain >
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It'll sound just as good
down the Victoria as it will

in the Albert Hall.

Whether it's a small or large venue
the AX80 has the power to produce the
goods. It's built to be played at gigs of all
shapes and sizes, and to give you a big
sound.

The eight -voice programmable poly-
phonic synthesiser offers ease of operation
combined with the best of today's music
technology.

The keyboard has a superb feel,
offering full touch sensitivity.

Our stylish front panel allows the
selection of 32 internal presets through
reliable and positive touch -pads.

And you can store up to 64 of your

own sounds editing them to suit any of
their characteristics simply by means of
a single button.

The oscillator, filter, LFO envelope-

generator and VCA functions are also
selected at the press of a button, while
the unique fluorescent bar -graphs give
you accurate graphic displays of the
sounds you create.

In fact, the AX80 is so easy to operate
that others find it hard to follow.

The price is hard to follow too. At
under £800 the AX80 is a great buy.

It could be your first step to the
Albert Hall.

The AX80 high velocity synthesiser. AKAI
Akai (UK) Limited - Electronic Music Division, Haslemere Heathrow Estate, SilverJubilee Way, Parkway, Hounslow, M iddlesex TW46NQ. Tel: 01-8976388 Telex: 892555 AKAIUK G.
STOCKISTS: Aberdeen Bruce Miller 0224-592211 Addlestone ABC Music 0932-40139 Cambridge Cambridge Rock 0223-316091 Cardiff Musicland 0222- 621715
Chelmsford Future Music 0245-352490 Eastbourne Peter Bonner 0323-639335 Edinburgh Gordon Simpson 031-225-6305 Fleet Kingfisher Music 02514-21210 Glasgow
McCormacks Music 041-332-6644 Kingston ABC Music 01-546-9877 Liverpool Frank Hessey 051-236-1418 London E11 Freedmans 01-539-0288. SW6 Future Music
01-731-5993. NW1 London Rock Shop 01-267-7851. W2 Syco Systems 01-724-2451. W5 Chromatix 01-567-3623. WC2 Rod Argents 01-379-6690. SW16 Gigsounds
01-769-5681 Manchester Al Music Centre 061-236-0340 Newcastle Rock City 0632-324175 Northwich Dougies Music 0606-782522 Mansfield Carlsbro 0623-651633
Portsmouth Future Music 0705-820595 Romford Monkey Business 0708-75448 Slough ABC Music 0753-822754 Southampton Future Music 0703-26798 Swindon John
Holmes 0793-34095 Warrington Dawsons Music 0925-32591



C. sailing - providing you double-check
everything thoroughly before
switching on.

As far as tools go, you'll need (in
addition to a soldering iron), a pair of
side cutters, a pair of snipe -nosed pliers,
and a drill (preferably electric). A
desoldering tool would be a definite
advantage, too.

There's nothing more frustrating
than finding that half the items
required to build a kit are unobtainable
through commonly -accessible
component suppliers. The best way of
solving this would be for us to make
available a complete kit of parts for the
project, but sadly cost and logistics
mean this just isn't possible. Still, we've
come up with what we consider to be a
very good compromise.

All the electronic components
required to build the Syn-D-Kit are
available from Maplin Electronic
Supplies, who besides selling
components by mail order, also have
five branches in various parts of the
country-so at least you shouldn't have
to chase up and down looking for
obscure ICs and the like.

The PCBs are available through
E&MM, as is the 4U rack -mounting case
and a self-adhesive control panel
overlay, which gives the unit a very
professional appearance; not only that,
but all the holes are marked on it so you
stand a good chance of drilling in the
right places. Ordering any of these
items also gets you full details on how
to go about building and testing the
Syn-D-Kit, plus a complete parts list-
thus leaving as small a margin for error
as possible.

Alright, so you've been tempted into
giving it a go. What do you get for your
money? Well, all the voice channels are
identical and are capable of producing
electronic bass drum, snare and tom-
tom voicings, using the ingredients of
tone, noise and stick click. Additionally,
each channel has its own Sensitivity and
Pan controls, but as panel space is
scarce, these are preset controls
mounted on the circuit board.

The panel controls themselves are
Decay, Bend, Pitch, Filter, Mix, Click and
Volume, the trigger input being via a
quarter -inch jack socket. To the right of
the front panel is the master volume
control, while below this are the left
and right master outputs, which
provide a stereo mix of all six channels.
Each channel also has its own separate
output, which can be connected to a
socket on the rear panel if required.

Most commercial drum pads (with
the possible exception of Simmons)
have a sufficiently large output to 'fire'
the Syn-D-Kit modules, but the Music
Maker empire, in conjunction with MPC
Electronics, has arranged to supply sets
of either red or chrome circular pads
with a rubberised playing surface, and
complete with stands and leads, at a
very advantageous price to readers (see
later).

In the interests of keeping costs
down as much as possible without
sacrificing sound quality, we've
omitted such niceties as preset sounds
and programmability. Which means
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you're pretty much on your own when
it comes to setting up drum voices. Not
quite on your own, though, because
what follows is a brief guide to getting
decent sounds out of your Syn-D-Kit
without bother.

If you've used an electronic drum
synthesiser before, you'll know that in
addition to the jolly splendid sounds
that can be produced, there is also an
infinite number of quite nasty ones
lying in wait to assault you whenever
you're caught unawares. However, to
design a drum synth that produces only
good sounds would seriously limit its
creative use, and above all else, the Syn-
D-Kit is intended to be versatile.

The first thing that most musicians
want to do with any drum synth is to
get it to sound like a kit containing a
bass drum, a snare drum and a number
of toms. Sod the imagination: that's
what a drum synth is supposed to do,
isn't it?

OK, let's start off with the bass drum
sound, as this isn't usually too difficult
to get right. You'll need to plug the
Syn-D-Kit into a decent amplification
system if you're going to get a
convincing sound out of it. An acoustic
kit can put out the equivalent of a
couple of hundred watts, so piddling
little practice amps or Auntie Ethel's old
gramophone are out. Likewise
headphones which, unless you go for
very expensive ones, tend to lack the
punch to do the job properly- though
having said that, they are ideal for
practice.

Start off by setting the Pitch control
to minimum, and use the Bend control
to tune the sound. The Balance control
should initially be set so that the output
is all tone and no noise-you add the
noise later. At this point, you'll have
something resembling a dull, lifeless
thud. Once you've got that far, you
then have to vary the Decay time so
that the thud becomes short and
punchy.

Unless you are easily satisfied, the
sound will still be unacceptable-that's
largely because it has no attack. Using
the Click control, add just enough click
to give a convincing impact to the
sound and things should star t sounding
a lot better- though you may well find
things are still a bit too clean even at
this stage.

The Balance control allows you to
blend noise with the basic tone, and
this can create the illusion of a drum
head flapping, or in the case of the
snare drum, of the snares vibrating.
Additionally, the Filter control changes
the tonal structure of the noise, and in
the case of the bass drum, this should
be set to give it a soft character.

To set up a decent snare drum sound,

proceed in much the same way as you
did for the bass drum, though setting
the pitch higher, obviously; this is best
achieved by using more Bend and
slightly increasing the setting of the
Pitch control. The sound of the snares
themselves can be introduced by
turning the Balance control until the
noise is louder than the tone, and then
tuning the filter to give the required
brightness of snare rattle. Re -adjusting
the Balance control to the optimum
tone/snare ratio should leave you with
a fair imitation of an acoustic snare
drum.

Tom-toms also require that you
begin in the same way you did for the
bass drum - though you should try to
get the pitches of the various toms
sorted out so that there is a sensible
interval between drums. It's possible to
tune the toms using only the Bend
control, but if this gives too great a
pitch sweep, reduce the setting and
raise the pitch using the Pitch control
instead. The setting of the Noise filter
can play an important part in achieving
a realistic sound, but your ear will soon
tell you what is right on this score.
Don't add too much noise unless you
specifically want an 'electronic' sound,
but remember that a little noise can
often help the sound cut through the
rest of the music a band makes, for
instance.

Decay time is also important, because
if you set it too long, the sound will
again be obviously electronic. Which is
fine if you like that type of sound, but
not so hot if you'd like something a bit
more conventional. If you fall into the
latter category, keep the decay times
shorter and try adding a little reverb (if
available) to improve sustain. As with
all drum simulations, a short decay time
will give you a tight, dry result that
sounds more like a damped studio kit
than a synthesiser.

Outside the conventional voices of a
drum -kit, the Syn-D-Kit is of course
capable of a whole range of weird and
wonderful sounds. You may well end
up feeling this is what it is best used for.
Experimentation is clearly the order of
the day here, and once you've got used
to the controls (and it shouldn't take
too long), you'll be able to set up your
own sounds quickly and instinctively. If
you happen to come across a setting
that's so wonderful you think we ought
to know about it, tell us and we'll give it
a try and pass it on.

As the output from the Syn-D-Kit is
electronic, effects units can be
connected directly between the output
and the amplifier, making sound
treatment simplicity itself. Effects such
as reverb, echo and flanging can be
particularly effective. 

Syn-D-Kit Prices Voice and output PCBs £4.95
each (includes parts list and assembly/ testing
instructions); six -channel overlay panel £4.95;
19" rack -mounting cabinet £22.95; set of five
MPC drum pads including stands and leads,
£14995 (please state choice of either red or
chrome). All prices include VAT and postage &
packing. Please make cheques/POs payable to
Music Maker Publications, or ring our Mail
Order Department and quote your Access/Visa
number. Please allow 28 days for delivery.
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Digital Sampling Keyboard Instrument

Sequential is proud to introduce the Prophet 2000, an 8 -voice professional quality
sampling instrument. Based on 12 -bit digital technology, the Prophet 2000 will
reproduce any sound you sample with astounding realism and studio quality audio
fidelity. And that's just the beginning! Once you've sampled a sound (or selected
one from our library of pre-recorded factory disks), you can modify it by using the
many digital, analog, and keyboard controls provided. Each voice features a 4 -pole,
low pass VCF, a VCA, and velocity controlled, four stage envelopes. You can

assign multiple samples (up to 16) anywhere on the keyboard.
By assigning two or more samples to the same keyboard range
you can create layered sounds and multiple -
voice stacks for unison effects.

The Prophet 2000's velocity sensing 5 -octave keyboard provides
you with precise control over loudness, modulation amount,
timbre, sample start points and crossfading between two separate
sounds. The keyboard's weighted action responds positively to
every nuance of your playing technique. Additional user -sampling
enhancements include a variable input level control, complex
sample editing (reverse, mix, truncate), and automated looping
functions such as computer assisted zero cross -over and zero
slope selection to help you find the best possible loop points.

The Prophet 2000 comes with multiple wavetables stored in on-
board memory for building "traditional" synthesizer sounds. You
can play these sounds alone or in conjunction with sampled

sounds by splitting the keyboard or layering sounds on top of each
other. The on -board 31/2 -inch disk drive provides you with a fast
and easy method of storing your sounds and custom programs.

The Prophet 2000 features complete MIDI implementation, as well
as very impressive arpeggio capabilities including programmable up,
down, assign, extend, auto -latch, and transpose modes.

Superior sound quality has long been a trademark of Prophet
instruments. The Prophet 2000 adds to this legacy.

Visit your Authorized Sequential Dealer today and ask for a
demonstration. Listen to the sound. The superior quality of the
Prophet 2000 is as unbelievable as its low price!

3EQUErRiAL
Sequential/Europe: P.O. Box 16, 3640 AA Mijdrecht,

The Netherlands, Telex: 12721 SQNTL
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...is Korg's latest flagship polysynth, the DW8000. It adds
keyboard sensitivity, a bigger synth section and a built-in digital

delay line to the spec of its predecessor, the 6000. And they
make a big difference. Words Simon Trask Shots Tim Goodyer

your eyes do not deceive you. The
new Korg DW8000 has its origins
in the company's previous top -
model polysynth, the DW6000.
That machine was released to

generally favourable reviews earlier this year
(E&MM reviewed it in March '85), but at an
initial asking price of £1099, its lack of a touch -
sensitive keyboard meant that it came off
badly in the face of immediate competition
from Roland's JX8P and Yamaha's DX7.
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Six months later, the 6000 has fallen to a
more realistic price of around £700, and the
8000 has arisen to take its place at £ 1075. Not
only is the DW8000 touch -sensitive (attack
velocity and channel aftertouch), but it also
replaces the 6000's built-in chorus with what
must be a world first on a synth: a built-in
digital delay line.

You may well have seen, or even have had a
brief go on, the DW8000 at the British Music
Fair. You may even have set eyes on a

prototype voice expander, the EX8000,
which packs all the new synth's sound circuitry
(including a duplicate DDL) into a rack -
mounting MIDI box. What you may not know
is that as soon as the Fair was over, the synth
was whisked back to the land of Korg to have a
better keyboard fitted, and a better set of
sounds programmed into it. Which is why it's
only now that we've been able to get our
hands on one.

Now, you're not going to get a wooden
E&MM NOVEMBER 1985



weighted keyboard for this sort of money, but
the new set of ivories(?) is pleasant enough to
play, and have probably been worth the extra
effort Korg have gone to. The sounds,
meanwhile, have definitely been worth it.

In fact, touch -sensitivity and the built-in
DDL are only the 8000's most obvious
additions. Other developments over the 6000
are an increase to eight voices (hence the
8000: geddit?), the inclusion of 16 as opposed
to eight digital waveforms, and the addition of
an arpeggiator, a fourth key assign mode, a
choice of waveforms for the modulation
generator, and a new 'auto -bend' feature
which allows an initial slur up or down to the
main note(s) to be programmed for each
oscillator. There are also, of course, extra
voice -programmable parameters to handle
the digital delay, aftertouch and velocity -
sensitivity.

The back panel reveals the same selection
of sockets and switches as on the 6000, ie.
MIDI In, Out and Thru, left/mono and right
E&MM NOVEMBER 1985

stereo outputs, stereo headphone output,
damper (hold), portamento and program up
pedals, tape in/out mini -jacks, a tape
enable/disable switch, and a write
enable/disable switch (which allows or
disallows storage of patches). Like the 6000,
the 8000's external storage is to tape only,
unless some bright spark comes along and
writes some suitable patch -dump software
that'll work via MIDI.

If you're not a fan of Korg's approach to
front panel access (pioneered on the Poly 6 I ,

the first of Korg's polys to use digital access),
then you're unlikely to be enamoured with
the 8000 - it uses exactly the same system.
Thus, there are two buttons for selecting
programs and parameters, numeric keys for
selecting program and parameter numbers,
and a data slider and +/- buttons for
selecting parameter values.

Thankfully, the visual layout of the 8000's
parameter table is much improved over that
of the 6000, while the clear layout of the
various selector buttons is the same as before.
Also retained is a very useful facility called
Bank Hold. Summoned at the press of the D
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> button, this allows the left-hand digit of either
the program or the parameter display
(depending on which you select) to be 'held',
enabling single-keypress changes to be made
within a bank. This is particularly useful when
you're editing parameters, where it can be
handy to freeze the bank number while you're
working within a bank (the DDL parameters,
for instance, are parameter numbers 7 I -76).
Personally, I don't find Korg's editing system
as it's presented on the 8000 to be too bad -
but it would still be handy if the company
could come up with an 'analogue'
programmer to serve the same function as
Roland's PG800 does for their JX8P poly.

Like its predecessor, the DW8000 uses a
sound -generation system of Korg's own
devising, called the Digital Waveform
Generator System. (So now you know where
the 'DW' comes from as well; aren't these
names wonderfully logical?) I won't go into

Facilities 'The
arpeggio section is a
half-hearted anal 1-

thal's more a relic
J11nit the past than a
nsefril jacility for the

present.'

the system in detail as it's already been
covered in the aforementioned review of the
DW6000. gb ituffice to say that it's based on
digitally -encoded complex waveforms,
created by additive synthesis and then stored
on ROM chips. There are two digital
oscillators for each of the 8000's voices, which
allows different waveforms to be mixed
together.

On top of this digital complexity, Korg hive
put an analogue noise generator, VCF and
VCA (with independent six -stage envelopes
for both), and an LFO (which, for some reason

wa.P111111, c card t VirMves-11,ytaN fttlhitti.:Aft".
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best known to themselves, Korg have always
termed a Modulation Generator).

What all this gives the budding synth
programmer is a system that's essentially
familiar and therefore easy to use. It's capable
of producing rich analogue -type sounds
(including some very nice electric piano and
string voices) as well as some typically
electronic ones. But you can also coax it into
producing a hard, metallic edge to its output
that's as clear as the DXs' without being quite
as strident. If you buy an 8000, it'll come to
you complete with a cassette containing 128
different factory patches, 64 of which are not
on the synth when you power it up.

MIDI 'An interesting
feature is the Device

ID Request, which
allows a computer to
receive the 8000's
MIDI ID number.'

As for the synth's new-found sensitivity in
the keyboard department, you can set
velocity -sensitivity to act on either amplitude
or timbre (which means connecting it to the
VCA or VCF respectively). Aftertouch can be
applied in a similar direction, and also to the
modulation generator's oscillator.

If you've ever crossed swords with Korg's
flimsy joystick performance controller in the
past, you won't be overjoyed to learn that it's
still present on the 8000. My own personal
feeling is that though it does look tacky and is a
bit on the insubstantial side, it nonetheless
provides a handy degree of flexibility in
combining performance effects. Pitchbend
up/down, filter cutoff frequency, and
modulation of the VCF and oscillators by the
MG can all be controlled from the joystick,
more or less at the same time - and that's
something traditional pitch and mod wheels
don't normally cope with.

Korg didn't put an arpeggiator on the 6000,
and frankly, I don't really see why one has
found its way onto the 8000. What it gives you
is a Speed Change control, an Octave switch
that allows you to decide whether you want
your arpeggio reproduced over one, two or
all available octaves (a feature that dates back
to the Korg Polysix), up/down and assignable
modes of operation (the latter reproduces
the notes in the order you play them), and a
Latch switch which allows your arpeggio to
carry on playing once you've lifted fingers
from keys (it's advisable to switch this on
before you start playing).

OK, so you can produce some pretty
patterns without really being able to play. But
the 8000 can't remember your arpeggio once
you exit the arpeggiator, and you can't play
along with it on the synth itself -so you'll need
another machine if you want to do any more
than listen to your handiwork. The
arpeggiator can be synced to a MIDI
sequencer, but overall the section strikes me
as a very half-hearted affair which is more a
relic from the past than a useful facility for the
present. Even the Poly 800's sequencer had
more to offer.

Much more worthwhile is Korg's built-in
DDL. This manifests itself as six voice -
programmable parameters, so that each of the
8000's 64 patches can have its own DDL
patch, too. Parameters are Delay Time
(adjustable in a range of 2-5 I 2 milliseconds),
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Factor (which is a fine adjustment of the delay
time, from x 0.5 to x 1.0), Feedback,
Modulation Frequency (speed of the LFO
output used to modulate the delay time),
Modulation Intensity, and Effect Level (level of
effect in relation to original sound). That's a
more comprehensive array than you'll find on
many a budget dedicated delay, and it's
flexible enough for you to be able to set up a
healthy quantity of different treatments,
ranging from very dry, sparse effects to long,
repeating echoes, with everything in
between.

I approached the DW's delay line with
scepticism because it looked like a gimmick. In
reality, it turned out to be an intriguing and
extremely useful addition to the synth's
arsenal of programmable parameters. The
only fault I can find with it is that, not being a
MIDI -derived delay, its results are not
communicable over MIDI. So if you had ideas
of transferring repeat echoes from a sound on
the DW8000 to another on another MIDI
synth, you're in for a disappointment.
Personally, all I'm waiting for now is the time
when manufacturers get round to including
digital reverb as a voice -programmable feature
in synthesisers. Now that really will be
something...

MIDI parameters available from the Korg's
front panel are memorised, but are not voice -
programmable. These parameters are MIDI
channel number (same for send and receive),
note data or all data send/receive (as on
Yamaha's more recent synths, this allows for
distinctly non -selective data filtering), Omni
reception on/off (annoyingly, this is reset to
On every time you power up), and
internal/external clock (with three different
note values) for syncing the arpeggiator to
MIDI sequencers and drum machines. Not a
particularly versatile set of facilities, especially
when you consider that Roland's JX8P offers a
much more thoughtful set of MIDI
parameters, including more selective data
filtering. Still, Korg have included a facility that
lets you put the 8000 to rights very quickly if it
starts playing up in a MIDI system: just press
the front -panel Write button and the 8000's
circuitry is automatically reset. A helpful,
realistic thing to have around.

Sounds `Korg's
DWGS is never going

to make as big a
splash as FM

did... but it's capable
of producing a whole

host of excellent
voices.'

One area where Korg deserve a lot of
praise is the MIDI documentation that's in the
8000's manual. Specifically, the pages house
full details of the various System Exclusive
send/receive messages necessary to establish
communication with the outside world,
together with the 8000's bit map and cross
references to the parameters themselves. In
short, there's everything an enterprising
software house needs to come up with some
sophisticated MIDI patch dump and editing
software for the DW8000.

An interesting MIDI feature is the Device
ID Request, which allows a computer to
request and receive the 8000's MIDI ID
number. Now, being able to identify which

instrument is on the end of a particular MIDI
channel opens up the possibility of detailed
interrogation of a synth's capabilities-and
that could mean one hell of an intelligent
sequencing package in the not -too -distant
future.

The new Korg's parameters can be edited
in 'real time' over MIDI, and interestingly, the
company's implementation of System
Exclusive on the 8000 makes all data transfer
and associated requests channel -specific,
something that allows for sophisticated
addressing of one or more DW8000s within a
MIDI system.

The DW8000 is the instrument the 6000
should have been. Even though its built-in
DDL is the only thing about the big Korg that
stands out as being genuinely new, the synth
performs and sounds well enough for it to
stand up against the best of the competition
from Roland, Yamaha and the rest.

Korg's proprietary Digital Waveform
Generator System is never going to make the
same size splash as Yamaha's FM did; when all
is said and done, it's basically traditional
analogue with some added advantages
courtesy of digital manipulation and memory.
Yet it does seem to be capable of producing a
whole host of excellent sounds, now better -
programmed by the factory, more responsive
thanks to the addition of touch -sensitivity, and
given greater potential by the inclusion of the
DDL.

On the performance front, the DW8000
doesn't have anything to compete with the
new-fangled split and dual keyboards or
Yamaha's performance memories, but as I've
already mentioned, its joystick is more
versatile - and more usable - than many, and
its keyboard is one of the best Korg have
fitted to a synth for some while.

In an ideal world, every synth player would
have an analogue synth and a digital one.
Failing that, the average musician would
probably opt for an analogue instrument that
could also have a bash at digital -type sounds
without being knocked out in the first round.
Which, as luck would have it, is exactly the
sort of instrument the DW8000 is. 

DATAF ILE
Korg DW8000

Programmable Digital
Waveform Polysynth

Keyboard 61 -note C -to -C; attack velocity
and channel aftertouch
Sound source 16 digitally -encoded wave-
forms stored in four 256kBit ROM chips
Voicing Poly 1 & Poly 2 eight -note
polyphonic, two digital oscillators per
voice; Unison 1 & Unison 2, all eight
voices assigned to each note played, choice
of single- or multi -triggering
Memory 64 -voice RAM
Display 3 x 2 -digit LED windows
Interfacing LIMono and Right stereo
outputs; stereo headphone output; damper,
portamento and program up pedal inputs;
Tape In & Out mini -jacks; Tape and
Write EnablelDisable switches; MIDI In,
Out and Thru
Dimensions 998(W) x 338(D) x
10I(H)mm
Weight I 0.9kg
Price RRP £1 075 including VAT
More from Korg UK, 32-34 Gordon
House Road, London NW5. 2S 01-267
5151
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he village of Bagshot, just
about far enough from the metropolis
to be Surrey first and London second, is
exactly the sort of place you'd expect
to find J J Jeczalik. It's full of sedate,
half-timbred houses, leafy avenues,
big back gardens with tennis courts in
them, and above all, cricket pitches.
For a sound engineer turned producer
turned computer programmer turned
silly mid-off, it's an ideal place of
residence.

The Saturday morning we go down
to meet him is sunny and bright, and
Jeczalik, a tall, sturdily -built man, is
already in his whites pending a
limited-overs game against the next
village but one, postponed for many
weeks during what has been one of
cricket's worst summers for years. He
displays a dry sense of humour, a
knowing, intelligent smile, and a very
evident love for the word 'wacky'.

Which isn't surprising, seeing as
Jeczalik is the man responsible for
most of the 'wacky' Fairlight noises on
Frankie Goes To Hollywood records.
That's his single biggest claim to fame,
but there are a host of smaller ones,
like producing Stephen Tin tin Duffy's
'Kiss Me', and acting as the hi -tech
nerve centre behind The Art of Noise,
who are Very Wacky Indeed.

Before he did any of those things,
Jeczalik was one of the first Fairlight
programmers in Europe, and as such,
contributed to a wide range of records
by an equally wide range of artists,
from ABC to Paul McCartney, from
Kate Bush to Dollar.

Born in Oxfordshire of an English
mother and a Polish father, the
programmer entered the music
business as a roadie for Landscape,
after deciding that his place on a
Geography degree course could be
more constructively filled by somebody
else. He quickly swapped Landscape
for The Buggies when offered the job
of supervising Geoffrey Downes'
keyboard gear.

And that's where Jeczalik and
Fairlight had their first, momentous
meeting. Downes owned the ninth
Fairlight ever made, which probably
made it about the second or third in
the UK. Unable to communicate
properly with the machine, he gave
the job to Jeczalik, who'd acquired a
little computer experience whilst at
University.

'The Fairlight wasn't very popular
with musicians', remarks Jeczalik with
the benefit of hindsight, 'because it
had no faders you could slide or knobs
you could turn. Being a typewriter, a
TV screen and a normal keyboard, it
was very alien. Fairlight got it a bit
wrong in that respect. But it meant
that people like me, who could handle
that kind of communication, could
step in and bridge the gap.'

When the public's enthusiasm for
The Buggies' well- manicured pop
waned, and their brief flirtation with
Yes had come to an end, Downes and
E&MM NOVEMBER 1985

colleague Trevor Horn split, seemingly
for good. Jeczalik went to work with
Horn, and the machine. In the years
that followed he did '-he bulk of his
session work as a programmer, long
before most people had any idea such
a figure had a right to exist in a
record'ng studio. As a result, he
developed a unique and very personal
understanding of sound -sampling
techniques and how to use them.

Spend two minutes talking to JJ
about working with the Fairlight, and
chances are he'll mention his
long-standing philosophy that the way
to get the best out of it is not to use it
as a tool for imitating the sounds of
regular musical instruments.

'It struck me when I first met the
machine as almost silly to try and
recreate real things on it. If you want
to sample a clarinet into any machine,
it's easy- unless you're a complete
idiot. But why should you? People
have this unerring will to try and make
all the computerised stuff sound as
good as the original thing, which to
my mind is a complete waste of time.
It's no justification for using it.

'What I discovered with the Fairlight
is that it's the mistakes you make that
are the most interesting. The car
starting on 'Close (to the Edit)' (The Art
of Noise's biggest- selling disc to date)
is a prime example. I was in Highgate,
actually trying to record a horse. I'd
arranged for this woman to ride by on
a horse. A little while before the horse
arrives, a neighbour comes out of her
garage, reverses up the drive, stalls,
starts up again and drives away. When
I listened to the tape the horse
sounded dreadful, but the car was
great!'

Another reason for refraining from
petty acoustic imitation is what
Jeczalik calls 'the rock 'n' rollness of
the Fairlight'. To the consumer or the
uneducated critic, it doesn't sound
sensible to refer to a piece of cold,
heartless high technology in the
context of one of music's warmest,
most rootsy genres. Yet to anyone
who's used the Fairlight for any length
of time, and especially to someone like
JJ who's been using it for years,
nothing could be more obvious.

'Right from the start I noticed that
when you put a sound in the Fairlight,
it comes out differently. It's obvious: it
must get transformed. The Fairlight is
very rock 'n' roll because everything
gets very dirty and raunchy and gritty,
as if it's been through a Marshall 100W

amplifier. I developed this idea that if
that's what it was like, then I should
make it sound worse, so that it stands
out.

'I've never gone out for really hifi
samples for the Fairlight, because it
isn't a great -sounding machine. I'd
sample things on a cassette recorder,
or a Walkman if necessary. If you put
those into a Synclavier you'd hear how
bad they really were, but with the
Fairlight it doesn't really matter. You
shouldn't forget th.-t the technology
in the machine, from its first inception,
is maybe 10 or 11 years old. It's very
slow.'

Jeczalik has enough experience of
other samplers to know not only that
he puts the Fairlight top of the list, but
why he puts it there. He's worked with
both generations of Emulator, and
recently took the reins of a Synclavier
for Trio.

'To me the Emulator 11 sounds
dreadful. You put something in it and
it sounds too close to the original. At
least with the Fairlight I can generally
make some things smooth and warm
and others nasty with a bit of Marshall
100W distortion. The times I've worked
with the Emulator, I've found it
sounding thin and uninteresting.

A lot of these new sampling
machines, like the AMS, the Window,
or the Synclavier, have phenomenal
sample rates. It's just that there's still
something odd about what they
produce: the sounds still lose
something. The Fairlight is the worst
example, of course, but that's what
makes it interesting.

'I'm not a great lover of digital
equipment in general. I don't know
why it is. When you take a digital
sequencer playing a digital sound, a
digital tape machine and a digital
reverb, it all sounds a bit thin; there's
no depth to it. Perhaps it's to do with
time. In the analogue system there's a
continual stream of information being
processed. It's constantly changing and
it's very fast. With sampling it takes a
little while to get processed. Even with
the Mitsubishi digital multitracks,
something always gets lost.'

erhaps it's his wariness of
things digital that's made Jeczalik one
of the most adept at working with
them. On Frankie's 'Relax', his Fairlight
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r> played all the bass parts (the drums
were Linn) and a few 'wacky' sounds,
leaving a rhythm section barren of
human blood, sweat and tears. But it
swings. Swings the way a pub rock
band can swing when they've had six
pints inside them and their audience
has had more; swings the way a jazz
group can swing when they've run out
of sheet music and only improvisation
remains; and swings the way so many
of today's techno- poppers (Depeche
Mode and ABC among them) clearly
cannot swing at all.

Undoubtedly, much of the
responsibility for that lies with JJ, yet
the programmer is at a loss to describe
precisely what goes into making up
the swing formula.

'You can make machines swing, but
it's not easy', he sighs. 'The basic bed
of 'Relax' has got groove, but if you're
asking "What groove is that?", then I
don't k. ow. You can just hear it. It's
either there or it isn't.'

There is a slight pause for thought,
then 'you have to search very hard for
tintrhythmic device that will generate
the kind of mood you want. I don't
'think it's any one thing, though. It's a
melting pot of ideas which is
impossible to describe.

'My advice is: don't get hung up in
the machines themselves. What -Ever
you do has to be pleasing to the ear
and to your sense of rhythm. People
have strayed into the area where they
say this is good because it's done on an
X or a Y. That's all crap. Before
anything else, music has got to appeal.
The brain is a hypersensitive thing and
you can't cheat it. You have to work
hard on getting rhythmic devices to
work.

'You meet people who say: "listen,
I've sampled this Art of Noise snare, it
sounds fantastic!" But an Art of Noise
snare doesn't make a good song. A
snare is a beat on the second or fourth
crotchet of a 4/4 bar- nothing more,
nothing less. There are people
devoting days to searching for a good
bass drum sound or a good snare
sound. But in the meantime they're
forgetting that a bass drum with a
hi -hat, a snare, and a bass guitar have
generally in the past formed what's
been known as a rhythm section. And
a rhythm section has to work before it
has groove.

'That's what people have forgotten.
They're messing about with all these
machines, and really it's a load of shit.
That's why I can't be bothered about
sampling other people's sounds, or
when people sample my sounds.

'In The Art of Noise it's not the
sound which is important, but what it
does in the rhythm. Of course some
sounds work better than others, but
it's the whole context of what happens
around it which is important.

'Trevor Horn has always been utterly
ruthless about this. If it doesn't make
sense musically, then it doesn't belong.

'Trevor really is a traditionalist.
Forget all the whizz -bang -funk -crash -
wallop over the top stuff. If you
actually analyse it, it's dead, dead
simple, dead straightforward,
E&MM NOVEMBER 1985

0 f course I sample things from other people's
records. But thanks to the Fairlight, they all become

totally unrecognisable.'
traditional approaches to the way you
arrange and play rhythm. Trevor
played in dance bands and he knows
what gets people going.'

It's at this point that Jeczalik, though
he doesn't play an instrument himself,
commences a short discourse on
musical skills. On how nowadays,
overdoses of technology seem to be
used to mask a lack of playing
dexterity. And on how often JJ finds
himself hired to make up for the
performing shortfalls of young
musicians. He cites as an example the
sampling of a complete chorus vocal,
something Horn also produced for
Frankie.

'You have to deal with the
ineptitude of most contemporary
bands, who are maybe 17 or 18 years
old, who aren't professional in any
way, who aren't prepared to master
their art, who don't take singing
lessons or bass lessons. They come to
people like myself who can arrange
technology in such a way that if they
happen to sing a good chorus, you can
then use it again and again in a lot of
places.'

This is where the distinction

between the roles of programmer and
producer starts to get blurred. Time
and again, JJ has been called in to act
as producer when all people have
wanted him to do is sample a few
noises into a Fairlight. Equally often,
he's found himself turning to the
Fairlight for new arrangements when
all he's been asked to do is a simple
remix.

In fact, Jeczalik rarely produces
without programming, or vice versa.
But whatever the job, he's certainly
done it successfully. After mixing for
Billy Idol and Scritti Politti amongst
others, JJ was approached by Stephen
Duffy to remix 'Kiss Me'. Jeczalik's
version, a re-recorded and rearranged
'remix, became a gigantic hit.

'Whenever I remix something, I
always make it drastically different. I
see producing as an exercise in
psychology. You have to make the
engineer think that he is the greatest
thing since sliced bread. You've got to
make the whole thing work. Whereas
a musician might love the chord
progression throughout the chorus, he
may not come to terms with the fact
that the rest of the programming isn't l>
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t> hanging together to make it work.
'You need to understand the

overview of who you're trying to
control and what you're trying to
control - and what you're trying to
end up with. So some of the best
producers I've come across have been
bass players. They have an
understanding of rhythm, groove and
melody.'

It's strange, but significant, that a
computer programmer should value
musical understanding higher than
technological know-how. And while
you couldn't accuse JJ of having an
unhealthily high regard for those
obsessed with music theory, he's even
less enamoured of the techno-freaks,
the R&D people, and the salesmen that
beat a regular path to his door,
offering some new 'innovation' as if it
had become indispensable overnight.

'They have this thing called Total
Recall, which is a complete load of
crap, because it doesn't recall anything
really. It memorises certain positions of
the faders on the desk, but there's tons
of outboard gear that doesn't even
come into account, and which you
have to write down manually. Total
Recall is one of the great lies of rock 'n'
roll, because i honestly don't think it
helps the creative process. It means, for
example, that you keep on remixing
until you go blue in the face, because
you play your mix to the A&R
department and they say: "ah, you did
it on SSL, so you can remix it and just
put the voice in the chorus louder." But
you just can't do that. When you put
the voice up, the entire song's
perspective alters; everything changes.

'In the end I think that the SSL desks
caused more problems than they've
solved. They're fantastically expensive,
so it's expensive to hire a studio that's
got one, and I honestly don't believe
they sound that good.

'Innovations like that just confuse
the issue, which is melody and rhythm.
A proper arrangement of those is what
makes a song work.

'For that reason, it's really useful to
listen to other forms of music. If you're
in a rock band, buy some classical
records. Buy Bach's Brandenburg
Concertos or something by Mozart of
Mussorgsky. You'll find there is art,
there is strength, and there is power.
And things sound massive, not
because they're loud, but because
they're arranged properly and
conducted in a manner which makes
things big.'

rom The Noise of Art to The
Art of Noise, that enigmatic collection
of individuals that gave us an unlikely
British and European hit with 'Close (to
the Edit)', and a number one in the
American Billboard disco chart with
'Beat Box'. They also gave us an album,
'Who's Afraid of The Art of Noise?', on
which the two 45s are surrounded by a
bubbling concoction of outrageous
sound samples, naive melodies, bizarre
98

arrangements and the odd moment of
pure workshop genius. 'Wacky' sums it
up, but it only tells half the story.

Officially, the group consisted of ZTT
bosses Trevor Horn and Paul Morley,
together with Jeczalik, Gary Langan
and Anne Dudley (still enjoying
notoriety as the lady who drilled the
strings section on ABC's 'Lexicon of
Love' into playing in time with the
beat).

Jeczalik: 'The Art of Noise came out
of drugs, dope and giggles. Gary had
this idea and off we went. We mainly
wrote the bass and drum parts and
some tunes here and there, which you
can actually recognise by their
banality. I mean, the
porn-pom-pompompompompom
tralala of 'Close (to the Edit)' is really
silly. No keyboard player worth his
socks would write a thing like that.

'Then Anne would come up with
some chords that fitted. She also
arranged and wrote some tunes. She is
the musician. It would have taken Gary
and me years to work out what we've
done without her.

'Trevor was guiding, I suppose. He
would come in and make some tea.
Morley would give everything a name,
and that was it.

'90% of the album consists of the
original demos. We tried to redo
things on 24 track with reverb and
everything, but it never came out the
same. So we ended up releasing the
original stuff, which was done on
quarter- or half -inch tape in stereo. We
would play the Fairlight through an
eight -track mixer and put it straight
onto tape.

'I would say that 85% of the record
was produced via the Fairlight and
15% were bits and pieces, pianos,
spoken words... Anne always did
those.'

Like the Frankie arrangements,
'Who's Afraid of The Art of Noise?' has
a human vulnerability that belies its
computerised origins. And as with
'Relax', trying to find out exactly
where that human appeal comes from
is a thankless task. There's the odd
fragment of recognisable music, the
occasional (and lovable) quirk of
composition. But.] l Jeczalik can't put
his finger on where his group's record
succeeds, and refuses point-blank to
answer questions on the origins of
some of his samples...

'Of course I sample things from
other people's records. There's stuff all
over the album that's sueable in one
form or another. Courtesy of the
Fairlight, though, it sounds so
hopelessly different that nobody can
distinguish it. It sounds so disgusting
that even the people who made it
haven't recognised it.

'I sample off other people's sounds
and they sample mine. Why shouldn't
that be justifiable? You do it in such a
way that no one ever knows, anyway.

'If you think that an Art of Noise
drum sound gives you a hit single,
you've got it all wrong; you might as
well sample everything, because your
overview is wrong.'

Meanwhile, Jeczalik, Langan and

Dudley have left ZTT (they're the first
act to do so), and signed a contract
with China Records, a new
independent label set up by Derek
Green (formerly managing director of
A&M) and licensed through Chrysalis.
lJ points to a lapse in the contract with
ZTT (through which they found
themselves temporarily out of
contract) and general dissatisfaction
with their unstable position as the
reasons that led to the move. A single
and a 12 -inch are scheduled for the
Autumn, and a new album should be
out in January.

Will the new material be along
similar lines to the old?

'We feel that people want more of
the same, and we also feel that we
haven't explored fully the kind of area
that we're in.

'It's going to be harder though,
because when we first started The Art
of Noise, I have to admit that my view
on what I was doing was very naive. I
just did things because they sounded
good, like one of my rhythm sections
that started with a snare and went
'tak-boom-boom, tak-boom-boom'. I
now understand a great deal more,
and that definitely makes it harder.

'Artistic form, whether it's TV, taking
photographs, or making music, is what
it's all about. Being able to stand back
and say: I see relations here that create
form.

'And a lot of contemporary music
has no form at all. It's noise. It's
become worse with the introduction
of all these machines, because people
don't know how to deal with them.
Saying that the Fairlight is the ultimate
device which makes all other
keyboards redundant is just nonsense.
The Fairlight, or the Synclavier, or any
other machine, is just another tool for
making music. It isn't the ultimate, it
isn't the best, and it isn't the worst. It's
just something that you should use as
befits the situation.

'But I feel that an emphasis on form
will come back again. It will come full
circle.'

Brave words from a brave man,
undeniably. 
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XRI SYSTEMS MICON
MIDI SYSTEM CONTROLLER\

FOR A 48K

ZX SPECTRUM
Features include:

 STEP SEQUENCER
with 24000 events  Music Score
 Full Edit Facilities  Input from Synth

 REAL TIME SEQUENCER
with Correct 10 Sequences  Patch Dump
 Recording with Metronome
 External Drum Machine

 SYNC
From MIDI Sync 24 or Internal Micon Clock

 PRICE - Interface and Software - cheques and
PO's payable to XRI Systems

£108
 CASIO EDITOR £22.95
 DX7 EDITOR £24.95
 JUNO 106 TOOL KIT £19.95
 SYNC CONVERSION KIT £14.95

 ADDRESS - 10 Sunnybank Road,
Sutton Coldfield, West Midlands.
Tel: (021) 382 6048

Eurotec
KEYBOARD STANDS
4 TIER
KEYBOARD STAND
A fully adjustable
heavy duty stand in a
durable black crackle
finish with chrome
cross pieces. Can be
used for performing or
display. Also available
in a 3 tier version.
3 tier £105.16
4 tier £115.86
RRP including VAT.

x X TYPE STAND
A quick -fold stand finished in
durable matt black. Spring
loaded height adjustment.
Price £25.47.
Also available with an
extension unit for two
keyboards at £40.90.
RRP including VAT.

See these stands at your local Sola Sound dealer now,
or send for free colour brochure to:

SOLA SOUND
18 Barton Way, Croxley Green,
Rickmansworth, Herts. 0923 771110

la?Aoitt
Project Electronic Music
71 Salisbury Road,
Hounslow, Middx TW4 7NW.
Telephone 01-570 4444

r- Come and 'ave a look at some of our stuft
Keyboards
Roland JX8P/PG800, Juno 106, HP100,
EP50, Mother keyboards
Yamaha DX7, DX21, KX5, PF10
Korg DW6000, Poly 800
Ensoniq Mirage - Ensoniq Mirage Full range
of mirage accessories available
Roland SH101 w/handgrip - special £219
Full range of Casio keyboards
Amps
Carlsbro Combos and PAs
Session Lead & Bass Combos, plus new
SG2100 stereo head
Marshall Mips, Cabs & Combos
Vox Lead & Bass Combos & PAs
Roland Super Cubes, Jazz Chorus
Custom Sound Combos and monitors
New Design amps now in stock. A complete
100w, 4 channel PA system for £399
Guitars
Aria Heritage, Wildcat, TA30, Laser & Knight
Warrior
Westone Thunder 1, Thunder Jets and
Spectrum guitars and basses
Tokai TST50, TTE60, SD40, 50, fretless bass
& LBX60
Ibanez Roadstar Guitars & Basses
Yamaha SE300, SG200
SG1000
Roland GR700 Guitar Synth set-up

Effects & Studio Units - -
Full Range of Boss Effects
Boss BCB 6 Carrying Case
Roland SRV2000 Digital Reverb
Yamaha RX21 Drum Machine
Lightweight Multi -Keyboard Stand
Ouickfold Stands & Extensions
Boss BX800 8 Channel Mixer
Shure Prologue Microphones
Roland SDE 1000/3000 Delays
Boss Micro Rack - full range
Roland TR606/TB303 - £149
Roland TR707 - Yes - In Stock
DR110 Doctor Rhythm
Carrying cases for Juno, DX7 and Mirage, In
Stock

Limited Offer!
Your chance to buy a unique MIDI micro
composer system sophisticated
polyphonic sequencing or MIDI synths for
just £625

Stage Lighting
Ask about our range of Stage and Effects
lighting controllers and lantems, plus stands &
accessories
Full servicing facilities for Amps. Keyboards,
Effects Units etc. etc.
Always a good selection of secondhand gear
in stock. Phone for details -A

r
M4

SLOUGH

A4

HEATHROW AIRPORT

AHAYES
Junc 31 1

M4

VFELTHAM

414

Here's a map so you can find us easy.
Don't forget, there's a free car park right
outside the door.

A

Another thing that's easy is the
phone number. 01-570 4444.

We open 9.30 to 6.00 Tuesday to
Saturday-later by appointment.

After that, talk to us on the
Ansaphone. 01-570 4444.

L._
AccessNisa/HP/Mail Order/Export.

We do the lot.
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The world's most expensive home micro -based music
software package is also one of the most comprehensive and
one of the easiest to use. But is there still a place for it now

that programs for a new generation of computers are on the
horizon? Simon Trask

vve all know that the future
of computer music soft-
ware lies with the new
generation of 16 -bit
micros, with their multi-

tasking and their superior graphics. Just how
far away that future lies isn't really clear,
though, and in the meantime, there are
plenty of software writers devoting attention
to older computers which already have a
large following of everyday users behind
them.

Umusic, the people behind the UMI 2B 16 -
track MIDI sequencing system reviewed
here, have stuck their necks out and gone for
the BBC Micro, which has enough trouble
competing with the cheaper and bigger -
memory Commodore 64, lei, alone the
hordes of 16 -bit invaders to come. Their
system has neither the graphics features of
new -generation software, nor the ability to
contemplate doing more than one task at a
time. Yet it's a powerful, well -thought-out,
and well -designed system that goes out of its
way to be flexible and responsive to the
demands of the musician, rather than impose
its own set of demands.

That was pretty much the conclusion we
came to when we tested the package's
predecessor, UMI I B, in E&MM December
'84. The 2B - as before, distributed
exclusively by the London Rock Shop - is
better still.

Like its forerunner, UMI 2B takes
advantage of the Beeb's ability to hold
several ROM chips full of software, which
you plug into the appropriate socket inside
the machine and then forget about. What this
means is that when you power up the Beeb
you just type *U . and you're instantly into
the UMI system, which beats loading from
disk any day. It also has the added advantage
that the software doesn't have to reside in

main memory, so there's more space free for
sequence storage. There was quite a bit of
memory inside December's test micro
anyway, seeing as it was equipped with an
Aries B20 20K expansion board. However,
the Aries is no longer available as a separate
item, so the 52K version of UMI 2B is sitting
waiting for new memory boards as I write
this.

Price of the basic 2B package is £495
including VAT, which means a total cost of
around 1000 if you don't already own a
Beeb. OK, so it's not cheap. But it's under
half the price of a Yamaha QX1, which is
probably the sequencer most people will
draw comparisons with. A second ROM will
be available soon to add a number of facilities
to the system which, presumably, have come
about in response to feedback from users.

Background 'There
are now quite a few

pro musicians using
UMI - which isn't

something that
happens to a lot of

MIDI software
packages.'

,:,usazif.l.
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Speaking of which, there are now quite a
number of pro and semi -pro musicians using
UMI in one or other of its forms - which isn't
something that happens to too many music
software packages. Musicians currently using
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the system include Vince Clarke, Depeche
Mode, Blancmange and Tears For Fears. On
the studio front, Battery, Mayfair and
Hollywood studios all have a UMI system
installed, too. There's even one just gone out
to America to receive a test drive from the
Cars (sorry).

There are two parts to UMI: the software
on ROM and the hardware (designed by
Umusic's Lynton Naiff and Paul Ludgate
respectively). The latter comes in the form of
a slimline, custom -designed hardware
interface unit which plugs into the Beeb's
1MHz bus, and allows the software to
interact with the outside world. A single
button sits atop the unit (this is the Run/Stop
button and controls pattern and song
start/stop, as well as any drum machines or
sequencers connected to the hardware unit),
while all the sockets are spread out across
the unit's rear panel. No stingyness here: in
addition to the rather essential MIDI In, there
are no fewer than four MIDI Outs. These are
divided into two pairs, with each pair linked
to a different ACIA (Asynchronous
Communication Interface Adaptor, as if you
didn't know). This gives parallel processing of
outgoing MIDI data, with each ACIA
processing eight of MIDI's 16 tracks -a great
help in reducing bottlenecks caused by
MIDI's serial nature.

But UMI doesn't confine itself to MIDI
communication. There's also Roland's DIN
Sync 24 (output only, unfortunately), Clock
In and Out (Out set to 24ppqn, In variable
over 24, 48 and 96ppqn) and Start/Stop jacks,
Trigger Out (determined by the selected
clock rate), Click Out (for the internal
metronome) and, wonder of wonders, Sync -
to -tape In/Out. Plenty enough to keep a lot
of people happy.

Surprisingly, you can't sync UMI directly to
a MIDI drum machine or sequencer. The
system simply won't send or receive the
requisite MIDI Start/Stop codes (let alone
Continue) or timing bytes. Clearly, UMI's
designers want you to use their system to
record and play rhythm patterns by taking
advantage of the facility commonly found on
MIDI drum machines whereby specific
pitches (conveyed as MIDI note numbers) are
assigned to trigger each drum voice.
Ultimately, this system does give you the
greatest flexibility.

But what about all those great patterns
you've already got recorded in your drum
machine, just waiting to be played at the
press of a button? And what happens if you
don't want to use up any of UMI's patterns or
processing time when your drum machine
has its own memory and its own processor,
just waiting to be used?

Well, if your drum machine has some
suitable connections on its back panel, you
can take advantage of UMI's non -MIDI
triggering facilities to provide
straightforward start/stop functions. But if it
hasn't, or you're using a sequencer that
hasn't, you're going to need a synchronising
box like Korg's KMS30 before UMI will talk
the same language as your existing
machinery.

And just in case you're thinking of hooking
this software up to a broader recording
setup using SMPTE in preference to UMI's
sync -to -tape facility, you'll have to rely on
the Clock In and Out for your interfacing.
Still, at least until MIDI gains a standardised
song file format which can then be used to
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interface with SMPTE in a more extensive
way - there's not much difference between
the information conveyed over MIDI and
non -MIDI channels.

So much for the hardware - time for an
overview of the software. The first thing
you're confronted with on entering UMI is a
clearly laid -out menu page which displays
every option together with the key required
to access its relevant page. Each page is
accessed by pressing one of the Beeb's bright
red function keys, which seems eminently
sensible.

T.,,,mmm. qw.VW
.0. .0,4,0. .== -a.

Operation 'Having
to keep returning to

menus can be
annoying... but UMI
lets you move directly

from one page to
another at any time.'
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Menus (and having to return to them) can
become rather annoying once you've learnt
all the appropriate keypresses, and again,
UMI's designers have recognised this: UMI 2B
allows you to move directly from one page
to another at any moment (provided a
pattern or song isn't playing) by pressing the
relevant function key. Meanwhile, the usual
method of returning to the main menu
screen is to press the Return key, and this can
be done from virtually any point in the
system providing a sequence isn't running. As
mentioned earlier, Pattern and Song
start/stop are controlled by the only button
not found on the Beeb's own keyboard: the
R/S (run/stop) button found atop the UMI
hardware unit. So keyboard input is
minimised and movement around the system
is made as speedy as possible.

And it's because you can access every part
of the system quickly that operation of UMI
becomes a very 'integrated' affair. Much
more than is the case with most currently
available software packages, UMI lets you use
it in the way that best suits you - very, very
quickly.

UMI adopts a programming approach
that'll already be familiar to a lot of people
through working with drum machines, using
patterns as basic building blocks which are
then chained into songs. But unlike a song on
a drum machine, a UMI piece can have up to
16 chains running concurrently, giving 16
'tracks' each of which can be globally assigned
to any one of the 16 MIDI channels (so it
doesn't matter which MIDI channel you used
for inputting your music).

Each track is capable of chaining together
almost 100 patterns, and UMI has provision
for a maximum of 127 patterns to be
resident in memory at any one time. The
system has been designed to hold a single
song in memory, but this poses no problems:
saving to and loading from disk is very fast,
and automatically saves all pattern data along
with the song data, so you can easily start on
a new song, save that too, and then call up
any other song you might want. A nice
feature of the Save and Load pages is that you
can catalogue a disk at any time so you know
precisely what's on each disk.

As things stand, you can't save patterns to
disk independently from songs. But one of
the second ROM's updates will allow
individual patterns to be saved and loaded in
their own right as well, so you'll be able to
build up libraries of patterns and load them
into a song where appropriate, or use them
as the basis for a new song.

A pattern can be as little as one beat or as
many as 64 beats long (with a beat definable
as either a quaver or a crotchet), which gives
a maximum pattern length of 16 bars in good
ol' 4/4 time.

Real-time recording allows you to specify a
count -in period of up to nine beats (set up in
the Defaults section of the main menu) or
launch straight into record simply by starting
to play on your synth. When you reach the
end of the pattern, UMI switches
automatically to looped playback of the
pattern - which means, sadly, that you don't
get the typical drum machine feature of
looping in record mode so you can add new
bits each time around.

In pattern record mode, you have the
software option to set UMI's MIDI Outs to
become effectively MIDI Thrus, so that the
music you play into the sequencer is passed
out to any attached instruments as well as
being recorded - useful if the pattern you're L
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recording requires a layered sound. What
you can't do, however, is use this facility and
play back an existing sequence at the same
time; the system will record, but not pass on,
your incoming data.

On entering the step -time recording page,
you're presented with a five -column matrix
display of pitch names, one octave per
column. First off, you define how many beats
per bar and how many steps per beat you
want. The latter figure can be as high as 24
steps per beat, while the former allows UMI
to indicate which bar you're currently in.
That's useful for knowing where you are in
longer patterns, but it would be more
worthwhile still if it told you which beat you
were currently on, too.

You input pitches by playing the relevant
note or notes on your synth, and these are
then highlighted on the matrix display. If you
enter a wrong note, you can delete it simply
by rekeying the note before moving on to
the next step; the relevant highlight is
removed to show you that all trace of the
miscreant note has indeed been eradicated
from the face of the Earth.

Notes or chords which last longer than a
single event can be indicated by typing in an
event count after entering notes, and you
input rests by typing in an event count
without playing any notes - all very logical.
You can hear the pattern at any stage by
pressing the R/S button, which is extremely
useful. It's also possible to give each step its
own attack velocity value by typing in a
number from 1-127 (the MIDI velocity
range), and select 'gate' lengths of 10%, 30%
and 75% for each step.

UMI's step -time editing facilities are a
touch on the minimal side, though. You can
step back through your pattern to change
anything while remaining in record mode, but
unfortunately, every step is deleted along the
way. So if you want to change a note or a
velocity value 10 steps back, you have to re -
input the intervening nine steps as well.

And once you've reached the end of a
pattern, there are no step -based editing
facilities except for Erase Notes, which
allows you to step through any pattern and
selectively erase notes in the manner
described above.

When you've finished recording a pattern
in either real or step time, you can go to the
Edit page for any further work. It's from this
page that it becomes possible to overdub
onto the pattern in real time. This is a useful
and very easy way of building up a pattern,
and UMI allows you to do a seemingly endless
number of overdubs - the only limits are the
voice capabilities of your synth and your own
sanity. Overdubbing is also a useful way of
adding things like pitchbend, modulation and
patch changes. Again, you'll find your pattern
going into an endless playback loop until you
stop it by hitting the R/S button.

If you aren't happy with your overdub, you
simply select Overdub again and your
previous overdub is replaced. If you are
happy with what you've done, select the
Commit Overdub option and it'll become
part of the pattern.

All of which gives you admirable flexibility,
spoilt only by one unfortunate omission: you
can't listen to any other patterns while
performing an overdub. As it is, you have to
set up the relevant patterns in Song mode,
make a ccpy of the pattern you're about to
overdub, do the overdub, go into Song mode

to hear it in context (which commits the
overdub for you), and if you don't like the
result, call back the original pattern from its
copied position and start again. A slightly
long-winded way of doing things in what is
generally a very fast sytem.

Other options on the Edit page allow you
to change the auto -correct value (anything
from crotchet to triplet semiquavers),
compact pitchbend and modulation data, and
erase pitchbend, modulation and patch
change data. Two further pattern -based

beats at the end, which you can record into
by overdubbing -a neat way of building up
longer patterns. A further option allows you
to isolate any number of beats from a pattern
(always beginning from the first beat) and
copy them into a blank pattern with a
specified number of repeats.

And so, finally, to songs. There are two
pages relating to these: Write/Edit Chain and
Play Song. UMI's 16 tracks are labelled A to
P, so you can access any track with a single
keypress. Each song page displays the links in

synth
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editing facilities on their way (on the new
ROM) are real-time velocity sensitivity
expand/contract and a universal controller
code erase. The Retrieve function acts on all
the above modifications except Erase Notes
to return the pattern to its unmodified state
(so long as you use it before exiting Edit
mode), while Cut-off isn't as painful as it

the chain for one track, and you flip from one
track to another by keying the appropriate
track letter.

Both song pages also display the current
track letter, the MIDI channel allocated to
that track and, if you've entered them, the
names of the synths playing that track. It
proved irritating not to be able to change

*1 25 26 40
2 25 27 40,252
3 25 28 40,252
4 25 29 47,252
5 27 30 27
6 27 31 47,252
7 25 32 4?
8 25 33 47
9 25 34 47
10 25 35 47
11 30 36 47
12 30
13 25
14 30
15 33
16 33
17 30
18 30
19 27
20 27
21 36
22 36
23 36
24 36
25 25

Itae:4.,;1

Chain options

DELETE delete
insert
stop

4- rpt dlimiter
-' rpt dlimiter
+47 mark coda
7+ to coda
$23 mark sign
8$ to sign

1st X bar
2nd X bar

chan 1
sounds: if you're left with notes hanging on at
the end of a pattern because you didn't
release them in time, this option sorts the
problem out for you.

Further pages dealing with patterns as
opposed to songs are Erase Pattern and
Copy Pattern. With the latter, you can
specify an additional parameter which is the
length of the new pattern, and this can be
either longer or shorter than the original. If
it's longer, you'll obviously have some blank

MIDI channel assignment from the
Write/Edit Chain page (you have to go to the
Track Assignment page and step to the
appropriate track). But you've guessed it, this
irritation is due to be remedied as one of the
updates on the forthcoming second ROM.

Links (ie. pattern numbers) are entered in
three columns, with all links being numbered
on entry automatically. At the sequencer's
simplest level of operation, all you have to do
is type in the pattern number and press >
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One SCOREWRITER
plus one tune equals three scores or more!

The JMS Scorewriter brings to the musician his own personal
staff of arrangers and copyists - on his Commodore 64
Computer!

Music is recorded "live" from a
MIDI keyboard into the JMS 12
Track recording studio program
(included free with the
Scorewriter E -Prom). The
appropriate tracks are then
edited and printed in the
format to suit virtually any
musical purpose. Additionally
each part may be extracted
and printed separately -
suitably transposed for any
instrument. Up to six staves
may be printed at a time -
each containing multiple parts
if required. A wide range of
tolerances and parameters may
be set.

Here is the ultimate tool for the
musician who takes his work
seriously. Whether for
orchestral arranging, brass band scoring,
teaching, writing parts for all instruments from
synthesiser to viola - the facility is at his
fingertips.

Rosetti Limited, 138-140 Old Street, London EC1V 9BL, England
Telephone 01-253 7294 Telex 25606 Roseti G Telegrams Tuneful London EC1



> Return for each link. On playback, the song
loops continuously unless you've typed in an
'S' at the end of track A.

In this way, it's possible to set up basic
sequences very quickly. You can also specify a
transposition value up or down for each link,
over what is effectively the entire MIDI -
playable range of 127 pitches. So you can
easily experiment with patterns in different
octaves, or with mixing different harmonies
derived from the same pattern, or create
octave divider effects.

Editing facilities available are Link Insert,
Delete and Overwrite, and you can move a
cursor around the screen to any link.
Complete chains can be copied from one
track to another, and a useful facility allows
you to specify an offset number - so that
pattern 11 with offset 10 becomes pattern
21. New patterns created in this way don't
actually have to exist, so you can align related
pattern numbers for easy cross-referencing
when you're recording. Patterns I 1 -19 run in

parallel with patterns 21-29, for instance.
But UMI also provides what are rather

endearingly called 'routemap pointers'. These
allow you to define such niceties as looping
sections, first- and second -time repeats, jump
to coda and return to sign. The looping facility
provides an infinite repeat for any number of
links, which is useful if you want a repeat -to -
fade at the end of a song. Otherwise, you can
use it in conjunction with the first- and
second -time repeat markers, in which case
you can use repeats more than once in a track.

A more usable approach would've been to
allow any number of repeats to be specified
for each loop. But what has been usefully
included is a facility for redefining the start
point of a sequence-which allows you to
home in on a particular section of a song very
quickly.

UMI uses track A as a master track for
defining routemap pointers. Thus whatever
'route' you set up on track A is automatically
adopted by the other tracks.

Track A also governs the other tracks when
it comes to pattern length. All links across the
16 tracks have to be in step with one another,
so if a pattern on track A is eight beats long
and the concurrent pattern on track C is four
beats long, track C will wait until track A has
finished playing its pattern. This is where the
copying facility comes in useful, as you can
build up a short pattern into a longer one
that'll align with, say, a long phrase on track A.

One update which'll figure on that second
ROM, and should prove useful for reconciling
patterns of different lengths, will allow any
number of patterns of any length to be
merged into one pattern, so long as the result
isn't longer than the maximum pattern length
of 64 beats.

A side -effect of pattern alignment allows
you to define empty patterns very easily.
Because so long as track A has all its pattern
lengths defined, you can use an undefined
pattern as a 'floating' blank bar which adjusts
its own length to the length of the
corresponding pattern in track A.

The maximum recording period of 64 beats
is one limitation you have to accept when
working with UMI, as it's part of the
philosophy underlying the package to present
the musician with certain restrictions, in order
that the system ultimately gainsin flexibility.

UMI isn't intended to function as a
straightforward recorder, so if you want to
record lengthy improvisations or extended

solos, or even just play a composition straight
through, UMI won't be of much use to you. If
you want to record extended passages over
UMI's backing tracks, your best bet is
probably to go for a cheap MIDI sequencer
like the Casio SZ1. But then, that'd lead you
back to the syncing problems I mentioned at
the start...

Frankly, though, I think it's unlikely that all
of UMI's 16 tracks will be used to the full at
the same time by many people. What that
large number does allow you to do is
incorporate a rhythm track or two as
described earlier, or a multitimbral
instrument, and still have enough tracks left
not to feel too constrained.
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Facilities 'There's a
Notes page that

allows you to create a
basic track listing for

all 16 tracks
on -screen, so things
don't get too hairy.'
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It would be nice to be able to turn a
particular track on or off at the press of a key,
but you can simulate this by assigning a track
to a MIDI channel which isn't allocated within
your system. It would also be nice to have
some sort of block move facility which would
allow you to shift sections of music around
within a track and across tracks. Who knows?
If I suggest it to Umusic, they might include it
on that wondrous second ROM...

With 16 tracks at your disposal, things can
easily get a bit hairy when it comes to knowing
what's on which track. It's a practical point not
lost on UMI's designers, who've included a
Notes page that allows you to create a basic
track listing for all 16 tracks on -screen, with
columns headed 'synth', 'sound' and 'remarks'.
You have to be concise in your wording, but
it's surprising how informative this page can
be.

Together with the Track To Channel
Assignments page (which tells you at a glance
which MIDI channel is assigned to each of the
16 tracks and allows you to reassign MIDI
channels), Notes provides a useful ready -
reference guide for each song setup. And the
information on both these pages is
automatically saved and loaded when you save
or load a song, which is handy.

Perhaps wisely, UMI goes against current
software fashion by not offering any means of
printing out the music stored within it in
notation form. I say 'wisely' because I'm not

too sure a machine like the Beeb is really
capable of printing out 16 tracks of music with
any accuracy-though that new generation of
16 -bit machines certainly will be.

In fact, there's no way you can print out
anything you do with UMI. Which is a shame,
as it would have been nice to have been able to
have hard copy versions of the Notes and
Track Assignment pages.

In addition to its sequencing duties, UMI is
capable of saving and loading DX7 patches,
singly and in banks. And the London Rock
Shop also market a ten -disk set of DX7
patches containing some 500 sounds for
around {80. An extra bonus (or added
incentive) for owners of one of the most
popular MIDI synths around.

UMI's manual isn't one of the best, though.
While most of the relevant information is
there, the layout could be a lot neater, and a
more thorough Contents page -or some kind
of Index - would make finding out what you
want to know a much easier task.

Does UMI work? The answer is an emphatic
Yes. I spent many hours working with UMI (far
too many, probably), using four synths and a
MIDI drum machine, and the package proved
to be very, very reliable. Should the system
freeze, you can press the Break key to reset
UMI with your material remaining intact- a nice
failsafe measure.

More than any software package I can think
of, UMI succeeds in combining flexibility with
supreme ease of use. As a straight -ahead, no -
frills sequencer, it's °lie of the most powerful
and flexible currently on the market, rivalled
only by the QX1 but costing a heck of a lot
less.

It doesn't have extensive step -time editing
facilities, a great depth of access to MIDI
codes, or the ability to record great chunks of
music in one go-things that some of its
competition (QX1, Joreth software) do
include in their spec sheets. But the fact is that
none of its competitors have all those facilities
and a means of accessing them that's as easy as
the way UMI presents its capabilities.

So if you're at all serious about sequencing,
give UMI some serious consideration-
regardless of whether or not you already own
a BBC micro. It's a professional among
amateurs. 

DATAFILE
UMI 2B MIDI

Sequencer

Hardware Requirements BBC B, TV,
disk drive or cassette
Specification 16 -track real- and step -time
recording, 127 patterns, 1 song
Main features Pattern -based recording,
extensive overdubbing capability, after -
touch filter, pitchbend and modulation
compaction, pattern transposition, extra
song construction facilities, MIDI channel
reallocation, save/load song to disk or
cassette, disk catalogue facility, track -list
notes page, four MID! Outs, clock in/out
(variable in), DIN sync out, sync to/from
tape.
Price £495.00 w/o memory expansion
(currently unavailable)
More from The London Rock Shop, 26
Chalk Farm Road, London NW! 0 01-
267 5381.
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d Music Technology
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Primary Synthesiser Course -5 Days
Analogue, Digital and FM Synthesis. Sequencers,
MIDI, Interfacing, Sampling.

FM Synthesiser Programming -2 Days
These weekend workshops are for owners ( or
prospective owners ) of FM synthesisers and are
based around the Yamaha DX and TF Systems.

Topics include FM in Theory, FM in Practice, Multi
Stage Envelope Shaping and Key scaling.
Algorithms, operators and modulators.

These courses are arranged in cooperation with the
Roland and Yamaha corporations and Turnkey.

For further information, phone or write to:
MIKE NELSON

GATEWAY SCHOOL OF RECORDING & MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
la SALCOTT ROAD, LONDON SW11 6DQ

Telephone: 01-350 0340

CHECKPOINT

£99 FREE G FTS
SPECIAL MAIL ORDER OFFER
ALL MIDI KEYBOARDS BOUGHT FROM

MICRO MUSICAL BY MAIL ORDER WILL FOR
A LIMITED PERIOD INCLUDE

MIEll MUSIE11311 (RRP £99)

'A MIDI interface for Spectrum complete with superb
software library and MIDI cables!'

ABSOLUTELY FREE
OR

rn 1 En BPISS PEORLS (RRP £199)
'Drive any MIDI keyboard with your feet'

AT HALF PRICE
CASIO- / ,\ YAMAHA

Musical

37 WOOD LANE, SHILTON, COVENTRY CV7 9LA
(0203) 616760

ATTENTION Ac
X5

L5 YOA MNAEHRAS

0161173 fqrsTicfirs I M
NOW PRESENT THE

ULTIMATE SOFTWARE PACKAGE
* 8 Track Realtime Sequencing

Recorder (Monophonic &
Polyphonic)

* Track Assignment to Internal Voices
or External MIDI Synths

* Step Time or Real Time Pitch
Correction

* Playback from any Specified Bar

* Master Transpose Facility

* MIDI Clock for Tape or Drum
Machine Sync

* Built -In Mixer Facility

* Disc Compatable

* Fully Menu -Driven with Help
Screens

* Quantising Error Correction
* 100 Preset Voice Library

Available from your local YAMAHA HI -TECH Dealer
Or Mail Order Direct from

DIGITAL MUSIC SYSTEMS LTD
182 Wilmslow Road, Heald Green, Cheshire SK8 3BG, England.

Telephone: 061-437 4788
(CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY)
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Music Maker Publications
Simply more
to
read

ELECTRONICS &
MUSIC MAKER

The world's biggest music technology magazine
- for the modern keyboard player and

synth programmer.

HOME &STUDIO
RECORDING

The magazine that takes the mystery out of
recording at home - from 4 tracks to 24.

GUITARIST
Britain's only specialist guitar -playing magazine

- for electric and acoustic players, guitarists
and bassists

RHYTHM
For the modern drummer and drum machine user.

The perfect beat that completes an unbeatable
music family

ORGANIST TODAY
The home organ and keyboard player is exclusively

catered for in this new monthly

ON SALE AT
ALL LEADING
NEWSAGENTS

For further details of direct subscriptions
ring Cheryl on 0223 313722 or drop her a line at:

Music Maker Publications, 1 Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 lUY
(Tel 0223 313722(
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SPECIFICATION:
Memory size: Variable from 8 bytes to 64K bytes.
Storage time at 32 KHz sampling rate: 2 seconds.
Storage time at 8 KHz sampling rate: 8 seconds.
Longest replay time (for special effects): 32 seconds.
Converters, ADC & DAC: 8 -bit companding.

Write or phone now to place
an order.
Powertran Cybernetics Limited,
Portway Industrial Estate,
Andover, Hants, 5P10 3EM.
Telephone: 0264 64455

SAMPLE IT!

ONO

For £449.00 inc VAT
THE ___=_ MIDI CONTROLLED

DIGITAL SAMPLER
AND DELAY LINENNW MIN

MIN millIMIM111/ 41111111111111111. 11111

Thanks to bulk component purchases and increased production capacity the
MCS-1 is now available ready built, complete at the incredible price of

£449 inc VAT with a Kit Option available at £.335 inc VAT
The fantastic MCS-1 will take any sound, store it and play it back from a

keyboard (either MIDI or 1 v/octave). Pitch bend or vibrato can be added and
infinite sustain is possible thanks to a sophisticated, looping system.

All the usual delay line features (Vibrato, Phasing, Flanging, ADT, Echo) are
available with delays of up to 32 secs. A special interface enables sampled

sounds to be stored digitally on a floppy disc via a BBC microcomputer.
The MCS-1 gives you many of the effects created by top professional units but
the MCS-1 doesn't come with a 5 -figure price tag. And, if you're prepared to

invest your time, it's almost cheap!
Dynamic range: 72dB.
Audio Bandwidth: Variable from 12 KHz to 300 Hz.
Internal 4 pole tracking filters for anti -chasing and recovery.
Programmable wide range sinewave sweep generator.
MIDI control range: 5 octaves
t-1V/octave control range: 2 octave with optional transpose of a

further 5 octaves

POWERTRAN
CYBERNETICS LIMITED

VISA

Access/Visa cardholders
 Save time - order by phone



C ou must remember this"

E&MM's editorial team have covered so much ground over the
last couple of years, just missing one issue can cause large gaps in a
reader's knowledge of contemporary music technology. But if you have
missed an issue or two, don't panic. Help is on hand in the form of
E&MM's Mail Order Department, who can offer you 1984/5 Back Issues
at just £1.40 including post and packing. Earlier issues are even cheaper:
just {I .00. Those prices refer to the UK and surface mail delivery to
Europe and Overseas, though if you are overseas, you can get your
issues sent air mail by adding an extra £2.00 per magazine. And don't
despair if you want to read something that's in an out -of -stock issue.
Photocopies of articles from sold out issues only are available at just 50p
per article. So, orders please (steeling cheques/POs payable to Music
Maker Publications) to: E&MM Mail Order Department, Alexander
House, I Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 I UY. Please allow 28 days for
delivery, as the mail order people are a busy lot these days. E&MM
January '85 carried a full index to everything we wrote about during
1984, while next month's issue will contain an abbreviated list of 1981-
83 Back Issues.

JANUARY
Music Simple Mind,, Saga, Hawk -
wind, Dave Hewson Appraisal Ober-
heim 0B8, Vigier Bass, SIEL Cruise,
The Kit & Accessories, Passport
Soundchaser Technology Using
Sequencers, Electronic Metronome
Studio Ibanez DM2000

FEBRUARY
Music Daniel Miller, China Crisis, Don Airey, Mainframe Appraisal Korg
Poly 800, SIEL PX. Yamaha PS55, Eko EM 12, Roland Chorus Cube 60,
Washburn Bantam Bass, Cathbro Marlin, Dr Bohm Digital Drums
Technology Drumatix Mods, Voltage -Controlled Clock Studio University of
Surrey Music Studio, Boss DE200

MARCH
Music Vince Clarke & Eric Radcliffe, Blancmange Appraisal Sequential
SixTrak, Roland SDE3000, Roland System 100M, Electronic Percussion
Guide (nine reviews inc Sequential Drumtraks, Boss DR110, AHB ',pulse One,
Hammond DPM48) Technology Music Composition Languages P13, S -
trigger Converter, Lead Tester, Using Sequencers 1'12

APRIL Sold Out
Music Fad Gadget, Vic Emerson (Sad Cafe), Brian Chatton Appraisal
Simmons SDS7 & SDS8, Roland Jupiter 6, i'R909 & MSQ700, Yamaha PS
Keyboards, Crumar Composer, Mune Dual Percussion Synth, Vox White
Shadow Bass Technology Gentle Art of Transcription Ptl, Ins & Outs of
Digital Design, Understanding the DX7 Ptl, Syndrom Pt!, Bass Pedal Synth
Studio Ibanez UE400 & UE405

MAY
Music Wrung ChungAppraisal PPG
Wave 2.3 & Waveterm, Roland Juno
106, Roland JSQ60, Casio 310,
M&A Electronic Drums, Technology
PDSG Pt1, Understanding the DX7
Pt2, String Damper, Clap Sounds
MIDI Supplement Pt1 Specifi-
cation, Theory & Practice, Product
Guide Studio Huddersfield Poly-
technic Music Studio, Steve Levine on
MIDI, Dynacord PDDI4
108

JUNE
Music Orchestral Manoeuvres in the Dark, Indie labels Appraisal Roland
GR7001G707, SynthAxe, SIEL Expander 6, Sequential Model 64 Sequencer,
MFB512 Digital Drum mlc, Jen Musipack 1.0, Boss DD2 Delay Pedal
Technology Gentle Art of Transcription P12, PDSG Pt2, Understanding the
DX7 Pt3, Syndrom Pt2, Multiwave ISO MIDI Supplement Pt2 Inside
MIDI, MIDI & The Micro, BeeBMIDI Interface 1 (construction)

JULY
Music Human League, Steve Jolliffe, Jade Warrior Appraisal Yamaha DX9,
Korg Super Section, Yamaha MKI00, Microsound CBM64 add-on, TED
Digisound, JMS MIDI Software Technology PDSG Pt3, Spectrum MIDI
(Sequential SixTrak and DX7 Patch Dump), Understanding the DX7 Pt4,
RackPack, BeeBMIDI 2 (construction) Studio Ibanez DM1100

AUGUST
Music Rusty Egan (Visage), Cocteau Twins, Hans Joachim Roedelius
Appraisal Synclavier Update, Technics SXK250, Yamaha PFIO & PF15,
SIEL Piano Quattro & PXjr, Roland HP300, HP400, PB300 & PR800,
Garfield MiniDoc, E -H Instant & Super Replays, EMR BBC MIDI Software
Technology Fairlight Explained Ptl, Understanding the DX7 Pt5,
BeeBMIDI 3 (DX7 Voice Dump), Syndrom Pt3, Miniblo, SynthMix Pt1

SEPTEMBER
Music Thomas Leer, Chris & Cosey
Appraisal Oberheim Xpander, Korg
EX800 & RKI00, DigiAtom 4800,
MicroLink ML10 System, Roland
MPU401 & Software, Sycologic
AMI & MX1, Passport MIDI14
Software Technology OMDAC Up-
date, Fairlight Explained Pt2, Step -
time Composition on the Sequential
Model 64, SynthMix Pt2, Dual
VCLFO, Understanding the DX7 Pt6
Studio Cutec MX1210

Music Ultravox Appraisal Yamaha CX5M & Software, Roland Mother
Keyboard System, 360 Systems Update, Yamaha PS6100, ddrums, Yamaha
RXI 1 & RX I5, Korg DDM220, Tama Techstar Electronic Kit, Frazer Wyatt
Speakers, Greengate DS3 Sampler Technology PDSG Pt4, Fairlight
Explained Pt3, OMDAC Update 2, Powertran MCS1 Pt1, Understanding the
DX7 Pt7 Studio Reports on ELCS, Hollow Sun, Computer Music Studios

NOVEMBER Soft/ Out
Music Cabaret Voltaire, Peter Hammitt, Axxess, UK Electronica Appraisal
Chroma Polaris, Emulator II, Chase Bit One, Casio CT6000, Ricol Action.
Replay, Amstrad CPC464 Computer Technology BeeBMIDI 4 (programming
with interrupts), Fairlight Explained Pt4, PDSG Pt5, Drum Sequencer (BBC
B), Waspl CBM64 Sequencer, Powertran MCS I Pt2 Studio Yamaha D1500
MIDI Delay, Everything brit the Kitchen... (syncing to tape)

DECEMBER Sold Out
Music Vangelis, Tangerine Dream, Musica Nova Appraisal Kurzweil 250,
Akai AX80, Siel DK600, Technics Digital 10, Roland TR707, Korg
DDM 110, MPC DSM8, Ultimate Percussion UP5, Acorn Music 500,
Software roundup inc reviews. on Music Maker (CBM64), SIEL Expander
Editor (Spectrum), Island Logic Music System (BBC), UMI IB (BBC), SIEL
Composer/Arranger (CBM64), JMS 12 -track Recording Studio (CBM64)
Technology BeeB-MIDI 5 (buffers), Fairlight Explained Pt5, Powertran
MCS1 Pt3, Syndrom P14 Studio Everything but the Kitchen... (interfacing
analogue synths)

mom4411Pbm--"M.
JANUARY Sold Out

Music Tears For Fears, Neuronium Appraisal Casio CZ101, Simmons SDS
EPB, Keyboard Combo Roundup, Elka X30, Sequential MAX, TED Digisound
Update, SIEL MK900, LEMI MIDI Software Technology BeeBMIDI 6
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(Juno 106 voice dump), Powertran MCS1, Back to Basics Studio Everything
but the Kitchen... (syncing drum machines & sequencers)

FEBRUARY
Music Laurie Anderson, Jean -Michel Jarre, Ars Electronica & ICMC
Appraisal Roland JX8 P, MPG Programmer 8, Roland SBX80, Korg
KMS30, Roland MSQ100, SIEL 16 -track Sequencer, EMR MlDltrack
Performer Technology Digisound Voice Card, Back to Basics (VC0s) Studio
Newcastle College of Art & Technology, Everything but the Kitchen... (syncing
with timecodes)

MARCH
Music New Order, Steve Tibbetts Appraisal Korg DW6000, MPC DSM32,
Synclavier Performance System, Simmons SDS1, OSC Advanced Sound
Generator (synth preview), Sycologic M14, ATPL Symphony BBC add-on
Technology CX5M Revisited, Fairlight Explained Pt6, BeeBMIDI 7 (DX7
Editor Ptl)

APRIL
Music Keith Emerson, China Crisis,
Tim Souster Appraisal SIEL DK80,
Pearl DRX I Electronic Drums,
Yamaha TX7 Expander & QX7
Sequencer, Linn 9000, Datel Sound
Sampler, SDS DX7 Voice Editor
Technology BeeBMIDI 8 (DX7
Editor Pt2), Fairlight Explained Pt7,
Powertran BBC -MIDI Interface,
Time Machine syncing project Studio
Delta SX301 DDL add-on

Music Bill Sharpe, I -Level, Severed Heads Appraisal Yamaha TX8 1 6 MIDI
Rack, QX1 Sequencer, KX88 Mother Keyboard, Akai S612 Sampler,
Sequential MultiTrak, Korg MR16 MIDI Rhythm Sound Unit, Technics DP50
Drum Machine, Joreth Music Composer Software (CBM64) Technology
TechTalk (Robert Moog), Time Machine add-on (RX15 -MC202), Powertran
MCS 1 Software, Fairlight Explained Pt8

JUNE
Music Mick Roberts (King), Loose Ends, Ian Boddy Appraisal Casio CZ5000
Poly, Oberheim Matrix 12, The Anvil (drum machine preview), Keyboard Stand

AKAI
An exciting Sales Opportunity with a

major international company

Over a very short period of time Akai have built a reputation
for manufacturing high quality, innovative musical products
and plan a considerable expansion of business over the next
twelve months.
Would you like to build a career with this exciting company?
We are looking for young, energetic

SALES PERSONS
Knowledge of the keyboard industry is vital together with the
ability to demonstrate sophisticated equipment in a confident
manner.
The company offers an attractive salary and bonus, company
car, pension scheme and BUPA.

Applicants should apply in writing giving career details to:
Pat Mann
AKAI (UK) LIMITED
Electronic Music Division
Haslemere Heathrow Estate
Silver Jubilee Way
Parkway, Hounslow
Middlesex TW4 6NF

Roundup, MIDI FX (JMS MIDI Master Synchroniser, Quark MIDI Link 999,
JMS CGX Interface, Bokse US8 Universal Synchroniser), Microsound CBM64
Sampling System, XRI Micon Software Technology TechTalk (Dave
Simmons), Fairlight Explained Pt9, Fairlight Goes MIDI Studio Powertran
DDL sampling add-on

JULY
Music Patrick Moraz & Bill Bruford, Level 42 Appraisal Ensoniq Mirage,
Chase Bit 01, SIEL Expander 80, Sequential TOM, Atari 520ST Micro,
Passport MIDI/4 Plus & MIDI/8 Plus, Hinton MIDIC, Microskill AS32
(synth preview) Technology Music 500 AMPLE program Studio Zeus B

iX Held, Korg SDD2000

AUGUST
Music Tim Lever (Dead or Alive), Sting, Stewart CopelandAppraisal Yamaha
DX21, Roland TR727 , Simmons SDS9, PolyMIDI 1 Sequencer, SIEL DK80
Graphic Editor & MIDI Data Base software (CBM64), Roland MIDI FX,
Micro Musical ML50 Pedalboard Technology Minimoog retrospective
Studio Eric van Tijn & Jochum Fluitsma (Mai Tai), APRS findings, Logitech
sampler

SEPTEMBER
Music Godley & Creme, Trans X, Philip Glass Appraisal Emulator SP 12 ,
Yamaha RX21, Korg SQD1, MultiKlone kit, Casio SZ1, Sycologic PSP
Technology BMF Report, TechTalk (John Chowning) Ptl, Gallery of Misfits
Pt1 Studio Yamaha ,REV7 , Roland SRV2000

OCTOBER
Music Shriekback, Jansen & Barbieri,
Michael Nyman, UK Electronica
Appraisal Yamaha DX5, Boss DSD2
Sampling Pedal, Syntron Digidrum
(CBM64), The Music System
(CBM64), Chase Bit 99, Prophet
2000 preview Technology Tech -
Talk (John Chowning) Pt2, Gallery ol
Misfits Pt2 Studio BBC Radiophoto(
Workshop, Roland SDE2500

Solid State Logic
( Oxford England

HARDWARE/
FIRMWARE
ENGINEERS

Solid State Logic manufactures an advanced and
comprehensive range of audio mixing consoles and
studio computers for the recording, film, video and
broadcast industries.

In line with our continued expansion, we now require
engineers to join a small team working on the
development of microprocessor -based control units
for applications in professional audio recording and
broadcast systems.

Applicants should have a proven track record of
embedded microprocessor design, and a working
knowledge of modern recording and music technology.

Please request an application form from:

SOLID STATE LOGIC
STONESFIELD, OXFORD OX7 2PQ

TELEPHONE: STONESFIELD (099 389) 8282
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SELL IT
FOR NOTHING
With a Free Classified Ad in
Electronics & Music Maker

Sales and wants ads from private individuals can be placed free of charge in E&MM's classified section. Which means if you've got some gear
you need to sell, or a particular item you want to track down, all you need do is fill in the coupon below, send itto us on or before the specified
date, and your ad will appear in the following issue. Simplicity itself. So for the price of a postage stamp, you'll reach a bigger audience of
electronic music players than any competing publication. If you'd like your ad to appear for a second month, simply send in the order form again-
and we'll oblige. (Please, no phone calls or cryptic messages!) Note though that this service is available only to private individuals: companies must
use the standard classified page overleaf. And we regret that we cannot deal with any queries regarding free ads.

The ads we carry are placed under appropriate classifications and arranged in alphabetical order, so they're easier to read through. If you've
more than one item for sale and would like them included under different headings, simply copy the form and we'll comply with your
instructions. We've also extended our field of operations to cover personnel and miscellaneous adverts, and like the musical instrument ads,
these are printed completely free, gratis, and for nothing.
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Keyboards
ARP QUADRA excellent working
order, with manual, flightcase and JLC
pitchbend/ tremolo add-on. Offers?
ES Manchester (061) 440 0118.
CASIO I000P wide range of
sounds, arpeggios, excellent
condition, £150. Rachel IN
Nottingham (0602) 652463 evenings
only.
CASIO I000P polyphonic keyboard
£190. Roland CR78 Compurhythm
E 1 50. Both ono, still boxed, excellent
condition. West Yorkshire FS (0977)
82408.
CASIO CT202 keyboard, L120.
Soundmaster SR88 programmable
drum machine, £40. Both excellent
condition. 'Et (021) 357 4302 after
5.30pm.
CASIO CT202 49 presets. Jen

SX1000. Yamaha MRIO drum
machine c/w leads. All excellent
condition. £300. Nigel e Barnsley
(0226) 715203.
CASIO CZ101 mint condition, still
boxed, bargain at E260 ono. Kitten
mono synth, £85 or swaps? e (0257)
452303 anytime.
CASIO CZ I 01 polysynth, mint
condition, still boxed, with power
supply and manuals, £275. Alan e
Halifax (0422) 41646.
CASIO CZI000 mint condition with
custom-built hard case, £375 ono. El
(0245) 421645.
CASIO MT65 keyboard with
rhythms and auto accompaniment,
excellent condition, only E65.

434 3484
CASIO PT30 E28. VL-Tone L12.
Eutotec Phaser £12. Sean e Bentham
(0468) 62258.

CAT duophonic synth, immaculate,
£ I 30 ono, exchange MC202, CZ101,
harmoniser, vocoder, good echo,
ovation guitar, cash adjustment.
Midlands e (0922) 415106.
CHASE BIT ONE immaculate,
cased, £585. Stakrak + 5 shelves,
£50. Boxrack 13U 19", £30. MXR
Limiter, £30. IT 01-367 5502.
CHASE SYNX 508 £400 or swap
for Casio CZ I 000 or similar poly
synth. Nick 2 Rotherham (0709)
558293.
CLEF 88 -note electric piano £125.
Clef CMS keyboard plus BBC
computer software £250. Alec eol-
952 2333 ext 158.
DIGISOUND MODULES (12),
keyboard, PSU, £95. Drum machine
E30. Analogue Echo £40. Or
exchange for other musical
equipment. IN (0772) 452769.
ELGAM 244 ORGAN 2 manuals,
pedals, Leslie, rhythm, autochords,
beautiful roll-top cabinet, vgc, E299
ono. e Wirral (051) 334 2618.
ELKA 490 string synth, violins,
cellos, good condition, £130. IN
Rushden (Northants) (09334) 50821.
ELKA STRINGS Vox Continental,
Crumar Multiman, Rhodes. E50 each,
all need work. JP4 £300. Tim Williams
2 01-352 4964.
EMINENT 219 organ, good
condition, cost over £2000, bargain at
£900 ono. Ek Bexhill (0424) 220416.
E&MM SPECTRUM synth, built,
complete, working, E100. Graham,
Leicester area 2 (0533) 884123
evenings.
E&MM SPECTRUM synth, not
working properly but complete and
makes a sound, in wooden case, £80.
David ES Maidstone (0622) 26861.
ENSONIQ MIRAGE digital

sampling keyboard, as new, home use
only, sensible offers invited. Peter Et
(0229) 33941 after 6pm.
HOHNER EK4 STRINGS
keyboard, complete with pedal and
carrying case, L150 ono. Ande
(0278) 789323.
JHS HARMONISER strings, brass,
reeds etc, recently overhauled, £95.
Also Kawai 100F Synth £45. Offers
considered. G Manning El' (0532)
620857.
KAWAI SX2I0 POLY 32 -patch,
£500 ono. Roland SH 101 mono plus
mod grip, plus Hanger pedal £200
ono. R Harvey, Dagenham IN 01-595
4622.
KORG EPSI dynamic piano and
strings, separate outputs, built-in
chorus, E300. Andy (0935) 76441
evenings.
KORG MONO/POLY 4-VCO
synth, excellent condition, home use
only, E220 ono. Dean ' Toddington
(05255) 4068. Possible delivery if
close.
KORG MONO/POLY only driven
by little old lady on Sundays, £350.
Roland Drumatix, £140. Yamaha CSS,
4100. (0229) 34951.
KORG MONO/POLY first class

condition, only home used, £325.
Lawrence 2 St Albans (0727) 35580.
KORG MSIO good condition, still
boxed, E75. Pete ES (0202) 475715,
6-7pm weekdays only

KORG MS10 Swap for Roland
MC202 or E110. Pete 13' (03744)
65031 evenings.
KORG MS20 patch leads, £130 ono.
Casio CZ1000, RAM packs E400.
Klone drum kit Mk2'£100 ono. Et 0'-
472 7788.
KORG POLYSIX with case, E425
ono. Korg MS20 £125 ono. Both

ungigged, as new. Wanted: EMS
Synthi-A. Andy E2 (0202) 740034.
KORG POLYSIX 32 memories,
analogue controls, with case, £475.
'' 01-689 8372.
KORG POLY 800 in excellent
condition with a lined, hard case,
£350. Martin, Essex Eib (0268)
41 1890 evenings.
KORG POLY 800 programmable
polysynth, with MIDI, in excellent
condition, boxed as new, £350. 2
(031) 445 5440 evenings.
KORG POLY 800 excellent
condition, still boxed, £315. Casio
MT65, excellent condition, boxed,
headphone power supply, £75. El
(0926) 612225.
KORG POLY 800 complete with
stand and foot pedal, immaculate
condition, as new, hardly used, £350.
Best offer secures. 2 Plymouth
(0752) 895404.
MINIMOOG Model D, with case
and owner's manual. Could deliver,
depending on location. Offers around
£500. Mo 2 (0271) 62485.
OBERHEIM OBI synth, 8
memories, fantastic lead/bass sounds,
E375. Casio CT201, original
polyphonic, 29 realistic presets,
beginner's bargain, E 130. 2 (0602)
411185.
OBERHEIM Programmer Module,
as new. Peter El Belgium 32/2 641
2973 (work), or 32/91 25 2917
(home).
OSCAR programmable MIDI duo
synth, home use only, excellent
condition, £400. Ian, Devon e
Totnes (0803) 864602.
OSCAR synth, plus extra waveform
chip, excellent sounds, £449. Korg
DDM110, swap for Roland TR909.
Middlesbrough (0642) 813284.
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E&MM FREE CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM
Fill in the form to a maximum of 20 words (one in each box), and
send it to: E&MM Free Ads, Alexander House, I Milton Road, Cambridge
CB4 I UY. Please print clearly in BLOCK CAPITALS. The ad must
reach us on or before Friday, November 8, for inclusion in the
December issue of E&MM.

Please include this ad in the section.
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ROLAND JUNO 6 poly synth, vgc,
boxed £285 ono. Jen SX I000 mono
synth, vgc, £55, or £310 the lot. It
(03048) 23685.
ROLAND JX3P plus PG200
programmer and pedals. All in
excellent condition, home use only,
£500. Stef 01-584 0389. Deliver in
London.
ROLAND JX3P + PG200 £625;
Korg Lamda 025; Gibson 330 circa
1956, £395. All immaculate and cased,
delivery possible. Et Harbury (0926)
612840 evenings.
ROLAND JX3P + PG200, 5

months old, as new E550. TR707
drum machine, 9 months old, mint,
£350. It Dorking (0306) 885968.
ROLAND JX3P as new, 6 months,
guaranteed, home use only, £590
ono. Jules e Kenilworth (0926)
511727.
ROLAND JX3P plus PG200
programmer, hardly used, £590.
David It 0 I -584 5816.
ROLAND JX3P + PG200, E590
ono. MSQ100 £300. Home use only,
excellent condition. Michael Et
Cwmbran (06333) 2267 evenings.
ROLAND JX8P and Roland TR707,
brand new £990 and £395. (I can't
afford the HP!) 2 Chelmsford (0245)
81526 anytime.
ROLAND MONOSYNTH
(preset), excellent, including case,
£170. Marshall 50W PA top, £85. HH
1C100 instrument top, £90, mint. It
Lincoln (0522) 752458.
ROLAND SHO9 £115. Yamaha
CSI 0 £110. It Kenilworth (0926)
511720.
ROLAND SH101 with adaptor
£180. Doctor Rhythm DRI 10 with
adapter £80. Marshall Lead 12
Combo £40. 2 Ilkeston (0602)
303172.
ROLAND SH101 + MC202, £250.
Korg Mono/Poly £225. Crumar
Brassman £90. Yamaha CS60 £500.
Roland CSQ600 £80. Steve S (0203)
394865, 5-7pm.
ROLAND SYSTEM 100 keyboard,
expander, sequencer, mixer/amp,
£350. HH digital echo £60. Wanted
SH 10 swap? 2 (0597) 4391,
evenings/weekends.
ROLAND SYSTEM 100M mono
keyboard, excellent condition, £100.
Roland CSQ600 digital sequencer,
excellent condition, £100. It 01-261
9156 after 7pm.
ROLAND VOCODER STRINGS
£450. Roland guitar preamp £65.
Morley Flanger £45. Stereo Graphic
EQ £35. Home It 01-572 2939.
SCI PRO ONE very good
condition, £210 ono. 2 Bexhill
(0424) 210988.
SCI PRO ONE mono synth, with
flight case, E150. Carterton (0993)
841586 (nr Oxford).
SCI PRO ONE flight case, mint
E190 ono. Consider swap Tokai Strat,
drum machine, DE200, anything
interesting. Paul e (0482) 448569.
SCI PROPHET T8 eight -voice,
split, layer, touch- and pressure -
sensitive weighted keyboard,
superlative synthesis, custom flight
case, £2750. e 01-431 0901.
SOLINA STRING ENSEMBLE
£150 ono, or part exchange. Lee 2
01-949 6331 anytime.

TEISCO SX400 polysynth, fully
programmable, touch -sensitive, £390.
Piers Skelton 2 (0304) 213030.
TRANSCENDENT 2000 mono
synth, excellent condition, £80.
Boxed with manuals. Patrick It
Weymouth (0305) 773073.
WASP SYNTH and Commodore
64 interface plus program, and
audition 30, 30W amp, £100. Will
split. Et (0268) 284591 evenings.
YAMAHA CP30 touch -sensitive
electric piano, £545. Yamaha SS30
string synth, cased, both immaculate,
reason for sale, £385. e Stafford
(0785) 212115.

YAMAHA CS30 extensive facilities
and interfacing, including 3 VCOs, 2
VCFs, 3 envelope generators, and
analogue sequencer. One of the best
synths of its kind, E225. G Manning e
(0532) 620857.
YAMAHA CS7OM dual polysynth
with sequencer, excellent condition,
£500. e Kid I ington (Oxford)
(08675) 4032.
YAMAHA CS7OM £600. Yamaha
CS60 050. Paul Todd 2 (0723)
370540/2.
YAMAHA CS7OM dual channel
polysynth, fully programmable, 30
memories, polysequencer, aftertouch,
studio use only. £750 ono.
Maidstone (0622) 685866 evenings.
YAMAHA CS80 polyphonic synth,
good condition, bargain £800. e 0 1 -
795 3099.
YAMAHA DX9 breath controller,
sustain pedal, excellent condition,
£450 ovno. It Brighton (0273)
671 136 daytime only.
YAMAHA DX9 polysynth, plus 700
programs of quality, unique to FM
synthesis (flutes, cellos, bells), £575.
John e 01-699 4979.
YAMAHA DX9 vgc, data tapes,
manual, £500. It Liverpool (051) 526
2178 evenings.
YAMAHA DX9 absolutely mint
condition with hard case, manual,
leads, home use only, £475. Gary It
Tyneside (091) 284 3224 evenings.
YAMAHA DX9 mint condition,
never gigged, over 350 voices, 2

manuals, all cables, £590. 2 Corby
(0536) 200038.
YAMAHA DX21 still in box, £650.
Casio CZ101, one month old, £280.
Roland TR707 £395. Korg CX3 £280.
Dave It (0904) 642761.
YAMAHA MKI 00 programmable
sound, rhythm and bass. 36
combinations or chords and rhythms
plus performance recorder, E200.
Oxford (0865) 880850.
YAMAHA MK 100 vvgc, £190,
1376 tone colours! See E&MM July
84. Jeremy Dowse, Commonwealth
Hall, Cartwright Gardens, London
WC I H 9EB.
YAMAHA PS55 keyboard plus
chrome stand and mains adaptor, vgc,
£395. Emsworth (02434) 5475.
YAMAHA TX7 FM expander
immaculate, home use only, £550.
Also YRM 103 DX7 programmable
cartridge, £25. lt (0405) 61872.
YAMAHA TX7 expander for the
DX7. 2 months old, never used,
boxed and guaranteed, cost new
£699, must sell £495. N Lord It
(0223) 313722.

Drums
BOSS DRI 10 drum machine, £65.
PSS50 Korg Super Section £195. e
Charpenden (05827) 5549.
KORG DDM 1 10 drum machine,
£190. Boss BF2 flanger E50. Boss PC2
percussion synth E45. Jen SX1000,
MX99, offers? Er (0642) 584304.
KORG DDMII0 digital drums,
E I 40. DDM220 Latin Percussion
t 1 25. Both immaculate. Boss
Microrack Compressor, brand new,
incl PSU £85. (0793) 725440.
KORG DDM220 digital percussion,
KPR77 drum machine, sync lead, case,
both boxed vgc, cassette included,
£400. David John It 01-402 4222
X2449.
KORG KPR77 stereo drum machine
with claps, torn, flam, separate
snare/clap output and tape dump,
E 115. Rob ET Romsley (0562)
710680.
LINNDRUM MKIII latest software,
£150 of alternative sounds, flightcase,
home use only, immaculate, offers. Ian
a 0 I -519 0972, 01-480 3668.
ROLAND TR606 £95. Roland SHO9
E95. Altai Mica DM360 E15. DM I 000
£25. Swaps considered. It (0904)
39048.

ROLAND TR606 drum machine,
£90. Marshall top MV50 watt £125.
Casio MT65 £75. 2 x 12 cab,
Goodman speakers. 2 Tonbridge
(0732) 366223.
ROLAND TR606 including mains
adaptor, boxed £105 ono. Casio
1000P as new £160. Consider p/ex
CZ101, EX800, MC202. It (04023)
42997.
SIMMONS SDS5 £650. Korg
Polysix £450. Roland TR808 E250. All
pro flightcased. JBL 4401 monitors,
£220. All excellent. ET (061) 928
5037.
SIMMONS SDS8 black, E475. Pearl
Syncussion, two drums, console,
stands, leads, £75. Mick St Wivenhoe
(020 622 2328.

Sequencers
ROLAND BASSLINE £115. Also
Boss DRII0 £90. Yamaha PS200 E55.
All mint condition. Also Rozz Chorus
E25. Nik Et London 01-855 1367
evenings.
ROLAND BASSLINE £90. Akai
reel-to-reel £100. ETI Vocoder £150
ono or swap for Korg Vocoder. Paul
St (077478) 4335 anytime.
ROLAND TB303 Bassline, £85.
TR606 Drumatix £50. Bulldog
flightcase £45. Burns Flyte £150.
Burman combo £320. Casio VL-5
E20. Al It 01-452 1916.
ROLAND MC202 as new, boxed,
£135. Stereo psychoacoustic
enhancer t 1 10, 19" rack. E&MM
Comp/Lim x2, 19" rack f65. Steve
It (0905) 21707 daytime.

Computing
BBC B disk drive, Acorn speech
chip, Wordwise and D.Doctor
ROMs, several hundred pounds
worth of disk software, £400.
Blackpool (0253) 824493.
COMMODORE 64 with joystick,
data recorder and software, including
synth. Total value £350, sell for £195.
ES Riseley (Bedfordshire) (023063)
709.
COMMODORE 64 disk and
cassette, perfect, £300. Siel MIDI
interface £45. JMS MIDI interface, 12 -
track studio software £110. Extras.
& 01-582 4608.
JELLINGHAUS 12 -track Recording
Studio, Sequence Chain and
computer interface for CBM64,
hardly used, E 1 10. e (061) 998 3494.
JMS MIDI INTERFACE
(Spectrum/Commodore), £45.
Spectrum software: JMS Steptime
Composer 05, Live Recorder £10,
DX7 Voice Library £15. Et (0424)
218711.
SCI MODEL 64 sequencer, with
DX7, ROM in box with manual, £115.
Tony Glastonbury (0458) 31444.
SIEL CMK49 keyboard + software
f95. MIDI computer interface E69.
16 -track Sequencer 05. All on disk
for Commodore 64. It (09252)
7753.
SIEL MIDI INTERFACE for
CBM64, plus 16 -track live sequencer,
plus 6 -track composer, worth £200.
Sell for £140. It 01-575 5307
weekdays after 6pm.
YAMAHA CX5M with large
keyboard, voicing and DX7 edit
ROMs, and data recorder £425.
Trevor ES 01-989 8003.
YAMAHA CX5M large keyboard,
voicing, composer, DX7 cartridges,
perfect, £395. David Et 01-584 5816.
YAMAHA CX5M YKO1 voicing
and composer ROMs, boxed as new,
plus 737 Flight Simulator. Offers, Jim
Et 01-505 9778 after 6pm.
YAMAHA CX5M with small
keyboard, Music Composer software,
and FM Voicing program, E400 ono.
Brand new. Darren 2 (0554)
820561.

Recording
DYNACORD DRPI6 £450. Roland
SH I 0 I £120. TR606, individual
trigger outputs, £110. EMR MIDI
interface and software £70. It (0432)
77569 after 5pm.
E&MM 8:4:2 MIXER with PSU and
meter bridge in 19" rack, £225 ono.
Also 2x 19" racks free. You collect.
It 01-291 3309.
FOSTEX 250 includes case, foot
switch, £500. AIWA WX220 mix
down and copying cassette deck,
£175. Paul St 01-370 7721 evenings.
REVOX A77 professional 2 -track,
7 1/2/15 i ps, studio aligned, well
maintained, ideal mastering machine,
£475 including varispeed unit. ES
Brighton (0273) 553242 after 6pm.
RSD STUDIOMASTER 16:4:2,
AKG mics, stands, Klotz cables,
multicore, I kW PA, 150W monitors,
amps, etc. Paul (080 426) 522
evenings.
SECK 122 MIXER 4 auxiliaries,
virtually unused, boxed, £425. Roland
SBF325 rack -mount stereo flanger,
£135. Et (0442) 47008 (Herts).
TASCAM 144 portastudio,
excellent condition, £325. Also Korg
DDM 110 drums, almost new,
wonderful, E160. Et (0484) 28299
(days), 640712 (other).
TASCAM 244 £400. Roland MC202
+ adaptor £115. Roland SH101 +
handgrip, strap, adaptor, £140. SCI
Pro One £170. Logan String E 100. All
vgc. It (0634) 221274.
TASCAM 34 4 -track R/R and Model
2A mixer 6-4. Excellent condition
£800 ono. e Wigan (0942) 57536
after 6pm.
TASCAM 4 -TRACK 430. Promark
MX3 8 -channel mixer £380. Accessit
Reverb with PSU, £90. Patrick a
Chichester (0243) 778568.
TEAC A3340 very good condition,
£375. Roland MC202 and SH09, £200
together. Owner gone MIDI. Will
deliver London area. 22 01-761 1515.
TEAC A33405 mint condition, new
heads, spare set, remote, noise
reduction, fully serviced by Tascam
dealers, £475 ono. Dave a 01-291
3309.
POWERTRAN MCS I excellent
condition, £450 ono. Andy It Worcs
(0905) 426582.

Personnel
GUITARIST PLUS VOCALS
needed to complete bass and drums
to make rocky rhythmic row!! Essex
Et (0376) 70700. Wang bar an
advantage.

Misc
FRAGILE SHORELINE C50
chrome cassette of flowing Schulzian
electronic music, £2.50, from Mike
Brooks, 21 Riddy Lane, Luton, Beds
LU3 2AD.
HH 150W keyboard amp, includes
four channels, graphic, £170. Ohm
VP303 100W speakers £160. All for
£310. Martin 2 01-699 5390.
JUPITER 8 OWNERS! 350 great
sounds on data cassette. ES (0803)
553155 for details.

Wanted
REVOX A77 tape recorder,
anything considered. Bradford
(0274) 601423 after 6pm.
ROLAND MC202 MC202, SH101,
TR808 or Korg DDM 110 &
DDM220, Tannoy speakers and
decent mics. Dave tII (0904) 642761.
YAMAHA CS80 don't mind
scratches but must be fully working.
Will pay approx 000. John Et (041)
762 3124, 5-7.30pm.
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FOR SALE
MIDI SIX through box. Turn one MIDI out
into six for only £35 inclusive. Please make
cheques payable to Leo 'tronics, 5

Leonard in Close, High Crompton, Oldham
OL2 7NH.
256 FANTASTIC NEW JUNO 106 SOUNDS
on cassette. Also available 320 new Korg
Poly 800 sounds. Send £8 cash to: Smies,
Doormanstraat 10, 4371 55-Kondekerke,
Holland.
ATTENTION JUNO 6/60 OWNERS do you
wish your Juno had a MIDI interface? Well
now it can have which fits neatly inside the
Juno, the interface comes ready made for
only £69.95!
JUNO-6 OWNERS add a DCB interface to
your Juno (works with any DCB equipped
sequencer/synth), fits neatly inside your
Juno and comes ready made for only
£39.95!
ATTENTION KORG DDM 110/220
OWNERS only £5 for full instructions of how
to fit separate outputs (seven channels) or
send it well packed and we'll do it for you for
£20.00. Send SAE for further details or
cheque/PO to: P. Shipsey, 'Tango -wood',
Southampton Road, Alderbury, Wilts.
SP5 3AG.

Classifieds
phone Tony
(0 2 2 3) 313722

$011.
SOIUND

0
01-907 3889

A PROFESSIONAL 8 -TRACK FOR THE
SONGWRITER/MUSICIAN FEATURING

 THE LATEST IN MIDI COMPUTER SEQUENCING
 SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS DIGITAL DRUMS
 3 QUALITY SYNTHS + ELECTRIC GRAND
 DIGITAL EFFECTS AND UP TO 16 SEC SAMPLING
 A HOST OF INSTRUMENTS INCLUSIVE

ALL FOR £5 PER HOUR + TAPE

The following items are all for sale
in a good as new condition, can be seen
working, and sold boxed with manuals.

Yamaha DX7 £1095 - TX7 £575 - 0X7 £395
R1000 £425 - Roland SDE 1000 DDL £375

TR909 £399 - Boss DE 200 DDL £225
BX800 Mixer £199 - Bassline £50

Tascam 244 with flight -case £595.

Telephone:

SNAPE (072 888) 8198
(Near Ipswich, off the Al2)

/7,711
HI -TECH
MUSIC CENTRES

YES, we've got the latest gear you want from
YAMAHA, ROLAND, SCI, KORG etc. like DX -7's,
PF-15's, JUNO 106, Six-trac, Drumtraks, Poly -800
all on demonstration and available at the right prices!
Plus INTERFACES for BBC B and CBM 64
Computers, all MIDIed up and ready for you to try.
Call 01-863 1841 for Catalogues, Prices, and Advice.

City
Music

1111111
Phone 01-863 1841
for an invitation to

our next
Midi Synth Show.

NORTH HARROW: Pinner Rd. 01-863 1841
TORQUAY: 65 Market St. 0803 25488

EXETER: Queen St 0392 51848
PLYMOUTH: Drake Circus 0752 23011

TRURO: 16 Pydar St. 0872 71359
JERSEY: 8 Esplanade 0534 78901

Loudspeaker
Cabinet
Fittings

From Adam Hall Supplies:
Coverings & frets  flight case parts

 Celestion power speakers 
Rean jacks & fittings  P&N stands
Send 30p PO/cheque for Illustrated

catalogue

ADAM HALL
SUPPLIES LTD

Unit M,
Carlton Court,
Grainger Road,

Southend-on-Sea
Essex

CeieS tiOn
C.15/net

HancibouF
Avallahlo.
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WAVETERM

&RIGHTNESS

Perform with
technology
others can't
match.

The Waveterm is the central component of the PPG -Music -Compu-
ter -System. Its technology makes your music: 16 bit Sampling and
16 bit Wavetables for perfect sounds. Ultimate standard of sound
manipulation with the new 4 -Channel -Mix -Page, digital fade, digital
delay, digital overdub, digital mixing of loops etc. The easiest of
handling for the most difficult operations: Automatic -loops,
-sustain, -level etc. Event Generator (Sequencer) up to 32 Channels
for 32 sythesized and/or sampled sounds simultaneously. Fourier-
Analysis for Sample Sounds. Immediate access to any Page. High
Speed Loading: 8 Sample Sounds in 16 sec. Dual -Processor -System
with 16/32 bit MC 68000 CPU. For more information about the
Waveterm, the complete PPG -System, the PPG -Sound -Library and
the PPG -Demo -Cassette please contact your local music dealer or
PPG, Palm Instruments GmbH, 2000 Hamburg 70, Wandsbeker
ZollstraOe 87-89, Germany, phone 040/68 22 75
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S THE FACE OF DRUMMING CONTINUES TO CHANGE, TAKE

A MOMENT TO REVIEW THE CREATIVE POTENTIAL OF A

HIGHLY ADVANCED ELECTRONIC PERCUSSION SYSTEM.

THE SYSTEM 7 FROM SIMMONS COMPRISES THE SDS 7, MTM
AND THE EPB.

NEW DUAL SAMPLE BASS AND SNARE DRUM MODULES GIVE THE
SYSTEM 7 DRUMMER THE FACILITY TO INTRODUCE CAVERNOUS,

GATED AMBIENCE, SIMPLY BY STRIKING THE DRUM WITH

SUFFICIENT FORCE. THE TOM-TOMS ARE ALSO UPDATED WITH

DEEP, THUNDEROUS SAMPLES AND BOTH DIGITAL AND

SYNTHESIZED SOUND SOURCES ARE FULLY PROGRAMMABLE.

MTM IS SIMMONS' NEW DRUM INTERFACE. IN THE SYSTEM 7 IT

SITS BETWEEN THE LATEST GENERATION OF SIMMONS DRUM

PADS AND THE SDS 7 RACK, MONITORING TRIGGER SIGNALS.

THROUGH MTM, THE DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTIC OF EACH DRUM

IS INDEPENDENTLY PROGRAMMABLE AND CAN BE EXPANDED TO

MAKE THE DRUMS SUPERBLY RESPONSIVE. MTM FEATURES A

FULLY ASSIGNABLE MIDI INTERFACE, TRANSMITTING

INSTANTANEOUS MIDI CODE TO DRIVE EXTERNAL KEYBOARD

SYNTHESIZERS AND SEQUENCERS. FURTHERMORE, MTM

FEATURES A WHOLE RANGE OF EFFECTS INCLUDING REPEAT

ECHO AND MIDI NOTE LAYERING WHICH CAN INSTRUCT

EXTERNAL VOICES TO BUILD A COMPLETE CHORD AS THE DRUM

PAD IS STRUCK WITH INCREASING FORCE. ALL OF MTM'S

FUNCTIONS ARE PROGRAMMABLE, STORABLE AND CAN BE

SWITCHED SIMULTANEOUSLY WITH SDS 7 PROGRAMS WHILE

PLAYING BY A MULTI SEGMENT SELECTOR PAD.

THE EPB GIVES THE SYSTEM 7 ITS USER SAMPLING FACILITY

AND CHANGING THE DIGITAL SOUND CHIPS-IS :MUCH SIMPLIFIED

AS EACH MODULE IS FITTED WITH A QUICK ACCESS "ZIF"

SOCKET.

AND, IN THE TRUE SPIRIT OF A MODULAR SYSTEM, ALE OF

THESE EXCITING DEVELOPMENTS CAN BE RETROFITTED TO
EXISTING SDS 7S.

IF YOU'RE SERIOUS NAT ADVANCING THE PERCUSSIVE ARTS.

PLAY THE SYSTEM 7AT YOUR LOCAL SIMMONS CENTRE AND

DISCOVER HOW TECHNOLOGY IS WORKING FOR THE DRUMMER.

:SIMMONS

e m 7

0
E

11)1

E 1.1-1

SIMMONS ELECTRONICS LTD., ALBAN PARK, HATFIELD ROAD, ST. ALBANS, HERTS. AL4 0111

TELEPHONE: (0727) 36191 (5 LINES) TELEX: 291326 HEXDRM G.
4.) Qi n 


